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Preface

This book began as a research question focused on the relationship

between social and environmental change in Honduras. Over many years,

it has evolved into a study of the mass production and mass consump-

tion of bananas—the most frequently consumed fresh fruit in the United

States. The title refers both to the tropical places where export bananas

grew and the cultural spaces where bananas were consumed.When I first

became interested in the topic as an undergraduate in the late 1980s, events

taking place in Honduras and Central America routinely made headlines

in the United States. Today, the U.S. government’s latest effort to ‘‘install

democracy’’ has shifted public attention to other places and commodities.

In Honduras, the value of exports of apparel now dwarfs that of banana

exports. However, this ought not to discourage serious reflection on the

history of bananas—an important internationally traded commodity that

gave rise to, among other things, the United Fruit Company, one of the

first and most powerful transnational corporations of the past century.

Living in an era when many people seem at a loss to imagine a world not

dominated by corporations and mass markets, it strikes me as impera-

tive to reexamine the historical processes that have shaped places where

commodities are produced and consumed.

If this book has an overriding message, it is the need for people

to think and act in ways that acknowledge the dynamic relationships

between production and consumption, between people and nonhuman

forms of life, and between cultures and economies. Ultimately, I believe

that many twentieth-century models and ideologies of development and

conservation are flawed because they share underlying (and unexamined)

assumptions that nature and culture are either static or change in predict-

able ways. However, there is little that is timeless about nature—human

or otherwise.

On a less lofty level, this book seeks to answer (finally) a question

that friends, family members, and acquaintances frequently ask: ‘‘Do you
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eat bananas?’’ The simple answer, for me, is ‘‘yes’’ (organic when avail-

able). But the question itself is somewhat misguided. In the contempo-

raryUnited States, food and eating have produced both high anxieties and

great denials. One result is a tendency to inscribe moral judgments upon

particular foods, such as bananas, veal, grapes, or the most recent (and

sweeping) evil: carbohydrates. An alternative approach might be to re-

phrase the question as ‘‘What does it mean to eat bananas?’’ This question

compels us to think about people in the United States who consume inex-

pensive, identical looking and tasting bananas on an everyday basis while

symbolically distancing themselves from the ‘‘banana republics’’ where

people live and labor to produce inexpensive, identical looking and tasting

bananas. In other words, the question forces us to ponder consumption,

work, power, history, and the nature of banana cultures.
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Introduction

Linking Places of Production
and Consumption

The first sweetened cup of hot tea to be drunk by an English
worker was a significant historical event, because it prefigured
the transformation of an entire society, a total remaking of its
economic and social basis. We must struggle to understand fully
the consequences of that and kindred events, for upon them was
erected an entirely different conception of the relationship between
producers and consumers, of the meaning of work, of the definition
of self, of the nature of things.

sidney mintz, 1985

Once they fell into United Fruit hands, tropical swamps and
jungles soon blossomed into immense plots of luscious green
banana plants, set out in rows, on well-drained, properly fertilized,
and irrigated soil. Progressive agriculture practices never heard
of before, in connection with silting, flooding, and spraying in a
never-ending fight against plant disease, produced millions of
stems of the golden fruit for export.

stacy may and galo plaza, 1958

Chances are good that most U.S. readers who pick up this book will have

eaten a banana in the recent past. Chances are equally good that they will

not remember the experience because banana eating in the United States

has become rather banal. But this was not always the case. Prior to themid-

nineteenth century, few residents of the United States had tasted a banana

and fewer still ate them on a regular basis. However, the last quarter of

the nineteenth century witnessed a sharp rise in banana consumption in

the United States that transcended lines of gender, class, race, and region.
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Entering the 1920s, the only fresh fruit eaten in greater quantities in the

nation was the apple. By that time, the banana had acquired important

symbolic meanings too, slipping into anglophone street slang, popular

music, comedy, literature, and poetry. The slender, yellow fruit was one of

a growing number of tropical commodities that helped to define everyday

consumer culture in the United States.

If bananas had shed most of their exoticism by the early twenti-

eth century, the same cannot be said of their tropical places of origin.

Yankee writers, merchants, diplomats, and cartoonists tended to view the

tropics as a world apart, filled with dark, sensual, and slothful people

who survived largely due to the natural fecundity of the sun- and rain-

drenched landscapes that they inhabited.This perception of tropical lands

and peoples was captured by the phrase ‘‘banana republic,’’ coined in a

1904 novel by O. Henry, the pseudonym of U.S. writer William Sydney

Porter. The tragically powerful metaphor has served as both an explana-

tion of and a justification for the political conflicts, poverty, andU.S. inter-

ventions that were at the center of twentieth-century Central American

history. Paradoxically, many people in the United States have distanced

themselves fromCentral America by using bananas—the very commodity

that has linked the two regions for more than a century—as a symbol for

‘‘corrupt,’’ ‘‘backward,’’ and ‘‘underdeveloped’’ societies.

Honduras, one of the world’s leading exporters of bananas between

the 1870s and 1970s, has been considered bymany observers in the United

States to be the ‘‘banana republic’’ par excellence. To be sure, Hondu-

rans have faced more than their share of political instability, poverty,

and U.S. strong-arming during the past century. Nevertheless, they have

their own set of meanings for bananas. Even more so than in the United

States, bananas and plantains have formed a central part of Honduran

diets. Most Honduran home gardens—be they cultivated by Pech Indi-

ans in Mosquitia or urban professionals in Tegucigalpa—include at least

a couple of varieties of bananas and plantains. The expansion of export

production in the late nineteenth century transformed the banana from

a mundane dietary staple into ‘‘green gold’’ (oro verde). The fruit symbol-

ized the material riches that filled the dreams of many working people

in Honduras and elsewhere in Central America. Export production gave

rise to the North Coast (la costa norte), a region filled with the wonders of

Yankee-style modernization: hospitals, electricity, ice factories, railroads,

airplanes, radios, and imported foods, clothing, and music. The region’s

dynamic economy attracted a heterogeneous group of immigrants who

helped to create powerful social and political movements in the twentieth
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century.ManyHonduranwriters portrayed bananaworkers as icons of re-

sistance to U.S. hegemony and capitalist exploitation. In Honduras, then,

the banana is an ambivalent symbol whose complexity stands in sharp

contrast to the fruit’s trivial status in U.S. popular culture.

The banana’s late-nineteenth-century transition from an exotic nov-

elty to a commodity of mass consumption in the United States produced

muchmore than new symbolicmeanings for the fruit. A dramatic increase

in production transformed lowland tropical landscapes and livelihoods

fromMexico to Ecuador. Over the span of a century, workers felled forests

and drained wetlands; planted, cultivated, and harvested bananas; built

railroad tracks and entire towns; and prepared meals, laundered clothes,

and raised children. This was not the first time that human initiative had

transformed these regions, but the rate and scale of resource usewerewith-

out historical precedent. These environmental changes in turn helped to

transform a low-input production process into one that was, and con-

tinues to be, both capital and labor intensive.

This book traces the entwined environmental and social transforma-

tions that shaped the North Coast of Honduras between roughly 1870 and

1975. The story takes place primarily in and around banana farms, but the

setting periodically shifts to the United States, where millions of people

consumed bananas physically and symbolically. I follow the banana from

farm tomarket in order to explore the dynamic relationship betweenmass

production and mass consumption that drove, both directly and indi-

rectly, environmental and social change on the North Coast. This transna-

tional perspective also reveals that the fruit companies’ economic power

derived from both their railroad and landmonopolies in Central America

and their control over mass markets in the United States. The discur-

sive power of the ‘‘banana republic’’ metaphor makes it easy to overlook

the ways in which monopoly capitalism in the United States shaped the

twentieth-century history of the banana trade. In following the banana

on its international journey, I cross the boundaries of several academic

fields in order to write a history that is cross-fertilized by the perspec-

tives of biologists and geographers in addition to those of cultural, envi-

ronmental, and social historians. The study incorporates a wide range of

sources, including manuscript census data fromHonduras, fruit company

records, published scientific papers, Honduran and U.S. government cor-

respondence, oral testimonies, and ephemera (e.g., song lyrics, recipes,

and advertisements) from U.S. mass culture. Some recent studies on ba-

nanas have worked with a subset of these sources, but few have sought to

integrate them.
1
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The ‘‘banana lands’’ or ‘‘enclaves’’ of LatinAmerica and theCaribbean

have drawn the attention of both English- and Spanish-language writers

over the years, including Nobel Laureates Miguel Ángel Asturias, Gabriel

García Márquez, and Pablo Neruda, in addition to journalists, travelers,

and scholars. Few multinational corporations operating in Latin America

have generated asmuch controversy as theU.S. companies that dominated

the twentieth-century banana trade. The companies’ defenders upheld

them as pillars of modernity and prosperity, pointing out that they cre-

ated tens of thousands of jobs, constructed transportation infrastructure,

and introduced scientific approaches to tropical agriculture and medi-

cine.
2
Critics countered by citing the companies’ land and transportation

monopolies, repression of labormovements, and tax subsidies as evidence

that the companies’ profits resulted from the exploitation of Latin Ameri-

can people. During the 1960s and 1970s, the banana companies were often

at the center of debates between modernization theorists on one side,

who saw the infusion of capital and technology as necessary to help Latin

Americans shed their ‘‘traditional’’ livelihoods and ways of thinking, and

their dependency school critics on the other, who claimed that foreign

capital was ‘‘underdeveloping’’ Latin America.
3

The polemical debates often obscured the fact that the opposing sides

shared some key assumptions. As historian Catherine LeGrand has ob-

served, ‘‘scholars working from modernization and dependency perspec-

tives have tended to agree that foreign companies held the power and

did what they wished, while locals were passive, acted upon.’’
4
LeGrand

and several other scholars have successfully challenged images of om-

nipotent U.S. banana companies manipulating ‘‘comprador’’ elites and

hapless peasants by showing how national banana growers in Colombia,

merchants in Honduras, labor union activists in Guatemala, West Indian

migrants in Costa Rica, andworker-cultivators in Ecuador challenged and

at times redirected the policies pursued by government authorities and

fruit company managers.
5
This body of research has identified the agency

of a wide range of actors while providing historical content to a topic long-

dominated by rigid typologies such as ‘‘enclave,’’ ‘‘proletariat,’’ and ‘‘boom

and bust’’ economy.

Recent scholarship on export banana production has devoted less at-

tention to the shared assumptions held bymodernization and dependency

theorists about lowland tropical landscapes.With few exceptions, writers

from both theoretical camps have placed great faith in the capacity of

science and technology to enable the efficient utilization of natural re-

sources. Both Spanish- and English-language sources from the early twen-
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tieth century frequently praised foreign capital and technologies for turn-

ing unhealthy ‘‘wastelands’’ into productive gardens. Modernizationists

and dependentistas considered the transformation of tropical landscapes

as progress toward different imagined ends (a stable middle class for the

former, and a revolutionary proletariat in the case of the latter). Once

again, the shared assumption is that tropical landscapes, not unlike their

inhabitants, are essentially passive, acted upon.

The story that follows challenges this assumption by exploring the

interactions among diverse and often divided people, not-so-diverse ba-

nana plants, and persistent yet unpredictable pathogens that formed and

reformed tropical landscapes and livelihoods in export banana zones. In

other words, I try to put the agriculture back into banana plantation his-

tory in order to pay critical attention to both scientific ideas about tropi-

cal landscapes and the everyday cultivation practices that absorbed so

much of working people’s time and energy. I am less interested in arguing

for the primacy of cultural or biological processes than in demonstrat-

ing their historical entanglement. In order to do so, I borrow concepts

from agroecology, an emerging field of research that studies interactions

between cropping systems and their surrounding environments. Agro-

ecosystems are places created and transformed by fluid processes that are

subject to change over time and space and therefore possess both dynamic

pasts and uncertain futures rooted in an ecosocial realm of possibilities.

In emphasizing the role of contingency, or the historicity of agroecologi-

cal systems, I am not suggesting that people-plant interactions take place

in an ‘‘anything goes’’ world without limits. The qualitative differences be-

tween a banana plantation and a lowland tropical forest cannot be denied;

indeed, their disparate qualities are central to this book’s overarching ar-

gument. Nevertheless, attempts to draw well-defined borders between

natural spaces and cultural places run the peril of ignoring all-important

interactions between fields, forests, and waterways; and between culti-

vated, wild, and hybrid organisms.
6

Banana plants, like most crop plants, are at once biological organ-

isms and cultural artifacts—products of both evolutionary contingencies

and human agency. Early cultivators in Southeast Asia first domesticated

bananas several thousand years ago. Dozens of varieties subsequently dif-

fused throughout South Asia, the Pacific, and Africa. How and when

banana cultivars reached the Americas is subject to debate, but they have

been widely cultivated in the hemisphere for at least 400 years.
7
Between

1500 and 1850, their consumptionwas largely confined to the tropics; in the

sugarcane-growing regions of Brazil and the Caribbean, slaves routinely
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grew bananas and plantains on provision grounds. The self-propagating,

high-yielding herbaceous plants were well suited to meet the needs of

slaves because they required little labor to cultivate and transform into

food. In addition, the fast-growing, tall and leafy plants provided shade

for ground crops.
8
The dynamics of the post-emancipation period in the

Caribbean helped to set the stage for export banana growing in the re-

gion. In the struggle to find dignified livelihoods, the descendants of slaves

would be among the first to sell bananas to itinerant North American

schooner captains in the mid-nineteenth century.

The export banana trade formed around a singlevariety: GrosMichel.

The variety apparently did not reach the Americas until the early nine-

teenth century. In 1837, Jean Pouyat, a coffee planter in Jamaica, intro-

duced a Gros Michel rhizome that he had acquired in Martinique. The

variety soon flourished in Jamaica and later spread throughout Central

America. Although this ‘‘creation story’’ may be apocryphal, it suggests

that the variety’s genetic base was exceedingly narrow, a condition that

would shape export production in crucial ways. As both small- and large-

scale Gros Michel monocultures replaced lowland forests and wetlands,

a qualitatively different agroecosystem took form that ‘‘invite[d] the de-

velopment of disease epidemics by providing high densities of genetically

uniform hosts.’’
9
In addition, the railroads and shipping lines that linked

production zones facilitated the movement of pathogens across localities

and regions.

Two plant pathogens—popularly known as Panama and Sigatoka dis-

eases—have played leading roles in the history of export banana growing

in the Caribbean and Latin America. The significance of the two diseases

varied over time and space. In the early twentieth century, the fruit com-

panies responded to Panama disease, a soil-borne pathogen, by practic-

ing what I call ‘‘shifting plantation agriculture,’’ abandoning infected soils

and removing infrastructure for reuse in areas where the disease was not

present. When Sigatoka appeared in the 1930s, banana producers did not

have time to run from the air-borne fungal pathogen. Instead,United Fruit

Company scientists in Honduras devised a capital- and labor-intensive

control system based on high-volume Bordeaux spray (copper sulfate),

the costs of which forced many small-scale growers to abandon the trade.

For farmworkers and other North Coast residents, the fruit companies’

efforts to control the two plant disease epidemics shaped livelihoods in

important and long-lasting ways. Although human diseases such as ma-

laria have received more scholarly attention, the fungal pathogens that

invaded Gros Michel banana plantations have arguably played a larger,
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albeit indirect role in shaping the daily lives of people in the North Coast’s

zonas bananeras.
The historical significance of Panama and Sigatoka diseases cannot be

explained entirely in terms of regional agroecological dynamics. Complex

interactions between pathogen, plant host, and agroecosystem shaped the

epidemics, but so too did the cultural, economic, and social processes

that gave rise to mass markets for bananas in the United States. Eco-

nomic historians have written extensively about the ‘‘boom and bust’’

cycles that characterized Latin American export production during the

past 150 years, but they have devoted little attention to understanding how

mass markets affected the agroecological resources upon which export

economies have been based.
10
I describe the formation and evolution of

U.S. mass markets for bananas in both socioeconomic and cultural terms

in order to shed light on both who could afford to eat bananas and why

people chose to eat them in the first place. In other words, this book exam-

ines the transformation of a tropical plant into a food commodity. Taking

an excursion into banana cuisine is pleasurable and at times amusing, but

my primary reason for paying critical attention to mass markets and con-

sumer culture is to explain the transformation of export banana agricul-

ture in the tropics.
11

If this study aspires to operate on a transnational level, it also seeks to

shed light on the historyof a specific region: theNorth Coast of Honduras.

Approaching the region from the Caribbean Sea, a nineteenth-century

traveler first encountered miles of sandy beaches, mangrove swamps, and

stands of coconut palms cultivated primarily by the Garífuna people,

who had inhabited the coastline since the late eighteenth century. Be-

yond the littoral zone lay a narrow plain that quickly gave way to foot-

hills and mountain ranges whose highest peaks exceeded 2,500 meters.

Xicaque Indians and mestizo cattle ranchers inhabited the sparsely popu-

lated lowlands. Numerous rivers descended from the highlands and me-

andered toward the sea. The alluvial valleys carved by the largest rivers—

the Aguán and the Ulúa—were the sites of pre-Columbian settlements.

The region appears to have been a dividing line of sorts between Mayan

and Xicaque indigenous groups. Important crops included cacao, cassava

and other tubers, and seed crops such as maize and beans. The drastic

demographic decline among indigenous populations following sustained

contact with Europeans andAfricans contributed to an expansion of forest

cover in lowland areas. By the late 1800s, all that remained of the region’s

pre-Columbian settlements were the ceramic artifacts that export banana

growers frequently unearthed when planting their farms.
12
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map i.1. Honduras

Unfortunately, exceedingly few scholarly histories on this region have

been published in English.With the notable exception of Darío Euraque,

historians working in the United States have focused their attention on

banana enclaves located elsewhere in Central America, notably Costa Rica

and Guatemala.
13
Honduran researchers, often working with limited fi-

nancial and archival resources, have produced a small number of valuable

studies that have not circulated widely.
14
As a result, scholarly analyses of

the export banana trade have been formulated with limited knowledge

of the region that probably shipped more export bananas between 1870

and 1950 than any other place in the world. In 1929, Honduran exports far

exceeded the combined exports from Costa Rica, Guatemala, Nicaragua,

and Panama. Honduras remained the leading Central American exporter

of bananas through 1970.
15

But the importance of the North Coast of Honduras extends beyond

the sheer volume of bananas that left its shores; the region’s history sheds

light on a number of issues central to understanding the banana trade’s

trajectory. For example, many studies on export banana production tend

to conflate the formation of the United Fruit Company in 1899 with the

beginning of ‘‘modern’’ export banana production. This periodization
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overlooks the fact that a heterogeneous group of growers along the Carib-

bean coast of Honduras and elsewhere in Central America and the Carib-

bean began selling bananas for export no later than the early 1870s. These

seldom-acknowledged cultivators helped to set the export trade in mo-

tion some twenty-five years before the incorporation of the United Fruit

Company. In fact, United Fruit did not secure its first railroad conces-

sion in Honduras until 1913, approximately forty years after individuals

in Honduras began growing bananas for U.S. markets. The cursory ac-

counts of the late-nineteenth-century banana trade generally portray the

period as either a ‘‘golden age’’ for growers or a ‘‘chaotic’’ period charac-

terized by unsophisticated production and shipping practices. Both views

oversimplify a complex dynamic between growers, shippers, and theHon-

duran state. They also downplay the continuities in the nineteenth- and

twentieth-century trades. Although the early twentieth century witnessed

a dramatic increase in the scale of production, cultivation practices re-

mained relatively unchanged during the first half-century of trade.

Scholars have also underestimated the persistence of non-company

growers in Honduras during the years when the U.S. fruit companies

began to integrate vertically. For writers who have portrayed the fruit

companies as introducing advances in agriculture, medicine, education,

and economic organization, small-scale cultivators and their low-input

agricultural methods have often symbolized the non-modern ‘‘other’’

with which the virtues of the banana companies’ modernizing projects are

contrasted.
16
On the other hand, many Marxist critiques, endeavoring to

fit the banana industry’s history into linear models of proletarianization,

have focused on the emergence of a class-conscious proletariat disposed

to organizing strikes, trade unions, and communist movements.
17
Both

of these approaches generally fail to account for the dynamic presence of

small-scale cultivators whose initiative, persistence, and unpredictability

undermine both liberal and Marxist visions of modernity.

In some instances, the extension of company railroads actually stimu-

lated small-scale production by providing cultivators with vital links to

seaports. Non-company growers continued to produce and sell signifi-

cant quantities of bananas through the 1930s. Both the scope and per-

sistence of non-company production on the North Coast call into ques-

tion the distinctions often drawn between Honduras and export banana

zones in Colombia, Costa Rica, and Jamaica, where the presence of non-

company growers has been widely acknowledged. For example, banana

exports from Honduras and Costa Rica were on a par around 1900. By

the 1930s, non-company production in Costa Rica accounted for a much
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larger proportion of that nation’s banana exports (75 percent) than non-

company exports accounted for in Honduras (30 percent), but the quan-

tity of bananas sold by non-company growers in the latter country ex-

ceeded the quantity sold by non-company producers in the former. The

point is not to diminish the significance of non-company growers in Costa

Rica but rather to suggest that scholars working within national frame-

works have made cases for ‘‘exceptionalism’’ by assuming that somewhere

(andHonduras is often that place) an archetype enclave existed consisting

of company-controlled plantations and proletariat.

In fact, not one but three major U.S. fruit companies (United, Stan-

dard, and Cuyamel) operated inHonduras between 1900 and 1930. On the

one hand, this fact can be used to lend support to that nation’s status as the

ultimate banana republic. On the other hand, it suggests that the United

Fruit Company was unable to establish an absolute monopoly in Hon-

duras such as it enjoyed in Guatemala and Costa Rica during the first half

of the twentieth century. Indeed, evidence suggests that North Coast elites

were able to leverage power by playing the fruit companies against one an-

other. This ability diminished considerably following United Fruit’s pur-

chase of Samuel Zemurray’s Cuyamel Fruit Company in 1929. However,

Zemurray would wrest control of United Fruit in 1933, using his enormous

stock holdings to force the board of directors to recognize him as a de facto

chief executive officer.He remained a powerful figure in the company until

he resigned from the board in 1957. If banana men in Costa Rica (Minor

Keith) and Jamaica (LorenzoDowBaker) played leading roles in founding

United Fruit, Zemurray—who built his fortune primarily in Honduras—

presided over the restoration of the company’s economic power following

the crisis of the early 1930s.
18

All three U.S. fruit companies operating in Honduras made impor-

tant innovations in both production and marketing processes that trans-

formed the entire export banana industry. Between 1930 and 1984, Hon-

duras was the home of United Fruit’s tropical research department, which,

along with British research programs in Jamaica and Trinidad, set the

agenda for banana research for most of the twentieth century. Among

the most significant innovations made by United Fruit scientists was the

Bordeaux spray system devised in 1935 to control Sigatoka. The system

diffused rapidly throughout export banana zones in the Caribbean and

Latin America and set an important precedent for the large-scale use of

chemical fungicides in tropical agriculture. Although the New Orleans–

based Standard Fruit Company did not establish a research department

in Honduras until the early 1950s, the company initiated one of the most
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important changes in the twentieth-century trade when it began shipping

Panama disease–resistant Cavendish bananas in cardboard boxes in 1957.

Within ten years, virtually all bananas bound for the United States trav-

eled in boxes, an innovation that would alter both the production and

marketing of the fruit.

The North Coast was also the site of numerous challenges to the fruit

companies’ power. People living in banana zones struggled to establish

and maintain livelihoods by forming grower associations, challenging the

fruit companies’ claims to the region’s resources, and by ‘‘voting with

their feet’’ when plantation working conditions became intolerable. In

the 1920s, a dramatic expansion of banana exports coincided with rising

labor militancy: dozens of strikes took place over a range of issues, in-

cluding wages and the companies’ use of Caribbean laborers. In 1932,

banana company workers went on strike in response to wage cuts. In

the case of the Truxillo Railroad Company (a United Fruit subsidiary), a

two-month-long strike involving some 3,000 laborers did not end until

government and company officials cooperated in the arrest and tempo-

rary removal of the strike leaders.
19
That same year, National Party candi-

dateTiburcio Carías Andinowas elected president, initiating sixteen years

of authoritarian rule. When Carías finally stepped down from power in

1948, labor organizers wasted little time in pushing for reforms. Then in

1954, United Fruit workers walked off the job enmasse. The strike quickly

spread to Standard Fruit’s operations and eventually to other sectors of the

economy. The Gran huelga of 1954 gave rise to powerful union and cam-

pesino movements that, in alliance with liberal North Coast merchants,

succeeded in reforming Honduran labor codes, agrarian laws, social wel-

fare, and tax structures.
20

The fruit companies responded to the rising

power of Honduran workers by cutting jobs. They closed farms, mecha-

nized Sigatoka control, and contracted out labor-intensive production

processes via ‘‘associate grower’’ programs. These changes accelerated an

industrywide shift to a heavy reliance on both agrochemicals and contract

farming.
21
In sum, many of the environmental and social transformations

that took place on the North Coast of Honduras affected the trajectory of

the entire export banana trade during the twentieth century.

Finally, the North Coast is important not only because of its relation-

ship to the rest of Honduras, but also because of its close historical ties

to the United States. Although far greater attention has been given to the

role played by the United States elsewhere in Central America, the North

Coast was the site of at least seven military interventions during the early

twentieth century.
22
In 1928, U.S. President-elect Herbert Hoover visited
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Amapala, Honduras, where he gave a speech calling for cooperation and

understanding among the nations of the Western Hemisphere. The U.S.

government under President Franklin Delano Roosevelt supported Hon-

duran President Tiburcio Carías Andino throughWorldWar II, less for his

commitment to democracy than for his ability to bring ‘‘stability’’ during

a period when the United States sought to create a hemispheric alliance

of ‘‘good neighbors’’ against Nazi Germany. Following 1945, the defeat of

fascist governments, combined with rising fears about the spread of com-

munism, led theUnited States to playamuchmore active role in theCarib-

bean and Central America. This took many forms on the North Coast,

ranging from seminars for union leaders on how to build anticommunist

labor movements to covert activities including ‘‘Operation PB Success,’’

the CIA-planned overthrow of the Arbenz government in Guatemala that

used Honduras as a staging ground. More recently, the U.S. State Depart-

ment pressured Honduran leaders into providing assistance for its covert

operations carried out against the Sandinista government in Nicaragua

and the FMLN guerrillas in El Salvador.
23

But interactions between the United States and the North Coast of

Honduras have not been restricted to diplomats and military officials.

This book reveals some of the ‘‘everyday’’ encounters between people in

Honduras and the United States that resulted from the mass production

and mass consumption of an agricultural commodity. These routine—

even mundane—exchanges were seldom as dramatic as a CIA-financed

coup d’état, but they nevertheless changed life in zonas bananeras in last-

ing ways.

Before outlining the organization of the book, I offer some final re-

marks on the unconventional cast of characters awaiting the reader. Po-

litical leaders, customarily assigned leading roles in historical drama, are

here upstaged by banana plants, pathogens, and working people. My de-

cision to move politics off center stage is not to deny its importance to the

story of export banana production. As many scholars have demonstrated,

the profits made by U.S. fruit companies operating in Honduras resulted

largely from their ability to secure generous concessions that provided

them monopoly privileges over regional transportation networks, access

to subsidized soil and water resources, and the ability to import workers.

However, images of ‘‘banana men’’ cutting backroom deals with corrupt

politicians obscure the fact that bananas grow in soil, not on paper; the

concessions provided the banana companies with crucial advantages over

potential competitors, but they did not make banana production a fait
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accompli. The biophysical resources needed to grow bananas were not in-

finitely malleable ‘‘raw materials,’’ but components of dynamic agroeco-

systems. Ultimately, the fruit companies had an easier time manipulating

politicians than they did controlling the people, plants, and pathogens

whose daily interactions largely shaped landscapes and livelihoods on the

North Coast.

The work of cultivating and processing plants has been a central en-

deavor—if not a defining act—of human societies for millennia. Even

today, when a majority of the world’s population engages in non-agrarian

livelihoods, manipulating plants—be it at the cellular or landscape level—

continues to occupy a central place in the material and symbolic realms

of daily life. This book calls attention to the continued importance of

agriculture in a postmodern age. My intent is to restore dynamism to

agriculture and to recover the livelihoods of worker/cultivators in export

banana zones without romanticizing their often arduous and uncertain

work, over-simplifying their lives, or inscribing political tendencies upon

them. Finally, I seek to identify the human agents who collectively formed

the mass market ‘‘structures’’ that played a central role in shaping pro-

duction. These are not always easy tasks, yet they are important ones for

historians (and others) seeking to interrupt discourses on development

that equate progress with rising rates of consumption and technological

innovation while displaying little concern for those who bear the brunt of

the risks that accompany changing landscapes and livelihoods.

I have organized this rather unconventional history in a very conven-

tional way: the chapters proceed roughly in chronological order, begin-

ning in the nineteenth century and ending in the late twentieth century.

In so doing, I intend not only to engage readers but also to place empha-

sis on the explanatory power of historical narrative. Quite simply, I hope

to offer a new perspective on change over time in an export banana zone.

That said, this project has no intentions of turning back the clock on the

important exchanges that have taken place in recent years between history

and other fields of study, including anthropology, literary studies, and

cultural geography, which have emphasized the complex and contested

nature of historical memories and meanings. I have attempted to craft a

story in which both explanation and meaning exist in creative tension.

The first chapter attempts to establish an agroecological baseline for

the North Coast circa 1875 from which to chart changes in production

processes over time. The interactions of banana growers, exporters, con-

sumers, and the state during this pre–United Fruit era shaped the trajec-
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tory of the trade in important and enduring ways, not the least of which

was a preference for Gros Michel bananas. Expanding markets provided

a heterogeneous group of cultivators with an opportunity to accumu-

late capital, but incessant struggles between growers and exporters over

shipping schedules, purchase prices, and definitions of quality undermine

images of the era as a ‘‘golden age.’’ The chapter also argues that the expan-

sion of export banana production cannot be attributed entirely to mar-

ket forces. The Honduran state, anxious to control the people and re-

sources of the North Coast, created liberal land and tax policies in order

to stimulate export agriculture. Paradoxically, the resource-strapped state

sought to achieve hegemony (and economic expansion) by granting con-

cessions to non-nationals whose projects more closely conformed to lib-

eral visions of fomento, or development, than did the livelihoods of many

of the North Coast’s resident peoples. The U.S. banana companies did not

single-handedlymodernizeHonduras;modernity—as a set of ideas about

agriculture, economic trade, and nationalism—preceded their arrival.

Chapter 2 examines the profound agroecological transformations that

took place between 1910 and 1940, a period when people, Gros Michel

bananas, and fungal pathogens ‘‘invaded’’ the North Coast. At the same

time, Gros Michel bananas ‘‘invaded’’ the United States on an unprece-

dented scale, triggering congressional debates over taxes, inspiring dance

crazes, and nourishing tens ofmillions of people. I link these simultaneous

invasions by examining early efforts to find a Panama disease–resistant ex-

port banana, a goal that would frustrate a generation of banana breeders

who faced constraints imposed by the banana’s biology, the organization

of production, and the structures and aesthetics of mass markets. Unwill-

ing to export a banana that did not closely resemble Gros Michel, the

banana companies abandoned diseased farms and relocated to pathogen-

free soils. In order to sustain this strategy of ‘‘shifting plantation agricul-

ture,’’ the companies had to secure access to large quantities of land, a

need that would bring them into conflict with one another as they tried

to position themselves to win additional concessions from the Honduran

government.

Chapter 3 explores the effects and meanings of the agroecological

changes associatedwith the expansion of banana production from the per-

spective of non-company cultivators and local communities. After docu-

menting the persistence of non-company banana growers and the chang-

ing conditions under which they marketed their fruit during the 1920s

and early 1930s, I describe struggles for resources that took place in four

localities scattered across the North Coast: Cuyamel, Cortés; Mezapa, At-
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lántida; Sonaguera, Colón; and La Paz, Colón. These four places cannot

be taken as representative of the entire region, but their linked histories

reveal the cross-cutting effects of the fruit companies’ shifting cultivation

strategy. The practice had a devastating economic impact on local econo-

mies. But one community’s bane was another’s boon: the extension of

railroads into places where none had previously existed created opportu-

nities for new livelihoods.
24
People contested the fruit companies’ control

over local resources in a variety of ways. In some places, they staged pub-

lic protests; more often, challenges materialized in the form of individu-

als and small groups of people who drafted petitions and set up squatter

settlements.Working people often articulated their claims to resources in

terms of nationalism and social justice, creating discourses that invoked a

racialized view of citizenship that excluded immigrant West Indians and

others from having a claim to the North Coast’s resources.

The fourth chapter focuses on the science and work of Sigatoka con-

trol following the pathogen’s appearance and subsequent spread in the

Sula valley in 1935. Less than one year after the initial outbreak of Siga-

toka, United Fruit scientist Vining Dunlap devised a means to control

the disease through the use of Bordeaux spray (copper sulfate and lime).

Dunlap’s innovation has been credited with saving the export banana in-

dustry in Central America, but the capital- and labor-intensive control

system was not a viable option for most non-company growers, whose

production collapsed in the late 1930s. Those who continued to grow and

sell export bananas relinquished virtually all of their autonomy to the fruit

companies in return for loans and technical assistance. Sigatoka control

also changed daily work for field hands, creating hundreds of relatively

high paying jobs that involved applying an aqueous solution of copper

sulfate. Indirect evidence strongly suggests that prolonged exposure to

Bordeaux spray caused respiratory problems. Sigatoka control, then, an-

ticipated a trend in twentieth-century agriculture toward a greater reli-

ance upon chemical compounds to control agroecological processes that

diminished yields of export-quality fruit.

Chapter 5 revisits the plantations portrayed in Honduran writer and

Communist Party organizer RamónAmaya Amador’s novel Prisión verde.
First published in 1950, the novel portrayed working-class life on the

North Coast during the regime of Tiburcio Carías Andino (1932–1948),

a period marked by severe repression of opposition political parties and

labor organizers.
25
In fact, labor histories of Honduras tend to jump from

the widespread labor unrest of 1932 to the Great Strike of 1954 because

formal worker organizations were all but nonexistent during the Cariato.
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At times, the oral histories told to me by former fruit company employees

resonated so forcefully with Amaya Amador’s description of plantation

life that I was left wondering to what extent the novel’s characters and

events had interpenetrated individual and collective memories about the

past. The recollections of ex-campeños, former field hands, also diverged

from Amaya Amador’s account in important ways. Workers found ways

to survive the often harsh conditions of plantation life by taking advan-

tage of decentralized management structures and isolated work places to

negotiate and deflect the power of their bosses. However, rather than cata-

log a ‘‘weapons of the weak,’’ the chapter tries to portray campeño liveli-

hoods as a near-constant challenge to the same structures of inequality

that circumscribed worker freedoms. I also highlight the daily work with

plants, soils, and mules that absorbed so much of campeños’ energy and
time. The chapter incorporates a handful of women’s voices in order to

shed light on women’s work experiences. Evidence suggests that female

cooks, laundresses, venders, and prostitutes forged livelihoods that gen-

erated significant incomes for women and their families, creating ‘‘micro’’

backward linkages in the plantation economy.
26

The sixth chapter examines the lives and time of Miss Chiquita, one of

the most recognizable U.S. consumer product icons of the twentieth cen-

tury. ‘‘Born’’ in 1944, Miss Chiquita faded from public view in the 1950s

before resurfacing in the 1960s as a brand name for United Fruit’s boxed

Cavendish bananas. The period in between Miss Chiquita’s debut and re-

vival witnessed important transitions in the production and marketing

of bananas. In Honduras, the rapid spread of Panama disease, the 1954

strike, and political changes compelled the fruit companies to replaceGros

Michel plants with resistant varieties. This change, initiated by the Stan-

dard Fruit Company, brought an end to both the era of shifting planta-

tion agriculture and the practice of exporting unprocessed bunches of ba-

nanas. The companies built packing plants where Cavendish fruit was cut

from the stem, washed, selected, and packed into cardboard boxes prior to

being shipped. The decision to box bananas resulted from a need to pro-

tect the delicate peel of Cavendish varieties, but it also reflected the post–

WorldWar II rise of self-serve supermarkets in the United States. By ship-

ping bananas in branded, ‘‘consumer-sized’’ units from production zones,

the fruit companies caught up with twentieth-century marketing trends.

In Honduras, Miss Chiquita’s rebirth as a brand name altered the lives of

real women by creating hundreds of jobs in empacadoras, packing plants.
The conversion to Cavendish bananas helped to stabilize banana pro-

duction, but it did not eliminate the problem of plant pathogens. Chap-
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ter 7 traces changes in production processes and their effects on workers

between roughly 1945 and 1975, a period when the fruit companies turned

increasingly to agrochemicals both to reduce labor costs and to control

diseases and pests perceived to lower yields of high-quality fruit. For field

hands, daily plantation work brought them into contact with a wide range

of agrochemicals capable of producing acute and chronic health problems.

The historyof Nemagón (DBCP), a pesticide that produced both dramatic

increases in fruit yields and reproductive health problems for hundreds

of men and women in Honduras, clearly reveals the promise and perils

of pesticide use. By situating the use of DBCP and other agrochemicals

in the context of production-consumption dynamics, I reveal the histori-

cal and agroecological roots of practices that continue to shape the daily

environments of farmworkers.

The concluding chapter places the history of the export banana trade

between Honduras and the United States in comparative perspective by

drawing upon scholarship on other agricultural export commodities, in-

cluding coffee, deciduous fruits, and sugar. A comparative view reveals

both the diversity of historical experiences spawned by the mass pro-

duction and mass consumption of food commodities and some common

themes upon which variations occur. Confronting the paradox of regional

variation in a ‘‘global’’ world is central to the formulation of new explana-

torymodels capable of informing discussions about agriculture, food, and

environmental change—discussions in which I believe historians must

struggle to make their voices heard.



Chapter 1

Going Bananas

George Bush, purser of the S.S. Chase was arrested by an officer
acting as Comandante in consequence of a dispute with some
negros about the payment of some rejected fruit. Consul deposited
the amount in dispute to get Bush out of prison.

william burchard, u.s. consul, roatán, july 15, 1881

In the mid-1840s, Thomas Young, Deputy Superintendent of the British

Central American Land Company, traveled along the Río Negro, one of

many rivers that cut through the narrow coastal plain that stretches along

Honduras’s Caribbean coastline. Paddling upstream with a group of Mis-

kito Indians, Young observed ‘‘thousands of banana trees growing spon-

taneously, the fruit of which is so much sought after by the natives, who

come from very distant parts to Black River, to gather it.’’ He noted the

easewith which the plant could be cultivated and added that ‘‘the ripe fruit

is highly esteemed, although it is apt to disagree with Europeans if eaten

shortly before or after taking spirits. The green fruit is cut into slices by

the Spaniards, and exposed to the sun, and when rubbed, forms a kind of

flour of which they are fond.’’
1

When Young visited the Río Negro region, bananas were a novelty

item in Europe and the United States, and little export-oriented agricul-

ture of any kind took place in the Caribbean lowlands of Honduras. Most

of the region’s nineteenth-century exports, including mahogany, fustic (a

dyewood), deer skins, sarsaparilla, and rubber, were extracts from for-

ested ecosystems and wetlands. As late as 1859, a traveler journeying by

canoe from Omoa to Puerto Cortés described forests that extended from

hillsides down to the edge of narrow sandy beaches along the coast. A large

lagoon near Puerto Cortés featured an ‘‘incredible’’ number of sea nettles

and ‘‘large shoals’’ of fish.
2
Most of the indigenous people in the region

forged livelihoods based on forestry, fishing, foraging, hunting, and live-
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stock raising, supplemented by small-scale production of corn, beans, and

yuca.
3
Agriculture in the region can best be described as small-scalemono-

cultures andpolycultures. Extensive plantings of bananas, plantains, sugar

cane, and pastureland were few and geographically dispersed.

This situation started to change in the 1870s, when schooners from

U.S. ports began arriving with increasing frequency in order to purchase

bananas and coconuts. Around the same time, the Honduran national

government began to embrace export-oriented economic development

models. The institutionalization of nineteenth-century liberalism took

place during Marco Aurelio Soto’s presidency (1876–1883). President Soto

imagined a national landscape filled with productive citizens transform-

ing tropical nature into wealth: ‘‘We will take advantage of what Nature

has abundantly provided us. We will work so that the light of civilization

reaches even themost remote forests and that throughwork, blessedwork,

the lands will be made productive so that all Hondurans may enjoy the

benefits of universal progress.’’
4
Soto’s government turned this vision into

state policy via the Agrarian Law of 1877, which provided tax and other

financial incentives for cultivators to grow crops for international mar-

kets. Surprisingly, the legislation did not make any specific reference to

banana production, an activity already initiated by small-scale cultivators

on the Bay Islands, a small archipelago lying to the north of Honduras’s

Caribbean coastline.

The abolition of slavery in Jamaica and elsewhere in the British Carib-

bean prompted both former slaveholders and ex-slaves to migrate to the

Bay Islands. In 1861, Britain transferred sovereignty over the islands to

Honduras. Shortly thereafter, schooners from New Orleans began arriv-

ing in Roatán and Utila, the two principal islands on which small-scale

cultivators grew both bananas and coconuts.
5
‘‘A largemajority’’ of the ap-

proximately 6,000 inhabitants onRoatánwere anglophone ‘‘Creoles,’’ and

most business transactions and other social activities took place in En-

glish. Island residents imported nearly all of their provisions, buildingma-

terials, and general merchandise from the United States.
6
Ties to the His-

panic mainland were few and tenuous. When the Honduran government

declared the island of Roatán to be the only official port of entry in 1879,

disgruntled residents on the islands of Utila and Guanaja appealed to the

British government. The British obliged the desires of their former colo-

nial subjects by sending a warship to Roatán so that the matter could be

‘‘discussed’’ with local Honduran officials.
7
Three years later, in a measure

largely aimed at the English-speaking population of the Bay Islands, the

Honduran Congress declared Spanish the official language. Bay Islanders
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continued to challenge their Honduran citizenship as late as 1902.
8
The

politics of the export banana trade, then, acquired an international di-

mension early on due to both the presence of imperial powers old (Great

Britain) and new (United States), and the historical ties that linked Bay

Island residents to Anglo-Caribbean culture.

By the mid-1870s, the Bay Island fruit trade was ‘‘brisk and con-

stantly on the increase.’’
9
In 1877 the Oteri and Brothers Company initi-

ated steamship service between their headquarters inNewOrleans and the

Bay Islands. Two years later, five additional U.S. steamships were regularly

running bananas from the islands to various U.S. ports.
10
In the month

of November 1880, three schooners and two steamships left Roatán bear-

ing bananas and coconuts.
11
By 1881, theHonduran government promoted

steamer traffic by waiving port entry fees for steamships, a policy that

rankled schooner captains who did not enjoy the same exemptions.
12
One

local official justified the policy by pointing out that steamships were

larger and faster than schooners and therefore capable of moving larger

volumes of fruit than wind-driven vessels. Demand for fruit soon began to

outstrip supply on the Bay Islands, driving prices up and stimulating in-

creases in production. A Honduran government official on Roatán could

not contain his satisfaction with the booming economy: ‘‘It’s no longer

just a dream . . . thanks to the abundance of Peruvian soles and Mexican

pesos everyone here is up at dawn and, with machete in hand, sets out to

work.’’
13
The somewhat less hyperbolic reports of U.S. consular agents sta-

tioned on the Bay Islands also indicated that banana growing in the 1880s

could be quite lucrative for small-scale growers with limited capital and

labor resources. According toWilliam Burchard, a 4-hectare banana farm

(3,000 plants) cost about $250 in 1880 and provided ‘‘under favorable cir-

cumstances’’ $1,500 in revenue the first year and anywhere from $3,000

to $5,000 in subsequent years. He favorably compared banana farming to

coconut cultivation, another important export crop, noting that coconuts

required a significantly larger initial investment and much more time to

generate returns than bananas.
14

Growing export bananas in the late nineteenth century did not re-

quire large inputs of labor. Land clearing was accomplished by burn-

ing underbrush during the dry season (January–April). Later with the

first rains in May, planting was done using ‘‘pointed sticks of hardwood.’’

Cultivators spaced the young plants at a distance of some 3–4 meters.

Weeding with machetes was the only task carried out during the ten to

twelve months between planting and harvesting. Growers harvested ba-

nanas when the fruit bunches were green. Harvesters armed with mache-
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tes cut the tall stem of the plant so that the heavy fruit bunch would fall

slowly to the ground. Harvested bunches, weighing anywhere from 40 to

80 pounds, were carried by pack animals to the shoreline, where they were

loaded onto small boats that carried the fruit to larger, oceangoing ves-

sels. After the harvest, the tall stalk was cut near its base in order to make

room for the suckers or offshoots that would reproduce the cycle of fruit

production.
15

In the eyes of U.S. Consul Burchard, the Bay Islanders’ cultivation

techniques were ‘‘quite rude and primitive.’’
16
Remarking upon the large

quantities of bananas that rotted on the stem during the months of lim-

ited demand, he noted that a ‘‘Northern farmer would utilize this surplus

fruit by raising hogs for the Cuba market which could be made a profit-

able business. When this idea is suggested to a Creole, he will shrug his

shoulders and tell you that it is too much work: ‘me no want to bodder

wi’d hog sar.’ ’’ Burchard’s understanding of Caribbean tools and work

habits as technologically backward is not surprising. Ironically, the rela-

tive simplicity of cultivation andminimal labor inputs were precisely what

made export banana farming an attractive livelihood. The use of fire and

wooden planting sticks reduced both labor requirements and the need

for imported, forged implements.Weeding practices—chopping only the

tops of the grasses once during each growing cycle—further indicates the

relatively light labor demands that banana growing placed upon small-

scale growers. The seedless banana’s capacity to self-propagate or ‘‘clone’’

meant that annual replanting was not necessary. The banana’s biology

therefore made possible—but did not guarantee—a comparatively quick

and steady return on both capital and labor investments. Of course, this

same biology also presented some challenges: the giant herb’s treelike stat-

ure rendered it very susceptible to wind damage, particularly when the

plants were bearing heavy fruit bunches.

the mainland growers

As late as 1874, the principal goods exported through the port of

Omoa were forest extracts including tropical timber.
17
However, following

the passage of the 1877 Agrarian Law, President Soto’s vision of Hondu-

rans working to transform forests into farms became a reality in the form

of expanding export banana production on the mainland. By the early

1880s, the growing numberof steamships visiting the coast in search of ba-

nanas stimulated cultivation along the narrow coastal plain that stretched

from the Motagua River in the west to the Río Negro in the east.
18
For
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example, when the New Orleans–based steamship Margaret docked in

Roatán in 1881, the captain reported that he was seeking to buy ‘‘green

fruit [bananas] and coconuts’’ either on the islands or in the vicinity of

the mainland ports of Trujillo and Omoa.
19
In 1884, Guillermo Melhado

of Trujillowrote that experiments with planting export bananas had given

‘‘very good results on this coast,’’ and he predicted that theywould become

a leading export.
20
Five years later, in an attempt to strengthen banana

exports, the national government exempted steamships servicing Puerto

Cortés from port duties.
21
By the late 1880s, bananas were the leading ex-

port from Omoa and reports indicated a sharp rise in demand for fruit

in La Ceiba.
22
U.S. consular agent William Burchard, apparently swayed

by the profitability of growing bananas on the mainland, founded the

Burchard-Honduras Fruit Company near the mouth of the Sangrelaya

River in 1891.
23

By 1899, banana production had achieved sufficient scale to prompt

the Honduran government to authorize a survey of existing farms in

order to ‘‘make known one of the great sources of wealth on our Atlantic

Coast.’’
24
The survey team documented 1,032 banana farms covering some

10,300 hectares of land in seven municipalities. Five of these municipali-

ties were situated along the coast where growers had access to both flat,

fertile soils and the shippers who plied the coastal waters. The exceptions

to this pattern—the municipalities of San Pedro Sula and Villanueva—

lay along a stretch of the never-completed Interoceanic Railroad that ran

from Puerto Cortés to a point several kilometers south of San Pedro Sula.

The vast majority of the export banana farms recorded in 1899 were small:

nearly 70 percent (716 of 1,032) were less than 7 hectares in size and 85 per-

cent (880 of 1,032) did not exceed 14 hectares. However, the average size

of banana farms varied among municipalities. For example, in San Luis

98% of the growers had fewer than 14 hectares of bananas and the largest

plantings were only 21 hectares. In Puerto Cortés, where nearly 50% of the

banana farms were smaller than 4 hectares, only 11% exceeded 14 hectares;

the largest banana farm was around 40 hectares. Banana farms in El Por-

venir, La Ceiba, and San Pedro Sula lay at the other end of the spectrum:

only 25% of the La Ceiba cultivators and 33% of those in El Porvenir and

San Pedro Sula held fewer than 4 hectares in bananas. The largest holdings

(around 70 hectares and up) were concentrated in the neighboring mu-

nicipalities of El Porvenir and La Ceiba.
25
The twenty-eight largest banana

plantations listed in the 1899 survey—less than 3% of the total number of

banana farms—occupied nearly 1,700 hectares (about 28%) of the total

area planted in bananas. These data point to a significant degree of strati-
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fication that took place in the late nineteenth century. On the other hand,

the evidence indicates that large-scale farms did not dominate production

to the extent that they would in the twentieth century.

Descriptions of mainland cultivation practices during the 1890s are

rare, but there is little reason to believe that production processes varied

significantly from those described for the Bay Islands. Average reported

planting densities ranged from around 380 plants/hectare in La Ceiba to

nearly 880 plants/hectare in San Luis, where many of those farming less

than one hectare of land planted at densities greater than 1,200 matas
per hectare. La Ceiba’s and neighboring El Porvenir’s considerably larger

average farm size may partially explain their lower planting densities.

Monthly yields also fluctuated widely, from a mere 23 bunches/month to

74 bunches/month. All told, the 1,000 odd farms produced approximately

272,500 bunches per month, or more than 3.3 million bunches in 1899,

a level of production comparable to that of Costa Rica.
26
The amount of

grower profits generated frombanana sales is hard to pin downwith preci-

sion. In smallholder-dominated San Luis, potential monthly sales ranged

from $10 to $450, with an average of about $70/month. In El Porvenir,

five of the largest cultivators potentially grossed more than $1,000/month

from fruit sales, and fifteen others produced between $250 and $750 worth

of bananas each month. These figures give an idea of the magnitude of
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the capital that potentially circulated in banana-growing areas, but shed

little light on growers’ ability to accumulate capital. The most convincing

circumstantial evidence that the banana trade was perceived to be lucra-

tive was the increase in the number of producers through the end of the

nineteenth century.

Unfortunately, the 1899 survey did not record information about land

tenure, but most of the farms were probably located on ejidos, municipal

lands leased to local residents. Local governments promoted banana cul-

tivation by revising zoning regulations in order to restrict the movement

of free-ranging cattle that were capable of destroying crops. For example,

inTela, an 1887 ordinance established an ‘‘agricultural zone’’ in which live-

stock were not allowed to roam. The rule, which established monetary

fines for violators, was strongly worded: ‘‘In order to avoid damage caused

by livestock, it is necessary to impose seriousmeasures and penalties given

the experiences and cases that have been difficult to remedy due to the

resistance of certain persons who respect neither the law nor property.’’
27

The municipal acts for subsequent years provide few clues as to how well

the zoning codewas honored or enforced in Tela, but the minutes from an

1895 council session suggest that local cultivators continued to push for,

and receive, additional lands for crops.
28
Cattle ranchers also found them-

selves losing ground in El Progreso, Trujillo, and San Pedro Sula.
29
These

policies—what we might think of as local expressions of liberal economic

doctrines—helped to ensure that land was generally available for banana

cultivation.

Labor may have been harder to come by than land in the late nine-

teenth century. An 1882 letter from US consul and investor William Bur-

chard described four kinds of ethnic laborers, including Garífunas, two

indigenous groups of Honduran Mosquitia, and ‘‘the common ‘mozo’ or

peon of the interior,’’ described as the ‘‘most numerous’’ of the laborers.

Burchard indicated that mahogany loggers utilized forms of debt peonage

with mixed results. He also noted that vagrancy laws compelling ‘‘tramps

and idlers’’ to work could be invoked in times of labor shortage. Five

years later, Burchard reported that a ‘‘want of reliable labor offers a serious

drawback’’ to the development of agriculture. Unfortunately, his reports

make no specific references to banana farms; whether export banana pro-

duction was inhibited by an absence of labor or contributed to the labor

shortage by providing lucrative livelihoods for small-scale cultivators is

unclear.
30
In addition, frequent armed conflicts disrupted labor supplies

by causing men to flee towns and farms in order to avoid impressment.

Scattered concerns about labor shortages on the North Coast persisted
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into the early twentieth century. For example, in 1902 a U.S. citizen named

Howard Reed complained about labor shortages due to the unwillingness

of Hondurans living in the highlands to work on the coast. The Hon-

duran government approved his request to introduce up to one thousand

workers ‘‘suitable for agricultural work in the tropics excluding Chinese,

Blacks and Coolies.’’
31

Although men would dominate farmwork in the twentieth-century

Honduran banana industry, there is some evidence that women partici-

pated in the earlydays of the trade.One traveler’s 1890 description ofGarí-

funa women selling bananas presented them as both skillful handlers of

small boats and sharp negotiators.
32
The involvement of Garífuna women

is hardly surprising given both the numerous Garífuna settlements along

the Honduran Caribbean coastline and women’s traditional role as care-

takers of home gardens planted with yuca, yams, plantains, and bananas.

In addition, a small number of Spanish-speaking women were founding

members of some late nineteenth-century growers’ associations. The ex-

tent to which these women participated in day-to-day farm work is un-

known, but given the large number of small-scale farms and the relatively

small amount of labor inputs needed at the time, I suspect that workforces

often included multiple family members, even children.
33

The late-nineteenth-century banana boom on the mainland appears

to have come at the expense of Bay Island growers. As early as 1890, a

Honduran official reported that ‘‘the banana of this island [Roatán] ap-

pears to be little-sought after, the buyers nearly always preferring that

grown on the mainland.’’
34
The official speculated that the islands’ soils

were exhausted and that successful banana farming in the futurewould re-

quire fertilizer inputs. Four years later, more than two hundred residents

of Roatán requested that the national government declare their island to

be a puerto libre, orduty-free zone, in order to stimulate amoribund econ-

omy. The authors attributed the near-death of the trade to their inability

to competewith the ‘‘rich soils’’ ( feracísimas tierras) on themainland, fur-

ther suggesting that falling yields contributed to the demise of the Bay

Island fruit trade.
35
In 1905, a U.S. consular agent declared that ‘‘the stand-

ing menace to the prosperity of the island is the impoverishment of the

soil, cultivated for a half century, which impairs the quality and reduces

the quantity of the bananas and plantain.’’
36

Limited evidence indicates that the ‘‘largest and best’’ portion of the

soils on Roatán were under cultivation by 1880. Banana plants require

large amounts of nitrogen in order to yield large fruit, but there is no

evidence that island growers used fertilizers or crop rotation schemes.
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Therefore, there is a good chance that yields on the Bay Islands were in

decline by the 1890s after ten, twenty, or even thirty years of continu-

ous production. Contemporaries repeatedly linked assessments of soil fer-

tility to economic conditions. Decades of cultivating the same crop in

a relatively small area depleted soil nutrients and in turn lowered fruit

weights, prompting shippers to purchase fruit from mainland growers

whose young plantations yielded heavier fruit. Thus, the loss of soil nutri-

ents did not render agricultural production impossible on the Bay Islands,

but it lowered the economic viability of growing bananas in light of ex-

panding production on themainland.
37
By the turn of the century, banana

exports from Roatán had all but ceased; a 1903 observer noted that ‘‘plan-

tain and banana plantations are yielding to the encroachment of under-

brush.’’
38
Less than 20 years after the boom, the Bay Islands’ export banana

production had crashed.

It is doubtful that many growers on the Honduran mainland paused

long enough to consider the potential implications of the Bay Islands’ de-

cline. The banana trade continued to expand following the turn of the

century. A 1901 report anticipated the creation of new banana farms in the

Sula valley and on the Leán coast where ‘‘there still exist immense exten-

sions of virgin land appropriate for banana cultivation.’’
39
The following

year, nearly 17,250 hectares of bananas yielded some 3.2 million bunches
40

Some 8,600 hectares of bananas were planted in the department of Cor-

tés. In the recently created department of Atlántida, growers had 5,520

hectares in production and new farms were ‘‘forming constantly’’ around

Tela, swiftly becoming one of the region’s most important banana ports.

Exports from La Ceiba topped 2 million bunches in 1903; a local govern-

ment official stated that bananas were the ‘‘principal source of wealth.’’
41

In 1905, exports from Honduras totaled 4.4 million bunches, a figure that

continued to rise in subsequent years.
42
By 1912 (the year that United Fruit

acquired its first concessions in Honduras), the governor of Cortés esti-

mated that bananas occupied more than 24,000 hectares of land in that

province alone. Although the governor’s estimate was probably inflated,

export banana production expanded significantly between 1899 and 1911.
43

The magnitude of human activity on the North Coast at the turn of

the century should not be overstated. The combined population of the

departments of Cortés and Colón was around 30,000 persons plus ‘‘a con-

siderable floating population.’’
44
The National Railroad, which ran some

sixty miles inland from Puerto Cortés to the town of Potrerillos (south

of San Pedro Sula), was the only significant railway in the region. Banana

growers relied primarily upon fluvial transportation networks to carry
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their fruit to points of embarkation along the coast. Roads were poorly

maintained and often impassable during the rainy season. Consequently,

production zones were concentrated near ports, navigable inland water-

ways, and the National Railroad. These early banana zones emerged pri-

marily on account of the efforts of small- and medium-scale growers with

limited capital resources. In Honduras, the pre–United Fruit Company

era is often depicted as a ‘‘golden age’’ during which bananeros walked
around with their upturned hats overflowing with money. This perspec-

tive is problematic in part because it is overly teleological and implicitly

contrasts the late nineteenth century to what at the time was an unknown

twentieth-century future. Furthermore, although expanding markets and

competition among shippers in the nineteenth century helped to drive up

prices paid to growers for their bananas, tensions between cultivators and

shippers emerged virtually from the trade’s inception. Alongside railroads

and docks, fruit buyers and sellers struggled to gain the upper hand in a

trade made risky by the banana’s intrinsic perishability. The dynamics of

these ‘‘in-between’’ spaces in the commodity chain would play a crucial

role in shaping landscapes and livelihoods in export banana zones.

in-between farm and market

On the night of April 24, 1891, Eugenio Muenier was boarding a ship

bound for New Orleans when, fearing that he was being pursued by as-

sailants, he drew a revolver and fired a shot into the darkness. The bullet

struck and killed a soldier named Juan Escobar. Following the incident,

Muenier, a French citizen who worked as an agent for the Laffite Fruit

Company in La Ceiba, fled Honduras before officials could apprehend

him. The following August, a group of prominent businessmen, bankers,

and shippers asked Honduran President Luis Bográn to pardon Muenier

so that he could return to work in Honduras. Describing the shooting as

a ‘‘tragic accident,’’ the written appeal noted that the Laffite Fruit Com-

pany had ‘‘suffered enormous losses’’ due to the absence of their agent,

prompting the company to suspend its operations in La Ceiba. Muenier’s

defenders were confident that if Bográn issued a pardon, the company

would ‘‘immediately restore’’ shipping routes to La Ceiba.
45
Two months

later, President Bográn granted the pardon, citing Muenier’s law-abiding

conduct prior to the shooting incident, his solid reputation in La Ceiba,

and the ‘‘important services’’ that he had provided for the fruit trade—

services that he would continue to provide in the future.
46
Muenier’s par-

don resulted from his social and business ties to an international network
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of men who held important positions in commerce and local politics. He

was neither the first nor the last shipping agent on the North Coast to

find himself at the center of a controversy; conflicts between growers and

shippers often erupted over fruit prices, grades, and rejections.

The process of transporting bananas tomarkets beganwhen a shipper

issued an aviso, or notice, to fruit growers. For example, an aviso distrib-
uted on June 13, 1881, announced (in English and Spanish) that a train

picking up fruit for the schooner Etta E. Sylvester would depart San Pedro

Sula fourdays later.
47
The notice instructed growers to put their fruit along

the railway bymidday onThursday. Payments for the fruit would bemade

once it had been received by a shipping agent in Puerto Cortés. Ship-

ping agents were typically responsible for counting and grading fruit. The

location of banana sales often was the site of power struggles that rou-

tinely took place between growers and shippers. Not surprisingly, growers

often objected when buyers rejected fruit judged to be bruised, overripe,

or sunburned.
48
Determining fruit quality was a highly subjective prac-

tice linked to fluctuations in market demand; fruit accepted in a period

of high demand might be rejected during a seasonal lull in U.S. markets.

Shippers often held the upper hand when negotiating fruit purchases be-

cause growers possessed a narrow time frame inwhich they could sell their

fruit before it became too ripe.

In an 1889 letter published in La Gaceta, Jesús Quirós remarked that

the banana trade, which ‘‘should have produced immense advantages’’ for

the residents of Tela, was suffering due to the deceitful ways of steamer

captains who often took advantage of grower vulnerability.
49
Municipal

acts from Tela indicate that inconsistent steamship service hindered the

local banana trade in the early 1890s.
50
In 1893 dozens of residents of Tela

appealed to Honduran president General Leiva ‘‘to lend not only moral

but material support’’ to resolve the ‘‘terrible crisis’’ affecting the port.
51

Specific requests included assistance with normalizing steamship sched-

ules and ensuring the sale of fruit in order to eliminate ‘‘the abuses to

which we are subject by the current steamship lines.’’ The teleños urged
the government to exercise direct accounting of fruit sales.

In October of that same year, banana growers saw many of their re-

quests transformed into law. In the first piece of national legislation passed

regulating the banana industry, Decree 30 established a system of fruit in-

spection and taxation.
52
The law restricted fruit sales to designated points

on the shoreline; any person caught selling fruit at nondesignated spots

would face stiff fines. The decree also called for government fruit inspec-

tors charged with recording each fruit sale. Fruit inspector salaries were to
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be funded by the taxes and fines that they themselves collected. A portion

of the tax revenues was earmarked for subsidizing shipping in the hope of

normalizing steamship schedules. Somewhat ironically, the law’s imple-

mentation generated discord in Tela, where many fruit growers refused to

pay the export tax, claiming that the inspectors’ stem counts did not cor-

respond with the number for which they had been paid.
53
The municipal

council dismissed the allegations and ordered growers to comply with the

law by paying the amount corresponding to the inspectors’ lists. Decree

30 did not immediately succeed in attracting more fruit traders to Tela.

In August 1894, the port continued to find itself in a ‘‘precarious situa-

tion’’ due to a lack of steamer traffic.
54
The dire economic consequences

were spelled out in clear terms by Tela’s municipal government: without

an outlet for bananas, there was no circulation of currency with which to

import goods and foodstuffs.

Banana growers also complained about noncompliance with Decree

30. In 1896, the municipality of San Pedro Sula strongly urged the Min-

ister of Development to punish those who delivered their fruit on board

steam ships.
55
Five years later, the same ministry received a lengthy letter

penned by Omoa Mayor José Ruiz complaining that ‘‘higher authorities’’

had periodically suspended enforcement of the 1893 decree.
56
According

to Ruiz, some fruit merchants enjoyed ‘‘an authorized license’’ to have

their fruit inspected on board ship. He questioned rhetorically whether

the law was still in effect, stressing the urgent need to enforce the regula-

tion mandating that fruit inspection be done onshore. The mayor’s letter

reflected the extent to which Honduran nationalism in banana-growing

regions was redefining itself in opposition to the increasingly dominant

role played by U.S. shipping companies: ‘‘The banana farmers ( fruteros)
of this region are resolved to lose their fruit if the failure to enforce the law

obliges them to deliver their fruit on board, since the American employ-

ees, while in the shadow of their flag, believe themselves to be above the

law.’’
57
In a context of growing U.S. military and economic domination

in the Caribbean and Central America, struggles for national sovereignty

could come down to the distance between a beach and a ship’s deck.

However, the relationship between national identity, class, and power

was complex and cannot be reduced to arrogant North Americans and

indignant Honduran growers. In his memoir, En las selvas hondureñas,
Francisco Cruz Cáceres describes a Sunday afternoon spent in a bar in

Nueva Armenia, a booming banana town in the early twentieth century.

The joint was filled with finqueros who, having just received payment for

their fruit, were ‘‘shouting, singing, arguing and tossing money around
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with abandon.’’ The revelry was interrupted by the arrival of a man called

the ‘‘colonel’’:

He was an indio, of small stature and dark complexion with a few locks

of hair hanging out from under his Stetson hat. He wore a pistol and a

belt of cartridges over his raincoat . . . [he had] a cigar butt in one

hand and a brand new unlit Havana clenched between his teeth.58

Theman ordered all of the field hands to leave before he turned to address

the dozen finqueros who remained. He told the group about a recent trip

to La Ceiba where he had been approached by several shippers who had

become aware that his contract with the Oteri steamship line had expired:

. . . ‘‘Cemori’’ [Zemurray] don Vicente and Carmelo D’Antoni

[Standard Fruit], General Pizzati [Oteri], Dr. Reinolds [United Fruit],

that little Cuban fellow who talks like a machine and Peralta were all

there. Everyone tried to talk to me privately in order to offer me a

contract with their companies except Reynolds . . . they ordered for me

glasses of champagne, the finest cognacs, rum, Spanish wines and

drink after drink of fine liquors, but they didn’t know that I had

already promised Reynolds that I would sign with the Trust [United

Fruit]. And how could I deny that gringo of everything that he asked

me, when he cured mi negra of typhoid fever and myself of an andada
de ciempiés?59

The colonel added that he had made arrangements for four other local

growers to sell to Zemurray and D’Antoni under new contracts that estab-

lished higher prices for the fruit. The companies were even buying the in-

ferior fruit of the ‘‘poor poquiteros.’’ All of the shippers, the colonel noted
with satisfaction, paidwell when growers delivered themunbruised, eight-

handed bunches (at the time, bananas were not sold by weight; a ‘‘hand’’

consisted of clusters of individual bananas, or ‘‘fingers,’’ attached to the

fruit stem).

As portrayed in this vignette, the relationship between the shippers

and growers was not entirely one-sided, nor was it a purely commercial

one.The colonel—who indicated himself to be the largest grower inNueva

Armenia—signed with United Fruit not for lack of other options but be-

cause of the nature of his personal relationshipwith that company’s repre-

sentative. In addition, the colonel’s amicable relationships with the other

elite shippers prompted him to promise his neighbors’ fruit to United’s
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competition—a magnanimous act that underscored the favorable bar-

gaining position in which he perceived himself. Cruz Cáceres’s portrait of

the colonel’s heady optimism and barroom bravado is laced with subtle

irony. The Canadian Club whiskey, Spanish wines, Cuban cigars, and U.S.

dollars were symbols of the colonel’s prominent social position—not just

any old poquitero could sidle up to the bar with Dr. Reynolds. Yet, the

objects so conspicuously consumed were a reminder that the privileged

positions enjoyed by local elites were connected to larger economic trans-

formations overwhich they had little control. Even the colonel’s optimistic

assessment of the banana trade hints at the market structures—expressed

in terms of fruit quality—that could destabilize grower livelihoods, par-

ticularly those of smallholders.

Not all small-scale growers were able or willing to place their fates

in the hands of a patron like Cruz Cáceres’s colonel. In 1894 eighty-five

people established the San Pedro Sula–based Sociedad Bananera with the

broad objective of ‘‘promoting the development of the banana industry

by finding the means to overcome the obstacles presently impeding the

progress of the industry on this coast.’’
60
In order to join the society an

individual needed to have one manzana (.69 hectares) of bananas in a

‘‘good state of production,’’ a modest requirement that suggests that the

association sought to include small-scale producers. Record linkage with

the 1899 survey confirms that a significant proportion of the society’s

founding members (50 percent) cultivated seven or fewer hectares of ba-

nanas.
61
According to one turn-of-the-century report, the Sociedad Bana-

nera tried to support the ‘‘small cultivator’’ (pequeño agricultor) who had

in the past been victimized by the ‘‘evil doings’’ of ‘‘certain large-scale

producers.’’ One means by which the society attempted to improve its

members’ bargaining position was by prohibiting members from buy-

ing or selling fruit produced by other growers. The society survived five

years before dissolving in 1899 while trying to negotiate a purchase con-

tract. A local government official attributed the society’s demise to cer-

tain ‘‘foreign export houses’’ committed to undermining the association,

but did not provide specific details.
62

However, a memoir written by a

San Pedro Sula planter named Catarino Rivas Chácon recalled that during

times of high prices, banana growers and shippers alike engaged in specu-

lation and often broke contracts. This potentially explains the demise of

the San Pedro Sula Sociedad Bananera during a period of market expan-

sion.
63
Of course, market structures were not the only factors that affected

banana growers. A government report from 1900 expressed concern over

the situation of the ‘‘small scale’’ producer who, in a majority of cases,
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relied on loans with ‘‘very high interest rates.’’ Revenues from harvests

‘‘barely’’ covered interest payments and the ‘‘bare essentials.’’
64
The re-

port’s anonymous author urged the establishment of an agrarian bank to

provide loans to cultivators.
65

In 1895, more than 150 persons, including at least 17 women, created

the Sociedad Bananera Gremio Agrario de Omoa in order to ‘‘protect the

interests of fruit growers.’’
66
The statutes of the five-year charter laid out

administrative structures and membership requirements similar to that

of the San Pedro Sula association.
67
The Omoa growers’ association out-

lived its initial charter. A circular from January 1, 1901, announced that

the association had yet to sign a purchase contract for the year and urged

potential buyers to send a representative to discuss terms.
68
The notice

providedmonthly production figures for 1900 and added that the associa-

tion was anticipating a larger harvest as a result of expanded plantings.
69

The circular also exalted the quality of the Omoa banana: ‘‘The fruit that

has garnered the best prices on the foreign markets and that will earn

a superior grade this year at the Buffalo Exposition in New York State,

U.S.A., is high quality fruit meticulously cared for, unblemished and not

over-exposed to the sun. Qualities guaranteed in our fruit.’’
70
The con-

tents of the society’s promotional material reveals the firm connection

between production and marketing: quantity was important, but so too

was quality, the standards of which were determined not only on wharves

along theHonduran coastline, but also in the exhibition halls of theUnited

States. Themere fact of having been written in 1901makes the Omoa asso-

ciation’s circular significant. Designed to attract ‘‘interested parties,’’ the

notice calls for potential buyers to send a representative to negotiate a

purchase contract. Such contracts were usually entered into prior to the

beginning of a calendar year and established fruit prices for a period of one

or more years. The Omoa circular suggests that growers in Honduras con-

tinued to benefit from the presence of multiple shipping firms following

the formation of United Fruit in 1899. In 1902 the Development Council of

Atlántida called for an end to shipping subsidies on the grounds that they

were no longer necessary in light of the active trade. Other sources indi-

cate that several steamship lines served key ports as late as 1906, a year in

whichHonduran growers succeeded in negotiating higher purchase prices

for their fruit.
71

But important changes were taking place on the North Coast that

would have far-reaching effects on banana production. In 1902, U.S. citi-

zenWilliam Streich received a concession to build and operate a railroad

in the municipality of Omoa. The terms of the concession also granted
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Streich the right to lease property alongside the railroad in order to estab-

lish banana farms. In 1905, the concession passed to one Samuel Zemur-

ray, who, with financial backing from United Fruit Company, purchased

Streich’s Cuyamel Company. One year prior to Zemurray’s arrival in Hon-

duras, the New Orleans–based Vaccaro Brothers and Company received

a concession to build a railroad in the newly created province of Atlán-

tida.
72
Like Streich, the Vacarros built their line for the expressed purpose

of hauling bananas. The Vaccaros received additional concessions in 1906

and 1910 to extend their railroad and to build a pier capable of handling

large steamships.
73
These railroad projects initiated a trend that would

eventually leave just two companies in control of the production, trans-

portation, and distribution of export bananas.

However, the process of vertical integration did not take place over-

night; as late as 1910, the Honduran government asserted that the coun-

try remained the only place where U.S. shipping companies had failed to

establish monopolies:

The growers long ago stopped enforcing the law [Decree 30 of 1893]

under pressure from the fruit buyers who, by discrediting Honduran

fruit in the United States, have reduced the possibility of attracting the

new traders needed to increase competition. In the American ports, the

fruit from Honduras is divided on the basis of quality. High quality

fruit is sent to markets bearing the name of bananas from Limón

[Costa Rica], Jamaica, or Bocas del Toro [Panamá]; the remaining

fruit—bruised and rotten—is sold as Honduran fruit. The cause of this

hostility is that Honduras is the only free market for bananas, the only

one not found under the iron control of the American dealers.74

Whether Honduran banana sales suffered from a marketplace conspiracy

is unclear, but the government report reflected a heightened awareness

of the importance of quality standards set by shippers, distributors, and

retailers in distant markets. As the banana passed from being an exotic

novelty to join apples, table grapes, and citrus as standard fare in U.S. fruit

baskets, defining quality became increasingly important.

the consumers

Well before bananas became commonplace in U.S. diets, they entered

popular culture as an icon of tropical nature and people. The early-

nineteenth-century travels of Alexander Von Humboldt and Aimé Bonp-
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land generated some of the first descriptions of bananas and plantains

to circulate widely in the United States. Both men were particularly im-

pressed by the productivity of plantains, estimating that an acre of plan-

tains producednearly twenty times asmuch food as an equal area ofwheat.

The travelers drewa sharp contrast between the ‘‘vast spaces’’ coveredwith

grains in Europe and agricultural landscapes in the ‘‘torrid zone’’ where

‘‘a small spot of cultivated land suffices for the wants of several families.’’

Humboldt believed that the different agrarian landscapes produced dis-

tinct societies: ‘‘These considerations on the agriculture of the torrid zone

involuntarily remind us of the intimate connection existing between the

extent of land cleared, and the progress of society. The richness of the

[tropical] soil, and the vigor of organic life, by multiplying the means of

subsistence, retard the progress of nations in the paths of civilization.’’
75

In other words, the perceived fecundity of tropical soils enabled residents

to subsist on small plots of land, a mixed blessing that fostered social iso-

lation and cultural stagnation.

The writings of Humboldt and Bonpland distinguished the plantain

from the banana, but popular sources tended to blur the distinction while

emphasizing the linkage of bananas and barbarism. For example, an 1832

article in The Penny Magazine entitled ‘‘The Banana, or Plantain’’ repro-

duced both Humboldt’s estimate of the productivity of plantains and its

sociological consequences: ‘‘the facility with which the banana can be cul-

tivated has doubtless contributed to arrest the progress of improvement in

tropical regions.’’
76
An accompanying drawing of a dark-skinned human

figure standing near a thatched dwelling in a small clearing shaded by

banana plants and coconut trees served to reinforce an image of ‘‘the poor

Indian’’ who, content with ‘‘gathering the fruit of his little patch of ba-

nanas,’’ was barely elevated above the ‘‘inferior animal.’’
77

The interweaving of ideas about race, nation, and civilization can also

be seen in nineteenth-century North American humor. In 1875, Alfred

Sedgwick published a musical comedy skit, ‘‘The Big Banana,’’ in which

Hans, a German immigrant in New York City, considers going to Cuba to

strike a ‘‘bonanza’’ mining for gold. However, Hans’s limited command

of English results in a malaprop as he sings: ‘‘I’m off to the Big Banana! /

I’m bound for the Big Banana! / I’ll sail for the Big Banana! / I’ll work like

any nigger, / And when my pile gets bigger / I’ll cut another figure, / And

make ein schurne schien.’’ Anna, thewoman thatHans is courting, corrects

his word usage before responding angrily to his desire to travel in search

of fortune: ‘‘Better go and eat a big banana, / That’s much more in your

line.’’
78
She flatly rejects the idea of going toHavana (‘‘the placewhere they
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slaughter free Americans without judge or jury’’), preferring to stay put

and ‘‘work for my living.’’ The story ends predictably enough, with Hans

making the decision to stay with Anna; life for poor immigrants in the

United States was tough, but surely it was better than the lawless places of

tropical LatinAmerica. Sedgwick’swordplaywith ‘‘Havana’’ and ‘‘banana’’

conjured images of tropical Cuba, one of the first places from which ship-

pers exported bananas to the United States. His vision of the island as a

place where ‘‘Americans’’ get slaughtered and work like ‘‘niggers’’ linked

bananas to inferior Latin American and black cultures. The genre is also

significant; Sedgwick’s skit was an early example of what would become a

long line of comedies revolving around bananas.

North American associations of bananas with lazy, backward people

were not restricted to popular sources. Describing the results of a research

trip to Honduras undertaken in 1897, Harvard University archaeologist

George ByronGordonmade little effort to hide his contempt of the ‘‘Carib,

Xicaque, and Spanish’’ people who inhabited the banks of the Ulúa River:

From La Pimienta to the mouth of the river there are 20 or 30 of

these villages ranging in size from half a dozen to 50 or 60 huts

often completely hidden among the trees and rarely attended with

any clearing or cultivated fields. The inhabitants follow the usual

occupation of doing nothing. There is an abundance of fish in the river

and the forest is full of game, but they seldom take the trouble of

procuring either, preferring to subsist on green plantains alone.79

Gordon, whose narrative proceeded to contradict itself by providing a

lengthy description of the ‘‘Indian method’’ of fishing with a poison ex-

tracted from a local plant, misread the landscape because he conflated

‘‘clearings’’ and ‘‘cultivated fields.’’
80
Thework of maintaining an agroeco-

system based on perennial herbs such as plantains and permanent tree

crops (i.e., fruits) did not constitute a legitimate livelihood in the eyes of

the North American archaeologist.

Yankees were not the only ones to associate the banana with cul-

tural inferiority. In Jamaica, white planters dismissed bananas as a ‘‘nigger

crop’’ prior to the expansion of the export trade.
81
Liberal elites in Cen-

tral America also tended to view the productivity of bananas and plan-

tains with ambivalence. Juan Narváez, who traveled through Mosquitia

the same year that Gordon visited the Sula valley, informed the Honduran

Minister of Development that ‘‘having visited the villages, the truly back-

ward state—we could say savageness—in which the [Miskito Indians] live
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has been made clear to me. If the honorable minister were to visit, he

would be convinced that the nineteenth century had not shined its light

on the jungles in which these men live, jungles that tomorrow could be

made useful for their country and family.’’
82

He added that the people

were ‘‘little inclined’’ towork, sustaining themselves during the dry season

with fish, game, and a beverage (atol de guineo) made from a banana ‘‘that

practically grows wild’’ in the flatlands of the region’s rivers. One hun-

dred years after Humboldt’s journey, literate visitors to the tropics con-

tinued to associate bananas and plantains with sloth and backwardness.

This view of bananas and their cultural landscapes would be appropri-

ated by both Honduran liberals and U.S. entrepreneurs anxious to dem-

onstrate the need forYankee ingenuity (and capital) to tap the potential of

the tropics. Ironically, the ambivalence expressed by nineteenth-century

writers was rooted in the very aspect of banana cultivation—high returns

on low labor inputs—that would make it a viable export crop for small-

scale growers possessing little or no capital.

If the symbolic meanings of the banana changed little over the course

of the nineteenth century, the same cannot be said for its economic im-

portance. The first recorded bunch of bananas to reach New York City

arrived in 1804 aboard a schooner from Cuba.
83
During the first half of the

nineteenth century, very small shipments of bananas, primarily a variety

known as Cuban Reds, reached port cities on the eastern seaboard dur-

ing the spring months.
84
As late as the 1840s, a single Cuban Red banana

sold for twenty-five cents—an indication that the fruit remained an exotic

luxury. By 1850, a small number of importers were regularly bringing ba-

nanas and other tropical fruits from Cuba to North Atlantic ports. When

Irish Catholic bishop James Donnelly traveled in the United States be-

tween 1850 and 1853, he tasted a banana, an experience noteworthyenough

to make it into his journal.
85
The fruit remained sufficiently exotic—and

well known—to draw crowds at the Philadelphia Centennial exhibition in

1876. Populardescriptions of the banana continued to refer to the tall plant

as a ‘‘tree’’ and seldom distinguished between dessert bananas and plan-

tains.
86
In 1880, the chef of Delmonico’s restaurant in New York City pre-

pared a bananamousse as one of several desserts featured at a posh dinner

for General Winfield Scott Hancock, an indication that the fruit retained

something of its exotic status. Four years later, the U.S. government lifted

duties on banana imports and customs officials began listing ‘‘bananas’’

as a statistical category for the first time. In 1892, more than 12 million

bunches of bananas passed through U.S. ports (principally New Orleans
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and NewYork City). Two years later, one contemporary observer declared

that the banana had joined the apple as a ‘‘staple article’’ in U.S. diets.
87

The rise in U.S. consumption of bananas and other fresh fruits co-

incided with the diffusion of steamships and locomotives that were ca-

pable of transporting bulky and perishable commodities great distances

at previously unattainable speeds. The diffusion of railroads and climate-

controlled boxcars enabled fruits to reach distant marketplaces in saleable

condition. One 1893 source noted that the ‘‘well organized’’ rail service

between New Orleans and Chicago enabled bananas to sell frequently at

lower prices in the Windy City than in New York.
88
In a very real sense,

then, the transformation of the banana from a novelty to commodity was a

product of the fossil fuel era. But innovations in transportation technolo-

gies alone cannot explain the tremendous rise in U.S. banana imports.

When bananas first began to appear in Atlantic ports, patterns of

North American fruit eating were decidedly seasonal. Apples, peaches,

strawberries, and melons enjoyed widespread popularity, but fresh fruits

were generally scarce in the winter and early spring months. U.S. banana

consumption also tended to vary by season: demand peaked between

March and July and declined in the fall and early winter months. This pat-

tern reflected both the seasonality of domestic U.S. fruits—banana con-

sumption slacked when fresh peaches, melons, and apples were avail-

able—and the fact that many small fruit dealers who lacked insulated

storage facilities stopped carrying bananas during the winter. However,

the fact that bananas were harvested throughout the calendar year enabled

them to become the first seasonless fresh fruit available formass consump-

tion in the United States.

Bananas were also affordable. By the 1890s, expanding production

in the tropics, combined with the replacement of schooners by steam-

ships, enabled traders to lower wholesale and retail prices. A source from

1893 indicated that ‘‘Italians and other foreigners’’ in mining regions de-

pended heavily on bananas, which were ‘‘cheaper than bread.’’
89
Alfred

Sedgwick’s 1875 comedy skit also suggests that bananas were not unknown

to working-class immigrants. Ironically, the perishable nature of bananas

helped to bring them within the economic reach of the working classes

by giving rise to a discount market for fruit that reached U.S. ports in an

overripe condition. Known as ‘‘ship ripes’’ or ‘‘dock fruit,’’ overripe and/or

otherwise low-quality fruit would be sold immediately at dockside to local

retailers at a fraction of the price of first-class fruit.

Bananas also entered the diets of the expandingmiddle classes during
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an era when authors of cookbooks and home economics manuals pro-

moted fresh fruit consumption. For example, Maria Parola advised her

readers in 1882 that fresh fruits were ‘‘very necessary to perfect health’’ and

recommended apples, figs, dates, and bananas.
90
Hester M. Poole’s 1890

housekeepers’ manual, Fruits and How to Use Them, praised fruits in an

age when society was threatened by ‘‘too great concentration—whether it

be found in social life, in wealth, or in food.’’
91
Citing scientific data related

to ‘‘food values,’’ Poole noted that a diet of fruits and grains was superior

to one based on animal proteins and fats. She also criticized the ‘‘smother-

ing’’ of fruit with sugar and cream as unhealthful and instead urged an

appreciation for the ‘‘natural flavors skillfully compounded by the Great

Chemist in nature’s own laboratory.’’

Fruits and How to Use Them considered bananas to be ‘‘among the

most important of all fruits.’’ Poole praised the banana plant’s produc-

tivity and the fruit’s reasonable retail price, its ease of preparation, and

year-round availability before providing about a dozen recipes featuring

bananas. The majority of the recipes featured the banana as a breakfast

item or a sugary dessert such as banana fritters, baked bananas, banana

pudding, or banana pie. The author’s concern about ‘‘heavy foods’’ not-

withstanding, most of the recipes also called for fat-laden dairy prod-

ucts such as cream and butter. Other recipes published around this same

time period combined bananas with sugar, eggs, and/or dairy prod-

ucts.
92
Mary J. Lincoln, principal of the Boston Cooking School, published

recipes for banana ice cream, banana fruit salad, Banana Charlotte, and

‘‘Tropical Snow,’’ a dessert consisting of oranges, coconut, sherry, lemon

juice, powdered sugar, and red bananas.

But the most popular way to eat bananas—as a fresh fruit—seldom

appeared in cookbooks. In fact, some late-nineteenth-century publica-

tions warned against eating raw bananas: ‘‘In countries where the banana

is indigenous, only the most delicate varieties are eaten uncooked; the ba-

nanas that are brought to our markets cannot be eaten safely until they

have been cooked.’’
93
Many nutritionists and health care professionals ex-

pressed particular concern about feeding bananas to children. One source

urged that children be fed bananas that had been cut ormashed in order to

facilitate digestion; another recommended cooking bananas for children

unless the fruit was very ripe with black skins. Entering the twentieth cen-

tury, concerns about the banana’s digestibility remained sufficiently wide-

spread to prompt the United Fruit Company to produce booklets with

instructions on how to determine the ripeness of bananas. Although nu-

tritionists often compared the banana to the potato in terms of nutrient
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content, the notion of cooking and eating green bananas and/or plantains

as a starchy food did not take hold in the United States. In contrast to its

place in many Caribbean cuisines, the banana entered into U.S. diets as a

mildly sweet ‘‘fruit.’’
94

The rise in per capita banana consumption in the United States co-

incided with a decline in the types of bananas imported. At least four vari-

eties reached New York and Philadelphia markets in the 1880s. An 1885

cooking magazine explained to its readers that many of the best varieties

of bananas did not reach NewYork because the ‘‘lazy and ignorant people

who live where bananas grow do not take any trouble to cultivate the best

kinds tomake their shipment anything of a business.’’
95
An 1889Arbuckles

coffee advertisement stated that ‘‘there are two kinds [of bananas], the yel-

lowand the red.The latter is considered the best, and the season for them is

fromMarch to September; the season for the yellow ones continues to the

middle of October.’’
96
The Boston Cookbook’s ‘‘Tropical Snow’’ dessert

called for using red bananas, an indication that they were both available

for purchase and highly regarded by epicures. As late as 1905, a Portland,

Maine–based wholesaler regularly carried red bananas and sold them at

double the price of yellow bananas.
97

However, by the 1890s, the vast majority of the bananas reaching

U.S. ports were ‘‘of the yellow variety,’’ that is to say, Gros Michel fruit.
98

Banana-eaters enjoyed the variety’s flavor, aroma, and peel color, but ref-

erences to other varieties found in cookbooks and magazines suggest that

aesthetic values alone did not account for the Gros Michel’s popularity

in export markets. The interests and desires of shippers and fruit dealers

played a major role in determining the Gros Michel’s prominence. Ship-

pers praised theGrosMichel’s relatively thick, bruise-resisting skin and its

symmetrical, tight bunches that facilitated packing in ships’ holds (prior

to the late 1950s, nearly all of the bananas exported to the United States

traveled on the full stem with minimal padding). Gros Michel fruit also

possessed a sufficiently long ripening period to increase the chances that

fruit shipments would reach their destination in a marketable condition

(i.e., not overripe). Shippers also valued large bunches of bananas: The

greater the number of ‘‘hands’’ on a bunch, the higher its grade and, there-

fore, its market price. As late as the 1880s, a bunch with seven or more

hands could be a ‘‘first’’; bunches with six or fewer hands were second-

or third-class fruit. By the 1890s, important shipping firms, including the

Boston Fruit Company, were raising the standard ‘‘bunch count’’ to eight

and nine hands, a move that favored varieties such as Gros Michel that

tended to produce high bunch counts.
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Correspondence sent from Boston Fruit Company executive Andrew

Preston to his buying agents in Jamaica during the 1890s reveals a height-

ened interest in defining and standardizing fruit quality. In an 1891 letter

the Boston-based Preston hammered away at the theme of fruit quality:

‘‘The time is past when importers can make a profit on thin and ordinary

fruit . . . and I trust our Jamaica people will keep it in mind at all times.’’
99

One year later, Preston acknowledged that his emphasis on quality was

causing tensionwithin the company, but he refused to lower his standards:

I presume your people [in Jamaica] think we are disposed to criticize

your selections but we are driven to it by the power of competition—

naturally our best customers want the best fruit and I assure you we

find it difficult to hold them with fruit of poorer quality than our

competitors offer them. It is very plain to my mind that the successful

company of the future is the one that controls the growing of its

own fruit.100

By integrating production, shipping, andmarketing, Preston believed that

a company could better control both the quantity and quality of the fruit

reaching U.S. markets and thereby lower the financial risks associated

with trading a highly perishable agricultural commodity. In 1899, Preston

played a central role in turning his vision into reality by helping to form

the United Fruit Company. For the next sixty years, the fortunes of United

Fruit would be entwined with Gros Michel—the variety around which

late-nineteenth-century consumer markets formed their notions about

just what constituted a ‘‘banana.’’



Chapter 2

Space Invaders

But the day arrived when, due to soil exhaustion or some other
reason, a disease invaded the farms that has almost totally
destroyed them, bringing ruin to the small producers and turning
many communities into ghost towns whose inhabitants little by
little are leaving.

governor of atlántida, 1929

Yes, we have no Bananas!
We have no bananas today
We’ve string beans and honions, cabbahges and scallions
And all kinds of fruit and say,
We have an old fashioned tomahto, Long Island potahto
But yes we have no Bananas
We have no bananas today

frank silver and irving cohn, 1923

On a cold December night in New Orleans in 1910, deposed Honduran

President Manuel Bonilla slipped aboard Sam ‘‘Banana Man’’ Zemurray’s

private yacht moored on Lake Pontchartrain. The yacht carried the ex-

president across the lake and into the Mississippi Sound, where it rendez-

voused with a second boat that Bonilla had purchased with money bor-

rowed from Zemurray. Accompanied by a group of armed mercenaries

that included General Lee Christmas and Guy ‘‘Machine Gun’’ Maloney,

Bonilla set course for the North Coast of Honduras. A couple of weeks

later, Bonilla’s small forces landed on the island of Roatán. From there

they launched an attack on Trujillo, taking control of the port after facing

minimal resistance. Shortly thereafter, Bonilla’s supporters occupied the

port of LaCeiba.The invasion took place during a period of political insta-
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bility in Honduras: just three years earlier, Nicaraguan forces had invaded

Tegucigalpa and ousted Bonilla from power. Miguel Dávila assumed the

presidency in the aftermath only to losemost of his political support when

his government signed a treaty with the United States giving the latter the

right to oversee Honduran customs receipts.
1
Sam Zemurray was among

those who opposed the treaty for fear that it would bring an end to the

generous duty exemptions held by his fruit company. The Dávila admin-

istration further irritated Zemurray by leasing the National Railroad—a

key transportation artery for banana exporters—to a rival U.S. investor.

In contrast, Bonilla had previously granted important land and railroad

concessions to Zemurray. Little wonder, then, that Zemurray was willing

to provide financial backing for Bonilla’s ‘‘invasion.’’
2

With the rebels occupying La Ceiba, Roatán, and Trujillo, President

Dávila appealed to the United States for support. A U.S. warship entered

Honduran waters and impeded the advance of Bonilla’s forcewhile simul-

taneously keeping government troops at bay. Dávila then offered to step

down from power provided that the United States agree to arbitrate a

settlement between the competing political factions. The negotiations,

which took place aboard the U.S.S. Tacoma, culminated with the naming

of Francisco Bertrand as interim president. Bertrand’s appointment was

a victory for Dávila’s opponents and set the stage for Bonilla’s triumph in

presidential elections held in November 1911.
3

That same year, United Fruit sold its interests in Cuyamel Fruit, and

Zemurray subsequently incorporated his company with an initial capital-

ization of five million dollars. These legal maneuvers in Honduras and the

United States set the stage for a veritable bonanza of concessions approved

by Bonilla during his first year in office. Zemurray secured two conces-

sions in March that included a lease on 10,000 hectares of land plus the

rights to develop port facilities in Omoa. In April 1912, Bonilla approved

a railroad concession in the name of Cuyamel Fruit Company executive

Hillyer V. Rolston. Two months later, Rolston transferred the concession

to Zemurray, who in 1913 passed the concession to the Tela Railroad Com-

pany, a subsidiary of the United Fruit Company. The transfer was a pay-

back of sorts for the financial backing that United Fruit had provided for

Zemurray when he first enteredHonduras.United Fruit acquired a second

major railroad concession in 1913 via J. B. Camors, who one year earlier

had assumed control over the concession originally granted to the Fair-

banks Syndicate, an investor group led by a brother of former U.S. Vice-

President Charles W. Fairbanks. After failing for more than a decade to

establish a foothold in Honduras, United Fruit secured two key conces-
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sions thanks largely to the political maneuverings of Manuel Bonilla and

Samuel Zemurray.
4

The railroad concessions provided the legal means by which the U.S.

fruit companies established control over vast quantities of resources. Al-

though not identical, most of the concessions granted by early-twentieth-

century Honduran governments followed a similar formula: in return for

constructing and operating piers, railroads, and telegraph lines, the con-

cessionaires received rights to soil, timber, water, and mineral resources

in addition to tax and duty exemptions.
5
For example, the Tela Railroad

Company received 6,000 hectares of national lands (including timber

rights) for every 12 kilometers of railroad completed.
6
Inwhatwould prove

to be a futile effort to prevent the company frommonopolizing lands, the

concession stipulated that land grants be made in alternating lots along

the railway such that the national government retained ownership of every

other lot.The concession also granted theTela RailroadCompany regional

transportation monopolies by prohibiting the construction of compet-

ing lines. In addition to generous tax and duty exemptions on imported

building materials and equipment, the company enjoyed the right to hire

foreign laborers. In return, the concession obligated the company to build

and operate a railroad from the port of Tela to El Progreso, Yoro. Gov-

ernment employees and mail were allowed free passage on railways. The

length of the contract was indefinite, but the government reserved the

right to purchase the infrastructure after sixty years.
7

If it is true that Bonilla’s approval of the 1912 concessions represented

a payback to Zemurray and his friends, it also reflected a long-standing

practice of Honduran governments rooted in late-nineteenth-century lib-

eral economic policies that created the framework for luring international

investors with generous concessions. For many Honduran elites, railroads

were the ties that would bind the nation-state both by linking the North

Coast to the highlands and by generating revenue for other state-building

projects. TheVaccaro Brothers and Company’s 1910 concession stipulated

that a railroad line be constructed from La Ceiba to the city of Yoro;

the 1912 concession acquired by the Truxillo Railroad Company (United

Fruit’s second major Honduran subsidiary) stipulated that the company

build and operate a railway from the port of Trujillo to Juticalpa, Olan-

cho. From there, the government hoped to extend the line to Tegucigalpa.

Explaining its support for an amendment to the 1912 concession, the Hon-

duran National Congress declared that ‘‘the more railroads that exist, the

more we will cultivate and export, giving rise to healthy competition . . .’’
8

Not everyonewas thrilled with the railroad concessions; conflicts over
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property claims surfaced between the state, the fruit companies, land

speculators, and small-scale cultivators, many of whom lacked legal title

to their farms. In February 1905, William Streich, head of Cuyamel Fruit,

complained to government officials in Tegucigalpa that he was having

‘‘great trouble’’ selecting and surveying lands in accordancewith the terms

of his concession. He added, ‘‘I can no longer wait for the adjustment of

private claims of title but must begin planting and railroad construction

at once to meet the impatience of my associates.’’
9
If and how the com-

peting parties resolved their claims is unclear. Similar conflicts arose as

a result of the 1912 concession acquired by the Tela Railroad Company.

Less than three weeks after the text of the contract appeared in the public

record, the Honduran Minister of Agriculture sent a telegram to Héctor

Medina, an official in La Ceiba, requesting that he suspend the processing

of fourteen pending requests for property titles. Eight of the titles were for

lands in the municipality of Tela that apparently were also claimed by the

Tela Railroad Company.Medina’s response expressed his concern over the

government’s failure to adequately survey and title land claims made in

the region.
10
He was particularly worried that ‘‘poor campesinos’’ would

be thrown off their lands and urged that a government-supplied surveyor

be dispatched tomeasure and issue proper titles to thosewho could not af-

ford to hire a private surveyor. Acknowledging the need to locate the lands

claimed by the railroad builders, Medina tactfully reminded his superior

that the properties in question had been ceded sometime beforehand. He

therefore urged that the titling process continue.

Medina’s doubts about the ability of poor farmers to title their lands

were reiterated by Ulises Meza Calix in 1918. In a telegram sent to the

Ministro de Fomento, Calix explained that he was frequently approached

by small-scale cultivators who were anxious to title their long-held lands

but prevented from doing so due to the expenses involved (titling proce-

dures had to be done in far-off Tegucigalpa).
11
Calix recommended that

the central government allow regional offices to title properties not ex-

ceeding 25 hectares. A telegram sent to theMinistro de Fomento that same

year confirmed Calix’s concerns. Writing from San Francisco, Atlántida,

Jesús A. Ballestrosa explained that he represented some seventy families

that for eight years had been occupying national lands. The families culti-

vated more than 400 hectares of bananas and other crops, including corn,

beans, and rice. However, the Vaccaros (Standard Fruit) were seeking to

evict them from these lands, an action Ballestrosa considered ‘‘counter-

productive and unjust since the land is not included in its titles and be-

sides, we have been paying rent during the time that we have occupied
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these lands.’’
12
The telegram is not explicit about the legal status of the

land, but the author’s choice of words (ocupantes and ocupación) strongly
suggests that the families did not possess written leases or titles.

Conflicts and confusion over land titles persisted well into the twen-

tieth century. In 1923, the National Congress passed a temporary measure

prohibiting the transfer of national lands to third parties. According to

U.S. consul Robert L. Keiser, the act was passed in response to popular

protest over the transfer of lands to ‘‘foreign interests.’’ He added that the

immediate effect of the legislation would be to end ‘‘much undesirable

activity on the part of various persons of influence in the controlling po-

litical party in obtaining concessions and immediately disposing of them

to foreign interests at exorbitant profits.’’
13
Two years later, legislation set-

ting aside national lands for family parcels (lotes de familia) sparked nu-

merous claims by squatters. On September 10, 1925, an official from the

Ministry of Government based in La Ceiba, Melecio Zelaya, complained

that the ‘‘foreign companies’ ’’ efforts to keep ‘‘Honduran workers’’ off of

their properties had resulted in numerous complaints back and forth since

‘‘. . . everyone claims to have rights to land.’’
14
He called for the creation of a

government-appointed commission headed by a ‘‘trustworthy engineer’’

to carry out land surveys in order to know ‘‘once and for all’’ which lands

belonged to the nation and ‘‘above all’’ which ones were legally owned by

‘‘the foreign companies.’’ That same month, Zelaya received complaints

from the Tela Railroad Company that ‘‘many individuals’’ were occupying

its lands near Tela.
15
In Yoro, an agent of the Cuyamel Fruit Company al-

legedly prohibited residents from establishing their milpas (cornfields) in
a place known as Laguneta.

16
El Negrito mayorVicente Nolasco explained

that the farmers of Laguneta had held the land for more than twenty years

and requested that the national government help recover ‘‘our rights.’’ In

this case, verifying property lines was complicated by the fact that local

records had been lost in a fire.
17

Following six months of traveling through the North Coast in 1930,

Rafael Barahona concluded that the need to survey national lands in

the region was a matter of ‘‘transcendental importance.’’
18
He suggested

that ‘‘all of the banana companies’’ be required to place stable boundary

markers visible from a distance of 100meters, to indicate the extensions of

their properties. Then an ‘‘honorable and competent commission’’ should

be established to verify the companies’ markers. The measure, Barahona

added, would benefit the national treasury in addition to small-scale cul-

tivators since it would provide a clear basis for determining property taxes

and rental fees.
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The railroad concessions, then, provoked a considerable number of

conflicts between small-scale cultivators and the fruit companies. The in-

ability and/or unwillingness of the national government to conduct land

surveys only served to exacerbate tensions and left local and regional offi-

cials in the awkward position of suspending titling procedures on lots

claimed by the fruit companies via the terms of their concessions. Of

course, the fact that the companies employed lawyers in Tegucigalpa to

represent their interests ensured that they would hold the upper hand in

most land disputes with North Coast farmers. That said, land disputes

resulted partly because the railroads added value to the places through

which they passed by connecting potential banana-producing areas to

mass markets. Between the generous terms of government concessions

and profit-seeking land speculators, there was probably little need for the

fruit companies to resort to strong-arm tactics to secure the soil resources

necessary to expand production.

Within a year of acquiring its railroad concession, the Tela Railroad

Company assembled five hundred workers and imported construction

materials to the port of Tela.
19
By 1915, the company’s workforce had laid

more than 75 kilometers of main and branch lines and planted 725 hect-

ares of land in bananas.
20
That year, felling crews cleared some 20 kilo-

meters’ worth of forest. As workers extended themain line in a southwest-

erly direction toward the Ulúa River, they encountered a mosaic of forests

(including hardwoods, manaca palms, and bamboo), wetlands, and non-

company banana farms.
21
A branch line ran east from Tela to the Leán

River valley, whereworkers created farms on properties that company sur-

veyors described as ‘‘heavy’’ forest, ‘‘virgin woodlands,’’ and ‘‘large trees

and bamboo.’’
22

The transformation from forest to banana farm began when survey

teams selected and mapped out an area for planting. Contract workers

cut the underbrush and small saplings with machetes while other laborers

dug drainage ditches.Well-drained soils were considered essential for ex-

port banana production, particularly in the heavy, clay soils common to

the North Coast. By the late 1920s, the United Fruit Company used steam-

powered drag lines to excavate major canal ways, but the irrigation and

drainage ditches that ran through the farms were hand-dug by paleros, or
ditchdiggers. The field was then staked and planted with three- to four-

pound ‘‘bits,’’ or pieces of root stock selected from vigorous Gros Michel

plants growing on other farms. Bits would be spaced anywhere from 18 to

24 feet apart. Following planting, teams of ax- and saw-wielding workers
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figure 2.1. Land-clearing activities in Caribbean Costa Rica (1920s). United Fruit
Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

began the hazardous work of felling the large trees that up to that point

were left standing. Perched on a barbichú, an elevated platform erected

at the base of a tree, workers hewed through trunks at a point above

the wide, buttressed base common among tropical hardwoods. Felling

crews hacked at the tree until it began to give way, at which point they

jumped off of the platform to avoid the falling trunk.
23
As the tree fell to

the ground, it yanked on the ubiquitous vines (lianas or bejucos) woven
throughout the forest canopy. These vines often pulled down additional

branches and even entire trees that could strike an unsuspecting worker.

The logs usually remained in the midst of the farm, where they deterio-

rated rapidly in the humid, warm environment. On occasion, the fruit

companies extracted valuable timber such as mahogany for shipment to

the United States; the trunks of guanacaste trees were prized by locals for

canoe making.
24

The extension of the Tela Railroad Company’s railroads coincided

with increased banana production in the area: between 1915 and 1920, ex-

ports from Tela nearly quadrupled from 1.2 million bunches to 4.6 mil-
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lion.
25
By 1921, the company operated fifty farms (about 18,600 hectares

of bananas) linked by more than 300 kilometers of railroad. That year, a

U.S. consular agent called the port of Tela ‘‘the largest banana exporting

point in Honduras, and one of the largest in theworld.’’
26
By the end of the

decade, the Tela Railroad Company’s main line extended 64 kilometers

along the eastern bank of the Ulúa.
27
Near El Progreso, land covered with

‘‘heavy timber andwild cane’’ gaveway to thousands of hectares of banana

farms and pasture.
28
In addition, some 27,000 meters of drainage canals

had been dug and more than 13,000 meters of dikes erected to protect

the farms from seasonal flooding. In 1928, the El Progreso district alone

produced 8.5 million bunches of bananas.
29

When U.S. botanist Paul Standley visited the Tela region between

November 1927 and March 1928, he described a landscape that had been

radically reworked by banana production.

Practically all of the land within this area that is fit for the purpose is

covered with banana plants, which, however beautiful when standing

alone or in moderate quantities, become exceedingly monotonous

when massed in plantations many miles in extent.30

He also observed several large pastures where cattle, horses, and mules

grazed on Guinea grass, and many guamiles, abandoned farmlands giving

way to young forest species: ‘‘Nearly everywhere along the whole line of

theTela Railroad, except when passing bymarshes or very swampywoods,

one sees nothing else but second growth and banana plantations.’’
31
Stand-

ley contrasted the rich biological diversity found on the sloping lands of

Lancetilla, United Fruit’s experimental garden, with the radical reduction

in plant diversity in banana farms: ‘‘where bananas are grown there is no

other vegetation of interest to the botanist.’’

In the botanist’s eyes, the most interesting plant communities were

found precisely where export bananas were not growing:

Between banana plantations however are large areas unsuited for

their cultivation. These consist, near the coast, of wide marshes and

of densely wooded swamps which cannot, or at least have not, been

drained. The most spectacular of these unused areas is the great Toloa

Swamp that is crossed by the railroad as it approaches the Ulúa River

from Tela. It is like many other swamps or marshes in Central America,

a shallow lake with an abundance of aquatic plants, and such a

profusion of water birds as one sees only in the tropics.32
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figure 2.2. A young Gros Michel farm in the Sula valley (1920s). United Fruit
Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

Standley’s observations, if not entirely surprising coming from a field

biologist with a demonstrated fascination with tropical plants, repre-

sented a view of the tropics that diverged sharply from those offered by

popular writers, public health officials, and the banana companies, which

stressed the inherent unhealthiness of lowland tropical environments.

From Standley’s perspective, marshlands were rich repositories of diverse

life forms, not ‘‘pestilential swamps’’ in need of draining.

When University of Chicago ornithologist James Peters visited the

same area a fewmonths later, Tela Railroad Company workers had already

started excavating a canal in order to drain a large portion of the Toloa

Swamp that had captivated Standley.
33
Peters described the short-term

ecological change that he observed in the area:

[M]uch of the vegetation has died off and floods have deposited

large amounts of sediment, resulting in a wide expanse of mud flats

interspersed with pools of stagnant water. In such situations waterfowl

of all sorts abound. Never in my experience have I seen such numbers

of Herons or Wood Ibises as have flocked there to feed. But it can only

last for a short time, as eventually these flats and marshy areas will be

completely drained and planted to bananas.34
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Ironically, the drainage operations provided a fleeting home for water-

fowl, but the end product of the transformation—a banana plantation—

afforded little habitat for most forms of avian life.
35
The ornithologist also

visited Toloa Lagoon, where he saw Everglade Kites inhabiting a land-

scape of alternating marsh grasses and open areas of water. In time, much

of this area would also be drained following the construction of another

canal.
36
The expansion of export banana farms, then, altered both plant

communities (e.g., forests) and local hydrological systems.

The environmental changes that took place in the Ulúa valley were by

no means unique. In 1915, United Fruit initiated a second major railroad-

building operation in the department of Colón. In contrast to other parts

of the Caribbean lowlands, Colón had not been a center of nineteenth-

century export banana production. Agricultural activity prior to the 1910s

consisted of small-scale production of coconuts, rubber, plantains, yuca,

tubers, and grains. A handful of prosperous landowners near Trujillo

maintained several hundred hectares of cattle pasture. Although mahog-

any cutters had operated in the region for more than a century before the

arrival of United Fruit, logging was generally restricted to the banks of

the Aguán River. A 1911 government survey of the river valley described

‘‘great forests’’ filled with ‘‘precious woods and medicinal plants.’’
37
An-

other government source described forests of ‘‘great fertility’’ crossed by

rivers and streams whose ‘‘crystal clear waters’’ were suitable for drink-

ing.
38
The first assessments made by United Fruit’s surveyors predicted

that the region’s extensive tracts of ‘‘virgin soil’’ would potentially yield

20 million bunches of bananas annually.
39

By 1920workers had finished 86 kilometers ofmain line that stretched

from Puerto Castilla (near Trujillo) to a small work camp situated in

the lower Aguán valley.
40

Company banana farms covered more than

2,000 hectares. Eight years later, GrosMichelmonocultures sprawled over

nearly 13,000 hectares; pasture covered an additional 3,500 hectares.
41
A

journalist described the view from the company train in 1927 as ‘‘one

immense plantation.’’
42

Irrigation systems supplied about one-third of

the farms with water from the Aguán, Bonito, Cuaca, Mamé, and San

Pedro rivers.
43
Between 1922 and 1928, exports rose from 1.1 to 7.6 million

bunches. During this expansionary phase, the Truxillo Railroad Company

(United Fruit’s second Honduran subsidiary) razed a quantity of timber

sufficient enough to cause some of its employees to speculate that the ex-

tensive deforestation of the Aguán valley was the cause of a series of severe

droughts that hit the region.
44
The company also expanded into the Black

River valley where some 10,000 hectares of ‘‘virgin land’’ were slated for
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cultivation in 1927.
45
By the early 1930s, the company had twenty-three

farms along the Black River in addition to forty properties that stretched

along the southeast bank of the Aguán River for dozens of kilometers.
46

All told, theTruxillo Railroad Company controlled nearly 70,000 hectares

of land in Colón.
47

The activities ofUnited Fruit’s twoprincipal competitors inHonduras

wrought similar environmental transformations. The landscape through

which the Cuyamel Fruit Company’s railroad passed was similar to that

found around Tela. Departing from the port of Omoa, the railroad passed

through many wetlands and mangroves where the herbaceous gamolita,
wild sugar cane, bamboo, and plantains mixed with several varieties of

swamp plants.
48
In better-drained alluvial soils, numerous ‘‘large trees’’

grew in addition to ‘‘many dense bamboo forests.’’
49
In 1913, the company

had 27 kilometers of railroad built and another 23 under construction.
50

By 1920, therewere some 6,900 hectares of bananas in Omoa; a Honduran

official reported that both the fruit company and non-company growers

had cleared ‘‘large areas’’ of forest in order to establish farms.
51

Around this same time, Sam Zemurray secured a highly controversial

concession to administer the National Railroad that ran from Puerto Cor-

tés to a point south of San Pedro Sula.
52
Shortly thereafter, he directed the

construction of branch rail lines that serviced several export banana zones

in the Sula valley.
53
Between 1920 and 1925, banana exports from Puerto

Cortés increased steadily from 2.3 million to 5.1 million bunches.
54
One

observer attributed the trend to both the ‘‘clearing and planting of virgin

acres’’ and the conversion of preexisting cropland to banana farms.
55
In

1927 Cuyamel Fruit obtained the right to construct irrigation systems pro-

vided that they did not disrupt river transportation and that waterways

were returned to their ‘‘natural courses.’’ Surfacewater usewas taxed at the

annual rate of one dollar per hectare; groundwater could be tapped tax-

free. By 1930, the company and its subsidiaries had nearly 6,300 hectares of

land under irrigation. Zemurray’s companies also constructed spillways

and canals in order ‘‘to encourage flood overflows’’ into wetlands in order

to build up layers of silt that over time would form arable soils.
56

In the department of Atlántida, theVaccaro Brothers (Standard Fruit)

oversaw the construction of 155 kilometers of railroad between 1910 and

1915.
57
The company’s main line proceeded west from La Ceiba, across

the narrow coastal plain, and into the Leán River valley. One observer

described the landscape through which the railroad passed as ‘‘luxuriant

forests well suited for the cultivation of bananas and other crops.’’
58
The

expansion of the railroad led to a concomitant rise in exports, from 2.7
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million bunches in 1913 to 5.5 million in 1919.
59
By the late 1920s, Standard

Fruit’s subsidiaries controlled some 23,000 hectares of land in Atlántida.
60

In addition to bananas, the company cultivated forage, citrus fruits, coco-

nuts, and sugarcane.

By the end of the 1920s export banana production dominated the

major river valleys of the Costa Norte. In 1929 a record 29million bunches

left Honduran shores, a volume that exceeded the combined exports of

Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, and Panama.
61
Some 1,500 kilometers

of railroad, stretching from the Guatemalan border to the Black River,

linked banana farms to the region’s major ports, including Puerto Cor-

tés, Tela, La Ceiba, and Puerto Castilla. United Fruit’s subsidiaries pos-

sessedmore than 160,000hectares of land, including some 30,000hectares

of bananas and 6,000 hectares of pastures. The Cuyamel Fruit Company

held 55,000 hectares of land that included 22,000 hectares in bananas,

sugar, and coconuts. Standard Fruit’s Honduran subsidiaries owned or

leased 23,000 hectares in the department of Atlántida, in addition to sev-

eral thousand hectares in Colón.
62
Non-company banana farms occupied

an additional 10–12,000 hectares of land.

The rapid expansion of export banana production between 1912 and

1930 transformed the North Coast’s landscape. Vast expanses of forested

lowlands gave way to railroads, banana plantations, pasturelands, and

human settlements (between 1910 and 1935, the region’s human popula-

tion tripled, rising from 65,048 to 198,836 persons).
63
Extensive systems

of irrigation ditches, drains, spillways, dikes, and canals reshaped the re-

gion’s hydrology. The export banana industry’s invasion of space unques-

tionably reduced biological diversity. Still, the image of a ‘‘sea of bananas’’

should not be pushed too far. Many ecological zones, including swamps,

mangroves, hillsides, andmountainswere not conducive to export banana

production. Significant areas of land were taken up with coconut groves,

pasture, sugarcane, corn, beans, and other crops cultivated for subsistence

and local markets. Entering the 1930s, then, the North Coast’s major allu-

vial valleys consisted of thousands of hectares of Gros Michel monocul-

tures interspersed with more biologically diverse landscape patches.

People were not the only organisms drawn to the North Coast dur-

ing this period of rapid change. Sometime between 1910 and 1915, banana

growers began to notice yellow and withered leaves on some of their Gros

Michel plants. Upon cutting the plants’ pseudostems with a machete, cul-

tivators found purple-brown vascular tissues that gave off a strong odor.

Most significantly, the diseased plants generally produced very low quality

fruit, if they produced any at all.
64

In 1916, United Fruit Company soil
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figure 2.3. United Fruit Company pastures near Tela (1920s). United Fruit Company
Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

surveyors detected the disease on at least two farms in its Tela Division.
65

Three years later, a U.S. official in La Ceiba reported on the ‘‘appearance

of a plant disease in the nature of a blight which has attacked some of

the best plantations.’’
66
In 1922, employees of the Truxillo Railroad Com-

pany detected the disease in Colón.
67
By that point, word must have been

spreading quickly along the Costa Norte: la mata muerta, or Panama dis-

ease, was invading export banana farms.

The disease took its name from the place where it was first widely

observed: banana growers on the Atlantic coast of Panama reported wilt-

like symptoms as early as the 1890s.
68
Within a decade, the disease was

causing serious problems on the Atlantic Coast of Costa Rica.
69
By the

time growers first noticed Panama disease in Honduras, major outbreaks

had already occurred in Surinam (1906), Cuba (1908), Trinidad (1909),

Puerto Rico (1910), and Jamaica (1911).
70
In 1910, U.S. researcher Erwin F.

Smith isolated a fungus on diseased banana tissues from Cuba that he

named Fusarium cubense.71 However, that same year, a U.S. Department

of Agriculture scientist in Panama suggested that the pathogen was a bac-

teria.
72
Scientists continued to disagree about the identity of the pathogen

until 1919 when E. W. Brandes demonstrated that Fusarium oxysporum f.

cubense could produce all of the characteristic symptoms of the disease
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under controlled conditions. Two years later, United Fruit investigators in

Panama successfully replicated Brandes’s experiment using Gros Michel

banana plants.
73

The geographical origin of F. oxysporum is uncertain, but there is no

doubt that human activity has played a major role in spreading the patho-

gen.
74

The fungus was probably introduced to Caribbean and Central

American soils well before the export banana boom. Observers in British

Guyana, Cuba, and Surinam reported that the apple and silk banana vari-

eties—introduced to the West Indies prior to 1750—displayed Panama

disease–like symptoms prior to the expansion of Gros Michel monocul-

tures.
75
The disease also affected non-export banana varieties that culti-

vators in Panama had historically grown as food and shade crops.
76
In

addition to bananas, some native plants, including Heliconia, may have

served as a host for F. oxysporum in forest environments.
77
However, prior

to the rise of the export banana trade, epidemics were rare because ‘‘plan-

tations were small and scattered.’’
78
The landscape mosaics of small farms

and banana-free blocks of land inhibited the movement of the soil-borne

pathogen, and consequently, infected populations remained isolated.
79

Also, for cultivators who planted bananas primarily as a shade crop and/or

for home consumption, a couple of wilting plants would not generate

much concern because the farmers’ livelihoods were not tied to maximiz-

ing production of a single banana variety. But when thousands of people

cleared forests and planted Gros Michel banana plants for export, the sig-

nificance of plant and pathogen changed in reciprocal fashion.

The expansion of export banana farms transformed ecosystems char-

acterized by a high diversity of plants and low population densities of

individual species into an agroecosystem comprised of monocultures of

extremely limited diversity.Within individual banana farms, dense plant-

ings of GrosMichel clones favored the plant-to-plant dispersal of Panama

disease.
80
On a regional level, the removal of vast tracts of lowland forests;

the installation of drainage and irrigation canals; and the building of rail-

roads that carried field workers, tools, animals, and planting materials all

but guaranteed the pathogen’s spread between farms. Finally, increased

steamer traffic between Caribbean banana ports facilitated the pathogen’s

movement across geopolitical boundaries. In sum, if Panama disease can

be thought of as an invader, it was a secondary one that followed in the

wide ecological swath cut by expanding Gros Michel production.

Growers and government officials initially responded to the epidemic

byestablishing quarantines and destroying diseased plants.
81
InHonduras,

United Fruit’s subsidiaries ordered their field workers to apply a disinfec-
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tant to their shoes and tools.
82
Ironically, one of the biggest problems faced

by growers was how to eliminate infected banana plants efficiently. The

labor-intensive process included digging out rhizomes and roots, chop-

ping the plants into small pieces, and burning themwith large quantities of

fuel.
83
In spite of these measures, the companies had a difficult time ensur-

ing that their workers did not unknowingly introduce infected planting

materials to new farms. Little could be done during the rainy season to

prevent flood waters from spreading the pathogen far and wide.

In 1916, United Fruit hired Samuel Prescott, a researcher at theMassa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, to direct a soil survey of company farms

in Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, and Jamaica in order to

determine the relationship between disease incidence and soil conditions.

Two years later, Prescott reported that his research did not identify any

‘‘strikingly marked correlations’’ between the chemical properties of soils

and the spread of the pathogen.
84
Prescott and other United Fruit employ-

ees tested a slew of chemical compounds and soil treatments (including

mulching and fertilizing) for their ability to ‘‘disinfect’’ soils, but these

efforts were in vain.
85
In 1923, United Fruit scientist John Johnston noted

that some twenty years of studyand treatment ‘‘byall the customarymeth-

ods used in the practice of disease control’’ had failed to yield a solution to

the problem of Panama disease.
86
Stymied in their initial efforts to eradi-

cate and/or prevent the spread of the pathogen, both the United Fruit

Company and the British colonial government created formal research

programs with the intent of overcoming Panama disease.

As early as 1910—well before the scientific community agreed that

F. oxysporum was the pathogen—a U.S. Department of Agriculture re-

searcher argued that the long-term solution to Panama disease lay in cul-

tivating a disease-resistant variety such as the ‘‘Chinese banana’’ (i.e., a

Cavendish cultivar), that was traded in Asia, Hawaii, and the Canary

Islands.
87
In 1910United Fruit provided theDutch government in Surinam

with a banana variety known as ‘‘Congo’’ (a Cavendish cultivar). However,

only modest amounts of Congo fruit reached U.S. markets before United

Fruit informed Dutch officials that the variety was not marketable due

to its comparatively short shelf life and its tendency to ripen unevenly.
88

Both United Fruit and British researchers initiated breeding programs

during the 1920s with the shared goal of developing disease-resistant vari-

eties.
89
United Fruit researchers initially tried to breed healthy-looking

Gros Michel plants found in diseased soils, but even apparent survivors of

the epidemic eventually succumbed to the pathogen. The company next

sought to create a hybrid variety with disease resistance. The first genera-
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tion of professional banana breeders undertook their experiments pos-

sessing very limited knowledge about the cytology, genetics, and taxon-

omy of the genus Musa.90 However, they were aware of one critical trait

shared by the Gros Michel and most other banana cultivars: the plants

were parthenocarpic, meaning that they did not have to be fertilized by

pollen in order to produce fruit. As a result, their fruit tended to be seed-

less, a characteristic for which human cultivators selected over the course

of centuries if not millennia.

Parthenocarpy posed a major challenge for plant breeders who strug-

gled to obtain seeds and pollen from the highly infertile Gros Michel.

In fact, crosses with Gros Michel were possible only because the plants

could be induced to set seeds in small numbers when pollinated by ‘‘wild’’

(seeded) bananas. But fertility rates were extremely low. In one breed-

ing experiment conducted by British researchers in Trinidad during the

1920s, pollination trials were carried out with six varieties of bananas, in-

cluding Gros Michel. About 20,000 pollinated flowers yielded fewer than

two hundred seeds, fifty of which were empty. The remaining seeds came

from just two varieties, Gros Michel and Silk; all had been pollinated by

one of the seeded varieties. Only seventeen seeds germinated, and a mere

five survived to the fruit-bearing stage. The sheer size of banana plants

helped to make breeding trials a costly endeavor—20,000 banana rhi-

zomes planted at conventional densities would take up some 25–30 hect-

ares of land.
91
Furthermore, the inroads of Panamadiseasemade it difficult

to find healthy Gros Michel plants for breeding. The work of early banana

breeding, therefore, was tedious, full of uncertainty, and posed a number

of logistical problems.

Sensing that successful breeding would require a wide range of germ

plasm (i.e., genetic diversity), United Fruit’s research director, Dr. Otto A.

Reinking, assembled a collection of some 150Musa accessions from Asia,

Cuba, and Central America.
92
Between 1925 and 1928, United Fruit scien-

tists in Changuinola, Panama, crossed varieties with distinct chromosome

counts on the assumption that some of the offspring would possess the

same number of chromosomes as commercial cultivars. The trials yielded

fourteen sterile hybrids with edible, seedless fruit pulp, but United Fruit’s

J. H. Permar noted that they had little economic value since ‘‘in no case is

their quality equal to the fruits that are generally recognized by the public

as ‘bananas.’ ’’
93

In 1930 United Fruit terminated its banana breeding experiments in

Panama. Workers transferred some 130-odd varieties to Lancetilla, the

company’s experimental garden on the outskirts of Tela, where theywould



figure 2.4. ‘‘Chinese Banana’’ (i.e., Cavendish cultivar) on a United Fruit
experimental plot (1920s). United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker
Library, Harvard Business School.

be all but forgotten for the next 25 years.
94
The initial failure to develop a

commercial hybrid cannot be attributed entirely to the banana’s biology.

In order to be a commercial success, hybrids had to possess both resis-

tance to F. oxysporum and a strong resemblance to Gros Michel fruit—the

variety around which U.S. mass markets had formed.

mass markets, consumer cultures,

and the top banana

At the same time that Gros Michel monocultures were expanding in

the Caribbean and Central America, bananas were slipping into every-

day life in the United States. By the 1920s, the symbolic consumption of

the banana had achieved a mass scale. As had been the case since the

mid-nineteenth century, bananas generally were icons of zany—and in-
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creasingly sexual—humor. In 1923, a pair of youngmusicians in NewYork

City convinced the Skidmore Music Company to publish their pop tune

‘‘Yes, We Have No Bananas!’’ The song title and lyrics were reportedly

inspired by an immigrant fruit peddler with a limited command of En-

glish—a curious continuity from Sedgwick’s 1875 comedy skit involving

bananas. The song became an overnight sensation. Copies of the sheet

music sold by the tens of thousands, and dance-hall bands played the

tune throughout the U.S. and Europe. One of the song’s composers, Frank

Silver, organized a ten-piece ‘‘banana band’’ that toured the U.S. with a

set that included bunches of bananas and a backdrop with an image of a

banana plantation.
95
Around the same time, George Gershwin’s hit tunes

‘‘Let’s Call the Whole Thing Off ’’ and ‘‘But Not for Me’’ evoked smiles

by playing with the phonetic qualities of the word ‘‘banana.’’ Other enter-

tainers, including folk-bluesmusicians theHappiness Boys and BoCarter,

appropriated the banana as a phallic symbol in their respective compo-

sitions, ‘‘I’ve Never Seen a Straight Banana’’ (1926) and ‘‘Banana in Your

Fruit Basket’’ (1931). Silent films and some early talking pictures included

banana-peel induced pratfalls. Urban sanitation crusaders incorporated

banana peels into children’s songs conveying anti-litter messages. Finally,

the word ‘‘banana’’ entered into popular lexicon via slang terms includ-

ing ‘‘top banana,’’ ‘‘banana boat,’’ ‘‘banana oil,’’ ‘‘to go bananas,’’ and of

course, the enduring ‘‘banana republic.’’
96

Not all North Americans held a carefree attitude toward banana con-

sumption. While touring western Massachusetts with Henry James in

1904, EdithWharton found herself unexpectedly spending the night in a

summer resort in Petersham on account of car troubles. In a letter to a

friend,Wharton offered a scathing critique of bourgeois life in the United

States: ‘‘I have been spending my first night in an American ‘Summer

hotel’ and I despair of the Republic! Such dreariness, such whining sallow

women, such utter absence of the amenities, such crass food, crass man-

ners, crass landscape!! And, mind you, it is a new and fashionable hotel.

What a horror it is for a whole nation to be developing without the sense

of beauty and eating bananas for breakfast.’’
97
Wharton’s self-described

‘‘horror’’ over banana consumption stemmed from the fact that the act of

eating a banana was accompanied by none of the aristocratic (European)

traditions associated with the consumption of other tropical commodities

such as tea, coffee, and chocolate.
98
Instead, the banana was linked to the

‘‘crass’’ popular culture of the United States shaped by bothmass consum-

erism and democratic ideals. Indeed, what seems to have botheredWhar-
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ton—who once referred to herself and James as ‘‘wretched exotics pro-

duced in a European glass-house’’—was the idea that an article of popular

consumption could find its way into the playgrounds of the wealthy.

More than twenty years afterWharton penned her letter, poetWallace

Stevens affirmed that the less-than-noble banana was unfit for elite Anglo-

American society. In ‘‘Floral Decoration for Bananas’’ (1927), Stevens jux-

taposed the severe elegance of plums served in an exquisite dish with the

rawness of (export) bananas ‘‘piled on planks’’:

You should have had plums tonight,

In an eighteenth-century dish,

And petifogging buds,

For the women of primrose and purl,

Each one in her decent curl.

Good God! What a precious light!

But bananas hacked and hunched.

The table was set by an ogre

His eye on an outdoor gloom

And a stiff and noxious place.

Pile the bananas on planks.

The women will be all shanks

And bangles and slatted eyes.

And deck the bananas in leaves

Plucked from the Carib trees,

Fibrous and dangling down,

Oozing cantankerous gum,

Out of their purple maws,

Darting out of their purple craws,

Their musky and tingling tongues.99

Stevens refracted bananas through a primitivist lens in order to cre-

ate sensual images that both echoed nineteenth-century discourses about

tropical barbarism and anticipated later associations of bananas with

‘‘hot’’ tropical women, including Carmen Miranda and Miss Chiquita.

The poem may have been further inspired by African-American jazz

dancer Josephine Baker, whose early performances in Paris played to

European fascination with the ‘‘primal’’ sexual energy of dark-skinned
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figure 2.5. Roadside food stand in Alabama with bananas (1930s).
Library of Congress.

tropical people. In 1925, the nineteen-year-old Baker performed in La Re-

vueNegrewhose repertoire included the ‘‘Danse Sauvage,’’ a number set in

an African jungle. The following year, during a performance at the Folies

Bergére, she danced the Charleston wearing a G-string adorned with ba-

nanas, a costume with which Baker would be identified long after she

struggled to transcend the roles that white producers generally assigned

to black women performers in Europe and the United States.
100

Other early-twentieth-century writers used bananas as symbols of

societal transformations taking place in the United States. In 1929William

Faulkner published As I Lay Dying, a novel centered around the Bundren

family’s sorrowful journey from their rural southern home to Faulkner’s

mythical Southern city of Jefferson, where the deceasedMrs. Bundren is to

be buried. The novel’s closing scene depicts the Bundren children eating

bananas while theywait for their father in the family’smule-drawnwagon.

WhenVardaman, theyoungestmemberof the family, tries to lead his older

sister past a storefront featuring an electric model train, she responds,

‘‘Wouldn’t you rather have a banana?’’
101

Faulkner’s unexpected insertion

of bananas into the novel’s closing scene reflects both the fruit’s ubiquity
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in the 1920s and the author’s ambivalence toward the social and economic

changes taking place in the New South. The visit to the city exposed the

Bundren children to the wonders of mass consumer society: electric toy

trains, graphophones—and bananas. If the boyVardaman could only fan-

tasize about owning an electric train, he could on occasion savor a taste of

the tropics that was rapidly becoming as ‘‘American’’ as apple or peach pie.

Faulkner’s symbolic use of bananas, then, was rooted less in his concern

about the erosion of elite culture than in his unease about mass consump-

tion as a remedy for the pain and displacements associated with profound

individual, familial, and societal transitions.
102

Poets, novelists, and musicians were not the only people experiment-

ing with the banana’s symbolic value; the fruit companies themselves con-

structed images of bananas and the tropics throughmass marketing cam-

paigns. Lavishly illustrated booklets, often geared toward children, offered

a view of production and distribution processes that stressed the bene-

fits that the banana trade brought to both North American consumers

and Latin American producers.
103

In addition, writers with close ties to

the United Fruit Company published a number of articles and books dur-

ing the early twentieth century in which modernity arrived to ‘‘jungle’’

landscapes via United Fruit’s GreatWhite Fleet. A 1932 article in Economic
Geography described nineteenth-century Caribbean landscapes as ‘‘dark,

tangled forests of the swampy lowlands,’’ inhabited by ‘‘poison snakes,

ferocious animals, myriads of insects, and dreaded diseases.’’ Then, the

author noted dramatically, a change took place:

On the eve of the birth of the present century there was launched in

Boston what has become one of the most significant enterprises the

world has known—the modern banana industry. Now staunch New

Englanders are putting their money into the proved business of banana

production and distribution. American engineers are invading the

jungles with steam shovels. Swamps are being drained and axes are

heard ringing in the woodland. Fruitful banana plantations are

appearing as if by magic.104

The author, a son of United Fruit attorney Bradley Palmer, stressed the

transformative role played by U.S. investors and engineers, while largely

ignoring both the past efforts of smallholders and the contemporary con-

tributions of laborers in performing feats of ‘‘magic.’’ Palmer was by no

means unique; popular and scholarly writers during this time consistently

stressed the need to ‘‘tame’’ tropical landscapes and enlighten their human
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inhabitants. In these tales of modernization, the export banana symbol-

ized the transformation of tropical Nature into productive agricultural

spaces via the guiding hand of U.S. capital and technology.
105

People in the United States inscribed the banana with a wide range

of meanings, but both popular and highbrow appropriations often repro-

duced ethnocentric views of tropical places and their inhabitants.The con-

temptuous view of banana eating expressed by writers such as Wharton

and Stevens, as well as popular associations of bananas with humor and

sexuality, shared historical roots in earlier visions of the tropics as dark,

dangerously fecund, and profoundlydifferent fromAngloAmerica. At the

same time, some writers also linked the export banana trade to progress

by creating images of healthy, hardworking tropical inhabitants enjoying

the civilizing benefits of international trade and applied scientific knowl-

edge. These ‘‘developmentalist’’ discourses, combined with a burgeoning

consumer culture and enduring ideas about the tropics as unhealthy left

little room for public discussions about environmental degradation be-

yond the isolated voices of naturalists such as Paul Standley and James

Peters who expressed considerable ambivalence about the changes that

they witnessed on the North Coast.

The fruit companies did not make money trading in metaphors, nor

were most consumers drawn to bananas primarily for their symbolic

value. Bananas were first and foremost a food that by the early twenti-

eth century had ceased to be a novelty for most U.S. consumers. In 1910

over 40 million bunches of bananas entered the nation’s ports; four years

later, imports neared the 50-million-bunchmark and per capita consump-

tion was around 22 pounds.
106

United Fruit loaned most of its shipping

fleet to the U.S. government and its allies during World War I, leading

to a downturn in banana imports between 1914 and 1918. Consumption

rates rebounded in the 1920swhen unprecedented quantities of Honduran

bananas entered the United States.
107

Although the dollar value of U.S.

banana imports paled in comparison to that of coffee, the fruit had un-

questionably become one of the most important agricultural commodi-

ties in the Americas, constituting 3.3 percent of total U.S. imports and

more than 50 percent of U.S. imports from Central America in 1929.
108

That same year, a marketing survey conducted for United Fruit found that

more than one-half of the 8,500 households surveyed purchased bananas

‘‘frequently,’’ and the percentagewas even higher for households with chil-

dren. Only 9 percent of those interviewed stated that they ‘‘never’’ bought

bananas.
109



map 2.1. Banana shipping routes, c. 1930
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Bananas reached early-twentieth-century consumers via a commod-

ity chain that included shippers, brokers, jobbers, and retailers. In 1900,

United Fruit executives established the Fruit Dispatch Company, a sub-

sidiary responsible for the distribution of bananas in the United States

and Canada. Fruit Dispatch established offices in key ports and railroad

centers including Boston, Chicago, Kansas City, New Orleans, New York,

Pittsburgh, and Richmond. By 1925, the company had representatives in

more than fifty North American cities. Fruit Dispatch employees trav-

eled with rail shipments of bananas both to ensure proper storage con-

ditions and to line up sales of ‘‘rollers,’’ or railcars of fruit that had not

been presold, to brokers and wholesalers along the route. The company

also issued numerous pamphlets directed at retailers that provided in-

structions on how to handle and display bananas. By the late 1920s, Fruit

Dispatch handled nearly 53 percent of the total U.S. banana trade, farmore

than its leading competitors, Standard Fruit (15 percent) and Cuyamel

Fruit’s subsidiary Banana Sales (13 percent). Combined, these three com-

panies accounted for some 81 percent of the banana trade. At the regional

level, single companies often held virtual monopolies. For example, Fruit

Dispatch was the only importer servicing the Boston area (United Fruit’s

headquarters) and the company reportedly controlled 80 percent of the

lucrative eastern market (including New York City).
110

In 1925, the Fruit Dispatch Company convened a conference in Chi-

cago that brought together employees from all phases of production and

marketing, including some managers from United Fruit’s Central Ameri-

can divisions. High on the agenda was the question of how to market

an increased supply of bananas that was catching up with rising demand

following the Great War.
111

The conference included both presentations

by company executives and reports from regional fruit jobbers assess-

ing the level of competition and the market’s ability to expand. United

Fruit executives used the occasion to announce the creation of a ‘‘Publicity

Department’’ that would be responsible for making the banana ‘‘more

popular than it has been in the past.’’
112

The company launched a multi-

media advertising campaign that included booklets containing informa-

tion about the banana’s nutritional value and recipes, a magazine called

Unifruitco, and national billboard displays. The department’s leadership

pledged to find new outlets for the fruit by working with retailers in order

to ‘‘feature’’ bananas prominently in store displays.

The conference’s emphasis on finding new outlets for bananas re-

flected the disjuncture between agroecological processes in the tropics and

mass-market dynamics: the local/regional effects of Panama disease were
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hard to discern in the marketplace due to the continued geographical ex-

pansion of production. When United Fruit vice-president George Chit-

tenden addressed the problem of declining production on the Caribbean

coast of Panama, he made no reference to Panama disease, but the two

options he presented—abandon the area or ‘‘plant something else which

is still a banana’’—clearly indicated that he was talking about the disease.

Hoping to salvage some of the company’s six-million-dollar investment

in the region, the executive delivered a sales pitch of his own:

We all know about the Cavendish banana (grown in the Canary Islands

and Hawaii). It is not very much of a success. . . . There is however, a

banana called the Lacatan which can fool most people . . . we can put

Lacatan bananas in with a cargo of Gros Michel and the chances are

about four out of five that you won’t know it.

The [Lacatan] bunches are not very large. The nine [-handed

stem] is more occasional than otherwise. The intermediate stage

between green and dead ripe is not attractive to look at. Instead of a

handsome green it is a rather dull gray green. I don’t care how much of

a banana expert you are or how well your taste is developed, you

cannot tell one from the other when you eat them. We can raise more

Lacatan per unit area than we can of the present banana of commerce.

If we can raise a third as many more bananas per acre, we give you a

margin on which you might very easily be able to move the Lacatan

banana. We hope you will think that over.113

Chittenden’s words reveal the extent to which aesthetic sensibilities held

by distributors and wholesalers influenced the fruit company’s efforts to

find a disease-resistant replacement for the Gros Michel. How the con-

ference audience responded to Chittenden’s proposition is unknown, but

few jobbers were fooled when United Fruit attempted to export Lacatan

bananas three years later.

In September 1928, the Fruit Dispatch Company’s Southern Division

(based in New Orleans) reported that they had received their largest ship-

ment of Lacatans to date: 15,000 bunches (the division routinely handled

250,000 bunches of Gros Michel per week). Shortly thereafter, the divi-

sionmanager questioned themerits of even thismodest shipment of Laca-

tan fruit:

Even those firms who are thoroughly familiar with the handling and

ripening of Lacatans do not favor this variety. The consuming public,
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in the final analysis, are the ones who have the say as to what fruit they

desire, and inasmuch as the meat of the Lacatan, even though the skin

may be yellow, is not really mellow and not as digestible as the Gros

Michel, unless the skin of the former has practically turned black; and

in this condition the fruit is uninviting to the eye and hard to sell.

There is a question of whether or not we are serving the business

properly in trying to force them on the market. This week we are going

to have about 2,960 stems of Lacatans and it is my intention to hold

the unsold cars here, and have Mr. Rowe’s men visit the jobbers who

made f.o.b [free on board] purchases, for the purpose of educating

them in handling and ripening of the fruit and assisting in every

manner possible.114

TheWeeklyMarket Report’s description of Lacatan fruit contradictsmuch

of Chittenden’s rather enthusiastic description of the variety. Lacatan’s fla-

vor and ripening behavior were noticeably different from those of Gros

Michel. The statement about ‘‘forcing’’ the variety on the market indi-

cates that buyers were rather reluctant to purchase Lacatan bananas when

decent Gros Michel fruit was available for a comparable price.

Cuyamel Fruit and Standard Fruit also tried to market Lacatan ba-

nanas on a trial basis during the 1920s. Buyers complained that the fruit

did not ripen in a satisfactory manner. In addition, the variety was sus-

ceptible to a fungal rot that weakened the stem from which jobbers and

retailers usually suspended bananas for ripening and display purposes. Al-

though experiments indicated that Lacatan’s ripening qualities improved

upon exposing the fruit to ethylene gas, jobbers resisted buying a variety

that required significant alterations to their routine ripening procedures.

Both companies reported that Lacatan sales dropped when Gros Michel

fruit was available.
115

The findings of a 1929 marketing survey commissioned by United

Fruit shed additional light on how market structures and aesthetic sen-

sibilities worked to impede the introduction of new varieties. The survey

targeted women on the assumption that ‘‘the housewife is the authority on

the buying and serving habits of the family.’’
116

The women interviewed

were usually at a loss to explain what ‘‘impulse’’ led them to buy bananas:

roughly one-third stated that it was a ‘‘matter of habit’’; about one-sixth

credited an ‘‘attractive display.’’ Questions directed toward consumers

about fruit quality were limited to size and ripening stage; no queries were

made in regard to flavor, texture, or preferred way to eat the fruit. More

than half of the interviewees preferred to buy ‘‘yellow ripe’’ bananas; about
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40 percent favored ‘‘fully ripe’’; and only 6 percent selected bananas with

‘‘green tips.’’ A significant majority (75 percent) favored ‘‘large’’ bananas

over ‘‘medium’’ and ‘‘small’’ fruit, but this preference varied by region and

income. The study found that six out of ten consumers were not con-

scious of any season for bananas and purchased them throughout the year.

Finally, 75 percent of the people interviewed ‘‘never’’ had difficulty finding

fruit of acceptable quality, leading the authors to conclude that the con-

sumer was ‘‘not so harsh of judgment as those who know banana quality,’’

i.e., fruit jobbers and retailers.
117

Indeed, virtually all of the jobbers interviewed spoke at length about

fruit quality. Premium bananas were large, scar-free, and ripened evenly.

For example, aWorcester,Massachusetts–based dealer known asNick ‘‘the

Banana Man’’ explained that ‘‘retail sales are better if the fruit is really

‘fancy,’ clean fruit in nice, fat bunches,’’ an opinion from which few job-

bers dissented.
118

They used terms such as ‘‘scarred,’’ and ‘‘string beans’’ to

describe poor fruit. As was the case with consumers, jobbers apparently

did not place much value on flavor, sweetness, or texture when describ-

ing fruit quality. Instead, they frequently identified bananas on the basis

of the visual appearance of the fruit and, to a certain extent, its port of

origin.

Reflecting a trend started in the late nineteenth century, nine-handed

fruit bunches garnered the highest prices in the 1920s. For example, the

Tsones Brothers—competitors of Nick in Worcester—stated that they

only traded nine-handed bunches. They also had started to buy ‘‘selected

fruit bagged in the tropics’’ which they admitted cost more but was ‘‘good,

clean fruit’’ that arrived in better condition than unwrapped bananas.
119

A jobber with a number of chain store clients in Lawrence, Massachu-

setts, also sought out nine-handed bunches because the customers liked

‘‘large fruit.’’
120

In contrast, dealers servicing stores with a working-class

clientele preferred smaller bunches. For example, in Lowell, Massachu-

setts, long-time banana dealer Joseph Fielding said that ‘‘everyone’’ in

the struggling mill town bought ‘‘sevens’’ because Fielding could not get

‘‘a penny more’’ for larger bunches.
121

Another Lawrence-based banana

dealer, George Lampros, concurred with Fielding that stores retailing ba-

nanas by the pound sold seven- and eight-handed bunches at the same

price, but he bought mostly eights since they ‘‘showed up better’’ and be-

cause ‘‘people don’t buy sevens.’’ InAtlanta, Georgia—‘‘a dumping ground

for bananas,’’ in the words of one wholesaler—retailers sought inexpen-

sive, small fruit that they could sell by the dozen. Consequently, the fruit

companies usually sent small bunches (fives, sixes, and sevens) and/or
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eights and nines with thin fruit to Atlanta. Thus, although nine-handed

fruit bunches with ‘‘fat’’ fingers set the standard for quality inU.S.markets,

demand varied across lines of class and region.
122

The marketing survey revealed that jobbers perceived themselves to

be in a highly competitive business. Virtually all of the jobbers inter-

viewed in 1929 complained about being undersold by small-time and/or

seasonal dealers who purchased ‘‘decks’’ (i.e., overripe fruit) and other

low-grade fruit for quick sales to retailers during periods of high demand.

Such dealers rarely invested in year-round storage facilities and tended

to drop out of the trade when demand slackened. Banana Man Nick,

who claimed that he bought ‘‘mostly nines’’ from United Fruit, expressed

frustration with the ‘‘little fellows’’ who sometimes bought up the ‘‘lower

quality’’ fruit and undersold him. The Tsones Brothers noted that United

Fruit’s practice of selling deck ripes at lower prices allowed jobbers to

undercut each other—and they pointed to Nick as an example: ‘‘He gets

decks, Jamaicas, and some sevens. He never buys first quality fruit.’’
123

Just

who the ‘‘little fellows’’ were seemed to depend upon who was doing the

underselling.

The comments of the Worcester-area jobbers notwithstanding, the

1929 marketing survey suggests that small-time fruit vendors such as the

peddler immortalized in the pop song ‘‘Yes! We Have No Bananas Today’’

were not the primary threat to wholesaler livelihoods. Instead, the prolif-

eration of cash-and-carry chain stores such as A&P and Krogers reflected

the growing consolidation of retail food markets that potentially weak-

ened the position of fruit jobbers. Both retail chain grocers and large-scale

agribusinesses staked their financial success on high-volume sales and low

profit margins, a shared business strategy that was mutually reinforcing.

In the late 1920s, the Midwest-based Krogers chain began purchasing ba-

nanas directly from the importing companies. The A&P reported that

their stores often used bananas as a ‘‘leader’’ item, sold at cost, in order

to lure customers from competitors. However, the dominance of chain

stores was by no means complete in 1929: About 40 percent of the con-

sumers surveyed ‘‘usually’’ purchased bananas from chains, butmore than

50 percent of the consumers bought bananas from independent retailers,

including street vendors, who continued to play an important role in poor

and immigrant neighborhoods.
124

Wholesalers and jobbers would remain

a crucial link in the banana commodity chain during the first half of the

twentieth century.

If it is true that most retail banana sales were transacted through

the hands of ‘‘housewives,’’ fruit quality standards were set primarily by
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figure 2.6. Fruit jobbers working in a banana ripening room (c. 1930).
United Fruit Company, ‘‘About Bananas’’ (Boston: 1931).

fruit jobbers (mostly men), who occupied the space between production

and consumption. Both quality standards and processing techniques (i.e.,

storage and handling) evolved around Gros Michel fruit. The failure of

the 1929 marketing survey to generate any conversation about other vari-

eties strongly suggests that the many kinds of bananas cultivated in the

tropics did not exist—at least not as commodifiable things—in the minds

of most consumers. Efforts to introduce a ‘‘new’’ variety such as Lacatan

therefore faced an uphill battle because most wholesalers would have little

interest in a banana that seldomproduced nine-handed bunches, required

modified storage facilities in order to ripen, and had a tendency to come

crashing down to the shop floor. Even if the fruit companies were to offer

Lacatan fruit at a reduced price on wholesale markets, it would have faced

competition from discounted Gros Michel bananas.

Of course, the fact that just three companies controlled some 75 per-

cent of the national market left jobbers with few options when buying ba-

nanas in the first place. Presumably, the fruit companies could have com-

pelled wholesalers to accept the Lacatan (or some other disease-resistant

variety) had they been compelled to do so. However, the handsome profits

enjoyed by the fruit companies during the 1920s must have satisfied most

investors. The United Fruit Company’s cash reserves increased from $11.2

million in 1899 to more than $50 million in 1918. Net profits soared to

more than $33 million in 1920, a sixfold increase over earnings in 1913.
125
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Between 1926 and 1928, United Fruit averaged a remarkable 10 percent an-

nual rate of return on its investment. At the same time, an intense rivalry

developed between United Fruit and Cuyamel Fruit during the 1920s. The

former held a dominant market share, but many jobbers interviewed in

1929 believed that the latter produced the highest-quality bananas. That

same year, Fruit Dispatch officials expressed concerns about being under-

sold by Cuyamel Fruit, which was reportedly dumping large quantities

of nine-handed bunches on the New Orleans market.
126

Under such mar-

ket conditions, there must have been little incentive to introduce a new

banana on U.S. markets. Instead, the fruit companies relied on their eco-

nomic and political power to ensure continued access to the subsidized

soil and water resources necessary to produce nine-handed Gros Michel

fruit—the U.S. market’s ‘‘Top Banana.’’

shifting plantation agriculture

Unable to find a marketable, disease-resistant banana, the compa-

nies adopted a strategyof shifting plantation agriculture: Theyabandoned

heavilydiseased farms, rerouted railroads, and carved new plantations out

of forests and wetlands. This practice enabled the companies to maintain

and even increase their production levels, but as a contemporary observer

in La Ceiba noted, it did nothing to arrest the Panama disease epidemic:

‘‘The disease still continues particularly in the older plantations, and only

by the planting of new areas can the banana production in this district

be maintained or increased.’’
127

Of course, shifting plantation agriculture

depended upon the fruit companies’ continued access to soil andwater re-

sources. In order to secure such access, the companies renegotiated and/or

violated the terms of their original railroad concessions.

For example, during the 1910s, Standard Fruit’s railroad building had

proceeded in a southwesterly direction from La Ceiba toward the Leán

River valley as stipulated in the company’s 1910 concession. In 1919, Stan-

dard Fruit renegotiated the terms of the concession in order to receive

permission to build a railroad east from La Ceiba toward the department

of Colón.
128

By the late 1920s, the company had 6,500 hectares of planta-

tions and pasture in the municipality of Jutiapa in addition to two dozen

farms in Sonaguera, Colón. Banana exports from La Ceiba reflected the

shift to new soils: after falling from 4.3 million to 1.9 million bunches be-

tween 1922 and 1926, Standard Fruit’s exports rebounded to 6.5 million

bunches in 1931.
129
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By that point, the company had almost completely abandoned its

farms west of La Ceiba.
130

During the three-month period of peak demand

in 1932, only 13% of Standard’s exports (1.5 million bunches) came from

farms situated in Atlántida.
131

Three years later, the department’s gover-

nor reported that Standard had not undertaken any new projects in his

jurisdiction due to the ‘‘impossibility’’ of combating Panama disease.
132

Around this same time, Standard Fruit agreed to turn over some 25,000

hectares of abandoned land in Atlántida to the national government.
133

A similar process unfolded elsewhere along the North Coast. By 1930,

at least fourteen farms belonging to the Tela Railroad Company had been

or were soon to be abandoned. Two years later, the company ceased pro-

duction in the Leán valley.
134

In Colón, the Truxillo Railroad Company

abandoned nearly 10,000 hectares during the 1920s.
135

In 1928, a Hon-

duran official reported that Panama disease was damaging ‘‘the majority

of farms, but principally those located along the Mosquitia line.’’
136

In

1937, only ten years after production began in the Black River valley, the

Honduran National Congress, noting ‘‘the intense development of some

diseases that have caused the complete ruin of the company’s bananas,’’

approved a decree giving the company the right to abandon the region.
137

As part of the agreement, the company returned at least 17,000 hectares

of land to the state. By 1940, the Truxillo Railroad Company’s activi-

ties in Colón had all but ceased; observers noted that sun-tolerant plant

species quickly inhabited the spaces once occupied by banana plants.
138

Finally, in Puerto Cortés, a U.S. consular report from 1927 stated that the

‘‘banana disease’’ continued to attack new plantings of Gros Michel, re-

ducing the output fromCuyamel Fruit Company farms to ‘‘an almost neg-

ligible quantity.’’
139

Following his 1931 inspection of the Omoa-Cuyamel

region, Honduran official Alonzo Valenzuela contrasted his memories of

banana-covered valleys to the guamil-dominated landscape that he ob-

served where banana plants were ‘‘seldom found.’’
140

By 1930, Zemurray’s

subsidiaries had abandoned more than 10,000 hectares.
141

As the export

boom came to a close, Gros Michel ‘‘graveyards’’ littered the North Coast

from the Guatemalan border to Mosquitia.

The geographical instability of export banana production cannot be

attributed exclusively to the spread of Panama disease. Contemporary ob-

servers tended to attribute abandonments to multiple causes, including

declining soil fertility. Following his 1927 tour of Central American export

banana zones, British researcher Claude Wardlaw criticized the cultiva-

tion practices he observed there as little more than ‘‘the exploitation of the
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native fertility of virgin soil with the minimum amount of detailed treat-

ment.’’
142

He argued that inadequate soil surveys resulted in the establish-

ment of banana farms in poor soils that were swiftly abandoned, leading

to the felling of ‘‘giant forests.’’ Even on the alluvial plains often considered

ideal for banana growing,Wardlaw noted, soils were by nomeans of a uni-

form texture or fertility: ‘‘Forests will often thrive on soils which, judged

from an agricultural standpoint, have a very low standard of efficiency,

particularly from the physical and chemical standpoints.’’
143

Poor soil con-

ditions tended to slow banana plant growth, which in turn provided an

opportunity for fast-growing plant species such as grasses to establish

themselves and compete with banana plants for nutrients. The resulting

increase in labor inputs (primarily weeding) drove up production costs

which, combined with poor yields and slow growth rates, lowered profit

margins and prompted the abandonment of the land.
144

Wardlaw further argued that the decision to abandon an export ba-

nana farmwas not ameasure of ‘‘complete infertility’’ but ratherof a ‘‘non-

remunerative standard of productiveness.’’ That is, production could cease

despite the ability of a plantation to yield ‘‘quite a considerable number

of bunches per acre.’’
145

Evidence from Standard Fruit operations in Hon-

duras confirm that decisions about abandoning farms were not straight-

forward. For example, during a weekly staff meeting in 1924, a Standard

Fruit employee recommended abandoning approximately 1,000 hectares

of ‘‘unproductive lands’’ because they no longer annually yielded ‘‘60 pay-

ables’’ (export-quality bunches) per manzana (.69 hectares) and therefore

would not recover the costs of weeding.
146

However, a comment penned

in the margin of the meeting’s minutes urged that more ‘‘details’’ be ob-

tained; in the meantime the farms were not to be abandoned because

company managers believed that ‘‘we may need this fruit.’’ This fragment

suggests that the calculus of abandonment involved more than applying

cost-benefit formulas on a farm-by-farm basis; other variables, including

the anticipated market demand for fruit and the collective ability of the

company farms to meet that demand, also affected the decision-making

process.

The fruit companies’ practice of shifting plantation agriculture, then,

resulted from a production-consumption dynamic driven by the banana’s

peculiar biology, the expansion of interconnected monovarietal agroeco-

systems, and mass-market structures which, having evolved around Gros

Michel bananas, resisted the introduction of Panama disease–resistant

varieties. Of course, had the fruit companies been unable to continue

to secure concessions from Central American governments ceding them
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access to the soils, forests, and waters upon which they depended, the

strategy of shifting production would have lost its viability.

In May 1928, port officials in New Orleans confiscated $50,000 worth

of arms as they were being loaded aboard a Cuyamel Fruit Steamship

bound for Honduras. Nearly twenty years after he provided logistical sup-

port for Manuel Bonilla’s rebellion, Sam Zemurray was once again in the

middle of a political scandal. The bungled arms shipment took place dur-

ing an election year in Honduras. Although unable to prove Cuyamel

Fruit’s complicity in arms trading, U.S. government officials in Honduras

suspected that the company helped funnel weapons to Liberal party sup-

porters in anticipation of a post-election uprising. Zemurray feared that

his ability to lobby the national government would be curtailed if the

United Fruit–backed National Party candidate Tiburcio Carías Andino

were to win the election. He was particularly concerned about maintain-

ing access to the production zone along the disputed border shared by

Honduras and Guatemala.

The struggle to dominate this region started in 1915 when Cuyamel

Fruit—in accordancewith a concession awarded byHonduras—extended

its railroad toward the Motagua River where United Fruit had recently

established farms on the Guatemalan side of the river. Fearing that the

Cuyamel railroad would break its transportation monopoly in the re-

gion, United Fruit successfully lobbied the Guatemalan government to

protest Cuyamel’s activities in the disputed territory. In 1918, the United

States government stepped in to mediate the dispute and both countries

accepted the creation of a ‘‘neutral zone’’ pending the completion of a

boundaryconference.The fruit companies apparently struck a deal among

themselves, and for six years Zemurray halted operations in the disputed

territory. However, by the mid-1920s, the combination of Panama dis-

ease and declining soil fertility compelled Zemurray to secure access to

additional land. In 1927, the Chacón government in Guatemala amended

United Fruit’s concession, giving the company the legal authority to oper-

ate in the disputed territory. Zemurray responded by reinitiating work

on the unfinished railroad, sparking renewed tensions between the two

countries.
147

With troops assembling on both sides of the contested border, U.S.

diplomats intervened once again. At this point, Zemurray began to sup-

port Liberal Party presidential candidate Vicente Colindres Mejía. The

Liberals won the 1928 presidential election but the opposition National

Party remained in control of theHonduran congress. Facedwith fewalter-
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natives and under U.S State Department pressure to strike a truce with his

rival, Zemurray traveled to Boston in 1929 in order to negotiate a settle-

ment. United Fruit eventually agreed to purchase the assets of the Cuya-

mel Fruit Company from Zemurray for 300,000 shares of United Fruit

stock. United Fruit acquired nearly 22,000 hectares of land planted in ba-

nanas, sugar cane, and coconuts; 23,000 hectares of forest andwetlands; 13

steamships; and control over an additional 13 percent of theU.S.market.
148

Zemurray, now holding United Fruit stock worth $32 million, retired to

his family estate near New Orleans.
149

Both the boundarydispute betweenHonduras andGuatemala and the

rivalry between United Fruit and Cuyamel Fruit predated the appearance

of Panama disease in Honduras. However, the fruit companies’ response

to the epidemic—shifting plantation agriculture—led to repeating cycles

of invading people, plants, and pathogens that heightened the importance

of soil and water resources on the North Coast. Indeed, the fruit com-

panies faced repeated challenges to their grip on the region’s resources

from squatters, workers, and local government officials who struggled to

maintain (and reinvent) livelihoods in altered landscapes.



Chapter 3

Altered Landscapes and
Transformed Livelihoods

The last train on the Truxillo ran on April 5, 1942, and the last
purchase of fruit was in March. There will henceforth be no outlet
for the small farmers in that section.

robert whedbee, april 18, 1942

‘‘I believe, Honorable Minister, that the true sons of Honduras should

not be impeded when we want to work our own lands,’’ wrote a frus-

trated Víctor Medina Romero on October 8, 1932, in a letter addressed

to the Honduran minister of development.
1
Born and raised in the Hon-

duran highlands, Medina first migrated to the North Coast in the 1920s.

There he found work as a day laborer ( jornaliando) for the fruit compa-

nies. He later left the North Coast only to return in 1932 with the hope of

establishing a farmnear the village of Corralitos, Atlántida.Medina’s letter

explained that because there were no forested lands (montañas vírgenes)
in the area, he had sought permission to cultivate a guamil that belonged
to Standard Fruit. When a company official informed him that the land

would be made available via lease in the upcoming year, a disappointed

Medina turned to the national government for help with gaining access

to land that ‘‘I need so badly in order to make my own living. The com-

panies only want slaves; the worker remains with nothing after buying

his necessities.’’ He concluded his letter by reminding the minister about

the difficulties of squatting: ‘‘if these companies do not give their consent

to work an abandoned farm, they won’t want to buy the fruit that one

harvests!’’

Víctor Medina’s brief yet evocative letter sheds light on the dynamic

intersection between landscape and livelihood negotiated by those who

ventured to the North Coast in the early twentieth century with the hope

of tapping into the region’s ‘‘green gold.’’ However, his self-described iden-
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tity as a ‘‘true son’’ of Honduras potentially obscures the fact that women

also migrated to export banana zones. For example, sometime around

1927, Ángela Coto-Moreno’s mother decided to leave her home in south-

ern Honduras and head for the North Coast in the hope of finding some

of her children. Accompanied by only seven-year-old Ángela, she made

the difficult journey through themountainous central region of Honduras

before reaching the Sula valley, where she found both her children and a

job as a labor camp cook. Ángela eventually married and left the banana

camps to establish a small farm with her husband.
2

The experiences of Víctor and Ángela were not unique: thousands

of men and women migrated to the North Coast in the first half of the

twentieth century. They came from all over Honduras in addition to El

Salvador, Jamaica, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Belize, and Mexico. Immigrant

life in export banana zones was highly dynamic: people moved from farm

to farm and from job to job, blurring the boundaries between campesino/a
and obrero/a.Hundreds of small-scale growers produced Gros Michel ba-

nanas for export and/or grew a variety of grains, fruits, and vegetables for

local markets. Although farming afforded freedoms unavailable to plan-

tation workers, it also held many risks linked toweather, volatile markets,

and the fruit companies’ monopoly power over railroads and shipping.

Panama disease added another destabilizing element to everyday life: the

fruit companies’ practice of shifting production left residents of aban-

doned communities to confront the vexing task of forging new livelihoods

in altered environments. For squatters, an already tenuous situation was

compounded by the threat of eviction, or, asMedina’s closing remark sug-

gested, an inability to market one’s produce.

In struggles for control over resources, working people frequently

employed rhetorics of place that appropriated elite discourses about na-

tion building for their own needs. Working-class visions of the North

Coast tended to be as contradictory as the process by which the Honduran

state attempted to incorporate the region into an imagined mestizo na-

tion. Spanish-speakingmigrants such asVíctorMedina and Ángela Coto-

Moreno forged collective identities in opposition to both the hegemony

of the U.S. fruit companies and the presence of ‘‘black’’ and ‘‘foreign’’

laborers. The North Coast was a contested contact zone that gave rise to

both anti-immigrant campaigns and utopian land colonization projects

in places that lay beyond the shadows of the banana plantations.
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in the shadows of the plantation

Contrary to what has commonly been assumed, the expansion and

vertical integration of U.S. fruit companies in Honduras did not precipi-

tate a rapid decline in the number of small-scale banana growers. Many

late-nineteenth-century centers of small- and medium-scale production,

including those in the Sula valley and along the coastal plain in Atlán-

tida, persisted into the 1930s. If the data supplied to U.S. consular officials

by company officials can be trusted, the Tela Railroad Company annually

purchased between 24 and 41 percent of the fruit that it exported from

Honduras between 1921 and 1935.
3
Company purchases climbed from 2.1

million bunches in 1922 to 4.9 million bunches in 1928. Between 1929 and

1933, fruit purchases fell by 30 percent, from4.3million bunches to 3.0mil-

lion.
4
However, this decline came on the heels of a sharp increase in non-

company exports during the late 1920s such that the Tela Railroad Com-

pany actually purchased more bananas during the early 1930s than they

had during the early 1920s. Also, non-company fruit sales subsequently re-

bounded to 3.7million bunches in 1935. Data forUnited Fruit’s otherHon-

duran subsidiary, the Truxillo Railroad Company, are much less complete

but suggest that small-scale grower contributions to total exports were sig-

nificantly less than they were in the Sula valley.
5
Standard Fruit Company

documents reveal that the Aguan Valley Company purchased a majority

of the fruit that it exported during the first half of the 1920s, including an

impressive 76 percent (3.4million bunches) in 1920.The proportion of the

company’s exports supplied by non-company growers declined steadily

during the second half of the decade, bottoming out at a mere 13 per-

cent (0.5 million bunches) in 1930.
6
Non-company bananas represented

less than 5 percent of Standard Fruit’s shipments from La Ceiba during

the months (March–May) of peak demand in 1932.
7
However, the com-

pany’s purchases increased significantly in the early 1930s even as its own

production dropped sharply; in 1934, non-company growers supplied 33

percent of Standard Fruit’s exports.
8

AHonduran government report documented 955 banana farms oper-

ating on the North Coast in 1914. Approximately 61 percent of these farms

consisted of less than 14 hectares of bananas; 10 percent of the farms had

70 or more hectares of bananas.
9
In the department of Cortés, poquiteros

represented a largemajorityof export banana growers as late as 1926.
10
Out

of 179 cultivators recorded on an incomplete 1926 survey, just over half

possessed 5 or fewer hectares of bananas and more than 75 percent grew

10 or less hectares of fruit. Growers in San Pedro Sula somewhat bucked
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this trend: a majority grew more than 20 hectares and several individuals

planted more than 50 hectares of bananas. Two San Pedro Sula planters,

Domingo Galván (350 hectares) and Henry F. Panting (180 hectares), cul-

tivated large fruit farms.

Many of the cultivators recorded by the 1926 survey grew bananas

exclusively, but a larger number raised one or more additional crops, in-

cluding forage grasses, plantains, sugarcane, maize, and coconuts. Poqui-
teros farming one to three hectares tended to cultivate bananas exclusively.

Farmers with a bit more land tended to diversify. For example, Cecilio

Machado grew bananas,maize, rice, and sugarcane on 7 hectares in Puerto

Cortés; his neighbor Petronilo Aguirre grew bananas, corn, and ‘‘other’’

crops on 7 hectares. Inés García of Omoa grew bananas, plantains, and

zacate (pasture) on a 5-hectare plot. Most of the wealthy finqueros in-
dependientes in San Pedro Sula cultivated extensive areas of zacate and

sugarcane in addition to bananas. In the three municipalities with the
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table 3.2. Source of Aguan Valley Company Banana Exports, ���
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highest concentrations of banana growers—Puerto Cortés, Omoa, and El

Paraíso—98 of the 150 growers recorded grew one or more crops in addi-

tion to bananas. Consequently, the term ‘‘banana grower’’must be applied

with some qualifications, since many farmers produced multiple crops.

The tendency to grow at least two or three market crops in addition to

bananas also prevailed in the department of Colón.
11

On the one hand, the evidence presented here reflects the extent to

which the organization of production on the North Coast had changed:

small-scale growers, who prior to 1910 accounted for a majority of ba-

nanas exported from Honduran ports, supplied no more than 30 per-

cent of the fruit exported during the 1930s. On the other hand, the fact

that hundreds of non-company growers sold some 4.7 million bunches as

late as 1934 suggests a need to revise historical narratives that emphasize

the rupture between the pre– and post–United Fruit eras in Honduras.
12

Geographical centers of late-nineteenth-century export production in the
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departments of Cortés and Atlántida remained important sites of non-

company banana farms well into the twentieth century: in 1914, the two

departments accounted for 90 percent of the 955 banana farms operat-

ing on the North Coast. Also, the noteworthy difference in the percentage

of purchased fruit between United Fruit’s two Honduran subsidiaries is

consistent with the distinct nineteenth-century histories of the Sula and

Aguán valleys in which the companies operated and serves as a reminder

that regional contexts mattered in shaping the fruit companies’ produc-

tion practices.

But if small-scale banana producers persisted on the North Coast in

the twentieth century, so too did tensions between farmers and shippers.

The fruit companies’ control over both railroads and steamships placed

growers in a precarious position that was further undermined following

United Fruit’s purchase of Cuyamel Fruit in 1929, a merger that squelched

whatever competition existed in the Sula valley, where most of the non-

company growerswere found. In February 1931, an article in aNorthCoast

newspaper accused Tela Railroad Company fruit inspectors of rejecting

‘‘almost all’’ of the fruit cut by ‘‘national growers.’’
13
One year later, an edi-

torial in a different regional newspaperdetailed how rejected fruit reduced

the earnings of Luis Caballero, a Sula valley grower who cultivated ap-

proximately 35 hectares of bananas.
14
Caballero apparently did not suffer

many rejections during the years 1925 and 1929, when he sold fruit worth

US$4,667 and US$4,978, respectively. However, over a nine month period

in 1930, Caballero had 807 bunches rejected; that same year, the company

lowered the prices that it paid growers for all bunch sizes.
15
In just eight

months of 1931, the company refused to buy 2,285 bunches. The rising

number of rejections coincided with a dramatic decrease in the number of

six-handed bunches that Caballero sold to the company. In 1925, the Tela

Railroad Company bought nearly 2,400 sixes (more than 18 percent of

the bunches purchased from Caballero). In 1929, the company purchased

only 379 sixes; two years later, it all but stopped purchasing six-handed

bunches. The case of Luís Caballero illustrates the connection between

market demand and shifting quality standards: fruit inspectors tended to

be less discriminating about banana quality in ‘‘boom’’ years such as 1925

than they were during the ‘‘bust’’ years of the early 1930s.

Fruit rejections were at the center of a conflict between a large num-

ber of Sula valley banana growers and theTela Railroad Company over the

terms of the 1931 purchase contract.
16
The first three clauses of the con-

tract defined quality standards in terms of variety, peel condition, and

bunch size. Harvested fruit had to be ‘‘fresh, clean, unblemished’’ Gros
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Michel bananas.The companywould not accept ‘‘bruised, damaged, dirty,

or sun-burned’’ fruit, nor would it buy bunches that were not at the stage

of ripeness requested, or that had short bananas (dedos cortos). Finally,
the company would be obligated to accept only bunches with seven or

more hands. The contract also stipulated that the fruit company could

issue avisos on any day ‘‘without exception.’’ Contract growers would be

guaranteed a period of at least 12 hours to cut and deliver their fruit to

the designated loading spots.
17
Individuals who signed the contract con-

sented toweed and prune their farms with care (bien limpias y deshijadas),
and to treat plant diseases according to the procedures adopted on com-

pany farms. They also agreed to sell their fruit exclusively to the Tela Rail-

road Company. In return, the company agreed to purchase Gros Michel

fruit from contract growers at least once a week, at the rate of 50 U.S.

cents for nine-hand stems, 37.5 cents for eight-hand stems, and 25 cents

for seven-hand stems.
18
Upon making delivery, the contractor would be

given a check or receipt that could be redeemed for cash in the company

offices. The contract outlined a grievance procedure that consisted of an

arbitration panel whose members were to be named by both the com-

pany and the contract grower, but disagreements related to the ‘‘variety,

classification, maturity, and quality of the fruit’’ would be resolved by the

company ‘‘without appeal.’’

Many fruit growers found the terms of the contract unacceptable; one

outspoken critic of the contract predicted that it would lead to far more

fruit rejections than in the past.
19
One week after a North Coast news-

paper published the contract, the Ministro de Fomento met with a group

of banana growers in San Pedro Sula. During themeeting, growers elected

a committee to draft a counterproposal.
20
However, as the year came to a

close, some 800 growers still refused to sign the contract.
21
In an open let-

ter defending his fellow banana cultivators, Francisco Bográn, President

of the Unión Frutera de Cortés, stated that his organization would ex-

haust all ‘‘peaceful and civilized means’’ to resolve their differences with

the company. Shortly thereafter, another grower explained that he had

rejected the contract because ‘‘individual sovereignty of one’s lands and

fruit inspectors ( juez de fruta) are the umbilical cord of the independent

farmers.’’
22
At least some growers believed that having some control over

quality standards was absolutely crucial.

In early January 1932, the company lowered its purchase price for

nine-handed stems to 30 cents. Many growers responded by refusing

to cut their fruit.
23
The combative tone of Eduardo Da Costa Gómez, a

spokesperson for the Unión Frutera de Cortés, underscored the height-
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ened tensions between the company and contract growers: ‘‘Last night,

sympathizers (manos piadosas) destroyed fruit that the company had

ready [to transport]. We’re starting to get New Year’s presents (aguinal-
dos).’’24 At virtually the same time, Tela Railroad Company dock and rail-

road workers went on strike in protest over layoffs and deep wage cuts.

The government of Mejía Colindres moved to end the strike by declar-

ing martial law and sending troops to force the strikers back to work. The

strike ended with in one week when the company agreed to provide food

and housing for dismissed workers.
25
The wage cuts were not rescinded.

Contract growers—many of whomwere influential members of President

Mejía Colindres’s Liberal party—fared somewhat better. In mid-January,

El Pueblo reported that Bográn and Da Costa Gómez met with the head

of the Tela Railroad Company in La Lima.
26
The growers requested a re-

instatement of the old prices for a period of sixty days, but the company

argued that this was impossible due to a downturn in the market. Instead,

company officials agreed to increase the price ‘‘immediately’’ when the

economic situation improved and to install fruit inspectors who ‘‘would

give fair receipts.’’ Unsatisfied with these promises, the growers’ represen-

tatives traveled to Tegucigalpa to meet with government officials. Shortly

thereafter, the government consented to lower freight rates on the national

railroad provided that theTela Railroad Company (which under the terms

of the contract was responsible for shipping costs) would raise the price

paid for non-company fruit a proportionate amount.

Shortly after Sula valley banana growers reached the compromisewith

the national government andUnited Fruit, Da Costa Gómez reported that

his association had entered into negotiations with Russell English of Mo-

bile, Alabama.
27
Under the proposed terms, growers would sell all of their

high-quality (de primera calidad) Gros Michel bananas to English.
28
Pro-

posed purchase prices (nine-hand stem: US$.35; eight-hand stem: US$.25;

and seven-hand stem: US$.15) were considerably lower than those pro-

posed in the 1931 Tela Railroad Company contract, but higher than the

US$.30 offered by that company in 1932.
29
The growers’ counterproposal

called on English’s company to increase prices by 50 percent if and when

themarket price for fruit reached $2.50 per 100 pounds and/or when aver-

age fruit weights exceeded 60, 50, and 30 pounds for nine, eight, and

seven-hand stems respectively.
30
In order to verify market prices, growers

asked for the right to send a representative to the United States at the com-

pany’s expense. The counterproposal also stipulated that avisos be posted
every eight days and remain in effect for 36 hours. For their part, the

growers and the government agreed to deliver harvested fruit to Puerto
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Cortés and not to raise the shipping rates on the National Railway for the

duration of the contract.

Negotiations between English and the growers continued through

April.
31
In early May, a letter published in El Pueblo pointed out that the

contract proposed by English offered growers ‘‘great advantages’’ and a

$25,000 guarantee.
32
However, some growers insisted on a $100,000 de-

posit, and apparently the parties failed to strike a deal. Nevertheless, the

negotiations between English and the growers’ association revealed the

concerns held bymany banana farmers.These included ensuring that pur-

chase prices reflected the banana’sU.S.market value and creating amecha-

nism to verify changes in prices. The proposed pricing system also re-

flected growers’ desires to be rewarded for producing heavy fruit bunches

and to have more time between harvesting notices and delivery dead-

lines. The subject of fruit inspectors is absent from the counterproposal,

a perplexing omission given the historic importance of this issue. Finally,

the proposed contract’s stipulation restricting exports to Gros Michel ba-

nanas is a reminder that the prospect of a new shipping line did not nec-

essarily create an opportunity to export banana varieties other than Gros

Michel.

Around the same time that Sula valley growers were searching for a

means to loosen United Fruit’s stranglehold on shipping, they became

embroiled in a controversyover irrigationwater. In February 1932, amem-

ber of the Honduran congress proposed reducing the tax on irrigation

water applied to banana farms from ten dollars per hectare to three dol-

lars per hectare. As Congress debated the measure, independent growers

expressed their opposition to the reform. An anonymous grower wrote,

‘‘if they give the water concession they will ruin us; we, Hondurans, do

not want irrigation.’’
33
Da Costa Gómez claimed that the tax concession

would result in national growers being ‘‘permanently’’ displaced:

We will never be able to offer fruit equal to that produced by the

company and they’ll be justified in not accepting it. The company’s

production will be sufficient to ruin us and buy up our lands that we

would no longer be able to farm due to the high labor costs.34

A Puerto Cortés grower added that the reform measure would ‘‘harm na-

tional growers who will not be able to compete with irrigated fruit; there-

fore a greater quantity will be rejected.’’
35

The concern of the self-identified ‘‘national’’ growers over the irriga-

tion tax was rooted in their belief that the tax rebatewould enable the fruit
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companies to increase their use of irrigation water and thereby produce

greater quantities of heavy fruit.
36
Non-company producers, already con-

cerned about fruit rejections, feared that cheap irrigation waters would

lead to still greater rates of rejection. However, evidence suggests that

the growers’ most dire predictions did not immediately come true. The

portion of total banana exports consisting of purchased fruit appears to

have increased during the three years following the tax reduction. Further-

more, the congressional debate over the amendment revealed that the law

establishing a $10 per hectare irrigation tax had not been enforced despite

the fact that the companies had undertaken irrigation projects since 1923.

Da Costa Gómez reported that the company had pumps operating on at

least five company farms, and El Pueblo published photos of a pumping

station located on the Ulúa.
37
In fact, confidential U.S. State Department

correspondence reported that the Tela Railroad Company had more than

10,000 hectares under irrigation at the time of the controversy!
38
In other

words, the evidence strongly suggests that non-company growers had al-

ready been competing against irrigated fruit for nearly a decade, during

which time taxes on irrigationwatermay not have been collected.
39
Never-

theless, contract growers’ concerns about their inability to adopt capital-

intensive (and resource-consuming) production methods were hardly ir-

rational since the company stipulated that producers operate their farms

in conformity with its cultivation practices. As fruit company managers

in the tropics adopted novel methods to increase yields of high-quality

fruit and U.S. per capita consumption of bananas leveled off, small-scale

growers found themselves increasingly challenged to meet evolving pro-

duction standards.

Fruit rejections and variable prices aside, the U.S. banana companies

purchased tens of millions of banana bunches from contract growers dur-

ing the first third of the twentieth century. For a small number of plant-

ers, the banana trade contributed to the accumulation of large amounts

of capital. Fruit growers with medium-sized holdings such as Luís Ca-

ballero annually sold thousands of U.S. dollars’ worth of fruit. For po-
quiteros without a purchase contract, earnings were probably scant.40 The
conflict over the 1931 contract revealed how United Fruit’s transporta-

tion monopoly, along with its ability to set quality standards, enabled the

company to exert considerable control over both poquiteros and the so-

called finqueros independientes.Thewidespread protests staged by banana

growers in 1931–1932 succeeded in securing a temporary government sub-

sidy, but did little to strengthen contract growers’ position vis-à-vis the

U.S. fruit companies.
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the cross-cutting effects of shifting

plantation agriculture

Paradoxically, non-company growers felt the limits of their autonomy

most acutely when the fruit companies abandoned them. In May 1931,

amid rumors that the United Fruit Company was going to suspend its

operations in Omoa, Mayor Samuel García dispatched a telegram to the

company in order to find out the truth. The mayor received a terse re-

ply from a high-level company official: ‘‘I am notifying you that I have

received orders to suspend indefinitely the purchase and production of

fruit.’’ García also received a telegram sent byUnited Fruit’sWilliamTurn-

bull explaining that ‘‘present business conditions do not allow us to con-

tinue absorbing the enormous losses that we have endured for several

years inCuyamel, a situation that we feel has not been appreciated.’’Mayor

Garcia responded to the grim news by convening an open meeting dur-

ing which some 90 residents from Omoa and surrounding communities

signed a petition addressed to Honduran President Colindres Mejía, ex-

pressing their outrage over the company’s decision:

There are more than 500 laborers who are losing their daily work and

along with it their ability to provide for their families. Many years of

struggling, patient labor, perseverance and cooperation with the

company are going for naught simply due to an order, as if the labor of

an entire community were not worth even the tiniest consideration.41

They appealed to the president to intervene in order to prevent the ‘‘death

of the only activity that provides a livelihood for the people.’’ García

pointed out that a suspension of banana-growing activities would likely

put an end to local railroad traffic, leaving the community in isolation.

The petitioners admitted that the region no longer produced ‘‘what it had

in the past,’’ but they defended their bananas as being as good as those

cultivated elsewhere in the department of Cortés.
42

One year later, Mayor Garcia’s fears became reality when the com-

pany began removing branch lines situated betweenCuyamel andOmoa.
43

Banana growers made public appeals for help with finding a way to trans-

port their produce.
44
In a 1932 letter to the Ministro de Fomento, Orellano

Rodríguez explained that he, alongwith 25 other growers, stood to lose the

investments that they hadmade in new banana farms located along Cuya-

mel’s railroad line.
45
The minister’s response offered little consolation: he

informed Rodríguez that the company ‘‘has the right to abandon that sec-
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tion of railroad; the government has negotiated with company represen-

tatives for the line to be maintained but it does not have the right to force

them.’’
46
The same concessions that gave the fruit companies access to the

region’s resources also gave them the liberty to remove their infrastruc-

ture—including railroad branches—when the transformed resources no

longer met their needs.

Following his inspection of the Omoa-Cuyamel region in 1933, Hon-

duran official Alonso Valenzuela described the stark contrast between the

boomyears of the past and the present economic collapse: ‘‘It’s a pity to see

the comparison between 1916 and today: then, banana farms covered all of

the valleys and the level of commerce was astonishing; today, everything

is desolate, dead.The valleys are all guamiles and it is hard to find a banana

plant.’’
47
In Cuyamel, Valenzuela noted that the ‘‘greater part’’ of the in-

habitants remained in the area. Some residents engaged in the bittersweet

work of dismantling fruit company railroads and buildings. Others cul-

tivated grains and/or raised animals including pigs, chickens, and cattle.

Along a section of railroad that ran close to the sea, small numbers of

cultivators continued to grow export bananas that they transported to

steamers via small boats and canoes. However, by the mid-1930s, banana

exports from the Cuyamel-Omoa region had all but ceased.

By the time that Valenzuela and fellow inspector Pascual Torres ar-

rived in Omoa, the fruit company railroad had already started to deterio-

rate from disuse. Valenzuela and Torres reported that repairing the rail-

road would require a significant investment on the part of the national

government. Even more problematic, according to the inspectors, was

the lack of potential traffic capable of generating the amount of revenue

needed to meet the railroad’s operating expenses. Local people reported

that they generally used canoes andmules as their primarymeans of trans-

portation because they were more convenient and less expensive than the

fruit trains (whose frequency had been diminishing for several years). In

fact, some residents declared that they had never viewed the fruit company

bridges and railroads as a necessity ‘‘to the extent that is being suggested

today.’’
48
Torres reported that the removal of an iron bridge over the Cuya-

mel River would not disrupt local livelihoods since the bridge had served

rail cars exclusively. He stated that the people in Cuyamel would be ‘‘con-

tent’’ to have a government-provided truck capable of crossing the river

during the dry season and a wooden bridge to facilitate crossing during

the rainy season. The two inspectors may have downplayed the impor-

tance of the railroad in order to help build a case for why the government

should forego a costly overhaul of the line in favor of less expensive alter-
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natives.
49
On the other hand, their reports may have reflected the extent to

which the Cuyamel Fruit railroad primarily served the interests of export

banana growers.

If the residents of Omoa-Cuyamel were ambivalent about the fate of

the railroad, they were anything but when it came to the fruit company’s

abandoned land and housing infrastructure. In some cases, local people

were already established on former banana farms when the company an-

nounced its imminent departure. On a property known as ‘‘Cuyamel,’’

several families cultivated annual crops in addition to fruit trees, plan-

tains, pineapple, and sugarcane. They began leasing the land from the

Cuyamel Fruit Company at some point in the 1920s and continued to rent

from United Fruit following its acquisition of the property in 1929.
50
The

renters also occupied company-built houses.
51
When word circulated in

1933 that the national government intended to reclaim the properties, the

Junta de Fomento de Cuyamel (Cuyamel Development Committee) peti-

tioned Honduran President Tiburcio Carías to recognize the presence of

the renters who had occupied the land ‘‘for years.’’
52
One year later the

national government approved the statutes of the Junta de Fomento, in-

vesting the body with the power to administer the property.
53

However, the Junta soon became a target of official criticism. In 1937,

Cortés Governor Castañeda listed examples of what he characterized as

the committee’s inefficiency and corruption: ‘‘The former Cuyamel Fruit

Company buildings, with minor exceptions, are deteriorating; there are

no tires on the truck; the promised investments in the property have not

beenmade; and the land andhouses have become the spoils of the Junta.’’
54

He also accused the committee of tax evasion and fraud. In addition, local

police officials reported that a group of ‘‘non-Hondurans’’ living in Cuya-

mel were dismantling former fruit company houses and selling off the

lumber and furniture.
55
In the eyes of Governor Castañeda, the failure of

the Junta de Fomento to prevent illegal actions was further proof of its

inability to administer the Cuyamel property, and he urged his superiors

to dissolve the committee.

In the case of the Omoa-Cuyamel region, then, the fruit com-

pany’s departure placed severe constraints on local livelihoods by leaving

hundreds of laborers unemployed and dozens of non-company banana

growers without access to export markets. Railroads and export banana

production on the North Coast had developed hand-in-hand during the

twentieth century; the loss of one tended to spell the end of the other. But

if United Fruit could remove railroad tracks and bridges, it could not haul

away the land. In some instances, former workers gained access to aban-
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doned farms and housing that enabled them to cultivate crops for local

and regionalmarkets. However, the substitute crops seldom generated the

income that export bananas had produced during the boom years, leading

many people to migrate to active banana zones. Finally, for some resi-

dents, the end of the export banana trade indirectly created opportunities

for short-term profiteering and patronage via administrative structures

ostensibly created to facilitate local control over abandoned resources and

infrastructure.

Although Omoa cannot be held up as a ‘‘typical’’ case of abandon-

ment, similar patterns unfolded in many North Coast communities fol-

lowing the cessation of export banana production. In August 1931, resi-

dents of Mezapa (Santa Rosa del Norte), a small village in themunicipality

of Tela, began ‘‘creating difficulties’’ for workers attempting to remove a

branch line operated by the Tela Railroad Company.
56
Shortly thereafter,

both the alcalde of Tela, Coronel Modesto Orellano, and Atlántida Gover-

nor Adolfo Miralda traveled to the village where they met with nearly 80

residents in order to resolve the matter. Governor Miralda read an official

statement from the Ministro de Gobernación, reaffirming both the Tela

RailroadCompany’s right to remove its branch lines and the government’s

resolve ‘‘to protect the rights of the company.’’
57
He then acknowledged

the railroad’s importance to the community but explained that he could

not compel the company to leave the line intact.

The villagers did not dispute the right of the company to remove the

track. Instead, they requested that the bridges over the Naranjo River and

several creeks be left in place in order to facilitate the movement of people

and animals during the rainy season. They also called for the rebuilding of

a bridge over the Naranjo River that had been damaged by flood torrents.

Mezapa residents claimed that prior to the arrival of the company, the

Naranjo River generally ‘‘was dry’’ and ‘‘crossedwith great ease.’’ However,

the Tela Railroad Company had rechanneled the river and created a net-

work of drainage ditches that combined the flows of several other creeks

into theNaranjo. As a result, locals described the river in 1931 as ‘‘verydeep

and dangerous,’’ particularly during the rainy season when the swollen

waterway carried trees and other debris down stream. Finally, noting that

the fruit company piped potable water from the Mezapa River through

the village to its nearby labor camps, the residents requested that, as ‘‘an

act of justice,’’ four water spigots be installed for the community’s use.

The following day, Mayor Orellano reported that the matter had been re-

solved to the satisfaction of all parties.
58
The residents of Mezapa agreed

to permit the removal of the railroad in return for the Governor’s promise
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that the bridges would remain intact. The Governor and the Mayor also

promised to take up the issues of the water spigots and the Naranjo River

bridge with Tela Railroad Company officials.

However, less than one week after the meeting, the assistant mayor of

Mezapa, Ciriaco Torres, informed Governor Miralda that he had ordered

the workers to stop taking up the rails because the Tela Railroad Com-

pany had failed to complete ‘‘the construction of the bridge spanning the

Naranjo River.’’ The governor’s reply to Torres was firm: the village could

not insist that the company build a new bridge because one was already

in place.
59
But the content and tone of his letter to the Ministro de Gober-

nación were very different. Miralda explained that many of Mezapa’s 400

inhabitants made a living by selling food and other products to planta-

tion workers in the nearby municipality of El Progreso. Between Mezapa

and these markets lay the Naranjo River and numerous other creeks that

during the rainy season could only be crossed via bridges. Miralda urged

his Tegucigalpa-based superior to pressure the company to rebuild the

bridge in light of both the environmental changes precipitated by the com-

pany’s operations and the potential for further resistance on the part of

Mezapans:

I repeat that the villagers have justice on their side because the problem

has resulted from the channeling work [of waterways] that the

company has done in that jurisdiction. And I am of the opinion that it

is the company that has the most to gain by complying with the just

desires of the inhabitants of Mezapa. The actions that the government

could take to pacify the villagers would not prevent them from taking

revenge upon the company.60

Unfortunately, the historical record does not indicate whether the bridge

was rebuilt, or if the villagers sought ‘‘revenge.’’ Nevertheless, the events at

Mezapa reveal the historical connections between altered landscapes and

transformed livelihoods. The Tela Railroad Company’s arrival in the re-

gion created new ways to earn a living while altering the landscape.When

Panama Disease reached the Mezapa area and reduced the profitability of

growing bananas, the company pulled out, removing the infrastructure

that it had placed there. However, the Naranjo River and the area’s drain-

age basin remained altered, prompting thevillagers to impede the removal

of the railroad in order to ensure that the company maintained a series of

local bridges essential to the (twice-transformed) local economy.

The bridge over the Naranjo River, then, can be seen as a symbol
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of the tangible benefits that United Fruit’s engineering wizardry brought

to the residents of Mezapa. But the company’s production practices also

changed the region’s water and soil resources in two distinct, but histori-

cally linked ways: seasonal flooding of the Naranjo River and a decline

in banana production due to Panama Disease. These new dynamics in

turn triggered another series of linked social processes that included the

fruit company’s abandonment of the area, Mezapa residents’ efforts to

maintain their livelihoods, and subsequently new historical meanings for

company-built infrastructure. Viewed in this context, the bridge—trem-

bling as it gets pounded by tree trunks—represents the instability of com-

plex agroecosystems shaped by dynamic processes operating at local and

international levels.

Two years after the Mezapa protest, the residents of San Francisco,

a small village west of La Ceiba, protested Standard Fruit’s removal of a

branch line. Echoing the concerns raised by his counterpart in Mezapa,

San Francisco Mayor Sebastían Figueroa declared that the removal of the

track would be a ‘‘mortal blow’’ to his community because it was the only

means of transport possible through the swampy terrain in which the

village was located. He added that the branch line in question crossed

no fewer than 26 bridges. The Ministro de Fomento and the Ministro de

Gobernación both contacted Standard Fruit in order to request a suspen-

sion of work until the matter could be discussed. Standard Fruit’s general

manager, A. J. Chute, responded by explaining that the track in question

had serviced farms taken out of production due to Panama disease prior

to 1929, and that company trains had already ceased to service the branch.

However, he believed that with only minor repairs the rail bed could be

converted to a roadway suitable for pedestrians and horses. Chute added

that at the request of some ‘‘local employees and residents of San Fran-

cisco,’’ the company had decided to leave two bridges in place.
61

Chute’s reply indicated that San Francisco had already endured an ex-

tended period of relative isolation prior to the removal of the branch line.

In addition, a government report written four years prior to the incident

described San Francisco and its neighboring villages as former ‘‘empori-

ums of wealth that today are barely surviving.’’
62
This suggests that the

removal of the branch line signaled less the beginning of an abrupt transi-

tion for the residents of San Francisco than the culmination of an ongoing

decline in local economic activity.WhetherMayor Figueroa remained sat-

isfiedwith Standard Fruit’s promise to leave two bridges in place is unclear,

but his interest in impeding the removal of useable elements of the fruit
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companies’ transportation infrastructurewas consistent with community-

based responses to abandonments elsewhere on the North Coast.

Local and regional government officials were not the only ones who

initiated negotiations with the fruit companies over resources: many

former plantation workers took direct action by squatting on company

properties in an effort to create new livelihoods. In 1927, more than a hun-

dred people occupying abandoned (enguamilado) Standard Fruit farms

near La Masica petitioned Honduran President Miguel Paz Barahona for

the right towork 7-hectare plots of land ‘‘independently.’’ When Standard

Fruit objected to the squatters’ presence, Jacobo P. Munguía defended

their actions by explaining that the squatters sought permission to plant

modest amounts of Lacatan bananas: ‘‘Rather than leaving these lands un-

cultivated, they want to plant them in that disease-resistant variety and

should the company find a market for the variety, they will happily sell

their fruit to the company.’’
63
He admitted that the lands belonged to Stan-

dard Fruit, but stressed that the company would find the squatters to be

reasonable collaborators, not adversaries. Unfortunately for the would-be

banana growers, export markets for Lacatan fruit did not materialize dur-

ing the 1920s. The onset of Panama disease exposed the limited freedom

possessed by non-company producers, large and small. Even those will-

ing to gamble on the Lacatan were ultimately forced to abandon the trade,

shut off from both transportation and marketing networks.
64

That same year, members of the Unión Ferrocarrilera de Honduras

(Honduran Railroad Workers Union) and a group of campesinos began

working ‘‘lands around an abandoned camp’’ of the Standard Fruit Com-

pany situated to the west of Sonaguera.
65
Labor leader Zoroastro Montes

de Oca requested that the government help to ensure that fruit compa-

nies did not seek to evict the workers from the land as apparently had

happened elsewhere in the area. He offered the activities of a railroad

worker named Luis García as an example of the squatters’ industrious-

ness: on some seven hectares of land, García planted maize along with

smaller amounts of sugarcane, plantains, bananas (for animal feed), root

vegetables (malanga), and coffee. According toMontes deOca, García had

unknowingly found ‘‘the key to complete freedom’’ that would enable him

to quit his job on the company railroad in favor of farming. He further

promised that, if supported by the government, the worker-campesinos

would soon form a ‘‘great property or cooperative’’ on the land.

In 1931, a La Ceiba–based workers’ organization asked the national

government to grant them the free use of ‘‘lands abandoned by the banana
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companies on the North Coast in sufficient quantities to provide for the

unemployed.’’
66
Some 200 signatures were appended to the petition that

claimed that at least 5,000 workers were unemployed and that available

landwas scarce due to the ‘‘different railroad and banana companies estab-

lished on the lands most accessible to centers of consumption.’’ The fol-

lowing year, the Governor of Atlántida, noting the ‘‘constant’’ stream of

cultivators who appeared to request protection of their rights to either

ejido lands (controlled bymunicipal governments) or those abandoned by

the banana companies, authorized municipal chiefs of police to assist cul-

tivators without property titles to establish property boundaries.
67
Efforts

to resolve land disputes often proceeded slowly in part due to the inability

of municipal governments to cover the expenses associated with a titling

process that one local official described as ‘‘protracted and costly.’’
68

Frustrated with the difficulty of obtaining land in export banana

zones, some Honduran worker organizations turned their gaze toward

Mosquitia—a large region lying between the department of Colón and

the border with Nicaragua that was inhabited primarily by indigenous

populations long viewed as primitive by Spanish-speaking highland elites.

Honduran labor leaders first proposed colonizing Mosquitia in 1911.
69

During the 1920s, North Coast worker organizations showed renewed

interest in the region. In July 1926, the Sociedad Lucha Obrera wrote to

theMinister of Development declaring its intention to acquire a land con-

cession in the Mosquitia region, ‘‘a place coveted by foreign elements and

the only one that remains available to us on the North Coast.’’
70
A couple

of months later, a letter from a La Ceiba–based artisans’ guild urged the

national government to approve a concession for 50,000 hectares of land

‘‘suitable for agriculture’’ near the Patuca River in Mosquitia.
71
Through-

out 1927, guild members donated their labor on Sundays to build a sail-

ing vessel for the purposes of making a preliminary expedition into Mos-

quitia. The organization also sponsored cultural events, including plays

and holiday pageants, in order to raise funds for the project.
72

In a 1927 address delivered in La Ceiba, Zoroastro Montes de Oca,

secretary of the Honduran RailroadWorkers Union, wove the language of

both class and nationalism in exhorting his comrades to support theMos-

quitia project: ‘‘How many families can we take to Mosquitia without the

help of the state? Every worker’s organization in the Republic that holds to

the ideal of controlling all of Mosquitia’s land for the common good and

health of the Republic ought to ask itself that question. As we, theworkers,

understand it, those lands belong to the nation.’’
73
In the view of Montes
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de Oca, workers’ claims to the resources of Mosquitia were grounded in

ideas about both social justice and the rights and responsibilities of lib-

eral citizenship. If workers loyal to the Honduran nation-state did not act,

Mosquitia could easily fall under the control of a foreign interest, be it

neighboring Nicaragua or a U.S. corporation.

In August 1928, a group of sixteen workers sailed their vessel eastward

fromLaCeiba to themouth of the Patuca River.They proceeded upstream

in dugout canoes with the intention of establishing a logging camp. How-

ever, by early November, more than half of the workers reportedly had

left due to inadequate provisions and swarms of mosquitoes that made

sleeping unbearable. The remaining expedition members abandoned the

camp in December and returned downstream disgruntled and with little

mahogany to show for their efforts.
74
Three months later, the Federación

de Obreros Hondureños (FOH) reached an agreement with the Ministro

de Fomento that ceded the FOH the right to colonize 40,000 hectares of

land along the Patuca River.
75
At least one Olancho newspaper expressed

its enthusiasm for the project in an editorial entitled ‘‘The colonization of

Mosquitia by, and for Hondurans is an unfulfilled need.’’ Describing the

region as ‘‘majestic plains of great fertility and luxuriant and inaccessible

forests yet untrammeled by humans,’’ the newspaper’s editors declared

that ‘‘cultivation is urgently called for whenever there are poor natives,

lacking in resources and livelihoods, in a countryside in which benevolent

Nature has spilled its cornucopia of abundant gifts.’’
76

But not everyone was so optimistic. In January 1929, J. Amado Flores,

a logger and self-described supporter of worker causes, wrote a lengthy

letter to the FOH in which he praised the organization’s efforts to ‘‘liber-

ate the fatherland from voracious foreigners’’ but warned against ‘‘blindly

pursuing Utopias.’’
77
Amado suggested that the colonization project was

based on a poor understanding of the region’s resources. Mahogany trees,

he explained, grew in very small, widely dispersed clusters, meaning that

logging operations would be labor intensive. As far as cultivation was con-

cerned, the lower portion of the Patuca River was flanked by thin, water-

logged soils. High wages and distant markets would restrict agriculture to

high-value cash crops.
78
He estimated that the local population along the

Patuca River did not exceed sixty people due to mosquitoes and a harsh

climate. This gloomy portrait notwithstanding, Amado stressed that a

‘‘Honduran presence’’ in Mosquitia was vital in light of Nicaraguan ‘‘in-

cursions’’ into the region. He urged the FOH to proceed with the project

on a drastically scaled-down basis and offered his personal assistance:
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‘‘Being a proud Honduran, I would seek . . . to put these extensive regions

in the hands of those who could make them healthy, populate them and

make them productive.’’

Worker organizations appear to have abandoned the Mosquitia colo-

nization project in favor of settling on lands abandoned by the fruit com-

panies. Nevertheless, the failed settlement represented an ambitious and

coordinated attempt by artisan/worker organizations to create livelihoods

independent of the banana industry. The project also sheds light on the

meanings that at least some labor leaders inscribed on the North Coast’s

resources. The message espoused by Montes de Oca was clear: power-

ful foreign companies already controlled the best lands along the North

Coast; loyal workers needed to ensure that Mosquitia remained under

Honduran sovereignty. He and other labor leaders claimed a stake in a

territory that they had never seen on the basis of their status as hijos de la
patria—sons of the fatherland. In order to do so, they appropriated elite

visions of a mestizo nation descended exclusively from Indian and His-

panic peoples in an effort to erase the cultural heterogeneity found within

the nation’s borders and particularly on the North Coast where hispano-

Honduranmen andwomenmingledwithGarifunas, Jamaicans, Palestini-

ans, and gringos from the United States.
79
Mosquitia became a wilderness

without a peopled past—a place to create a mestizo society comprised of

male-headed agrarian households free of the social inequities and cultural

diversity found on the North Coast.

The utopian vision underlying the Mosquitia project was probably

more the exception than the rule among worker-cultivators, most of

whom forged livelihoods by migrating in and around export banana

zones. As the fruit companies redirected their railroads toward disease-

free lands, they left many communities facing economic crises while si-

multaneously stimulating economic activity elsewhere by injecting capital

and providing transportation linkages to regional and international mar-

kets. The history of Sonaguera, Colón, illustrates the cross-cutting effects

of shifting plantation agriculture. Separated from the Caribbean Sea by

the Nombre de Diósmountains, Sonaguera did not participate in the late-

nineteenth-century banana boom that took place in and around Carib-

bean port towns. The municipality remained largely disconnected from

the banana trade during the first two decades of the twentieth century, a

situation reflected in community leaders’ enthusiastic response to a U.S.

investor’s 1907 proposal to build a railroad from Trujillo to Sonaguera:

‘‘[The railroad] is our only salvation since it would both repopulate the
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figure 3.1. Mahogany logs on Standard Fruit train in La Ceiba.
Author’s private collection.

extensive, uncultivated vegas of the Aguán River, and put an end to the

constant emigration of our sons to the Costa Norte.’’
80

The principal livelihood in Sonaguera in the early twentieth century

was small-scale ranching. In 1918, 66 residents reported owning between

1 and 40 head of cattle.
81
In 1920, local officials approved a timber conces-

sion for Luís Masnada, a businessman from La Ceiba with ties to Standard

Fruit. The five-year contract agreed to sell Masnada ‘‘5,000mahogany and

cedar trees’’ averaging 8 feet in diameter.
82
Revenue from the timber sale

was to finance various public works projects, including a new town hall

and schools. The deal strongly suggested that at least part of the munici-

pality contained extensive forests and that existing ranching and agricul-

ture operations did not generate much revenue. One year later, the Mayor

of Sonaguera convened a special meeting to discuss the ‘‘near exhaustion’’

of forests in the ejidos due to the actions of ‘‘certain residents’’ who were

felling trees in order to plant pasture. Local officials, expressing concern

that such practices would threaten the ability of ‘‘poor residents’’ to estab-

lish small farms, agreed to divide the ejido into two zones, one for live-

stock (zona ganadera) and the other for agriculture (zona mixta).83 This
initial effort to limit the expansion of ranching was a portent of the future,

but the shift toward an agricultural base was only beginning; as late as

1923, cattle, horses, and other animals continued to range freely through-
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out municipal lands, and the financial burden of erecting fences to protect

crops rested squarely on farmers’ shoulders.
84

Life in Sonaguera began to change rapidly when not one but two

fruit-company railroads approached the municipality from opposite di-

rections. In 1924, one hundred residents led by Inés Lanza presented a

petition to the municipal council calling for Sonaguera’s ejidos to be re-

zoned for agriculture in anticipation of the ‘‘foreign companies’ ’’ arrival.
85

The petitioners complained that the presence of ‘‘all kinds’’ of roaming

livestock was impeding agricultural development. The Sonagueran coun-

cil, perhaps hoping to avoid rendering a decision on a contentious topic,

unanimously agreed to seek advice from higher authorities. The follow-

ing year, Mayor Martínez reported he had received multiple complaints

from the Standard Fruit Company about cattle-related damages on its new

plantations.
86
This time themunicipal council took action, establishing an

agricultural zone on ‘‘land pertaining to this jurisdiction’’ that surrounded

themunicipal ejido.
87
Ranchers were given threemonths to corral any live-

stock and relocate them to ejido lands where free grazing continued to be

permitted.

This measure apparently did little to resolve the conflicts between

ranchers and cultivators. In March 1926, Nicolas Robles, Adolfo Sarres,

Rosalio Escobar, Enrique B. Ocampo, and forty other Sonagueran

ranchers petitioned the municipality for permission to erect, at their own

expense, a barbed-wire fence in order to avoid damaging the plantations

of the ‘‘foreign companies’’ that encircled the ejido.
88
Local officials ap-

proved the request, yet the power of the ranchers—who would now bear

the burden of preventing damage to agricultural fields—was diminishing.

Less than one year later, Robles, Petrona Ocampo, Tomasa Ramos, and

some twenty other Sonagueran residents sent a letter to the Ministro de

Fomento, complaining about the ‘‘severe fines’’ that they received on ac-

count of their cattle entering the banana farms of the Truxillo Railroad

and Standard Fruit companies.
89
Describing themselves as ‘‘small cultiva-

tors and ranchers,’’ the authors claimed that they lacked the financial re-

sources to enclose their pastures and called on the national government to

oblige the companies to fence their plantations. The Minister’s somewhat

ambiguous reply probably brought them little satisfaction: he urged the

petitioners to respect the existing regulations that obliged ‘‘every owner

of cattle and agricultural fields’’ to enclose their fields, but he made no

specific reference to the fruit companies.
90

By the end of the 1920s, export banana production in Sonaguera had

increased dramatically. A majority of the output came from the farms
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of Standard Fruit and United Fruit subsidiaries, but small-scale cultiva-

tors contributed as well. Beginning in 1925, a growing number of people

solicited land for agricultural activities. Among the many who sought

parcels in 1928 were Porfirio Guerrero and Eladio Zelaya, who each re-

quested 35 hectares in order to plant export bananas. That same year,

Alberto Ortíz, Esteban Bardales, Octavio Robles, Juan Bardales Ortíz, and

Eugenio Orellano each solicited 7 ‘‘forested’’ hectares on which they in-

tended to grow bananas.
91
In February 1930, a number of residents asked

that the ejidos be rezoned for agricultural use.
92
They acknowledged the

importance of ranching in the past but noted that the number of cattle

had fallen considerably in recent years as residents turned increasingly

to banana cultivation on the ejido’s ‘‘fertile soils.’’ The municipal coun-

cil agreed to redesignate the ejido as agricultural land, and ordered that

fences be erected around existing pastures within a period of six weeks.

One month later, the Governor of Colón approved the measure.

Invoking a contrasting view of the local landscape, some eighty Sona-

gueran ranchers rose to defend their livelihoods before the council: ‘‘It is

common knowledge in this town that the majority of ejido lands . . . are

not adequate for agriculture.’’
93
They criticized the proliferation of banana

farms, a livelihood that from the ranchers’ viewpoint ‘‘offered no future’’

since after the second harvest the soils would be ‘‘completely exhausted’’

and yields would fail to cover production costs. Livestock raising, on the

other hand, had sustained the region since ‘‘time immemorial.’’ The peti-

tioners pleaded with the municipality not to ‘‘drown a proven source of

wealth for an unknown one.’’ But the ranchers’ argument—by no means

unreasonable in light of the ongoing abandonment of banana farms else-

where—was unlikely to convince local officials; by 1930, Sonaguera was

Standard Fruit’s most important center of banana production and un-

precedented amounts of revenue were flowing into municipal coffers.
94

Unsurprisingly, the municipal council dismissed the ranchers’ appeal and

instructed them to comply with the new ordinance.

Less than ten years after reaffirming the rights of ranchers to graze

their animals on ejido land, Sonaguera’s municipal council reversed its

land-use policy, a reflection of both the changing local economy and the

rising political power of banana growers. Small-scale farmers had enjoyed

little success in challenging the privileges of ranchers until wayward cattle

began finding their way onto the newly established plantations of the U.S.

fruit companies. The arrival of the companies, then, provided small-scale

growers with both economic opportunities and the political leverage nec-

essary to vie for greater control over local resources. What in retrospect
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appears to be a straightforward example of U.S. corporate domination

may have seemed much more ambiguous to the people who lived the

experience.

Sonaguera’s participation in the export banana trade was shaped by

the unusual condition of having, for a short period of time, two major

banana companies operating within its boundaries. In at least one in-

stance, a group of poquiteros was able to take advantage of the companies’

overlapping zones of influence. In July 1929, forty-five individuals wrote

to Honduran Ministro de Fomento Salvador Corleto requesting titles to

the farms that they worked in an area lying just east of Sonaguera’s ejidos

identified as ‘‘Lot 19.’’
95
The cultivators asserted that they had been farm-

ing the land in question for ten years and that they had recently signed a

five-year contract to sell bananas to the Standard Fruit Company. How-

ever, the Truxillo Railroad Company ordered them to stop their activities

in the area, alleging that it had bought the property several years earlier

from a local landowner. Citing Standard Fruit maps of Lot 19 as evidence,

the poquiteros claimed that they were occupying national lands and re-

quested that the government deed its members lotes de familia as stipu-

lated by the 1925 agrarian law. Twoweeks later, the group’s representative,

Colonel Jesús J. Zelaya, wrote a second letter to Minister Corleto, ‘‘on be-

half of the village La Paz,’’ in which he indicated that the poquiteros had
rejected a buyout offer made by the Truxillo Railroad Company because

‘‘we want to expand our farms, not sell them.’’
96

In November 1929, Minister Corleto’s office informed Romualdo

López, a farmer in the disputed zone, that Lot 19 belonged to the Truxillo

Railroad Company.
97
However, this ‘‘fact’’ did not put an end to the mat-

ter. In January 1930, an executive order ceded the growers 2,500 hectares

of Lot 19 on which to establish lotes de familia.98 When Truxillo Railroad

Company General Manager E. E. Thomas received an order to suspend all

company activities in the disputed area, he dispatched a lengthy letter of

protest to the Governor of Colón in which he asserted that prior to 1928,

no one lived in the forested region where the ‘‘imaginary’’ village of La

Paz claimed to be established.
99
According toThomas, La Paz had its gene-

sis when a group of laid-off Standard Fruit Company workers, assuming

that the forested lands in Lot 19 were national, began to clear timber and

plant crops.
100

Soon thereafter, Truxillo Railroad Company forest rangers

arrived on the scene and prohibited the workers from further clearing.

Sometime later, Thomas’s letter explained, Jesús Zelaya, a ‘‘rich prop-

erty owner from Balfate’’ convinced the workers to renew their clearing

activities over the fruit company’s protests. Zelaya himself established a
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‘‘small plantation’’ in the area before traveling to Tegucigalpa—with funds

supplied by the ex-workers—where he published notice of the forma-

tion of La Paz village and arranged for the government to parcel out lotes
de familia.101 According to Thomas, Zelaya had even seen the company’s

property title and ‘‘accepted’’ the ‘‘undeniable rights’’ of the company to

the disputed land. The fruit company’s general manager concluded by re-

questing that the President’s office overturn the decision to cede the land

to the poquiteros, lift the order halting the company’s operations in the

area, and protect the property from further acts of trespass.
102

The respectful yet firm letter, accompanied by several enclosures in

support of the company’s position, may have convinced the national gov-

ernment, but it did not deter the residents of La Paz. In 1931, the Mayor of

Sonaguera reported to the municipal council that La Paz was a ‘‘progres-

sive villagewhose residents cultivate bananas on a large scale.’’
103

He urged

the municipality to support the creation of a school in La Paz, a proposal

that elicited a formal protest from the Truxillo Railroad Company. The

residents of La Paz maintained a tenuous hold on the land for three more

years. In fact, the village appears to have grown despite both the ongoing

legal dispute and depressed prices for bananas on international markets.

In 1934, La Paz consisted of 172 houses, 431 families, and a school that en-

rolled 53 students. Residents cultivated approximately 1,200 hectares of

bananas, in addition to smaller amounts of plátanomacho, pasture, maize,

and beans.
104

One year earlier, approximately 150 villagers had attended a

council meeting in Sonaguera in order to garner official support for their

efforts to convince Standard Fruit to build a branch rail line toward La

Paz.
105

The municipality agreed to make an official request to the com-

pany concerning the line. During the same session, the municipality also

authorized a cemetery for the village. Its origins may have been mythical,

but La Paz was quickly becoming a tangible reality.

InMarch 1934, a government commission consisting of Colón Gover-

nor Romero, General Sanabria, and a Truxillo Railroad Company official

went to La Paz to discuss the conditions by which ‘‘an honorable trans-

action of the fruit’’ could take place.
106

A declaration submitted by the

company to the Governor of Colón reiterated many of the points made in

Thomas’s 1930 letter, but also contained some important changes in the

company’s position.
107

Truxillo RailroadCompanyofficials expressed little

sympathy toward the poquiteros, whom they described as individuals ‘‘of

diverse backgrounds who violently and without heed to private property’’

established themselves and planted bananas in a place called ‘‘La Isleta.’’

The company’s 1934 version of events replaced the complex and morally
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ambiguous version found in Thomas’s 1930 letter with one in which the

cultivators’ activities were premeditated criminal acts. Also, the letter re-

ferred to the disputed area as ‘‘La Isleta,’’ and did not acknowledge the

formation of La Paz.

However, after declaring its inalienable rights to the property, the

company official offered to cut a deal: ‘‘The company is willing to consent

to the trespassers’ (intrusos) presence, provided that they remain circum-

scribed in the area where they are currently established and on the strict

condition that they sell their bananas to the company under the same

terms as do other independent growers who farm their own lands.’’
108

The

Truxillo offered to facilitate the transport of fruit grown in La Paz by build-

ing a branch line that would bring the fruit to the bank of the Aguán River,

at which point the fruit would be carried across the river via an aerial

tram to the company’s main railroad. The company emphasized that any

grower who did not accept these terms would be bought out.

But the poquiteroswere not ready to relinquish their fields. OnApril 2,

1934, they submitted a document to the municipal council signed by

around 100 individuals requesting that the legal status of their settlement

be changed from caserío (hamlet) to aldea (village).
109

In considering the

request, the municipal council acknowledged the Truxillo Railroad Com-

pany’s claim to the land, but pointed to the existence of a school with 53

students as evidence of the community’s legitimacy (conveniently forget-

ting that the council itself had authorized the school’s creation). Council

members unanimously agreed to designate La Paz as a village with an area

of one square kilometer. The language of the act was unwavering in its

support: ‘‘Should at any time the Truxillo Railroad Co. or any other entity

seek to assert a legal claim, the municipality will, regardless of the title

presented, ask for the expropriation of the land in the name of the public

good in accordance with Article 27 of the Agrarian Law.’’ Ten days later,

Sonaguera Mayor Montiel telegraphed the Ministro de Gobernación, ap-

pealing for help in preventing the eviction of the 129 poquiteros, plus some

500 field hands from Lot 19: ‘‘If this comes to pass, what will more than

one thousandHonduran workers dowithout employment or housing?’’
110

On April 23, Governor Romero returned to the disputed property for

another meeting with the poquiteros that resulted in the signing of an act

laying out two options for the future of La Paz: either the settlers would sell

their farms to the fruit company at a ‘‘fairly assessed rate,’’ or the company

would sell the land to the settlers for the same price that it had originally

paid.
111

On May 3, government surveyor Camilo Gómez reported that La

Paz village was located on lands that were owned by the Truxillo Rail-
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road Company.
112

He added that the company was still extending its offer

to purchase the growers’ bananas and install the infrastructure needed to

transport the fruit to its railroad. However, according to Gómez, the po-
quiteros refused under any condition to sell their fruit to the company,

preferring to either sell or purchase the land.

The inhabitants of La Paz continued to present evidence in support of

their right to occupy the land during meetings with both government and

company representatives in early May.
113

Then on June 1, 1934, following

what Governor Romero described as ‘‘intense deliberations,’’ the parties

struck an agreement whereby the growers would sell their farms to the

company.
114

The accord granted the poquiteros a period of four months

to relocate and permission to continue selling their bananas to Standard

Fruit until the Truxillo Railroad Company was able to erect a transporta-

tion system. How and where the residents of La Paz village relocated is

unclear, but by November 1935, observers referred to the zone as the ‘‘La

Paz farms of theTruxilloRailroadCompany,’’ suggesting that the company

had assumed control over the land as agreed upon.
115

The story of the drawn-out struggle to control the soil resources of

Lot 19 does not readily conform to images of omnipotent fruit compa-

nies usurping the lands of hapless smallholders. The poquiteros’ stubborn
squatting and shrewd alliance making succeeded in keeping the Truxillo

Railroad Company at bay for at least five years. The La Paz growers gained

the support of local and regional authorities in spite of evidence indicating

that the property had been transferred to the fruit company. The strong

statement of support issued by the Sonaguera municipal council in 1934

suggests that if some local elites’ initial backing of the poquiteroswasmoti-

vated by little more than opportunism, support for La Paz evolved into

an expression of Honduran nationalism. Local officials did not question

the sanctity of private property, but they believed in the right of ‘‘Hondu-

rans’’ to access the resources necessary to create dignified livelihoods. Sig-

nificantly, the La Paz residents sustained local political support through

the initial years of President Carías Andino’s sixteen-year rule, a period

in Honduran political history noted for both its authoritarianism and the

far-reaching influence of United Fruit.

Of course, the La Paz villagers’ ‘‘silent partner’’ throughout the dis-

pute was the Standard Fruit Company, whose willingness to purchase the

poquiteros’ fruit provided the latter with access to export markets. The

fact that Standard Fruit refrained from building a branch line to service

La Paz may have reflected the company’s reluctance to openly antago-

nize its powerful competitor. On the other hand, by doing business with
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the poquiteros they undermined the Truxillo Railroad Company’s efforts

to evict the cultivators. Although the company eventually reclaimed the

land, its effort to cast the poquiteros as criminals largely failed. The per-

sistence of La Paz, then, can be attributed in large part to its geographical

location: in contrast to the abandoned farms occupied by squatters along

the coast of Atlántida, the La Paz settlement straddled the active produc-

tion zones of two fruit companies. However, this condition was far from

permanent. The rapid spread of Panama disease compelled the Truxillo

Railroad Company to abandon dozens of farms in the lower Aguán valley.

In 1942 the company made its final purchase of fruit before shutting down

its rail service for good.

The fragmentary portraits of North Coast people and communities

offered in this chapter reveal the cross-cutting effects of the fruit com-

panies’ shifting plantation agriculture. Local economies all but collapsed

due to massive layoffs, outmigrations, the drying up of government tax

revenues, and a slowdown in commercial activity. The companies often

added insult to injury by removing branch railroads. In places likeMezapa

and San Francisco, residents challenged fruit company power through col-

lective, direct protests over the removal of transportation infrastructure.

But not everyone lost in the cycle of shifting production. As towns along

the Caribbean littoral entered a period of acute economic crisis and out-

migration, inland communities situated in the region’s major river valleys

experienced an expansion of agricultural production and immigration.

The fruit companies’ response to PanamaDisease contributed to a process

of ‘‘uneven development’’ along the North Coast that did not bring about

the extinction of non-company banana farmers, but it exposed the limits

of their autonomy. The power that the fruit companies wielded over non-

company growers would become all the more apparent when a second

fungal pathogen appeared without warning on the North Coast.



Chapter 4

Sigatoka, Science, and Control

The scientific methods used to combat the Sigatoka epidemic
require the intervention of experts in plant pathology, experts
who carry out their work with great care and thoroughness.

diario comercial, san pedro sula, 1938

As more scientific methods of banana cultivation, including
protection against disease, have come into general vogue, the
small producer has been placed at an increasing disadvantage.
The adoption of irrigation, dusting, and other modern methods
of banana cultivation by the independent grower is out of the
question because of his lack of large financial resources.

antonio certosimo, tegucigalpa, 1941

The spray. The effect that it had on a person at that time scared
me. I didn’t like it. It was the hardest job.

feliciano núñez, el progreso, 1995

In late October 1935, a powerful storm struck the Sula valley. After three

consecutive days of heavy winds and torrential rains, the Ulúa and Cha-

melecón rivers overflowed their banks, destroying crops, drowning live-

stock, and washing out villages, labor camps, and bridges.Water and elec-

tricity were temporarily cut off in urban areas such as San Pedro Sula

and El Progreso. An eyewitness from one of the Tela Railroad Company’s

farms reported that floodwaters had carried off the workers’ barracks like

‘‘match boxes,’’ leaving more than 150 families without basic necessities.

As part of the relief efforts, the company evacuated workers from flooded

camps, set up relief kitchens, and provided potable water for people left
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homeless by the storm. Forone longtime resident of El Progreso, the storm

was a memorable event that brought more than flooding and displace-

ment: ‘‘After the great flood of 1935, the banana farms became diseased.

Sigatoka came.’’
1
That the storm and Sigatoka were, and continue to be,

linked in the minds of the region’s residents is not surprising. The effects

of Sigatoka, like those of the hurricane, were dramatic and far reaching.
2

Tela Railroad Company employees first observed isolated cases of

Sigatoka, or leaf spot disease, a couple of months prior to the October

flooding.
3
However, it was only in the storm’s aftermath that the dis-

ease broke out in epidemic proportions. By early December more than

4,400 hectares of company plantations had ‘‘some degree of infection.’’

Six months later, the figure had doubled to 8,900 hectares, and fruit yields

were in decline on some 1,340 hectares.
4
The epidemic intensified during

the second half of 1936 when company officials reported that more than

2,800 hectares were out of production. Between 1936 and 1937, the Tela

Railroad Company’s banana output fell from 5.8 to 3.7 million bunches.
5

Describing his visit to the North Coast inMay 1937, a U.S. diplomat wrote:

‘‘the ravages of [Sigatoka] in the farms of the United Fruit Company have

created a state of near-panic in the personnel of that organization and the

disease and efforts being made by the company to combat it were prac-

tically the sole topics discussed in conversations held with officials of the

Fruit Company.’’
6

Sigatoka did not spare non-company growers in the region. In Octo-

ber 1936, Roberto Fasquelle, a prominent San Pedro Sula finquero inde-
pendiente, alerted Cortés Governor J. Antonio Milla that if government

authorities failed to reach an agreement on a means to control the dis-

ease, non-company banana growers would ‘‘disappear.’’
7
He provided a

sobering assessment of conditions in banana-growing communities situ-

ated along the National Railway. In Potrerillos, weekly production had

dropped from some forty rail cars to barely four cars. Exports had fallen

by two-thirds in the neighboring municipality of La Pimienta. Condi-

tions were even worse in the Chamelecón district, where ‘‘not one’’ of

the more than 1,000 hectares of bananas was Sigatoka free and produc-

tion was ‘‘condemned to disappear.’’
8
Fasquelle described the municipali-

ties of Choloma and San Pedro Sula as less affected than the others, but

the pathogen was present on several farms, including his own. Finally,

farms situated along the section of the railroad just south of Puerto Cor-

tés were free from Sigatoka, but ‘‘seriously infected’’ with Panama disease.

Tela Railroad Companyofficials confirmed Fasquelle’s assessment, report-

ing that they were rejecting almost all of the fruit offered for sale by non-
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company growers.
9
By the end of the year, only four of eleven municipali-

ties in the department of Cortés continued to export bananas.
10
Between

1935 and 1937, non-company exports from the Sula valley fell from 3.6 to

1.7 million bunches.

A fewmonths after receiving Fasquelle’s letter, a concerned Governor

Milla warned officials inTegucigalpa that ‘‘without the banana, therewon’t

be money on the North Coast to import goods, the customs houses will

lose revenues, as will the municipalities that depend so much on banana

taxes.’’
11
He added that the National Railroad stood to lose its primary

source of shipping revenues. Finally, the Governor noted that Sigatoka

threatened production of plantains, ‘‘the bread of the poor.’’ In early 1937,

the U.S. consul at Puerto Cortés reported that shrinking company and

non-company payrolls were leading to the ‘‘curtailment of money in cir-

culation.’’
12
The impact of the epidemic on both banana production and

the North Coast economy, then, was severe and swift. However, political

leaders in Tegucigalpa were slow to react to the crisis, prompting the fruit

companies, non-company growers, and regional government officials to

initiate control efforts.

When Sigatoka struck the Sula valley, the Tela Railroad Company’s

research department had been cut back to three scientists following Sam-

uel Zemurray’s takeover of company operations.
13
Zemurray apparently

thought little of professional scientists, an opinion that some company

scientists attributed to his belief that Panama disease gave United Fruit an

advantage over its smaller competitors so long as the company could con-

tinue to relocate production.
14
But the speed with which Sigatoka lowered

production levels prevented the banana companies from ‘‘running’’ from

the problem and compelled a threadbare research staff under the leader-

ship of Dr. Vining Dunlap to explore ways to control the epidemic. For-

tunately for Dunlap and his colleagues, Sigatoka had been described in

scientific papers prior to 1935. The first documented incidence of the dis-

ease occurred on Java in 1902. Ten years later, a widespread outbreak oc-

curred in the Sigatoka district on the island of Vitu Levu, Fiji—an event

that gave rise to the disease’s popular name. Later epidemics causedmajor

damage to banana farms in Australia (1924) and Ceylon (1928). The first

reports of Sigatoka in the Americas came from Surinam and Trinidad in

1933. Between 1934 and 1938, Sigatoka caught the attention of observers in

Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Guadeloupe, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico,

Panamá, and the Windward Islands.
15

At least two theories have been proposed to explain the intercontinen-

tal spread of Sigatoka. In 1962, Robert Stover speculated that air currents
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were capable of transporting spores of the fungus associated with Siga-

toka disease great distances. A second and more likely means by which

Sigatoka traversed the globe was via the movement of Musa propagat-

ing material and banana leaves (often used as packing material). Banana

breeding programs initiated in the 1920s by the British government and

the United Fruit Company received plants from Asia and the Pacific. One

can also assume that otherMusa specimens reached the Americas via non-

institutional efforts. In addition to banana boats, the growing amount of

merchant marine traffic through the Panama Canal probably increased

the number of intentional and unintentional plant introductions.
16

The pathogen associated with Sigatoka, Mycosphaerella musicola
Leach, was an airborne fungus that infected the young leaves of banana

plants.
17
Infected leaf tissue developed yellow streaks that subsequently

turned into blackish spots. Severely infected leaves eventually ceased func-

tioning and drooped. The loss of leaf area affected the development of

the fruit: diseased plants produced low-weight bunches.
18
Moderately in-

fected plants tended to produce fruit bunches that at first glance were

indistinguishable from bunches on healthy plants. However, upon being

harvested, the bananas quickly turned soft and yellow, rendering them

unfit for export. Such fruit was known as ‘‘ship ripes,’’ ‘‘leaf spot ripes,’’ or

‘‘Cercospora fruit.’’

Plant pathologists considered M. musicola Leach to be a mild patho-

gen, greatly affected by environmental conditions, including temperature

and humidity levels. In Honduras, some observers initially hoped that a

seasonal change in temperature and/or atmospheric pressurewould check

the pathogen’s spread.
19
Unconvinced that weather changes alone would

bring Sigatoka under control on the company’s sprawling monocultures,

Vining Dunlap began testing fungicides within weeks of the epidemic’s

outbreak. As early as 1914, researchers in Fiji had recommended apply-

ing Bordeaux mixtures (copper sulfate and lime) to control M. musicola
on banana plantations.

20
During the 1920s, Norman Simmonds tested a

variety of control techniques, including copper-lime dust, on diseased

banana farms in Australia.
21
The general ability of copper-lime and sulfur-

lime compounds to control the fungus was therefore known in 1935,

but their efficacy under the environmental conditions found on Central

American banana plantations remained uncertain. By the end of 1936,

Dunlap reported that Bordeaux mixture (copper sulfate, lime, and water)

applied on seven- or fourteen-day cycles provided adequate control, par-

ticularlyduring the rainymonthswhenmanyother fungicidal compounds

failed.
22
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He next turned to developing a cost-effective means for applying the

fungicide on a large scale. Dunlap experimented with a variety of tech-

nologies, including knapsack sprayers, overhead irrigation equipment,

and airplanes before settling on a stationary, ground spray system mod-

eled after systems used in U.S. orchards. The system consisted of a cen-

tral mixing/pumping station where copper sulfate, lime, and water were

mixed in 2,000-gallon tanks. Diesel-driven pumps distributed the solu-

tion through a network of pipes laid across the farms. Operating in pairs,

workers attached hoses to valves found at intervals along the pipes. The

workers moved from plant to plant, coating the banana plants with a fine

mist of Bordeaux spray applied with a high-pressure nozzle. Upon finish-

ing two rows of banana plants, the hose would be attached to a valve fur-

ther down the line and the process repeated. Although the ground-spray

system was both expensive to install (more than double that of airplane

dusting) and labor intensive, Dunlap believed that its superior ability to

control Sigatoka compensated for its high cost.
23

After two years and one million dollars’ worth of intensive testing,

United Fruit managers decided to invest in ground spraying on a large

scale. During 1937 the area serviced by spray systems rose from less than

500hectares to 8,900 hectares.
24
Twoyears later, the company had installed

equipment on 14,500 hectares in Honduras, and Bordeaux spraying was

considered to be a part of ‘‘ordinary farm routine.’’
25
The company intro-

duced the spray system throughout its Central American operations, in-

cluding its new divisions on the Pacific Coast of Costa Rica.
26
In order to

implement the system on a large scale, the company imported pipes, high-

pressure pumps, storage tanks, chemicals, and other equipment fromGer-

many and the United States. The company’s consumption of copper sul-

fate (thousands of tons per year) quickly outstripped the available supply

on international markets, prompting United Fruit’s management to send

mining engineers to Honduras in the hope of finding a local source of raw

materials.
27
Additional material and labor costs resulted from the need to

remove heavy residues from the fruit bunches after spraying. The cleaning

process involved dunking harvested bananas into an acid solution sev-

eral times followed by a water rinse. All told, Sigatoka control procedures

increased the cost of production by an estimated 40 percent.
28

Less than five years after the epidemic hit the Sula valley, Bordeaux

spraying enabled banana exports from Honduras to return to their pre-

1935 levels. British researcher ClaudeWardlaw—who in the past had been

highly critical of Central American banana culture—considered the de-

velopment and rapid deployment of Dunlap’s control system to be one
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of the greatest achievements in the history of plant pathology.
29
But this

feat meant little for small-scale growers such as Ángela Coto-Moreno’s

brother. Unable to afford the ‘‘imported medicines’’ needed to control

Sigatoka, he replaced his bananas with food crops for localmarkets.
30
How

many small-scale growers underwent similar transitions is difficult to de-

termine with precision, but the number likely ran into the hundreds be-

cause the costs associated with spraying were well beyond the financial

means of most non-company growers in the region. Following a tour of

banana farms along the Ulúa River in 1937, U.S. diplomat John Erwin re-

ported that ‘‘it was very noticeable at some places along the line, where

independent banana producers had not used either of themethods of con-

trol against the blight, that the plantations were practically destroyed for

a considerable distance.’’
31
Export figures confirm the devastating effect

of the pathogen on non-company growers: between 1937 and 1939 their

exports plummeted from 1.7million bunches to amere 122,000 bunches.
32

Tela Railroad Company officials apparently advised planters to await

the outcome of their fungicide trials in order to avoid investing finan-

cial resources in unproven control techniques. Some planters, including

Roberto Fasquelle, considered this to be a pragmatic strategy. However,

not everyonewas willing to assume a passive rolewhile their banana farms

succumbed to Sigatoka.
33
Lacking the financial resources to import chemi-

cal control equipment, growers in Choloma pruned infected leaves and

carefully placed them upside down on the ground in order to prevent the

spores from drifting to other plants. This ‘‘provisional’’ measure report-

edly slowed the movement of the fungus and permitted a greater per-

centage of fruit to be harvested.
34
In 1937, William T. Coleman, a wealthy

Choloma planter with a 900-hectare farm, rigged a truck-drawn fungicide

applicator that functioned effectively regardless of weather conditions.
35

The degree of disinfection was ‘‘complete’’ according to Governor Milla,

who reported that the treatment killed ‘‘all classes of insects, and other

animal pests such as squirrels.’’
36
However, even for growers like Cole-

man who could afford manufactured inputs, there was no guarantee that

they would be able to control Sigatoka on their farms because spores from

untreated banana patches could re-infect plants up to a distance of one

kilometer or more.
37
In other words, an individual cultivator had to con-

tend not only with infected plants on his/her property, but also those on

neighboring farms since the pathogen paid little heed to property lines.

As early as 1936, Cortés Governor Milla urged the government of

Tiburcio Carías to assist ‘‘national producers’’ by purchasing an airplane

and the materials needed to make Bordeaux spray, pointing out that the
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Tela Railroad Company benefited from exemptions on import duties.
38

Initially, the Carías administration did not consider the threat posed by

Sigatoka sufficiently severe to warrant government intervention. Milla’s

gubernatorial successor, Gustavo A. Castañeda, continued to press Tegu-

cigalpa for assistance in 1938. Writing on behalf of several prominent

growers, Castañeda asked that duties be waived on imports of copper sul-

fate, lime, pumps, and other materials needed to control Sigatoka.
39
How-

ever, his request was denied by the Carías administration, which, if in-

creasingly aware of Sigatoka’s severity, had little political interest in aiding

North Coast finqueros, many of whom were prominent members of the

opposition (and increasingly marginalized) Liberal party.
40

In April 1938, the Tela Railroad Company published the outlines of

a plan to aid non-company growers in El Comercio, a company-owned

newspaper. The two-part article began by describing the ‘‘collapse’’ of

the banana industry due to Sigatoka, pointing to the ‘‘completely un-

productive’’ banana farms along the National Railroad as an illustration

of the decline.
41
The company then outlined its proposal to install Bor-

deaux ground spray systems at a cost of $870 per hectare. In addition,

loans of $145 per hectarewould be provided to growers with ‘‘good lands.’’

The company promised to pay participating growers 25 cents for a nine-

handed bunch. According to the article, planters who agreed to partici-

pate stood to benefit financially while having the opportunity ‘‘to learn

modern methods of cultivation and obtain practical knowledge that if

applied with care would increase production.’’ Company officials insisted

that they were acting in good faith, noting that it would be less expen-

sive to control Sigatoka on their farms in Honduras and elsewhere than

to revive non-company production. They emphasized the boost that the

plan would bring to the moribund North Coast economy by creating jobs

and increasing revenues for the National Railroad and customs houses. In

sum, the company promised to return the banana trade to ‘‘the conditions

that prevailed prior to the appearance of Sigatoka.’’
42

But the article’s enthusiastic and confident tone concealed the fact

that its authors provided few details about the terms of the loan and just

who would be eligible. U.S. consul Oury-Jackson reported that the lack of

specificity was intentional: ‘‘This office has been informed that the plan as

outlined . . . is not exact and that the information is given in an ambigu-

ous manner to secure the interest of small banana producers and cause

them to make advances and comments directed towards placing a modi-

fied plan in effect.’’
43
After speaking with a high-level company official,

Oury-Jackson outlined the company’s intentions: ‘‘The plan calls for the
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cultivation of the land by the owner, while irrigation and spraying for the

diseasewill be carried out by the Fruit Company.The latter will lay all pipe

lines, install all other necessary equipment for irrigation, as well as spray-

ing, and will actually carry out these operations, all equipment remain-

ing their property under the contract.’’
44
As described by Oury-Jackson,

the proposal hardly represented a return to pre-Sigatoka conditions. The

decision to offer the contract only to planters with ‘‘good lands’’ presum-

ably excluded a large number of cultivators. For those who signed onto

the plan, the payment received for their fruit—25 cents per bunch less an

additional 5 cents per bunch to cover loan payments—represented a steep

drop from the 45 cents previously paid for a nine-hand bunch (and was

significantly lower than prices paid during the Depression).
45
Finally, the

company’s ownership and operation of the Sigatoka control and irriga-

tion equipment threatened to render non-company growers independent

in name only.

Presented with fewoptions, several Sula valley farmers accepted some

version of agreement described above. Installation of Sigatoka control

equipment on non-company farms began in 1939. That year, the company

purchased amere 122,000 bunches;
46
three years later, company purchases

exceeded one million bunches, and non-company farms covered 1,900

hectares in the Sula valley.
47
However, a U.S. consular official noted the

changed conditions of production:

During these years the domestic growers became increasingly

dependent upon the American companies, both for market outlet and

for the increasingly special supplies needed, to such a degree that at

present the Tela Railroad Company installs all irrigation and spray

systems in the independent farms and supervises their labor and

production methods, etc. Nowadays the so-called ‘‘independent’’

grower, in effect, simply collects the rent for his land at the rate of 25

cents per stem of bananas produced thereon.48

The Tela Railroad Company’s Sigatoka assistance program primarily

served to ensure that the company would continue to have access to the

region’s best banana soils without actually owning or leasing additional

lands. By controlling access to markets, key production processes, and

financing, the company dominated banana farming in the Sula valley to

an unprecedented degree. Increasingly, small- and large-scale cultivators

whose soils did not produce the yields needed to turn a profit in the Siga-

toka era shifted to other crops and ranching.
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The Standard Fruit Company also initiated Bordeaux spraying opera-

tions during the mid-1930s. Company employees based in La Ceiba made

frequent visits to the Sula Valley in order to observe the control pro-

cedures adopted by the Tela Railroad Company. Standard Fruit, which

did not have a formal research department at the time, installed Bor-

deaux ground spray equipment similar to that developed by its larger

competitor. When the Sigatoka epidemic reached its farms, the company

was in the process of shifting its operations to the Upper Aguán valley

in the department of Yoro. The region received less rainfall than typi-

cally fell on the coastal plain in Atlántida. The comparatively arid climate

helped to limit the severity of Sigatoka outbreaks, but it also compelled

the company to irrigate heavily, an input that required significant invest-

ments of labor and capital.
49
The average area sprayed by Standard Fruit

workers increased steadily between 1938 and 1942, rising from 730 hectares

to more than 3,100 hectares. During this period, the company’s annual

consumption of copper sulfate nearly quadrupled, from 525 tons to nearly

1,900 tons.
50

In a process very similar to what had taken place in the Sula valley,

Standard Fruit’s adoption of capital- and labor-intensive Sigatoka control

measures marginalized small-scale banana producers without necessarily

dispossessing them of their land. As one La Ceiba-based U.S. consul noted

in 1942, ‘‘the company has been able to move, to irrigate, to spray and

to prop (to reduce wind damage), but the small farmers have not. They

stick to the railroad line along the rainy coast, solving only the problem of

transportation, and their yield per acre is small.’’
51
The report estimated

that 1,000 poquiteros scattered along the company’s railroad annually sold

around 500,000 bunches of fruit to the company. Both the low per-capita

production levels and the dwindling fraction of total exports that non-

company bananas represented (17 percent of Standard Fruit’s total exports

in 1942) reflected the marginalized role played by poquiteros in the Siga-

toka era.

According to U.S. consul Wymberley Der Coerr, ‘‘certain [Standard

Fruit] officials’’ held the opinion that they should cease buying non-

company fruit because it was often rejected prior to shipping but after

the company had paid for them.
52
Not surprisingly, company officials fre-

quently described poquitero fruit as ‘‘inferior’’ in quality to that grown

on Standard’s plantations. However, some Standard Fruit managers advo-

cated buying all independent fruit production ‘‘for the sake of local wel-

fare and long-time political considerations.’’ For forty years, the com-

pany had purchased bananas from small-scale farmers; no doubt some
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veteran employees were reluctant to sever long-established relationships.

In addition, World War II shipping restrictions led to serious economic

losses for non-company growers.
53
Coming at a time when the U.S. gov-

ernment was promoting its ‘‘Good Neighbor Policy’’ in Latin America,

fruit company officials perhaps sensed a need to avoid adopting policies

that would generate controversy. But Der Coerr’s report confirms that,

political concerns aside, poquitero production was declining in impor-

tance because export banana production required costly inputs in order to

adapt to dynamic agroecosystems and evolving quality standards. These

inputs included knowledge generated by a cadre of professional scientists

whowould play an increasingly important role in defining and controlling

plant pathogens.

the science of sigatoka control

Although Sigatoka was under control by 1940, United Fruit scientists

in Honduras found ‘‘no indications’’ that the pathogen could be eradi-

cated.
54
Consequently, they turned their attention to increasing the eco-

nomic efficiency of fungicide applications. Their efforts initially showed

signs of success: between 1937 and 1939, the cost of spray operations

dropped from sixty-three dollars per acre to around forty dollars per

acre. This sharp decline in costs resulted from a reduction in the fre-

quency of application.
55
But the downward trend in Sigatoka control costs

was short-lived partly because of the variability of climatic conditions.

Throughout the 1940s, seasonal increases in disease activity linked to

above-average rainfall and cool temperatures prompted the company to

shorten spray cycles. Between 1941 and 1951, the average cost of spray-

ing increased from $2.51 to $3.58 per acre.
56
By the early 1950s, United

Fruit farms annually received about 15–17 Bordeaux treatments. The high-

volume spraying consumed 265 gallons/acre of fungicide solution per

application.

United Fruit’s near-exclusive focus on chemical controls for Sigatoka

contrasted with Caribbean-based research programs. Although growers

in parts of Jamaica used Bordeaux sprays, Dunlap’s system was not well

suited for Caribbean banana zones where predominantly small-scale cul-

tivators often farmed hilly terrain with limited access to irrigation. In

addition, non-company farmers in the Caribbean faced a similar set of

financial and labor constraints as their Central American counterparts.

The distinct agroecological conditions found in the Caribbean compelled

researchers to study less capital- and labor-intensive control measures, in-
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cluding the use of shade crops and/or disease-resistant varieties. In 1937,

Gerold Stahel, a researcher at the Surinam Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion, observed that when he placed banana plants inoculated with Siga-

toka spores under a glass roof they did not show symptoms even when

plants just outside the roof were covered with spots.
57
Stahel surmised that

the fungus would grow only if the plant tissue was covered with a film of

water (i.e., dew), a hypothesis confirmed by later researchers.
58
His find-

ing suggested that Sigatoka could possibly be controlled through the use

of shade crops.

Three years later, Jamaica-based plant pathologist R. Leach argued

that shading could prevent excessive heating of plant foliage and retard

the rate of cooling, thereby reducing dew formation. ‘‘There is no doubt,’’

he added, ‘‘that shade produces . . . a natural control of leaf spot in many

districts in Jamaica.’’
59
Leach considered shading to be a viable Sigatoka

control under certain environmental conditions: ‘‘Although there may be

a prejudice against the use of shade for bananas, it is not improbable that

the use of a properly controlled, light shade may ultimately prove the

most economic means of control, without the use of sprays, in those areas

where dew formation is not excessive during most of the year.’’
60
Around

the same time that Leach published his findings, plant pathologist C. A.

Thorold reported that when Sigatoka hit Trinidad, Gros Michel plants

grown in monocultures were affected muchmore than those planted with

cacao and/or Erythrina trees.
61

The Trinidad Agricultural Department

subsequently set up experiments to determine if intercropping Gros

Michel plants with cacao or Erythrina could reduce the incidence of Siga-

toka. Thorold stated that the results ‘‘left no doubt that shade effectively

checks the Leaf Spot disease so that a normal healthy bunch can be ma-

tured.’’
62

He did not deny the efficacy of Bordeaux spraying, but he

doubted whether it would be viable in Trinidad where banana farms were

‘‘small and scattered.’’

Thorold warned that the frequency of scratches and blemishes on

banana peels would increase as a result of intercropping because both

cacao and Erythrina trees provided habitats for tree-dwelling mammals

and thrips (Frankiniella spp.) that could blemish banana peels. This caveat

alluded to the market structures that continued both to shape scientific

research and to impede small-scale growers from competing with the

high-input, large-scale production processes of the U.S. fruit companies.

Shading might have been capable of controlling Sigatoka on small farms

at a fraction of the cost of Bordeaux spraying, but scarred fruit would

have fared poorly on U.S. mass markets where a premium was placed
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on visual aesthetic qualities. Scattered studies—including one by United

Fruit’s Vining Dunlap—produced during the 1950s confirmed the ability

of shade to inhibit the rate of Sigatoka infection, but there is no evidence

to suggest that United Fruit experimented with shade plants.
63

Caribbean-based scientists also tried to breed Sigatoka-resistant ba-

nana plants. In 1937, Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture (ICTA) re-

searchers reported that several commercial varieties, including the Gros

Michel, Congo, Dwarf Cavendish and Governor bananas, all proved to

be highly susceptible to Sigatoka ‘‘under plantation conditions.’’ A survey

of ICTA’s collection indicated that eight varieties were relatively resistant

to the pathogen, but five of these were cooking bananas (i.e., plantains)

and two others were sterile and offered little hope for raising seedlings

of commercial importance.
64
Drawing on their experiences breeding for

Panama disease resistance, the authors commented that ‘‘the numerous

other qualities required of a commercial banana remain the samewhether

it is to be bred resistant to wilt or to a leaf spot, and evidence has accu-

mulated that combining those qualities in a single plant is the real prob-

lem of banana breeding, rather than disease resistance alone.’’
65
Standard

Fruit’s trials with the IC 2, an ICTA hybrid, reconfirmed the difficulties

of introducing a new variety on U.S. mass markets. The company began

commercial shipments of IC 2 in 1944. The variety showed a high level of

resistance to Sigatoka, shipped well, and ripened like Gros Michel fruit.

In 1950, IC 2 exports reached 400,000 bunches, but the success was short-

lived; Standard Fruit discontinued IC 2 shipments in 1954 due to the preva-

lence of ‘‘short-fingered winter fruit’’ that had become ‘‘unacceptable’’ on

mass markets.
66

Neither biological nor cultural controls for Sigatoka were widely

adopted by export banana producers in Central America. Nevertheless, a

comparison of United Fruit scientists’ approaches to Sigatoka and those of

Caribbean-based researchers illustrates the relationship between the pro-

duction of knowledge about Sigatoka and the contexts in which scientists

worked. United Fruit’s initial turn toward fast-acting chemical fungicides

to control Sigatoka was no doubt linked to the sense of urgency created by

the swift-moving pathogen, but the system also reflected the company’s

deep financial resources, the flat, well-watered conditions found in the

Sula valley (recall the fruit companies’ irrigation concessions), and large-

scale production units. In addition, the historical significance of Sigatoka,

like that of Panama disease, resulted from mass production/mass con-

sumption dynamics. Although the fruit companies’ responses to the two

pathogens were quite different, they were similarly circumscribed by both
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mass-market structures that impeded the adoption of disease-resistant

varieties, and the agroecological structures associated withmonocultures.

By the early 1940s, both the processes and the organization of export

banana production had changed dramatically since the early twentieth

century. The small- and medium-scale cultivators who had formed the

backbone of the banana trade all but disappeared. The decline of non-

company growers in Honduras resulted from a historical conjuncture of

processes occurring on local and international scales. The spread of Siga-

toka created a crisis for non-company growers whose economicwellbeing

was already weakened by both the severe international economic crisis of

the early 1930s and the 1935 flood. For the reduced number of finqueros
independientes who persisted on the North Coast, the demands of disease

control greatly eroded their already limited autonomy. But the direction in

whichmodern disease control proceeded was by nomeans a purely ‘‘tech-

nical’’ process informed by neutral scientific evidence. Dunlap’s Sigatoka-

control systems favored large-scale producers with capital reserves and

high-yielding soils. The system’s logic was a self-reinforcing one that only

made sense in a specific context shaped by regional agroecologies, mass

markets, and the fruit companies’ large labor forces.

the work of sigatoka control

In December 1937, U.S. diplomat John D. Erwin observed Sigatoka

control operations while touring the Tela Railroad Company’s farms:

Near Progreso, [Tela Railroad Company manager] Mr. Cloward

stopped the [rail] car and had us go into the edge of one of the banana

farms to watch the spraying process in operation. The chemical

solution which is used necessitates pipe lines laid in the fields at two-

hundred foot intervals and the native employees, with a hose, spray the

plants from four sides to make certain all the fungi are destroyed. Then

the ‘‘stem’’ of bananas, which is cut off the plant, is carried to a tank

alongside the electric railway, where it is dipped in another chemical

solution to nullify the effects of the first solution; and, then as a last

treatment, it is dipped into a tank of water to remove all of the

chemicals from the first before shipment. It was obvious that this is a

rather costly operation, because each stem or stalk of bananas has to be

dipped eight times in the chemical tank and four times into the water

tank to bring it to a state where it is ready to be shipped.67
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figure 4.1. A pair of veneneros applying Bordeaux spray (1940s). United
Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business
School.

Erwin’s image of residue-laden banana bunches being dipped repeatedly

in vats of acid and water suggests that Sigatoka control required more

than imported technologies: the ground spray system required ‘‘native

employees’’ to carry out tedious, messy, and physically demanding tasks.

The Tela Railroad Company used an average of 10–12 spray gangs on a

daily basis per farm. During the 1930s and 1940s, each two-person ‘‘gang’’

typically sprayed around 2 hectares (5 acres) per day. On any given day, at

least 1,000 people worked to control Sigatoka on company farms in Hon-

duras.
68
Each farm also had a ‘‘spraymaster’’ and one or two spray foremen
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figure 4.2. Working the ‘‘mono’’: A pair of United Fruit Company workers remove
Bordeaux spray residue from bananas prior to loading onto a rail car (1946). United
Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

who monitored both disease incidence and workers’ spraying techniques

in the field.

Asmight be expected, United Fruit’s scientific staff tended to describe

the organization of Bordeaux spraying exclusively in terms of control and

efficiency. For example, a research bulletin authored by Vining Dunlap

in 1950 explained that the two members who comprised a spray team

received the same pay and status because the company found having a

sprayer aided by a lower-paid assistant to be ‘‘impractical,’’ since the latter

would ‘‘almost invariably shirk and hold up the nozzle man making him

pull his own hose part of the time.’’
69
Dunlap provided three reasons why

spray gang members should swap tasks at short intervals: ‘‘(1) Each one

willingly pulls hose, for the other man will help him in turn. (2) Variety

of work rests each man and increases efficiency. (3) It is good insurance

to have both men capable of handling the nozzle at any one time.’’
70
A

subsequent section of the bulletin describes the work of the spray team in

precise, methodical terms.
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Not surprisingly, fruit company managers and scientists were con-

cerned first and foremost with controlling the pathogen and disciplining

the human spray applicators to work efficiently. In an effort to lower labor

costs and increase control over fungicide applications, company research-

ers began experimenting with an overhead spray system during the 1940s.

The overhead system’s purported advantages included ‘‘the elimination

of the human element to a large degree, in the application of spray.’’ Other

potential benefits included lower costs due to more efficient use of fungi-

cides and a reduction in the number of laborers needed.
71
Company re-

searchers continued to run trials with overhead sprayers as late as 1951.

Echoing earlier reports, the technicians noted that the experimental sys-

tem lowered the per-acre cost of controlling Sigatoka in addition to pro-

viding ‘‘indirect savings in housing, schooling, and hospital facilities’’ by

eliminating workers.
72
One year later, the research department reported

that field crews using overhead spray applicators worked with nearly three

times the efficiency of those using the ground spray system. However, the

new system required more thorough supervision than did hose spraying:

‘‘the quality of supervision of spray operations should be stressed by the

selection of conscientious foremen and spray masters. Supervisory per-

sonnel must pay close attention to all details such as pressure, wet leaves,

wind, timing of application, etc.’’
73
To judge by its internal reports then,

United Fruit’s research department saw fieldworkers as little more than

pieces of a puzzle that needed to be carefully interlocked with other inputs

in order to establish control over persistent pathogens.

The distanced, analytical descriptions of Sigatoka control produced

by fruit company scientists during the 1950s stand in sharp contrast to

the images of spray work found in Ramón Amaya Amador’s 1950 novel,

Prisión verde. For Amaya Amador, head of the Honduran Communist

Party and an outspoken critic of U.S. imperialism, Bordeaux spraying was

not only disagreeable and hazardous—it epitomized the injustice of the

plantation regime. The contested meanings of Sigatoka control work are

best captured by the terms used to describe the workers themselves: fruit

company documents referred to Bordeaux applicators as ‘‘spray gangs,’’

but Amaya Amador—and the workers themselves—preferred the term

veneneros (poison applicators).

Early in Prisión verde, readers meet Martín Samayoa, a former poqui-
tero who, having sold his land to the company, finds himself broke and

without a livelihood. When a sympathetic worker offers to secure him a

position as a Bordeaux spray applicator, Martín hesitates:
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He remembered all that he had heard said of the regadores de veneno;
that the spray entered into the lungs and the brain; that everyone

ended up with tuberculosis; that in the hospital, the doctors had

opened up several veneneros and had found even their intestines to be

blue-green. Even the strongest of men wasted away in a matter of

months.74

Putting his fears aside, Martín decides to give it a try. On his first day, he

is assigned to work with Don Braulio, ‘‘a tall, thin man, with pale skin and

the face of one suffering from tuberculosis.’’
75
As the two unrolled their

hose, Don Braulio gives Martín some pointers: ‘‘When the veneno starts,

we can’t waste any because if the foreman sees us he’ll fire us on the spot.’’

He added, ‘‘the work is not as hard as ditching or weeding, you’ll just go

along dragging the hose. I’ll help guideyou.The nozzleman is the onewho

has to trouble himself more. You have to spray one plant at a time until

all the leaves are well coated.’’
76
After explaining to Martín the difference

between Sigatoka and Panama disease, Don Braulio observed ironically,

‘‘we’re all sick here, somewith Sigatoka, others withmata muerta,malaria

and tuberculosis. Some will get better if they get away in time; but some

of us are practically dead and buried! You see me? I’m no longer a man.

I’m a shadow, nothing more.’’

AmayaAmador’s fictional account of Bordeaux spraying suggests that

exposure to the fungicide produced both acute and chronic affects on the

workers:

Taking the nozzle, don Braulio . . . began to spray the plants with the

blue liquid. The spray arced above the tallest leaves before falling upon

them like rain, covering the leaves with a blue ashen dew. Martín

sensed a caustic odor that provoked sneezing and a nauseous feeling.

‘‘When one begins,’’ the nozzle man explained with a cough, ‘‘you

lose your appetite; you get a nasty cough. . . . But humans are strange

creatures, they adjust to everything. Some exceptionally strong workers

endure years in this work, but others leave after just a couple of weeks,

spitting blood.’’77

He then advises Martín to place a handkerchief around his mouth but for

Don Braulio such protective measures are futile. Later in the novel, on a

particularly cold and rainy day, Don Braulio dies in the field. The heavy-

handed symbolism of the fallen venenero is reinforced by the words of a

fellow worker: ‘‘The plantation ate him up! He died with the spray nozzle
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in hand, serving foreign masters.’’
78 Prisión verde was both a literary and

political project written to expose what its author viewed as unjust social

conditions on banana plantations. The ‘‘Green Prison’’ was ametaphor for

a system of export agriculture that subjugated working people and under-

mined Honduran sovereignty. Therefore, the image of a fieldhand dying,

spray gun in hand, should not be interpreted literally. At the same time,

Amaya Amador’s depiction of spray work bears a strong resemblance to

the procedures outlined in Dunlap’s research bulletin. This is not surpris-

ing considering that the author worked briefly on Standard Fruit’s banana

plantations where he experienced Bordeaux spraying first hand. Equally

significant is the fact that both Prisión verde—part novel, part primer on

labor organizing—and Dunlap’s bulletin on Sigatoka control were largely

prescriptive narratives: both texts sought to present the meaning of spray

work in unambiguous terms.

The memories of former Bordeaux spray applicators simultaneously

resonate with, and complicate, scientific and literary depictions of Siga-

toka control work. Cantalisio Andinoworked for the Standard Fruit Com-

pany during the 1940s in the Aguán valley—not far from the birthplace

of Amaya Amador. First hired by the engineering department to assist

with land surveying, Cantalisio later switched to Bordeaux spray work

in order to earn higher wages.
79
He recalled earning 3 lempiras ($1.50)

per eight-hour day, significantly more than the 2 lempiras he had been

making as a land surveyor. Each spray teamwas assigned to a farm section

(calle) consisting of five valves. Workers proceeded from valve to valve,

making designated entries (entradas) into side paths designed to ensure

that plants were thoroughly sprayed. Cantalisio noted that close coopera-

tion was required between the escopetero (sprayer) and the manguerero
(hose-hauler): a skilled hose-handler could anticipate where to place the

hose so that spraying would be more or less continuous. He also stressed

that foremen closely supervised spray teams in order to ensure that proper

techniques were employed. For example, escopeteros had to spray with an

arc-likemotion (media luna) above the plants so that the spray fell as a rain
onto the leaves: ‘‘If they saw you spraying the leaf directly, the foreman

or spray master reprimanded you.’’ Foremen also watched to ensure that

manguereros pulled the heavy hose fully into the entrada in order to ensure
thorough spraying.

80
If a foreman was unhappy with the effort, he might

get off of his mule and give the worker a lecture. According to Canta-

lisio, supervisors were less inclined to assist escopeteros: ‘‘The thing that

the capitán hated to do was help one with the nozzle. Because it splattered

and stained; it left one’s body splatteredwith blue.’’ Cantalisio learned how
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to turn this unpleasant aspect of the job to his advantage: ‘‘If the foreman

was hanging around being a pest, you just started to spray over where he

was standing. At first I didn’t know how to do it, but my god-father taught

me how to work.’’

Cantalisio maintained that a skilled escopetero could avoid getting

splattered by the spray, but the details of his story contradicted this claim.

For instance, he wore a handkerchief over his mouth and two shirts. He

also put a sack over himself to absorb the spray: ‘‘I had confidence that this

would protect me and I didn’t believe that my body was exposed.’’ How-

ever, he changed his mind after his wife discovered something unusual:

I used to sleep in a bed made of leather. One day my wife says to me,

‘‘I was cleaning and I noticed that the underside of your bed is blue.’’

I told her, ‘‘Damn, I’m not going back to work with that stuff.’’ My

body—and there was nothing on top of the bed. It was the under-side

that was blue. When I realized this, I told myself, ‘‘This means you’re

poisoned.’’ I never went back . . . it scared me to see my bed so blue.

I remember that I worked with a shirt and then the sack on top, and

still the poison penetrated my skin.81

Cantalisio worked ‘‘about two or three years’’ in Sigatoka control. He did

not complain about any acute or chronic health problems resulting from

his work, but he recalled an ‘‘unconscientious’’ coworker who did not take

any protections and suffered from chronic health problems. For Cana-

lisio, the perception that spray work could be dangerous was not linked

to the onset of personal health problems, but rather to the realization that

the Bordeaux solution could penetrate his body in spite of his improvised

protective gear.

The memories of other former workers contain similar themes and

images. For example, Neche Martínez remembered starting the day off in

white clothes and ending in blue-green ones. After a few weeks on the

job he recalled, the blue penetrated his skin.
82
In fact, every former spray

worker with whom I spoke recalled the blue-green stain that penetrated

their clothing and skin: ‘‘when you sweated, it was blue,’’ one assuredme.
83

Bricio Fajardo, an ex-Standard Fruit employeewhoworked as both aman-
guerero and escopetero, explained ‘‘we always used to call it ‘poison’—it

turned people blue-green.’’ But Fajardo believed that the spray did more

than stain clothing and penetrate the pores of human skin: ‘‘It [Bordeaux

spray] also killed people; it killed many people.’’
84
Although his memo-

ries of workers dying on the job resonated with the fate Don Braulio in
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Prisión verde, Fajardo’s memory pointed toward a complex set of factors

that contributed to worker illness:

Look, people, maybe already sick with the flu or something . . . if one

didn’t report to work they’d fire you. People had to go to work out of

necessity. Before, there weren’t any infirmaries or anything of the sort.

Many single people died because there was no one to care for them.85

Here, the image is less one of spray workers succumbing to exposure to

a toxic chemical than to a more general condition of deprivation char-

acterized by inadequate medical care, job insecurity, and weakened kin-

ship ties.

Bricio was not the only ex-worker to identify Bordeaux spray as an

occupational health hazard. Former Tela Railroad Company field hand

José Almendares Ortiz offered an analysis of the health risks associated

with spray work that interwove biomedical and social explanations:

Weak persons were harmed by the veneno. The spray contaminated

them and ruined their lungs. Yes, and the brain too; they operated

on one fellow and found that his brain was blue. He suffered from

headaches and [subsequently] died. . . . Many people worked too

much and wore themselves out. The human body is a machine. If

the machine is overworked, it shuts down.86

In this case, a former worker drew a link between exposure to Bordeaux

spray and specific symptoms, including headaches and pulmonary dis-

orders. Almendares worked just one year on a spray gang before changing

jobs out of concern for his health. However, he commented that many

people ‘‘worked all the time’’ and ruined their health. According toAlmen-

dares, sick workers often returned to their birthplaces in the highland in-

teriors of Honduras. Feliciano Núñez also linked Sigatoka control work

to respiratory illness: ‘‘This spray was the reason why there were so many

cases of tuberculosis. They did not have any protection. Nothing.’’
87
Sev-

eral other retired Tela Railroad Company workers drew connections be-

tween Sigatoka control work and the prevalence of tuberculosis. How-

ever, only one of the ex-sprayers interviewed recalled suffering from acute

and/or chronic maladies linked to Bordeaux spray.
88

Not all ex-workers considered Bordeaux spraying to be hazardous.

Víctor Reyes, whoworked on a spray gang for five years, recalled thework

with fondness (‘‘era bonita’’) and indicated that claims about its dangers
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had been greatly exaggerated. He associated spray work with relatively

high wages and short days. Reyes rejected the idea that exposure to Bor-

deaux spray was a health hazard, but his story confirmed the image of

spray applicators covered with blue-green stains and smelling of copper

sulfate. His memories of spray work also drew an indirect link between

the job and respiratory disease. Reyes believed that sickness among spray

workers was due to the personal hygiene habits of workers who bathed

immediately after working, while still sweaty and hot (agitados): ‘‘I had
a younger cousin who was in the habit of bathing as soon as he finished

work. I’d say ‘Look, cousin, don’t bathewhile you are hot and sweaty.Wait

until later.’ But no, he was always going to visit his girlfriend and did not

want to be seen with spray stains.’’
89
According to Reyes, this habit was

unhealthy, a belief shared by at least one other former worker.
90

Camilo Rivera Girón, who worked seven years as a spray master for

the Tela Railroad Company prior to becoming a political and business

leader in San Pedro Sula, recalled trying in vain to discourage workers

from referring to themselves as veneneros. However, he vacillated on the

hazards posed by spray work: ‘‘Even though they got sick, there were not

any laws; no one was thinking—but no, it’s not true that they got sick,

because I would have become sick too. I was there.’’
91
Rivera Girón de-

clared that ‘‘never even once did my lungs bother me,’’ but his job as spray

master did not require him to apply, or even directly supervise, fungi-

cide treatments on a regular basis. Furthermore, his position as a spray

master meant that he was an empleado de confianza who received better

housing and medical care than the vast majority of field workers. Signifi-

cantly, Rivera Girón’s conflicted memory of spray work both denied the

possibility that the fruit company was responsible for creating a hazardous

working environment and implicitly linked Bordeaux spray to respiratory

ailments.

Written sources related to the health effects of Bordeaux spraying in

Honduras are few. However, a 1950 report prepared by a Honduran con-

gressional committee that spent a week investigating labor conditions on

the North Coast stated that ‘‘the work of those who spray veneno deserves
special mention. Although some are of the opinion that the spray is in-

nocuous, a greater number believe that it produces damaging effects.’’
92
In

Costa Rica, where spray workers called themselves pericos, or parakeets,
on account of the indelible blue-green left on their clothes and skin, docu-

mentary evidence confirms that Bordeaux spray work was closely asso-

ciated with respiratory maladies.
93

Headaches, coughing, and a loss of appetite were among the acute re-
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actions that workers associated with Bordeaux spraying. Long-term expo-

sure produced respiratory problems, weight loss, and in some cases, death.

Many observers believed that spray work brought on tuberculosis. Cer-

tainly the chronic symptoms linked to spraying—coughing, fatigue, and

weight loss—are not unlike those associated with tuberculosis. During

the 1920s, tuberculosis, along with bronchitis, pneumonia and other pul-

monary illnesses was not uncommon among the United Fruit Company’s

workforce. The numerous references made by former banana workers to

respiratory disease is not surprising given the congested living spaces in

which they rested, ate, and slept. The frequent movement of workers from

camp to camp further facilitated the spread of human illness. Lourdes

Mejía, a former administrator in the Tela Railroad Company’s labor re-

lations department, helped to process workers diagnosed with tubercu-

losis during the late 1940s.
94
The company provided sick employees with

100 lempiras in compensation, after which many ‘‘returned to their home

towns to die.’’ Although she did not share Amaya Amador’s political

views, Lourdes considered his portrayal of spray work in Prisión verde to
be accurate.

The pervasiveness of respiratory diseases among plantation workers

in general fails to explain the perception that veneneros—more so than

other workers—fell prey to debilitating, tuberculosis-like symptoms.

However, from an epidemiological perspective, the likelihood of a di-

rect link between copper sulfate exposure and tuberculosis incidence is

remote.
95
Although little information exists on the effects of long-term,

occupational exposure to copper sulfate, a small number of studies from

grape-growing regions in Portugal and Spain have linked copper sulfate

exposure to respiratory ailments in field workers.
96

A study published

in 1969 reported two cases of what the researchers termed ‘‘Vineyard

sprayer’s lung.’’
97
Both cases involved Portuguesemen in theirmid-thirties

who hadworked as Bordeaux sprayers in vineyards. One individual devel-

oped shortness of breath on moderate exertion. The other suffered from

weight loss, general weakness, and a cough. The two workers had previ-

ously been treated with antibiotics for tuberculosis even though neither

one tested positive for the bacteria. When their conditions failed to clear

up entirely, doctors made chest incisions that revealed ‘‘the intensely blue

aspect of the visceral pluera [outer lining of the lung] which could not be

explained by known pathological conditions.’’
98
Microscopic lesions de-

tected on the lungs had silicosis-like nodules that contained a ‘‘substance

rich in copper.’’
99
The Portuguese researchers did not attempt to deter-

mine disease incidence among vineyard sprayers, but they believed that
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only a ‘‘limited number’’ of workers developed scarring on their lungs be-

cause the disease seemed to be influenced by a ‘‘patient (host) factor,’’ in

addition to the ‘‘chemical factor.’’ The study, which noted that the lesions

could partially clear if the affected subject was removed from contact with

the spray, concluded by calling for the adoption of protective measures

for vineyard spray workers.

A follow-up study examined the clinical records of 14 men and

1 woman who had been diagnosed with vineyard sprayer’s disease over a

five-year period in Portugal.
100

All of the persons had a history of exposure

through inhalation to Bordeaux for varying periods of time. Their symp-

toms generally consisted of weakness, loss of appetite, andmarked weight

loss, followed by breathlessness often accompanied by a cough. Biopsies of

three acutely affected patients revealed blue-green patches on the surface

of their lungs and microscopic lesions that tested positive for copper. The

study stressed that ‘‘routine laboratory work’’ and immunological data

contributed little to the diagnosis of vineyard sprayer’s disease, which was

‘‘easily confused’’ with pneumonia, lung abscess, and tuberculosis.
101

In six

cases, the disease remained dormant until an additional factor, such as a

bacterial or viral infection, triggered its progression at a laterdate. In other

subjects, the disease progressed chronically, forming ‘‘tumor-like, massive

opacities’’ in the upper region of the lungs. Five of the patients examined

died due to various forms of respiratory failure. On the brighter side, im-

provement was seen in some patients when their exposure to Bordeaux

ceased.

Although data on vineyard sprayer’s lung is limited, the juxtaposi-

tion of the Portuguese studies from the 1970s with the oral testimonies

of ex-veneneros offers new ways to interpret the historical meanings of

Sigatoka control work.
102

The similarities between the symptoms of vine-

yard sprayer’s lung and those described by bananaworkers—lethargy, loss

of appetite, weight loss and coughing—are noteworthy. The symptoms

also correspond to tuberculosis and pneumonia, diseases that were com-

monplace among fieldworkers living in banana camps. The difficulty of

distinguishing vineyard sprayer’s lung from tuberculosis through clini-

cal diagnosis raises the possibility that respiratory problems linked to the

accumulation of copper in banana workers’ lungs were sometimes ‘‘mis-

diagnosed’’ as tuberculosis. Of course, ‘‘vineyard sprayer’s lung’’ had yet

to enter medical discourse, nor did antibiotics (e.g., streptomycin) exist

to treat tuberculosis prior to the 1950s. Consequently, the findings from

Portugal serve less as evidence of negligence on the part of the fruit compa-

nies’ medical staffs, than to provide a plausible epidemiological explana-
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tion for the popular perception that veneneros suffered disproportionately
from respiratory problems.

103

Evidence from both Costa Rica and Honduras indicates that spray

workers did not use masks or respirators on a regular basis. Instead, spray

gang members tried to protect themselves by layering clothing, placing

handkerchiefs over their mouths, and teaming up with an experienced

applicator who knew how tominimize exposure. Such efforts were largely

in vain. During the course of a day’s work, laborers were routinely ex-

posed to what must have been a considerable amount of Bordeaux mix-

ture. They absorbed the liquid through their skin, they inhaled it, and at

times they probably ingested it.
104

The most effective way to avoid expo-

sure was to seek a different job; in Honduras field workers frequently quit

their comparatively well paying positions on spray gangs after one or two

years. In Costa Rica, spray work was similarly disliked by field hands and

tended to be carried out by young migrant workers seeking short-term

cash income.
105

The work of Sigatoka control marked the onset of an era in which the

export banana industry relied upon chemical inputs in order to overcome

problems associated with plant diseases, pests, and declining soil fertility.

Nearly ten years before DDT became widely available for use in agricul-

ture, thousands of field workers on export banana farms began applying

high volumes of copper sulfate. Bordeaux applicators, often wearing im-

provised and largely ineffective layers of clothing, inhaled and absorbed

unknown quantities of copper for up to eight hours a day. Although

memories of blue-green brains, beds, and sweat cannot always be taken

literally, the recollections of former spray workers in Honduras and Costa

Rica, combined with limited medical evidence related to copper toxicity

among Mediterranean vineyard sprayers, strongly suggest that exposure

to Bordeaux spray could lead to the accumulation of copper in the lung tis-

sue and the onset of respiratory illnesses. Significantly, both medical and

folk understandings of the risks associated with exposure to copper sul-

fate emphasized the role played by the environmental and social-cultural

contexts in which spray work took place. In other words, copper sulfate

exposure per se was not considered to be responsible for worker illness

and death, but it contributed to the hazardous environments inwhich field

workers lived and labored—Amaya Amador’s ‘‘green prison.’’



Chapter 5

Revisiting the Green Prison

All day the draining work of the field hands continued until dusk,
when, with their legs trembling with exhaustion, they left the green
prison of the plantation for the stark prison of the empty barracks.

ramón amaya amador, prisión verde (1950)

The way in which workers could cheat the company was by
slacking off on the job. The company asked them to do a good job
but they did it however they felt like. If the foreman signed off on
the job, it was a done deal. A crew might do a full day’s work in
half a day—but poorly done.

josé maría lara, interview (1995)

Juan Sotano awoke and rolled out of his hammock when the first rays of

dawn were more imaginary than real. Bending over to pull on a pair of

muddied shoes, he felt a dull throbbing in his forehead—a reminder of the

previous night’s guaro drinking. Sheathing the machete that lay at his

side, Juan stepped outside of his mud-and-grass-walled champa. He cast

a glance of pity toward a group of young Olanchanos who had arrived the

previous week and were forced to sleep outside for want of shelter. The

contractor, SeñorMartínez, had promised to build more champas, but the
pressing schedule of the company afforded little time for activities beyond

clearing the land. Juan sat down at a large table with several co-workers.

His wife Elena brought him breakfast: a large flour tortilla, beans, cheese,

a portion of oatmeal, and sweetened coffee. She gave him a quick smile

before hurrying off to fix another plate. Elena had been up for some time,

building a fire, making tortillas, and fetching water from a nearby stream.

The contractor’s wife, a distant cousin of Elena, had offered her a job as a
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cook. The hours were long, but at times she made more money than her

husband, especially on paydays, whenworkers eagerly bought her tamales

and enchiladas. After eating, Juan headed off with his felling crew to con-

tinue clearing trees and brush. On the way to the work site, he thought

about moving to an established farm where he could work as a harvester

or ditch digger. The other day he had narrowly avoided being struck by a

felled tree. Mosquitoes were a constant annoyance around the makeshift

camp. And then there were the snakes; he hadn’t seen a barba amarilla
in a while, but one never knew—the foreman’s shout jarred Juan from

his thoughts. Drawing his machete, Juan sighed and began hacking at the

underbrush of the receding forest.

This imagined scene never happened, but similar ones took place

nearly every day in banana camps along the North Coast during the first

half of the twentieth century.
1
The transformation of the North Coast’s

landscape resulted from the labor of thousands of people (mostly men)

who cleared forests, dug drainage ditches, planted and tended the fields,

and harvested mature fruit. Thousands of other people (mostly women)

worked in and around the camps, preparingmeals, washing clothes, fetch-

ing water and firewood, and raising children. This multitude of migrant,

poor, and largely illiterate farmworkers inspired Ramón Amaya Amador

to write Prisión verde, a novel that revolved around the lives of a group

of campeños, or plantation workers. Amaya Amador was born and raised

in Olanchito, Yoro, in 1916. In an adulthood spent working as a teacher,

banana plantation worker, and political organizer, he witnessed firsthand

the social and ecological transformations wrought by export banana pro-

duction following the arrival of first the Truxillo Railroad Company and

later the Standard Fruit Company to his hometown. He also experienced

the political repression of the Carías regime (1933–1948), fleeing the North

Coast in 1947 for Guatemala, where he wrote novels about working-class

lives in Honduras and helped to create a clandestine communist party.
2

By depicting banana plantations as sites of exploitation and misery, he

challenged fruit company and government discourses that portrayed the

North Coast as a beacon of modernity in an otherwise backward country.

Amaya Amador’s narrative problematized images of campeños as drunks
and gamblers prone to violence by constructing a world in which profit-

driven U.S. corporations and their Honduran cronies trapped workers in

a cycle of grinding poverty from which few escaped. The prison metaphor

conveyed the physical and psychological degradation of workers wrought

by a production system rooted in social and economic inequities.
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The life histories of twenty-four individuals who worked on the fruit

companies’ plantations between roughly 1930 and 1950 resonate force-

fully with Amaya Amador’s portrait of demanding work regimes, insa-

lubrious living conditions, and material impoverishment. However, they

also reveal the limitations of the author’s bipolar vision that unambigu-

ously located characters either inside or outside of the prison. Thememo-

ries of former laborers offer a much more dynamic and morally complex

view of life on banana plantations than the one portrayed in Prisión verde.
They temper Amaya Amador’s rigid structuralism by revealing some of

the strategies devised by campeños to endure the hardships and uncer-

tainties associated with living in a world where civil liberties were few, job

security minimal, and daily life was shaped by distant marketplace struc-

tures and regional agroecologies. Sketches of individual life histories also

help to bring women into view as important actors in plantation econo-

mies. During the first half of the twentieth century, women seldom, if ever,

worked on the banana farms of the U.S. fruit companies. Instead, they

forged livelihoods on the plantation peripheries that were both vital to

daily life and an important source of cash income for themselves and their

families. Far removed from the main stage of national politics, working-

class men and women used the intimate spaces of the fields and barracks

to negotiate—with varying degrees of success—the terms under which

they worked and lived.

figure 5.1. United Fruit worker housing after a flood in the Aguán valley (1924).
United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.
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figure 5.2. A ‘‘standard’’ six-room labor camp in the Sula Valley (1924). Note the
abundance of ornamental plants. United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker
Library, Harvard Business School.

landing (and losing) a plantation job

Between March and September 1928, the Truxillo Railroad Company

ran a notice in El Olanchano, a Juticalpa, Olancho–based newspaper, seek-

ing 500 workers for ‘‘railroad building, forest clearing, ditching, planting’’

and other jobs in the Black River district of Colón.
3
Another company

advertisement in the same paper promoted jobs for up to 1,000 workers

in the Sico River valley. Potential workers were enticed by offers of free

medical service and rail transportation from Olanchito. In 1929, the edi-

tors of El Olanchano referred to the constantmovement of people between

the North Coast and Olancho as a ‘‘local fever.’’
4
The paper lamented that

workers often returned to the highlands with littlemore than a case ofma-

laria to show for their efforts. After recuperating for a spell, many people,

‘‘bored and without occupation,’’ returned to the North Coast and ‘‘its

vices.’’ Although the editorial’s image of the ‘‘unhappy and futile’’ lives

led by banana workers was incomplete, it effectively captured the ‘‘push-

pull’’ factors that drove the migrations: temporary jobs created by the

fruit companies’ expanding operations attracted unemployed and under-

employed people from near and far. The remark about the ‘‘vices’’ found
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on the North Coast reflected—albeit critically—the fact that the region’s

image as the land of ‘‘green gold’’ (oro verde) did not stem merely from

the large number of available jobs. Export banana zones were dotted with

the symbols of modernity. Fruit company commissaries and other mer-

chants sold an arrayof foodstuffs, clothing, andmanufactured goods from

the United States and elsewhere. Paved streets lined with electric lamps,

hospitals, ice plants, and breweries were just some of the amenities to be

found in company towns such as La Ceiba, Tela, and Puerto Cortés. Novel

consumer technologies such as Victrolas and imported recorded music

found their way to the work camps, where they filled the air with sounds

from Argentina, Mexico, and the United States.

But if visions of modernity’s material comforts lured people to the

North Coast, the ability to find work is what kept them there for extended

periods.Most ex-workers remembered the 1930s and 1940s as a timewhen

one could land a fruit company job with relative ease. Payroll statistics

confirm an overall upward trend in hiring. During the 1920s, the export

banana industry provided jobs for 15–20,000 people (about 10 percent of

the North Coast’s total population at the time).
5
Twenty years later, the

combined payrolls of the Tela Railroad Company (24,000) and Standard

Fruit (6,000) approached 30,000. In the early 1950s, the two companies’

combined payrolls fluctuated between 32–36,000 workers.
6
The increas-

ingly high-input practices of the fruit companies along with the opening

up of new lands and the reclamation of old ones in the Sula and Aguán

valleys created many jobs during this period.
7
In addition to the multiple

tasks associated with Sigatoka control, new jobs emerged in conjunction

with expanding use of irrigation, fertilizers, and wooden stakes to pre-

vent wind-related losses. Not all of the job growth during this period took

place on the plantations. In 1949, theTela Railroad Company’s 11,000 farm

hands represented only about half of its employees. The company’s engi-

neering and construction, mechanical, buildings and grounds, merchan-

dise, and medical departments all had large payrolls.

In twentieth-century Honduras men almost always outnumbered

women in and around banana camps, a situation that prevailed through-

out Central American banana growing regions.
8
The men employed by

the fruit companies possessed diverse ethnic, national, and racial iden-

tities. For example, in 1929, the Truxillo Railroad Company’s employees

consisted of ‘‘Hondurans’’ (59%), ‘‘West Indians’’ (11%), ‘‘Central Ameri-

cans’’ (10%), ‘‘Honduran Caribs’’ [Garífuna] (9%), ‘‘North Americans’’

(3.9%), and ‘‘Bay Islanders’’ (3.2%). The remaining four percent included

‘‘Europeans,’’ ‘‘South Americans,’’ ‘‘Mexicans,’’ and ‘‘Asians.’’
9
There can
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be little doubt that the North Coast was far and away the most cosmo-

politan region in Honduras. However, the anti-black and anti-immigrant

campaigns waged by worker organizations during the 1920s and early

1930s, along with the passage of legislation restricting the immigration of

non-whites, appear to have succeeded in slowing West Indian migration

to the region.
10
Another factor that led to a decline in the number of black

workers was the termination of the Truxillo Railroad Company’s activi-

ties in Colón where the proportion of immigrant black workers appears

to have been greater than in the Sula valley where Salvadorans formed

the largest immigrant group. West Indians and Garífuna men continued

to work for the fruit companies as stevedores, railroad workers, and ma-

chinists through the 1930s, but their presence on the farms diminished

drastically. In 1938, the Tela Railroad Company reported that Hondurans

(8,300) and Salvadorans (3,665) formed the bulk of its workforce; West

Indians and British Hondurans comprised less than three percent of the

company’s payroll.
11

Many individuals began laboring for the fruit companies as youths.

For example, Pastor Martínez left his birthplace in Olancho for Stan-

dard Fruit’s plantations at the tender age of thirteen.
12
Bricio Fajardo also

started working as a thirteen-year-old following the death of his father. El

Salvador native Manuel Canales began grinding corn for a labor contrac-

tor at the age of fifteen. Sixteen-year-old Francisco Portillo worked as a

‘‘yard-boy’’ (yardero) for an overseer.
13
Female kitchen workers also com-

monly began working as pre-adolescents often, but not always, alongside

their mothers.
14
Census data confirm that the North Coast’s population

during the first half of the twentieth century was a youthful one. In 1935,

38 percent of the inhabitants of Cortés were under fifteen; people under 40

comprised 84 percent (63,026 of 75,000) of the department’s population.

In the neighboring department of Atlántida, youths under 15 constituted

39 percent of the population, and people under 40 years of age comprised

82 percent (35,850 of 43,862) of the population in 1940.
15

Regardless of age, individuals seeking employment on a fruit com-

pany plantation generally had to approach a labor contractor. Both Stan-

dard Fruit andUnited Fruit relied heavily upon contractors to supply field

workers during the first half of the twentieth century.
16
The fruit compa-

nies began hiring farm workers directly in the mid-1940s, but the process

remained highly decentralized: farm foremen hired and fired workers ac-

cording to their discretion. As late as 1950, the Tela Railroad Company did

not maintain centralized personnel files and continued to recruit laborers

on a ‘‘semi-contractual basis.’’
17 Contratistas enlisted workers for periods
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of time ranging from days to weeks depending upon the task. In the early

1930s, wages ranged from US$1.50–$2.00 per day.
18
Some contractors en-

ticed newcomers to join their crews by offering clothes, shoes, andmache-

tes.
19
They also hired cooks to prepare meals for workers who paid about

1 lempira (US$.50) per day for food. Providing meals fulfilled a practical

need since banana farms were often far from stores and markets, but the

practice may have contained an element of coercion: many ex-workers re-

called that contractors compelled them to eat exclusively in their kitchens

by threatening to fire those who ate elsewhere. However, some women

whoworked in camp kitchens did not remember this practice. Labor con-

tractors probably varied in this regard, but there is little doubt that they

played, for better or worse, a crucial role in the lives of field workers.

New arrivals to export banana zones also relied on family connec-

tions, friends, and word-of-mouth in order to findwork. For example, fol-

lowing the sudden death of his father in 1942, Bricio Fajardo began work-

ing on a Standard Fruit farm after family friends convinced ‘‘the bosses’’

to give him a job on a propping crew.
20
In 1946, Víctor Reyes set out from

Santa Cruz de Yojoa for El Progreso where he found a job with the Tela

Railroad Company ‘‘through a friend.’’ According to Reyes, getting a farm

job at the time involved few formal procedures:

If I arrived in a camp in the middle of the day and you knew me and

that I had come from another camp because I was not making much or

did not have enough work, then you’d say, ‘‘go over to such and such

section of the farm [to work.]’’21

The experiences of Juan Gavilán, an Olancho native, confirm that per-

sonal contacts were important, but not essential, for finding work. Gavi-

lán landed his first job—weeding on a Tela Railroad Company farm—by

approaching a contractor who he did not know. Sometime later, Juan re-

located to the Aguán valley where heweeded for Standard Fruit. However,

he considered the job to be ‘‘too much work’’ for the pay. Fortunately, a

brother-in-law found him a position in the company’s irrigation depart-

ment. In Gavilán’s case then, a family contact helped him to leave a job

that he disliked for a more favorable one.
22

Single women seeking work in camp kitchens often relied upon a net-

work of friends and extended family to land a job in much the same man-

ner as their male counterparts. For example, Gladys Nieves was raised on

a banana farmwhere sheworked in the kitchen of her mother who single-

handedly ‘‘looked after’’ some men workers in addition to her daughter.
23
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When she was still a child, Gladys left the camp and resettled in the de-

partment of Comayagua only to return to the North Coast at the age of

eighteen. A girlfriend helped her find work with a patrona (spouse of con-
tractor) cooking and washing clothes for about 20men. Gladys continued

to cook for workers after she married a fieldhand. Ángela Coto-Moreno’s

introduction to the camp kitchen also came at an early age. Her single

mother brought her to a Tela Railroad Company camp near El Progreso

when shewas only seven. By the age of ten, shewas ‘‘working hard’’ grind-

ing corn and fetching water for her mother who cared for some thirty

or forty men. Ángela left the camp kitchens after marrying a man with

whom she operated a small farm on the periphery of the plantations.
24

Women who married labor contractors often set up kitchens to provide

meals for their husband’s work crew. In some instances, contractorsmain-

tained ‘‘houses’’ that provided meals for 20–30 workers. Isabel Mangandí

de Duarte considered cooking for her husband’s workers to be less of an

obligation than a necessity since the work site lay a considerable distance

from area villages. Serving a satisfying meal was a source of great pride for

Isabel who recalled that she and her husband did not profit much from

providing meals due to the costs of serving ‘‘extras’’ such as bread, oat-

meal, fish and eggs.
25
José María Lara confirmed that the quality of the

food served was a consideration when male workers assessed the merits

of individual labor contractors.

If finding a plantation job was not particularly difficult, holding onto

one was nearly impossible because most farm work was done on a short-

term contractual basis. As Charles Kepner wrote in 1936, ‘‘Much em-

ployment in banana districts is intermittent. Fruit is not cut every day,

longshoremen are needed only when ships are in port, task workers are

busy as long as their tasks last.’’
26
The observations of a US diplomat re-

corded fourteen years later reveal that short-term stints of employment

remained the norm through mid-century: ‘‘Each of the fifty farms in the

[United Fruit] company’s Honduran division has frequently hired and

fired laborers as needed. This frequently has meant that workmen dis-

charged at one farm, for whatever reason, moved on to other farms where

they were hired if needed.’’
27
This instability resulted largely from seasonal

variations in annual production and consumption cycles. For example,

employment levels tended to be highest during the first half of the calendar

year when exports and U.S. market demand both peaked. By contract-

ing out most farm tasks, the fruit companies benefited from flexible pay-

roll obligations. As one former Standard Fruit Company worker recalled,

when a particular task was completed, ‘‘three-quarters of the employees’’
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were laid off.
28
These structural layoffs often lasted for weeks. Another ex-

worker recalled that field hands could be fired at the discretion of their

supervisors: ‘‘If they [the bosses] saw you slacking off a little, they’d say,

‘‘don’t bother coming tomorrow’’ and the next day you did not go because

they would not give you work.’’
29

In the absence of any legal recourse, dismissed workers were forced

to solicit work on another farm. Migrating between farms also provided

the means to escape conflict with bosses. For example, when a mandador
ignored Juan Gavilán’s complaints about the difficulty of applying Bor-

deaux spray with a heavy hose, Juan and his spray partner protested with

their feet and headed to another farm. In another instance, after he was

fired for drinking on the job, Gavilán was able to find work on a differ-

ent farm.
30
At times, workers took advantage of the fruit companies’ de-

centralized hiring systems by quitting jobs and/or changing farms as an

assertion of personal autonomy. As Cantalisio Andino explained, ‘‘If you

were unhappy with your job, you could find something else through an-

other mandador or captain. . . . There were no identification numbers or

anything like that, so onewent from farm to farmwithout any problem.’’
31

Although Cantalisio may have exaggerated the ease of finding a desirable

position on a new farm, his experiences, along with those of other former

campeños, confirm that field workers moved frequently. Over a span of

twenty years, Manuel Canales worked as a weeder (chapeador), pruner
(deshijero), harvester ( juntero or cortero), and Bordeaux spray applicator

(venenero) for the Tela Railroad Company. He usually spent at least one

month (workers were paid monthly) at a given position at which point

if he wasn’t satisfied he moved on to another farm. Upon re-locating,

Manuel sometimes had to fill temporary positions, but he added that,

‘‘as time went on, and the foremen got to know you, they gave you regu-

lar work.’’
32

Pastor Martínez also remembered the ease with which one could

change jobs: ‘‘I was a harvester, apoyador (plant staker), hose-man,

nozzle-man [Bordeaux sprayer], and I worked in irrigation too—I’ve

worked in 99 percent of the jobs.’’ He added that it was ‘‘unusual’’ to find

a person who had worked one job exclusively. The flexibility provided

Martínez with an escape from the tedium of manual labor: ‘‘Suppose that

I worked six months hauling fruit. Then, the situation might change and

I’d decide that I no longer want to keep that job. So I went to work in

irrigation. Then something else—say, weeding. Later, when I got tired of

that, maybe I’d look for pruning work.’’
33

José María Lara’s work history reveals a similar pattern of transition
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and instability. Born in the department of Ocotepeque, Lara first worked

as a teenager for United Fruit in Guatemala. After contracting malaria,

he returned to Ocotepeque to recover. Between 1937 and 1940 he har-

vested bananas and installed irrigation systems on the plantations of the

Tela Railroad Company. He then worked briefly as a Bordeaux applicator

before shifting to ditch digging. Lara excavated ditches (zanjos) on three

different farms. In the early 1940s, the company eliminated contractors

for drainage projects and began directly contracting individual paleros
or ditch-diggers. Around 1944, Lara went to Guatemala where he joined

a small guerrilla group comprised of Hondurans who sought to depose

the Carías government. Following this self-described ‘‘adventure,’’ he re-

turned to the Sula valley in 1950, twoyears after Carías stepped down from

power. Lara found work on a company farm through a Sigatoka foreman

who was married to his niece. Later, he returned to ditch digging.
34

Few workers duplicated the trajectories of individuals like José Maria

Lara. Nevertheless, they frequently left banana plantations to pursue some

other livelihood. For example, Cantalisio Andino grew up in a small farm-

ing and ranching village outside of Olanchito. He started working for

Standard Fruit during the 1940s when the company was extending its

plantings into the Upper Aguán valley. Cantalisio began in the engineer-

ing department, assisting with land surveys before switching to Bordeaux

spraying. He quit and/or was fired more than once. On such occasions,

Cantalisio returned to his village ‘‘where there was always work,’’ albeit

poorly paid (less than half of the prevailing wages on banana farms). In

the early 1950s, he left the company and re-settled in his village where he

tended cattle, raised hogs and cultivated a milpa.
35
For Cantalisio then,

plantation work meant an opportunity to earn higher wages without sev-

ering ties with the village of his birth. Crossing the eco-social boundaries

that separated banana plantations and neighboring villages was not un-

usual in the Aguán valley where many of Standard Fruit’s workers lived

in communities situated on the arid slopes that lay above the fertile vega
lands where the company established its banana farms. Village life did not

offer many opportunities for capital accumulation, but it could provide

an escape from the rigors and tedium of plantation life.

In addition to facing cyclical layoffs linked to the production calen-

dar, workers also lost their jobs en masse due to international economic

downturns, wartime shipping restrictions, and the spread of plant patho-

gens. During the 1930s, the conjuncture of international market depres-

sions and the spread of Panama and Sigatoka diseases created an employ-

ment crisis in Colón. In 1934, the region’s governor reported that no fewer
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than 600 unemployed workers were sitting idle in Puerto Castilla with

more arriving by the day.
36
The United Fruit Company’s decision to pull

out of Colón and dissolve the Truxillo Railroad Company precipitated a

wave of out-migration in the late 1930s. Among those who left were Feli-

ciano Núñez and Margarita Gonzales. Feliciano Núñez had first migrated

to the North Coast in the late 1920s when he worked briefly as a banana

harvester for an independent grower in the Ulúa valley before returning

to his birthplace in a mountainous region south of Tegucigalpa.
37
Around

1931, Feliciano returned to the North Coast (a ten-day journey on foot)

where he had brief stints with both Standard Fruit and the Truxillo Rail-

road Company. He subsequently turned to farming a small tract of land.

This venture ended in failure and Feliciano found himself once again har-

vesting and hauling bananas, this time for poquiteros in the Aguán valley.

In December 1938, the imminent closure of the Truxillo Railroad Com-

pany’s farms and concomitant decline in rail service prompted Feliciano,

Margarita, and their two children to leave the area. Traveling aboard fruit

company trains and steamers, the family joined hundreds of unemployed

people in search of new livelihoods.

In Puerto Cortés, Feliciano and Margarita tried to find work through

a godmother whoseNorthAmerican husbandwas amandador for theTela
Railroad Company. However, jobs were scarce and the godmother could

only arrange for Feliciano to work one day per week in the U.S. consul-

ate. On Christmas Eve, the family boarded a company train bound for El

Progreso. Feliciano recalled the grim situation on the farms: ‘‘There was

nothing by way of work. Nothing. Everyone there was just hanging out in

the camps. One group was playing cards, another group playing maule,
another group played trompo; others played domino. They used beer and

soda bottle caps for chips.’’
38
The couple’s luck began to turn when they

came upon some friends who offered Margarita a position as a cook on

yet another farm. The job enabled Margarita to feed her two daughters,

but Feliciano was forced to get by on charity. He worked irregularly until

the early 1940s when he landed a position as a subcomandante (a secu-

rity guard on the payroll of the Tela Railroad Company) responsible for

keeping the peace on the company’s farms. He continued to work for the

company until 1954. Over a period spanning twenty-five years, Feliciano

migrated frequently and engaged in a variety of livelihoods. Heweathered

a period of prolonged unemployment and dislocation by drawing on the

support of extended family, friends and his spouse.
39

The fruit companies laid off thousands of workers during World

War II when shipping restrictions led to a sharp decline in U.S. banana
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imports. For example, between April and June 1942—historically a period

of high market demand—Standard Fruit cut its payroll from some 7,000

to 4,400 employees.
40
Many idled workers ‘‘drifted back’’ to family fincas;

those without land were reportedly ‘‘loafing’’ around the company’s

camps. Standard Fruit officials allowed some of the jobless to remain in

company housing, but the commissaries refused to extend credit.
41
Indi-

viduals who were lucky enough to retain their jobs endured severe pay

cuts.
42
In 1943, ‘‘large numbers’’ of workers migrated to southern Hon-

duras to work on the Pan American highway. Still others found jobs on

local public works projects or growing produce for area markets.
43

The temporal and spatial fluctuations that characterized export ba-

nana production during the first half of the twentieth century, then,

forced farm workers to endure frequent periods of unemployment. They

often responded by migrating both within and beyond export banana

zones. ‘‘Farm-hopping’’ enabled field hands to avoid cyclical layoffs, harsh

bosses, or boredom, but this strategy was less viable during periods of

sustained, widespread slowdowns in production. Of course, geographical

mobility should not be conflated with social mobility; the lack of stable

employment, along with stagnant or even declining real wages rendered

the accumulation of capital difficult. Assessing the status of the ‘‘average

worker’’ on the North Coast during the 1930s and early 1940s, a U.S. offi-

cial based in La Ceiba painted a mixed picture: ‘‘Generally he [the average

worker] may be said to be about as well off now [1944] as at most any time

in the last ten years but at best his condition is not an enviable one.’’
44
Of

course, wages alone reveal little about the historical experiences ofworkers

on export banana farms. Daily life in the fields involved carrying out tasks

that required manual dexterity, stamina, and knowledge about banana

cultivation. It also meant living and working in environments that posed

both short- and long-term health hazards.

working environments

The ‘‘work day’’ began during the middle of the night in banana

camps. As one retired worker recalled, ‘‘around three in the morning they

would begin shouting at the cook to get up and make breakfast.’’ Aside

from disrupting their sleep, cooks’ predawn start exposed them to one of

themost insidious threats to human health found in export banana zones:

the malaria-transmitting anopheles mosquito. Ángela Coto-Moreno re-

called contracting malaria when she was a child helping her mother pre-

pare food in an open-air kitchen: ‘‘The camps were breeding grounds for
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figure 5.3. A ‘‘typical kitchen’’ in Caribbean Guatemala (1920s). United Fruit
Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

mosquitoes (zancudales). There was no metal screening in the kitchens.

Ay, themalaria! One daywhen Iwas a child, I caught a fever.Then chills set

in—what shivering! Then, the high temperatures came back—a burning

fever. There were people who died from malaria.’’
45

During the 1920s, the fruit companies’ hospitals treated thousands

of cases of malaria on an annual basis. In 1926, the admission rate to

United Fruit Company hospitals of employees withmalaria was 254/1,000;

in other words, one in four employees who sought medical treatment did

so formalaria.
46
In 1926, United Fruit implemented amultifacetedmalaria

control program that combined reducing mosquito breeding grounds

via insecticide applications, mandatory treatment of sick employees, and

chemotherapy (quinine and Plasmochin). United Fruit medical reports

indicate that both mortality and morbidity rates for malaria fell signifi-

cantly through 1931, the last year for which published reports exist.
47
How-

ever, malaria remained the ‘‘predominant disease’’ among Tela Railroad

Company workers during the 1930s.
48
In 1935, the number of treated cases

among Standard Fruit’s employees exceeded seven thousand.
49
One year
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later, the Truxillo Railroad Company’s medical department attended to

some 4,600 cases of malaria. The company’s medical department imple-

mented a malaria prevention program that included weekly applications

of crude oil and insecticides ‘‘in all of the camps’’ and along the banks of

rivers, streams and swampy areas.
50
In addition, the company distributed

tens of thousands of quinine tablets and Plasmochin.

The annual reports issued by United Fruit’s Medical Department in-

dicate that the type of workmost often associated with malaria during the

1920s was land-clearing, a pattern that had less to do with the ‘‘pestilen-

tial’’ nature of the woodlands than with the provisional nature of worker

housing.
51
In an article published in 1926,William Deeks, a physician em-

ployed by the United Fruit Company, concluded that his research in Hon-

duras demonstrated that ‘‘the house is a factor of primary importance in

the acquisition and spread of malaria.’’
52
This awareness did little for the

workers contracted to clear land, who were forced to sleep in hastily built

structures with manaca (palm-thatched) roofs. Feliciano Núñez recalled

swarms of mosquitoes hovering above his hammock when he worked

for a contractor clearing forests in the Aguán valley in the early 1930s.

Not surprisingly, he came down with malaria. Through the 1940s, land-

clearing crews continued to be housed in crowded structures that afforded

little protection from mosquitoes.
53
Even as the fruit companies waged

multi-pronged campaigns to bring malaria under control, their practice

of relocating production locations in response to Panama disease placed

workers in high-risk environments. Shifting plantation agriculture then,

depended not only upon the availability of land but also upon men and

women who were willing to work in places that heightened their chances

of contracting malaria.

Beyond mosquitoes, perhaps no other non-human inhabitant of ba-

nana plantations inspired asmuch dread among field workers as the barba
amarilla (Bothrops atrox), a venomous snakewith a bright yellow chin and

a reputation among campeños as an unusually aggressive serpent. The bite

of a barba amarilla could produce temporary blindness, bleeding, paraly-

sis and, if untreated, death. In the mid-1920s, concern over snakebites

promptedUnited Fruit to support studies of the barba amarilla in collabo-
ration with the Antivenin Institute of America and Harvard University’s

Museum of Comparative Zoology.
54
The company helped to establish a

serpentarium near Tela where snakes could be studied and bred for pur-

poses of extracting the venom needed to produce antiserum. The preva-

lence of snakebites among plantation workers is unclear; United Fruit’s

Medical Department reported a handful of life-threatening cases each
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year, but company physicians noted that many workers sought out treat-

ment for snakebites from local healers.

In 1928, the serpentarium’s curator, Douglas March, reported that

the barba amarilla’s aggressiveness was ‘‘somewhat exaggerated.’’
55
Both

March and RaymondDitmars, a curator of the NewYork Zoological Park,

attributed the frequent encounters between farm workers and the barba
amarilla to ecological changes associated with export banana produc-

tion: banana farms created habitats in which the serpent’s prey—includ-

ing rats and opossums—thrived. Consequently, in areas of expanding

banana production, the large barba amarilla tended to abandon wood-

lands in favorof plantations.The fact that the snakewas a nocturnal hunter

probably lowered the frequency of snakebites since most plantation work

was carried out during daylight hours. However, field workers seldom

took chances and quickly struck down any snake within reach of their

machetes—much to the consternation of the herpetologists who encour-

aged field hands to capture—not kill—snakes encountered in the course

of their work. To judge by the data published in the Antivenin Institute’s

journal, the reported number of snakebites was small and certainly paled

in comparison to the number of people who contracted malaria. On the

other hand, United Fruit’s investment in the serpentarium, along with

the prominence of the barba amarilla in popular stories about life on

banana plantations suggests that encounters with poisonous snakes were

commonplace.

Venomous snakes and malaria-carrying mosquitoes instilled wide-

spread fear among campeños, but other, mundane elements of export ba-

nana agroecosystems—including wind, rain, soils, weeds, mules, and the

banana plants themselves—also conditioned workers’ daily experiences

and earnings. One of the gloomiest moments in the novel Prisión verde
is a particularly harsh rainy season that left ‘‘hundreds of workers with

their arms folded.’’ Idled workers ‘‘watched the hours and days pass with

heavy eyes, cursing the storm and enduring long and horrible nights . . . in

their rooms with nomore heat than that produced by their own bodies.’’
56

Former workers recalled that on exceptionally rainy days they ‘‘did not

earn hardly anything’’ because many jobs, including ditch digging and

Bordeaux spraying, were halted.
57
Local wind storms, or ‘‘blow downs’’

also prompted the fruit companies to lay off workers. For example, be-

tween March and June 1949, Standard Fruit’s payrolls dipped from 13,600

to 10,800 due ‘‘mainly’’ to lower production stemming from inadequate

rainfall and a major ‘‘blow down.’’
58
Frequent references to blow downs

in annual reports produced by United Fruit’s Department of Tropical Re-



figure 5.4. Idled workers in the Sula valley on United Fruit farm shortly after a
‘‘blow down’’ (1925). United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library,
Harvard Business School.

search during the first half of the twentieth century provide indirect evi-

dence that the susceptibility of tall Gros Michel plants to high winds had

a significant impact on workers’ livelihoods.

Variations in soil conditions also affected the earnings of contract

workers. By the late 1920s, the fruit companies used steam-powered drag

lines to excavate primary drainage canals but lateral ditches, or zanjos,
were excavated by hand. Ditch digging was remunerated on a piece-wage

system.
59
Soil conditions significantly affected earnings: loose, sandy soils

could be excavated with much less exertion (and therefore potentially

faster) than compact clay soils. Paleros received extra pay for removing

tree trunks and other surface obstacles, but wage rates did not vary on ac-

count of soil conditions. According to José Almendares, individuals who

complained about having to dig clay soils were told to ‘‘take a hike’’ (an-
dáte).60 José María Lara recalled that a skilled palero could earn up to
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6 lempiras ($US3) per day, considerably more than at jobs such as weed-

ing and pruning.
61
But the arduous work was not for everyone: one young

North American supervisor who tried it reported that ‘‘my back muscles

were not sufficiently developed to swing a spadeful of wet dirt the required

distance out and away from the ditch.’’
62
Little surprise, then, that some

paleros devised strategies to work less for their pay. For example, when

not under the vigilance of a foreman, workers used their machetes to hack

off small lengths of the stakes placed by company engineers to indicate

the desired depth. This sleight of hand gave the appearance that the ditch

had been dug to the proper depth when in reality it was shallower than

ordered. Another labor-saving technique used by some workers when

building dikes and retaining walls alongside irrigation ditches was to cut

stalks from old banana plants and place them in a line along the canal bor-

der. Dirt was then shoveled on top of the stalks. This trick enabled paleros
to move less earth, but the banana-stalk berms tended to spring leaks and

collapse when water entered the ditch.
63

If farm supervisors could notmeasure the depth of everyditch, neither

could theymonitor how lowweeding crews (chapiadores) swung theirma-

chetes.Weedingwas a notoriously low-paying, tedious task: as late as 1954,

chapiadores on Tela Railroad Company farms earned two lempiras (one

U.S. dollar) per acre, an area that could be, but was not always, completed

in a day.
64
The length of time needed to clean an acre reflected both the

density of the weeds and the care with which the work was done. One

ex-employee explained that by thoroughly weeding (bien bajito) sections
near well-traveled routes, areas less frequently traversed by foremen could

beweeded superficially. Of course, workers were not the onlyones capable

of manipulating the piece-wage system to their advantage: former United

Fruit employee Jay Soothill wrote that company overseers could reduce

labor costs by lengthening the time between weeding cycles. In so doing,

they compelled chapiadores to either move to another farm or agree to

work for less pay.
65

In contrast to the isolation and tedium associated with weeding and

ditching, the work of harvesting fruit bunches—‘‘the most important day

in the life of a banana farm’’—was fast-paced and team-oriented.
66
When

farm managers issued notice of a corte, they unleashed a frenzy of ac-

tivity—rain or shine—that lasted between 24 and 48 hours. Harvesting

teams generally consisted of nine members including mule-drivers (mu-
leros), cutters (corteros) and backers ( junteros). According to one long-

time farm supervisor, a cortero was ‘‘the skilled man of most farm opera-

tions’’ who made crucial decisions about selecting which fruit to harvest
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figure 5.5. Cortero y juntero harvesting bananas in Caribbean
Guatemala (1925). Note height of Gros Michel plants. United Fruit Company
Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

on any given corte.67 Through the 1940s, grading was done largely by eye:

supervisors displayed representative bunches to the corteros in order to

give them an idea about what their teams should harvest. This was no

trivial matter since fruit that was either too thin or too far along in the

ripening process would be rejected by fruit inspectors. Corteros also pro-

vided farm managers with crucial information about the volume of fruit

that would be available for future cortes.
Harvesting the large fruit bunches produced by tall GrosMichel plants

required coordination among workers. Using a blade attached to the end

of a lightweight, eight-foot pole, a corteromade a small gash in the plant’s
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stalk so that the weight of the fruit bunch (between 40 and 80 pounds)

would cause the plant to double over until the bananas came to rest on

the padded shoulder of a waiting juntero. The padding notwithstanding,

heavy bunches often brokewhen theymade contact with a juntero’s shoul-
der suggesting that workers’ backs absorbed considerable pounding in the

course of harvesting hundreds of bunches. The juntero then carried the

fruit to another worker who loaded it onto the backs of mules that would

subsequently carry the fruit to a bacadía, or railroad siding.
68

Prior to the introduction of tractors in the mid-1950s, mules played

a critical role in transporting fruit. The Tela Railroad Company main-

tainedmore than 6,300 packmules that required ‘‘extensive pastures’’ and

imported feed. Mule drivers did not take their animals for granted; un-

cooperative mules could throw off or even eat their cargo. New mules

often gave workers fits and were broken in by placing heavy sandbags on

their backs.
69
On harvest days, muleros headed to the corral in the early

hours of the morning to find their teams using only the light of a lantern

or flashlight. The mule driver who arrived late to the corral ran the risk

that a fellow worker would ‘‘swap’’ a rebellious mule for a reliable one. In

order to avoid bruising during the ride, canvas padding was layered be-

tween the mule and the fruit. However, as one ex-Standard Fruit worker

noted, the combination of heavy rains and unpaved roads all but ensured

that the fruit would be bumped and jostled during its ride to the baca-
día: ‘‘Everything was mud. The fruit suffered as much as the worker. It got

rather battered.’’
70
According to Bricio Fajardo, mule drivers commonly

hauled 200–300 bunches during a day that extended for twelve or more

hours: ‘‘We got up at two in the morning to prepare the mules and per-

haps at six or seven at night we’d return them to the corral . . . it was ter-

rible, we would be plastered with mud.’’
71
Slogging through rain and mud

‘‘up to one’s knees’’ was a memory shared by many former Tela Railroad

Company workers as well.
72

Not surprisingly, harvesting crews tried to devise ways to increase

their earnings under the piece-wage system. Some contractors elimi-

nated the juntero position. Feliciano Núñez recalled that his six-person

crew, ‘‘working like crazy,’’ could harvest and transport more than 1,000

bunches in an eighteen-hour period. In order to ensure that workers did

not sacrifice quality for quantity, foremen closely supervised harvesting

crews, taking them to task for improperly padding the fruit and/or over-

loading the mules. Of course, the same set of environmental factors that

could make life miserable for harvesters must have rendered close super-

vision difficult and unpleasant.
73
Bananas had to be cut and transported



figure 5.6. Workers—under watchful eye of overseer—hauling bananas with mules
(c. 1925). United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard
Business School.

with speed and care, but rain, mud, and darkness combined with workers’

own initiatives to increase their earnings lowered the odds that the two

goals could be consistently met.

The work of ditch digging, weeding, and harvesting shared in com-

mon a piece-wage system that attempted to accelerate the pace at which

campeños laboredwhile simultaneously placing the burden of dealingwith

subtle but significant agroecological variations uponworkers. Inmuch the

same way that ditch diggers encountered a range of soil conditions, har-

vesters confronted fickle mules, inclement weather, and variable hauling

distances.
74
Workers also tended to bear the burden of ensuring that the

fruit they harvested conformed to the grade and quality standards of ex-

port markets. Squeezing extra earnings out of the piece-wage system took

considerable creativity and guile. Some individuals tried to earn more by

cutting corners; others tried to work less through deception. Whatever
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their ploy, workers had to take care not to upset their capataz, or foreman,

upon whom they depended for keeping their jobs. Foremen occupied a

middle ground in the plantation hierarchy, responsible for translating—

often quite literally—the orders of central managers to labor contractors

and their crews. As a result, they played a crucial role in determining the

quotidian experiences of campeños.

campeños and capataces

Arguably the most despicable character in Prisión verde is a Hon-

duran capataz known as ‘‘capitán Benítez.’’ Throughout the novel, he is

repeatedly depicted as deceiving Honduran workers in order to serve the

interests of Standard Fruit. In the banana fields, he spies on workers ‘‘to

listen to their conversations in case they were talking about him or the

gringomanagers.’’
75
Later, during a strike, he and other capataces distrib-

ute rum to workers in order to elicit the names of the strike organizers.

Finally, at the novel’s end, readers learn that Benítez was an accomplice

in the murder of a popular worker. Amaya Amador further symbolizes

Benítez’s betrayal of his Honduran roots by having the character speak in

a broken ‘‘Span-glish.’’ As one of the characters in Prisión verde explains,
‘‘before rubbing elbows with the gringos he [Benítez] spoke Spanish; but
he has gringo-ized himself so much that now he speaks neither Span-

ish nor English.’’
76
The indignity of enforcing the company’s will, Amaya

Amador seems to suggest, stripped foremen of their very identity. How-

ever, the portrait of Benítez is weakened by its excessive functionalism.His

unambiguously vile actions lend the impression that the line separating

(oppressed) workers from (repressive) bosses was firmly and irrevocably

drawn. In the end, Benítez is reduced to a pawn all but lacking agency. As

a result, the irony of his ‘‘gringoization’’ is largely lost.

Amaya Amador’s decision to use the character of a Honduran capataz
to personify the injustice of the ‘‘green prison’’ is not surprising given the

crucial position that foremen occupied in the plantation hierarchy. The

fruit companies administered their sprawling operations in a highly de-

centralized fashion. Each of the Tela Railroad Company’s farms was man-

aged by an overseer (mandador) assisted by a timekeeper (responsible for

managing the payroll), a spray-master (in charge of Sigatoka control) and

several foremen, or capataces. Foremen’s responsibilities included hiring

and firing laborers in addition to supervising work crews. They also sub-

mitted personnel rosters and tally sheets used to determine monthly pay-
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rolls. As one former farm superintendent recalled the capataces ‘‘really ran
the business.’’

77

During the 1910s and 1920s,West Indians often served as field bosses

along with Mexicans, Nicaraguans, Hondurans and some North Ameri-

cans. By themid-1930s, themajority of farm foremenwere native Spanish-

speakers.
78
Some ex-field hands recalled the presence of Honduran capa-

taces with a bitterness similar to that of Amaya Amador, but they also

indicated that foremen who knew the ins-and-outs of banana cultivation

earned their respect. On the other hand, supervisors who lacked hands-on

experience were ridiculed in stories that circulated among workers. One

popular anecdote described a North American manager’s first day on a

banana farm: Upon witnessing a worker cut down the stalk of an already-

harvested banana plant, the new supervisor angrily accused the worker

of destroying company property. The supervisor did not calm down until

someone gently explained to him that banana ‘‘trees’’ only bore fruit once.

Although such tales usually poked fun at the ignorance of gringo man-

agers, campeños expressed a similar contempt toward Honduran bosses

whose knowledge of banana cultivation came primarily through reading

books, not handling a machete.
79

For a small number of ex-campeños, the opportunity to be promoted

to foreman represented a rare opportunity for social mobility.
80
In Prisión

verde,when a new worker asks an experienced one how to become a capa-
taz, the latter explains that there are various pathways but that the fastest
route was to have a well-connected padrino, or godfather. This may have

been the case with RamónVallecillo, who arrived in the Aguán valley with

a letter of recommendation that he presented to Standard Fruit’s superin-

tendent of irrigation. Following brief training in both Bordeaux spraying

and irrigation, the twenty-two-year-old Olancho native was made a Bor-

deaux spray captain. Heworked only a fewmonths in that position before

the company transferred him to another farm to fill an opening in irri-

gation. Vallecillo spent four years as a capataz in Standard Fruit’s irriga-

tion department working twelve-hour, rotating shifts. Every other week,

he pulled a double shift and worked a twenty-four-hour day. Traveling

on mule-back, he made sure that crews properly managed the overhead

irrigation system. On the night shift, he and his crews worked by lantern

light.Vallecillo did not recall having anydifficultiesmanaging his crew but

he admitted that he lacked confidence in them: ‘‘I always had to supervise

them.’’
81
The long hours notwithstanding, Ramón considered himself very

lucky: ‘‘They always gave me a letter so that I would be placed in charge
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of a crew. I worked very little. Most of the time I just shouted at people.’’

He attributed his good fortune to the fact that he came recommended.
82

José María Lara’s chance to climb up a rung on the plantation social

ladder came through a combination of luck and talent. His first oppor-

tunity to supervise came on a day in 1952 when a drunken capataz failed
to dispatch his crew to a job site. Lara was placed in charge of twenty

men whowere replanting a field. Later, amandador named Luís Fasquelle

asked Lara to repair a badly damaged irrigation pipe. A few days after

successfully completing that assignment, Lara was promoted to capataz.
His starting salary was 60 dollars per month (the company deducted two

percent for medical care). The company also provided him with a small

house. Lara did not consider the starting pay to be a major incentive (‘‘the

only thing that changed was the work’’) but the combination of prestige,

better housing, and liberation from taxing physical labor must have been

hard to turn down.
83
Interestingly, Lara’s promotion came after his lengthy

hiatus as a guerrilla in Guatemala—presumably not the sort of sabbatical

experience favored by United Fruit’s North American managers.

As Ramón Vallecillo’s reminiscences suggest, foremen bore the re-

sponsibility of reprimanding laborers who loafed on the job and/or failed

to follow company procedures. Many ex-workers recalled being taken to

task for a variety of infractions, such as over-loading pack mules, failing

to properly protect fruit, or applying Bordeaux spray haphazardly. José

María Lara recalled that confronting slackers could be a dicey proposition:

I used to check all of the stakes [for a drainage ditch] and if I found

that they had been tampered with, I’d call the worker over and ask

‘‘why did you raise this stake?’’ It was humorous, but at times risky too,

because many workers would become angry and want to fight. But

things always worked themselves out.84

The mixture of humor and fear described by Lara reflected the beneath-

the-surface tension that marked the daily relations between field workers

and their immediate bosses. These tensions resulted not only from the

awkward social position of capataces like Lara who at times found them-

selves exercising authority over former coworkers, but also from the orga-

nization of plantation space. Maintaining control over a work crew was

a tenuous proposition on large plantations where help was not always

around the corner.
85
Firearms were carried openly by North American

managers, capataces, contractors, andmany workers. Small daggers could

be purchased in company stores, along with the ubiquitous machete. Al-
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though there is no evidence that worker assaults on foremen were com-

mon, the potential for violence likely prompted bosses to act with con-

siderably more tact than that displayed by Amaya Amador’s Benítez.

Supervisors who humiliated workers could find themselves in trouble.
86

Conflict was only one possible outcome of the daily contact between

foremen and workers. Although former field hands complained of being

verbally harassed by foremen and/or fired, they also recalled amicable re-

lations with capataceswho provided favors such as issuing medical passes,

or granting time to run off-farm errands. According to one retired em-

ployee, ‘‘many’’ capataces colluded with workers to extort money from the

companies.
87
Foremen, who were responsible for submitting daily work

sheets to timekeepers, could manipulate the number of hours worked

and/or add assignments that had not been completed. Another simple yet

hard to detect swindle was signing off on hastily completed work. For ex-

ample, a capataz could accept a ditch that had not been dug to the required
depth in return for a small cash payment from the palero responsible for

completing the task. This form of agreement enabled foremen to pad their

salaries while shortening the workday for field hands. Of course, the fact

that a foreman could fire an individual who refused to embezzle the com-

pany meant that there was a fine line between collusion and extortion.

The frequency with which farm supervisors and workers swindled

their employers is difficult to determine. Describing a conversation held

with the Tela Railroad Company’s La Lima–based general manager Wil-

liam Turnbull in 1950, a U.S. diplomat concluded that central manage-

ment’s power over its farm personnel had limits:

However forward looking and progressive the policy of the United

Fruit Company laid down by Boston and headquarters in La Lima may

be, overseers and time-keepers and other petty officials in the remoter

areas are admittedly arbitrary and inconsiderate of some of their

workmen.88

By attributing the unjust treatment of workers to the ‘‘arbitrary acts’’

of ‘‘petty officials,’’ the consular official—and presumably Turnbull—at-

tempted to divert attention away from the production processes and wage

structures created by the company’s central management. In this sense,

Turnbull’s statement can be interpreted as lending support to Amaya

Amador’s depiction of Honduran bosses performing the dirty work for

the U.S. fruit companies. However, viewed from a different perspective,

the remark points toward the difficulties confronted by fruit company
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executives when trying to monitor the actions of widely dispersed farm

managers.

If the autonomy vested in overseers and foremen enabled chief ex-

ecutives to deflect criticisms of company policies, it also provided farm

managers with opportunities to subvert the rule of central managers who

largely isolated themselves from fieldworkers. During the 1950s, the Tela

Railroad Company rotated its farm managers every year or two in order

to discourage patronage.
89
The authority vested in foremen, the fact that

they seldom performed physical labor, and the fringe benefits that they

enjoyed unquestionably set them apart from field hands, but they did not

uniformly reconstruct themselves as ‘‘company men.’’ Many foremen had

started in the fruit companies as field hands and shared common back-

grounds and language with the people that they supervised. The memo-

ries of ex-campeños suggest that the plantation environment provided

workers and foremen with room for confrontation, collusion, and an un-

easy co-existence.

living environments

Thephysical distance that separated the places inhabited by fruit com-

panyexecutives such asWilliamTurnbull, and capataces and campeños did
not exist by accident. High-level U.S. employees and their families resided

in zonas americanas that were physically demarcated from other neigh-

borhoods by fences and gated entry points. The architecture and land-

scaping—including golf courses and swimming pools—reflected the aes-

thetic sensibilities and cultural practices of its predominantly white U.S.

residents. Foremen and fieldhands inhabited a world apart, eating, rest-

ing, and sleeping in company-owned camps that usually lay in very close

proximity to the farms.

During the first half of the twentieth century, United Fruit’s Hon-

duran subsidiaries housed workers in six-unit wooden barracks; separate

kitchens lay behind the sleeping quarters. The structures lacked indoor

plumbing and electricity. In 1925, a public official in Trujillo reported

that he had met with Truxillo Railroad Company management to dis-

cuss worker housing that did not ‘‘meet the necessary standards of hy-

giene . . . the majority of the workers are victims of a terrible plague of

mosquitoes.’’
90
That same year, Dr. William Deeks, a United Fruit Com-

pany physician, published a pamphlet on malaria that stressed the need

for ‘‘mosquito-proof ’’ housing in order to prevent the disease. But, United

Fruit’s Medical Department reported that screening was impossible be-
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figure 5.7. The United Fruit Company’s ‘‘second class’’ hospital ward in Tela (1923).
United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

cause workers failed to use it properly. One former worker agreed that

screening cut down, but did not eliminate, exposure tomosquitoes: ‘‘Since

there were so many workers in a single room, a good portion of whom

were drunk, the door at times got left open andmosquitoes came in.’’
91
As

Charles Kepner pointed out in his 1936 study, even if screens were properly

installed and maintained, mosquitoes could easily enter worker housing

due to the absence of ceilings and openings between the walls and the

floorboards.

The crowded, poorly ventilated barracks found in banana camps

along with the constant farm-to-farm migrations, contributed to high

rates of respiratory illnesses among workers. In fact, between 1914 and

1931, far more United Fruit employees in Central America died from res-

piratory illnesses than frommalaria. In Honduras, pneumonia accounted

formanymore deaths (602) thanmalaria (234) between 1923 and 1926.Tu-

berculosis was also responsible for many deaths.
92
In contrast to their ag-

gressive campaign againstmalaria, the fruit companies did little to address

the housing conditions contributing to high rates of respiratory illness.

According to one U.S. embassy official, Tela Railroad Company workers
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who contracted tuberculosis around 1950 were ‘‘normally given 100 lem-

piras . . . and a ticket to travel overland to their homes.’’
93
A former em-

ployee of the company’s labor relations department confirmed that many

field workers diagnosed with tuberculosis were given a small compensa-

tion before returning to their home towns ‘‘to die.’’
94
Standard Fruit also

tried to get ‘‘native employees’’ suffering from tuberculosis ‘‘off the farms

and back, as quickly as possible, to the place from where they originally

came.’’
95
As was the case elsewhere in Central American export banana

zones, the fruit companies showedmuch less interest in healing individual

workers suffering from respiratory diseases than in preventing the spread

of illnesses to other workers. More significantly, the companies seldom

acknowledged the degree to which production processes and the organi-

zation of plantation spaces contributed to the spread of human—as well

as plant—pathogens.

The cramped living spaces inhabited by field workers afforded little

privacy. Oneworker recalled that contractors slept in small private rooms

in the barracks; laborers slung hammocks in a long corridor.
96
Francisco

Portillo did not have fond memories of life in the barracks:

We lived in the rooms packed like hens. The people returning from the

farm did not even bother to wash their feet before lying down in their

hammocks with their feet practically under their neighbor’s nose!

Many workers were in the habit of chewing tobacco, too. They’d spit

on the walls and all over the place. You lived like an animal.97

Other workers confirmed the lack of hygiene that characterized many

work camps. José Maria Lara recalled camps without toilets or showers.

Peoplewent to the fields to relieve themselves. Bathingwas sometimes pos-

sible in one of themanycanals and ditches that coursed through the farms,

but after 1936 these were often contaminated with Bordeaux spray. More

often, workers bathed in nearby rivers and lagoons.Many camps hadwells

that supplied bathing and cooking water, but the wells were often shal-

low and the water not always potable. Sanitary conditions did not differ

significantly in the camps of Standard Fruit. Bricio Fajardo remembered

that pit toilets often over-flowed during heavy rains; unfortunate souls

who did not pay attention when walking near the latrines left with their

shoes—as Bricio politely explained—‘‘plastered in poop.’’
98

FollowingWorldWar II, theUnited Fruit Company began to re-design

plantation living spaces. In 1945 company engineers developed a proto-

type living space that improved sanitary conditions while preserving a
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strict social segregation.
99
At one end of the camp lay the overseer’s resi-

dence, a large bungalow-style house surrounded by a yard that included

a servant’s quarters, chicken coop, and garden area. One former worker

recalled that overseers’ residences were surrounded by picket fences that

represented less of a physical barrier than a social one: ‘‘If you needed to

speak with the overseer, you could approach only as far as the fence gate;

from there you explained to him what you wanted.’’
100

Adjacent to the

overseer’s residence were houses for the timekeeper and the spray-master.

The interior living spaces, yards and gardens were smaller than those al-

lotted to the overseer and they shared a chicken coop and servant’s quar-

ters. A riding stable was situated nearby. Separating the three managers’

houses from the workers’ camp was an orchard area and a large garden

plot shared by the foremen and medicine dispenser.
101

Foremen lived in modest, single-family houses with small yards that

literally occupied the middle ground between management and labor:

only about fifty feet separated them from the nearest row of worker

housing. Living units for workers with families consisted of a 12' × 24'

space divided into two 12' square unfurnished apartments usually elevated

about eight feet off of the ground. Concrete patios below the raised struc-

tures provided additional living space. Separate, enclosed kitchens were

located behind each house. Camps also had multiple ‘‘bachelor barracks’’

(72' × 18') divided into six rooms.Worker housing lacked interior plumb-

ing and electricity; camp residents shared drinking water faucets, toilets,

and showers. Housing was laid out in straight rows around a soccer field,

a reflection that banana camps remained largely masculine spaces. The

plan did not allot garden space for workers because, according to a U.S.

official, it ‘‘would entail excessive use of valuable lands.’’
102

A commissary,

medical dispensary, and a recreation hall lay in close proximity to worker

housing units.

Few social spaces played a role as central—and controversial—to

camp life as the commissaries, or company stores where workers could

purchase a range of products, including dry and canned foods,men’s work

clothes, and farm tools such as machetes and axes. Commissaries also re-

tailed grains, beans, and other produce grown by local farmers. In addi-

tion to maintaining stores, the Tela Railroad Company brought freshly

butchered meats and milk by rail from their Puerto Arturo pastures (near

Tela) to company farms in the Sula valley. Víctor Reyes recalled that ped-

dlers sold items such as meats and shoes, but that the company stores

offered ‘‘everything’’ at lower prices, a perception generally shared by sev-

eral other former campeños.103 A 1947 U.S. consular report supported this
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figure 5.8. Women filling water buckets in United Fruit Company labor camp (1946).
United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

view, noting that the Tela Railroad Company sold ‘‘essential foods’’ at or

below cost to workers. Losses were made up on ‘‘non-essentials.’’
104

Com-

panyofficials reported that for the fiscal year 1946–1947, commissaries sold

nearly $US 3million worth of goods, andmaintained a net loss of $10,000.

However, Thomas McCann, a Boston-based United Fruit Company ex-

ecutive who started with the company as an office boy in 1952, asserted

that company accountants shifted operating costs in order to conceal the

sizeable profits turned by the commissaries in the early 1950s.
105

Regardless

of profit levels, the commissaries enabled the fruit companies to recapture

a significant portion of the cash wages that they paid out to agricultural

workers. One former Standard Fruit employee recalled that company offi-

cials collected cash receipts from commissaries in order to meet monthly

payrolls.
106

The company commissaries enjoyed some critical advantages over

other North Coast merchants. Loosely interpreted clauses in the compa-

nies’ railroad concessions enabled them to import many consumer items

duty-free. In addition, the commissaries were located in or very close to

labor camps. Workers could reach them by foot, in contrast to many of
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the merchant houses located in towns that lay many miles away from the

farms. Although railroads linked farms and towns, the fruit-company-

controlled train schedules did not always accommodate shopping trips.

For example, in order to travel the relatively short distance from Standard

Fruit camps near Coyoles to Olanchito, a person had to board the train for

La Ceiba that did not return to Coyoles until the following day.Thismeant

that workers would have to find a place to spend the night in Olanchito

and potentially lose a day’s wages. Nevertheless, camp residents occasion-

ally traveled by rail and by foot to outlying commercial centers including

El Progreso, La Lima, and Olanchito in order to purchase items (such as

women’s clothing) not sold in company stores.

The living spaces inhabited by workers, then, were largely defined

by the control that the fruit companies exercised over the movement of

people, money, and consumer goods. Within the camps, the organiza-

tion of space served to reinforce prevailing inequalities. By separating

the private residences of farm managers from workers’ dwellings with

fences, orchards, and foremen’s living quarters, the camp design created

a distance that was at once physical and social between managers and

farm workers. Soccer fields and recreation halls served to channel worker

leisure time into activities deemed acceptable by company management.

What the architectural plan left unsaid—that the company owned the en-

tire complex and therefore could evict a dismissed worker—spoke vol-

umes about the ways that work and living spaces overlapped. Of course,

the blueprint for prototype camps represented an idealized ordering of

space; in practice, camp residents periodically appropriated social spaces

for their own ends. At no time was this more evident than on paydays

(pagos generales) when work camps converted into boisterous (and often

violent) ferias where consumption and revelry were the orders of the day

(and night).

The pago general usually took place on the last Saturday of each

month.
107

An armored rail car traveled from farm to farm disbursing pay-

ments to workers and contractors.Workers lined up to cash in their time-

checks—a process that often extendedwell into the evening. Drawn by the

infusion of cash, peddlers, prostitutes, and even tax collectors descended

on the camps. Peddlers hawked wares ranging from practical items such

as locally made work shoes (zapatos burros) to indulgent imports that

included Cuban cigars, white silk shirts, and English cashmere. Guaro-
fueled workers picked guitars and belted out folk songs, while phono-

graphs spun Mexican rancheros and Argentine tangos. Prostitutes visited

barracks and set up temporary palm huts where they performed sexual
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acts for one lempira. If paydays provided men with opportunities to re-

lax and consume, they gave many women a chance to supplement their

earnings from kitchen work by preparing and vending a variety of special

foods, including tamales, enchiladas, breads, and sandwiches, along with

a variety of drinks—including some illicit ones.

By virtually all accounts, drinking among men was commonplace

in banana camps, particularly on paydays and holidays. Commissaries

offered beer (in bottles and kegs) and whiskey, but they did not sell what

was perhaps the most popular drink—guaro—whose sale was officially

prohibited. As early as 1930, Honduran President Colindres Mejía tried

to ban the sale of liquor in banana camps on paydays. When the Truxillo

Railroad Company came under criticism for continuing to sell alcoholic

beverages wholesale, company officials maintained that they had tried

to prohibit liquor and beer sales, but that drinking continued unabated

due to ‘‘numerous persons who operate the contraband trade with im-

punity.’’
108

Ángela Coto-Moreno recalled how hermother secretly distrib-

uted guaro: ‘‘She had a short, little barrel that she would fill with pachos
(about half of a liter) of guaro. Then she’d sit on the barrel and all of the

men would know that she was selling.’’ Periodic visits by the authorities

required deft diplomacy: ‘‘The head of the police would pass by and say

to mymom—whowas dark-skinned, ‘Negra, they say that you sell guaro.’
She would reply, ‘No, I don’t sell any of that. I’ve got my little supply here,

but it’s just so I can add a drop to flavor the punch that I sell.Won’t you try

some?’ Then she would give the police a glass of punch—my mom knew

how to take care of herself.
109

Guaro and other alcoholic beverages were also available in many out-

lying villages that lay within walking distance of the plantations. This was

particularly true in the Aguán valley, where many of the farms that Stan-

dard Fruit established in the late 1930s and 1940s borrowed their names

from adjacent communities. Several ex-workers remembered paydays as

timeswhen ‘‘everyonewent to thevillages,’’ some to ‘‘look for girls (mucha-
chas), drink beer and rum,’’ and others to gamble or visit brothels.

110
How-

ever, for some workers, villages were not merely a place for weekend so-

cializing, they were home. For example, Neche Martínez, was born and

raised in a small village on the outskirts of Standard Fruit’s Aguán val-

ley farms. He continued to live there throughout his years of employment

with the company, once turning down a promotion offer because it would

have required moving his wife and children to a company camp. Martínez

did not consider camp life to be a healthy setting in which to raise a family:

‘‘Life in the work camp was not the same as village life . . . there was a lot
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of fighting . . . and quite a bit of freedom . . . for girls and all that. I did not

want that for my family.’’
111

In all likelihood, Neche’s circumstances and

his decision to turn down a promotion were unusual, yet his case demon-

strates the diversity of worker experiences, perceptions, and values that

guided individual pathways.

In addition to visiting local villages, some workers spent their free

time fishing in nearby rivers and hunting in the forest fragments that

bordered banana farms. Juan Gavilán hunted deer (venado) that once

abundantly populated the forested lands found ‘‘very close’’ to Standard

Fruit’s Coyoles operations. He attributed the decline of the local deer

population to the proliferation of firearms amongworkers, suggesting that

hunting was a popular activity. In the Sula valley, Víctor Reyes hunted

deer, tepescuintle (Querétaro pocket gopher), and feral hogs (chancho del
monte) in a forested area near El Progreso. Other camp residents preferred

fishing. Bricio Fajardo spent free afternoons fishing for catfish, dormilón
and tepemechín in the Aguán River. Cantalisio Andino also recalled catch-

ing ‘‘large’’ dormilón in the Aguán when its waters ran low during the dry

season. In the Sula valley, José Maria Lara used to canoe the Ulúa River

and cast nets to catch catfish, bass and other river-dwelling species. For

at least some individuals then, the non-human world was not entirely en-

countered through labor processes.

Hoping to raise the consciousness of the Honduran working class,

Ramón Amaya Amador stressed the ways in which a capitalist produc-

tion system and U.S. imperialism erected oppressive social structures that

imprisoned plantation residents in a bleak world from which there was

little hope of escape. However, the narratives of former workers reveal that

they were constrained—but not immobilized—by the weight of being on

the bottom of the plantation hierarchy. Most workers found the means—

through the help of friends, spouses, sympathetic bosses and their own

ingenuity—to endure the hardships and uncertainties that characterized

plantation life. In some instances, individuals ‘‘escaped’’ the confines of

company plantations by pursuing livelihoods not directly linked to ba-

nana production. Others labored decades for the company, shifting jobs

frequently, and occasionally getting promoted to low-level management

positions.

If field workers found ways to endure and at times even enjoy life in

the banana zones, exceedingly few were able to accumulate much capi-

tal. About 25–50 percent of an average wage (2–3 dollars per day between

roughly 1930 and 1950) went to pay for prepared meals. Work clothes
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(shirts, pants, and shoes) cost the equivalent of several days’ wages. Some

workers found ways to boost earnings by working faster under a piece-

rate system, but any savings that individuals were able to accrue could

quickly disappear during periodic layoffs. Finally, most workers were no

more inclined to asceticism than their North American managers: young

men andwomen indulged in any numberof ‘‘vices,’’ including food, drink,

sex, and stylish footwear.

The Second World War and its aftermath would bring a number of

economic, political, social, and technological changes to Honduras and

the United States that would affect North Coast landscapes and liveli-

hoods. Fruit company employees would play a major role in fomenting

change by organizing a massive strike in 1954 that precipitated a wave of

social reforms in Honduras—reforms that would be monitored closely

by both banana company executives worried about dwindling profits and

U.S. State Department officials preoccupied with containing communist

‘‘threats’’ in Latin America. Meanwhile, in the United States,WorldWar II

introduced the consumingmasses to yet another seductive image of tropi-

cal exoticism.



Chapter 6

The Lives and Time of Miss Chiquita

‘‘[T]he banana industry is no longer a gypsy industry that can
move on to new land as PD [Panama disease] or other pests
invade the old plantations. We must now hold the front and in
order to do so are having to make tremendous investments in flood
fallowing, Sigatoka control and insect control to bring back this
land and maintain it in maximum production.’’

l. g. cox, vice-president for research, united fruit 1954

I’m Chiquita Banana and I’ve come to say
Bananas have to ripen in a certain way.
When they are fleck’d with brown and have a golden hue,
Bananas taste the best, and are the best for you.
. . .
But bananas like the climate of the very, very tropical equator.
So you should never put bananas in the refrigerator.

the chiquita banana song, 1944

MissChiquitawas born on the airwaves in 1944.That year, theUnited Fruit

Company launched a nationwide radio campaign that featured the voice

of Patty Clayton singing the ‘‘Chiquita Banana Song.’’ The tune, set to a

calypso beat, achieved hit status and found its way onto the play lists of

radio disc jockeys, juke boxes, and the repertoire of the Boston Pops.
1
Both

the lyrics and themedium reflected changes taking place inU.S. consumer

culture.Written by a New York City advertising agency, the jingle’s often-

quoted couplet, ‘‘But bananas like the climate of the very, very tropical

equator / So you should never put bananas in the refrigerator,’’ conjured

images of middle-class homes equipped with electric appliances such as

refrigerators and radios. This vision of domestic life stood in sharp con-
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trast to the scene of an urban street peddler hawking produce depicted

in the 1923 pop hit ‘‘Yes, We Have No Bananas!’’ The post–World War II

era witnessed important changes in consumption patterns in the United

States, but the ‘‘poor man’s luxury’’ remained a fixture in the appliance-

filled kitchens of the increasingly suburbanized middle classes.

World War II shipping restrictions sharply reduced banana imports

and lowered per capita banana consumption to 8.2 pounds in 1943, but

consumption rates rebounded quickly following the end of the war, peak-

ing in 1948 at an estimated 22 pounds per person. Over the next ten years,

per capita consumption rates fell to 17–19 pounds.
2
This trend was consis-

tent with a general decline in fresh fruit consumption that coincided with

the proliferation of processed foods. Bananas remained among the most

popular fresh fruits, but with the exception of a small demand for banana

puree for baby food, no major markets emerged for processed banana

products as was the case with apples and oranges. The Chiquita Banana

Song’s lyrics, then, reflected both the banana’s enduring popularity and

changes in U.S. foodways that would limit the ability of the bananamarket

to expand.

The medium through which Miss Chiquita reached her audience—

the radio—further reflected changes taking places in advertising andmass

media. Prior to the 1940s, United Fruit’s advertising consisted primarily

of informational pamphlets, billboard displays, and the company’s Uni-
fruitcomagazine. In the 1930s, United Fruit’s promotionalmaterials began

replacing text-heavy pamphlets with ephemera that featured elaborate

artwork and photographic layouts. Recipe books from the period fea-

tured a cartoon banana figure with masculine features who instructed

consumers on how to evaluate fruit ripeness. Following the airing of the

Chiquita Banana Song, the cartoon figure appearing in the company’s

print advertisements shifted from the man-banana to Miss Chiquita. She

cut a striking figure with her smooth, blemish-free skin, long, flowing

skirt, high heels, and an oversized hat adorned with tropical fruits. United

Fruit’s decision to ‘‘transgender’’ their icon is not surprising given the im-

mense popularity enjoyed by another woman often associated with ba-

nanas during the 1940s: Carmen Miranda.

Dubbed the ‘‘Brazilian Bombshell’’ by theU.S.media, the Portuguese-

bornMiranda took bothBroadwayandHollywoodby stormduringWorld

War II.
3
The bananas that often dominated the sets of her musical num-

bers provided a visual association between her ‘‘hot’’ rhythms and a sen-

sual—yet never quite locatable—tropical region. Nothing conveyed this

more explicitly than Busby Berkeley’s 1943 HollywoodmusicalThe Gang’s



figure 6.1. Chiquita Banana’s Recipe Book. New York: United Fruit Company, 1956.
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All Here, in which Carmen Miranda sang ‘‘The Lady in the Tutti-Frutti

Hat’’ while a chorus of women straddled oversized strawberries and ba-

nanas. Miranda infused her performances with a humor that undercut the

sexual tension created by her performances and ensured that neither she

nor the banana would threaten the moral standards of the era. The light-

skinned Miranda brought a nonthreatening form of tropical exoticism to

the North American stage and screen through her costumes (including

her signature headwear based loosely on styles worn by Bahian market

women), her music (samba rhythms performed by Brazilian musicians),

and her often amusing (and calculated) mix of Portuguese and English.

Both Carmen Miranda and the banana became popular culture icons of

the sexy and the comic, a combination that does much to explain their

broad popularity.

The commercial success enjoyed by Carmen Miranda was also linked

to changes in U.S. policy toward Latin America. Seeking both to neu-

tralize German influence in the region and to ensure access to strategic

raw materials, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt promoted a ‘‘Good

Neighbor’’ policy toward Latin America. The United States pledged to

end military interventions and to strengthen economic and cultural ties

in the hemisphere. As part of itsWorld War II propaganda campaign, the

U.S. government enlisted prominent Hollywood motion picture studios

to produce movies that depicted the people of the Americas united in

the struggle against Nazi Germany.
4
Carmen Miranda’s films, including

The Gang’s All Here, Down Argentine Way, Weekend in Havana, and That
Night in Rio, became the vehicles through which Fox Studios imagined the

hemisphere’s harmonious relations. In the opening scene of The Gang’s
All Here, Miranda appears alongside a ship, the S.S. Brazil, performing

the ‘‘Uncle Sam-ba’’ while stevedores unload Latin America’s quintessen-

tial agroexport products: coffee, fruit, and sugar.
5
How audiences in the

United States received such less-than-subtle messages is hard to say, but

Miranda’s extremely popular movies (the opening of Weekend in Havana
outsold Citizen Kane) attempted to present a Latin America that was both

sensuous and a ‘‘good neighbor.’’
6

These were the cultural and geopolitical contexts in which United

Fruit registered ‘‘Chiquita Banana’’ as a trademark in 1947. Shortly there-

after, some U.S. wholesalers sought to capitalize on the logo’s high profile

by placing colored bands with the name ‘‘Chiquita’’ around consumer-

sized units of bananas in retail outlets.
7
United Fruit officials noted that

banded fruit was well suited for self-service supermarkets, but they were

slow to exploit Chiquita’s potentialmarketing value. For themost part, the
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company’s advertising campaigns of the 1950s updated well-worn themes

that encouraged consumers to eat more bananas, or borrowed from in-

vogue modernization discourses to call attention to United Fruit’s role

in bringing greater prosperity to the Americas. United Fruit’s marketing

strategy would undergo a transition in the early 1960s as part of a larger

company makeover in response to a set of political, economic, and agro-

ecological changes that left the company with historically low profits at

the end of the 1950s. Not surprisingly, in the scramble to reinvent the

company’s image, United Fruit executives would turn to Miss Chiquita

for help.

At the same time that the Chiquita banana song was filling the air-

waves across the United States, Panama disease continued its silent in-

vasion of export banana farms in Honduras. Between 1939 and 1948, the

Tela Railroad Company lost more than 6,700 hectares of banana farms.

The rate of abandonment accelerated over the next five years (1949–53)

when the company removed more than 9,600 hectares from production.
8

Compounding the problem of rising rates of Panama disease incidence

was the diminishing amount of prime banana soils on the North Coast. In

1946, nine farms occupying some 3,200 hectares of ‘‘freshly-cleared jungle

land not previously cultivated’’ were in ‘‘various stages of development.’’
9

Although appreciable, the new farms could not make up for land that

United Fruit had already abandoned and the prospect of obtaining for-

ested lands in the futurewas dim. Consequently, the company increasingly

turned its attention to areas considered marginal for export banana cul-

tivation, including extensive wetlands lying between the lower portions

of the Ulúa and Chamelecón rivers. The ‘‘land reclamation’’ projects used

an extensive series of dykes and spillways to divert the rivers’ flood waters

to swamps where the silt-laden water slowed, and solid particles settled,

eventually forming a layer of soil in which Gros Michel bananas could be

planted.
10

One of the largest silting projects undertaken by the company in the

mid-1940swas a 4,500-hectare site appropriately namedEl Pantano (‘‘The

Swamp’’).Workers erected levees—the longest of which extended almost

five miles—that were capable of holding water to a depth of twelve feet.

In 1947, workers drained the land with the aid of turbine-driven pumps

that both removed standing water and ensured that groundwater did not

rise to unacceptable levels (not an easy task in a lowland area situated be-

tween two rivers and subject to heavy rains during the wet season).
11
The

El Pantano project and others like it demonstrated United Fruit’s engi-

neering prowess but also the rising inputs—and concomitant increase in



map 6.1. Shifting geographies of production, Cuyamel Fruit and Tela Railroad
Company between 1930 and 1950
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figure 6.2. Aerial view of Sula valley showing drainage canals built by
United Fruit (1949). United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker
Library, Harvard Business School.

costs—associated with growing bananas in the Sula valley at mid-century.

Of course, such projects could only be carried out by businesses with

hefty amounts of capital at their disposal; in 1949, ‘‘more and more’’ non-

company banana farms were being abandoned and/or converted to other

crops on account of plant diseases.
12

The soil-building projects yielded an unexpected benefit: scientists

observed that soils infected with Panama disease produced ‘‘first class’’

fruit for a number of years after having accumulated several rainy sea-

sons’ worth of silt. This observation inspired United Fruit’s Dr. Vining

Dunlap to begin a series of experiments in 1939 aimed at reclaiming

Panama disease-infected soils.
13
Dunlap and his assistants temporarily

transformed diseased banana farms into shallow lake beds that were filled
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figure 6.3. Aerial view of United Fruit plantation under flood fallow (1949). United
Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library, Harvard Business School.

with water. After a period ranging from three to eighteenmonths, workers

drained and replanted the land with disease-free rhizome materials. In

1942, Dunlap reported that his ‘‘flood-fallowing’’ technique was showing

‘‘some success.’’
14
Five years later, the company hadmore than 4,000 hect-

ares in various stages of flood fallowing. The early success of the experi-

ments, combined with the accelerated spread of Panama disease entering

the 1950s, made ‘‘all the more urgent’’ the need for ‘‘extensive flood fal-

lowing operations.’’
15
By 1953, company workers had flood-fallowed and

replanted some 5,700 hectares of land in the Sula valley.

Standard Fruit Company executives also faced the dilemma of dwin-

dling soil resources in Honduras. In 1941, the company possessed some

25,000 hectares of abandoned banana and coconut lands.
16
By that point,

Standard Fruit was in the process of shifting its production to the upper

Aguán valley where it established offices, workshops, and worker housing

in Coyoles, a short distance from Olanchito. Mulling over future plant-

ing projects in a 1941 memorandum, general manager A. J. Chute wrote,

‘‘There is not enough good land at Olanchito for us to be justified in pass-

ing any of it up.’’
17
The company began buying small and large properties
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in order to create contiguous blocks of land with soils suitable for banana

cultivation. Between 1935 and 1945, companyworkers planted nearly 4,900

hectares of new banana farms in the area, while abandoning nearly 1,300

hectares following the spread of Panama disease.
18
During the mid-1940s,

long-time company employee John Miceli engaged in protracted nego-

tiations with local landowners in order to acquire ‘‘everything plantable

south of the Aguán River.’’
19
In late October 1945, Miceli wrote trium-

phantly that he had succeeded in his mission: ‘‘I told you I would get the

lands on the south side of Aguán River and I got them. I could have got-

ten through much quicker if I would have paid the price they asked and

[was] authorized to pay but I wouldn’t. As it is, in spite of the price they

asked at first, I do not believe that all this land has cost the company more

than 25 dollars per acre [$61.75 per hectare].’’
20
Miceli managed to piece

together a 2,200-hectare block of land on the south bank of theAguán that

he anticipated would take care of the company’s land needs for five years.

Local climatic conditions complicated Standard’s efforts to expand

rapidly. Because the upper Aguán lies in a rain-shadow created by the

Nombre de Diós mountains that lie to the north, the region has a pro-

nounced dry season. Export banana farms therefore required heavy irri-

gation that both taxed the valley’s water resources and elevated produc-

tion costs.
21
For example, in 1946, a Standard Fruit official reported that

an 800-hectare block of land could not be planted due to ‘‘insufficient

water’’; existing farms were already taking all of the available water from

the Aguán River.
22
Company records from that year indicate that install-

ing and operating an overhead irrigation system represented more than

forty percent of the total costs associated with creating a banana farm in

the region.
23

In addition to diverting the flow of the Aguán River for irrigation

needs, Standard Fruit also took advantage of the region’s forests. Begin-

ning in the 1940s, the company tried to reduce wind-related losses by

supporting the banana plants with varas, or wooden stakes. Logging con-

tractors extracted hardwoods, including oak, mahogany, and guaruma,

from the mountains that surrounded Standard Fruit’s Coyoles farms.
24

Working in teams, fieldhands dug holes into which they placed a vara
alongside plants bearing heavy bunches. A vara typically lasted four or

five harvests before being replaced, provided that it was not stolen by

workers for firewood. Former Standard Fruit researcher Henry Muery

recalled that his company experimented with bamboo props as early as

1951, but continued to harvest varas frommountain forests and Tiki wood

from marshes on the island of Utila into the 1970s.
25
The company also
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established Eucalyptus plantations near its Coyoles operations. The Tela

Railroad Company used bamboo for propping.The fruit companies’ com-

bined use of varas easily ran into the tens of thousands per year, a signifi-

cant, if seldom-considered impact of export banana production on sur-

rounding ecosystems.
26

New soils, irrigation, and propping could help to boost yields, but

they did little to impede the spread of Panama disease in the Aguán valley.

Consequently, Standard Fruit experimented with the Tela Railroad Com-

pany’s flood fallowing technique. In January 1947, Standard Fruit’s top

executives unanimously agreed to lease about 7,500 hectares of national

lands on the north side of the Aguán River.
27
The properties, previously

cultivated and abandoned by the Truxillo Railroad Company, were con-

sidered to be the only place in the valley with sufficient water to under-

take large-scale flood fallowing. Standard’s general manager A. J. Chute

considered the project’s completion, whose estimated cost was 500,000

dollars, to be ‘‘imperative.’’
28
However, when the press inTegucigalpa pub-

lished news of the company’s planned acquisition, President Carías re-

ceived a number of telegrams and petitions from residents in the region

protesting the proposed deal. Coming in the midst of an election year—

in which a formidable opposition was forming for first time in more than

a decade—Carías suspended negotiations with the company.

Alarmed Standard Fruit officials sent a representative to meet with

the President in the hope that the reason for the delay was ‘‘a nonpoliti-

cal one’’ that ‘‘with money . . . could be adjusted.’’
29
The company was

prepared to pay as much as one hundred thousand dollars [in bribes] in

order to secure the land. During an hour-long meeting with President

Carías, Standard Fruit’s spokesperson stressed that Panama disease was

rapidly infecting the company’s farms in Olanchito and that the company

was prepared to invest half a million dollars in order to restore the pre-

viously abandoned lands. He also noted that the region was filled with

‘‘ghost towns’’ that would be revitalized if banana farms and rail service

returned. The lobbying efforts apparently paid off because two years later,

a U.S. consular official reported that Standard Fruit was going to spend

nearly $5million overa five-year period preparing dykes in preparation for

flooding.
30
Operations were scheduled to get underway in 1950. However,

Henry Muery, who joined Standard Fruit’s recently established research

department in 1951 to work on flood fallowing experiments, recalled that

the company halted the project after having constructed only a few lakes

due to the high costs incurred.
31
Standard Fruit’s foray into flood fallow-

ing illustrated how agroecological change limited its power: the company
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managed to wrangle land concessions from the national government, but

the capital needed to turn Panama-diseased soils into productive export

banana farms prevented the company from transforming its political in-

fluence into profits.

Political changes in Honduras and elsewhere further complicated

matters for the fruit companies. Following the defeat of fascist regimes in

WorldWar II, authoritarian governments in Central America came under

internal and external pressures to democratize political institutions. In

1948, faced with growing opposition led by university students and radical

Liberal party factions, President Carías stepped down from power after

ruling Honduras for sixteen years, paving the way for his vice-president

and former United Fruit Company lawyer, JuanManual Gálvez, to assume

the presidency.
32
The following year, university students and others openly

protested the terms of a concession sought by United Fruit, a clear sig-

nal that the fruit companies’ influence in Tegucigalpa was waning. In 1950,

President Gálvez signed legislation creating a 15-percent income tax on

the banana companies’ in-country earnings. Five years later, the national

government raised the tax rate to 30 percent. At the same time, the Hon-

duran state began promoting cattle, coffee, and cotton exports in order

to diversify the national economy and lessen its dependence on banana

exports for revenue.
33

The Gálvez administration also initiated labor reforms at a timewhen

both the U.S. State Department and the American Federation of Labor

(AFL)were pressuringCentral American governments to promote the for-

mation of anti-communist trade unions. In 1950,Gálvez signed anOrgani-

zation of American States (OAS) charter pledging to defendworkers’ right

to associate. Two years later, the Honduran congress created the Bureau

of Labor and Social Welfare in order to implement reform measures that

included shortening the work day, restricting the use of child labor, and

creating worker compensation. Ex-fieldhand Francisco Portillo recalled

the joy with which workers greeted the eight-hour day: ‘‘I was working

in irrigation. We usually left the fields really late. Then one day, another

crew showed up to relieve us. It was two in the afternoon. We all stood

in the field shouting, ‘‘Viva Juan Manual Gálvez!’’
34
According to histo-

rian Darío Euraque, that was precisely the type of reaction that the gov-

ernment hoped to elicit. Gálvez did not envision his reforms as stepping

stones leading to the formation of powerful unions, ‘‘but rather as part of

a state apparatus that would serve to mediate labor disputes.’’
35

However, communist organizers (including writer Ramón Amaya

Amador), radical Liberal party members, and activist workers had ideas
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of their own. The Comité Coordinador Obrero (Workers’ Coordinating

Committee, CCO) formed in 1950 with the intention of organizing Hon-

duranmining, factory, and agricultural workers. The CCO, along with the

PartidoDemocráticoRevolucionarioHondureño (PDRH) began publish-

ing underground newspapers that circulated widely on the North Coast.
36

In April 1954, Tela Railroad Company dock workers walked off the job

after the company refused to pay them overtime for working on Easter

Sunday (as stipulated by Gálvez’s reform legislation). Shortly thereafter,

nurses and other employees of the company’s hospital in Tela presented

management with a list of demands that the two sides swiftly resolved. A

few days later, dock workers, machinists, and other company employees

went on strike in Puerto Cortés. When police authorities detained a pair

of strike leaders, a mass protest by workers succeeded in winning their

unconditional release. May Day celebrations in El Progreso and La Lima

drew several thousand people who turned out to express their support

for the striking dock workers. Two days later, the entire work force of the

Tela Railroad Company’s El Progreso division walked off the job. They

were soon joined by thousands of coworkers in La Lima, Puerto Cortés,

and Tela. Within a week, some 15,000 Standard Fruit Company laborers

also went on strike. For the first time since 1932, a general strike paralyzed

export banana production on the North Coast.
37

The striking United Fruit workers demanded wage increases, im-

proved medical care, paid vacation time, housing for all workers, free

schooling for employees’ children, and the provision of protective work

clothing, among other things. Standard Fruit’s employees sought the im-

mediate dismissal of three companyadministrators, a fifty percent, across-

the-board wage hike, paid vacations, and other benefits. A government-

appointed mediator succeeded in bringing the Standard Fruit strike to

a relatively swift conclusion when the company consented to both make

modest wage increases and replace the three administrators named in

the strikers’ petition. However, some workers rejected the settlement and

remained on strike until the government intervened. The Tela Railroad

Company strike lasted sixty-nine days before the two sides reached an

agreement following the intervention of President Gálvez, the develop-

ment of deep fissures among the workers’ leaders, and the U.S.-supported

arrest of strike organizers with ties to communist organizations and the

PDRH. Workers won modest increases in wages and benefits. More im-

portantly, the Tela Railroad Company agreed to recognize collective bar-

gaining units. Shortly thereafter, labor leaders created the Tela Railroad

CompanyWorkers’ Union (SITRATERCO).
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Both Gálvez and the U.S. State Department insinuated that the Gua-

temalan government under the leadership of Jacobo Arbenz helped to

foment the strike, but workers received far more support from San Pedro

Sula’s business leaders than from communist-influenced foreign govern-

ments. In fact, the U.S.-orchestrated overthrowof the Arbenz government

notwithstanding, the events of 1954 ultimately served to weaken United

Fruit’s power. In the United States, the Department of Justice’s anti-trust

division opened an inquiry into the company’s marketing practices. In

Honduras, the candidate of the resurgent Liberal Party, Ramón Villeda

Morales won a plurality—but not a majority—of the votes in the elec-

tion that followed in the aftermath of the strike. In the absence of clear

majority, Julio Lozano Díaz, vice-president under Gálvez, assumed dicta-

torial powers. Lozano Díaz’s government promulgated a Charter of Labor

Rights that guaranteed workers the right to collective bargaining, legal-

ized about fifty unions, and recognized the right to strike.
38

Coming only seven years after the end of the sixteen-year Cariato,

the legislation marked both the growing power of pro-labor Liberal party

leaders and the reluctant acknowledgement on the part of some National

party leaders that in the rapidly shifting geopolitical contexts of the Cold

War, the United States frowned upon the repression of anti-communist

labor organizations. Villeda Morales at last assumed the presidency in

1957, following the overthrow of Lozano Díaz in 1956 by Colonel Oswaldo

López Arellano. The armed forces’ motives for the coup were multiple,

but by forcing the discredited Lozano Díaz out of office, the coup leaders

created an opening for the increasingly popular Liberal party to come to

power. During the presidency of Villeda Morales (1957–1963) the previ-

ously marginalized voices of workers and small-scale farmers resonated

loudly, expanding the boundaries of political discourse in Honduran so-

ciety and reshaping state-led development projects. In 1959, the Villeda

Morales administration created the Institute of Social Security (1959) and

promulgated a new national labor code (1959). Three years later, the Hon-

duran government approved agrarian reform legislation.

Unsurprisingly, the U.S. banana companies did not stand still in the

wake of the profound changes that took place between the end of World

War II and the early 1960s. In Honduras, the companies reacted to the

rising power of organized labor by finding ways to reduce the size of

their work forces. Under the terms of the strike settlement, the company

promised not to take reprisals against strike leaders, but it reserved the

right to transfer and/or release workers for ‘‘general economic reasons,

acts of God, and unforeseeable events.’’
39
Company executives must have
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prayed hard because two months after the strike concluded, severe flood-

ing wiped out thousands of hectares of bananas in the Sula valley. The

company responded bydismissing some 3,000workers inNovember 1954,

striking a blow to the fledgling Tela Railroad CompanyWorkers Union.

SITRATERCO officials reported to the press that they had convinced

company management to refrain from laying off an additional 7,000 em-

ployees, but a company-issued statement only acknowledged that man-

agement had agreed to keep the number of firings to the ‘‘fewest pos-

sible.’’
40
AU.S. embassy official reported that rank-and-file members were

upset over the inability of union leaders to prevent mass layoffs. The Tela

Railroad Company made small severance payments to dismissed workers

and allowed them to cultivate crops on company lands that lay fallow.

In addition, the Honduran government requested relief supplies from the

United States and organized an emergency public works program that

provided highway-building jobs for laid-off banana workers. However,

a U.S. official warned that any long-term solution to the unemployment

problem would remain out of reach until the company ‘‘settles the basic

question of whether operations will be built up again to ‘normal’ or pre-

flood levels, or will be resumed on permanently lower levels.’’
41

An answer came two years later when the Tela Railroad Company

organized a tour of its rehabilitated operations for representatives of Hon-

duran banks, commercial establishments, industry, and the national press.

Company officials explained that the spread of Panama disease, combined

with market demand for ‘‘high quality’’ fruit, reduced the viability of re-

cuperating ‘‘marginal lands.’’ Consequently, the area under production

would never again equal pre-1954 levels, nor would the company ‘‘main-

tain as many employees as in the past.’’
42

This proved to be an under-

statement: between 1953 and 1957, the Tela Railroad Company slashed its

Honduran payroll nearly in half (from about 26,000 to just over 13,000

workers) while land under active banana cultivation declined from some

16,000 hectares to 11,300 hectares between 1953 and 1959.
43
The number

of employees hired by United Fruit fell to a low of 8,800 persons in 1961.

Standard Fruit’s response to the 1954 strike was equally dramatic: after ex-

panding both its banana plantings and its workforce in the early 1950s,

the company cut its payroll from 13,000 to 9,000 between 1954 and 1955.

Entering the 1960s, the company employed fewer than 5,800 persons.
44

Standard’s payroll continued to diminish through 1967, when it dipped

below the 5,000 mark.

The fruit companies pursued two basic strategies for cutting jobs:

contracting out labor-intensive production processes and investing in
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labor-saving technologies. Efforts to shift production to non-company

farms actually began prior to the 1954 strike, coincident with the Gál-

vez administration’s labor reforms. In 1952, the Tela Railroad Company

established an ‘‘associate growers’ program’’ that provided one hundred

former company employees with twenty hectares of land each in ElHigue-

rito, an area that lay to the south of the company’s La Lima headquar-

ters. The associate growers, who assumed responsibility for managing the

labor-intensive tasks of planting, weeding, and harvesting, consented to

sell their bananas exclusively to theTela Railroad Company at prices set by

the latter. Under the terms of the contract, the company agreed to install

drainage, irrigation, and road infrastructure; operate irrigation and Siga-

toka control systems; and coordinate daily cultivation activities through a

central office in La Lima. The company promised to transfer the property

titles to individual growers upon recovering its investment.
45

Former Tela Railroad Company District Superintendent Camilo Ri-

veraGirón recalled that the national press generally opposed the ElHigue-

rito project because it provided the company with the means to ‘‘allevi-

ate itself of its responsibilities [to the workers].’’
46

As part of an effort

to sway public opinion, Rivera Girón led newspaper reporters on a tour

of El Higuerito in order to demonstrate the project’s merits. But, news-

paper editorial boards were not the only ones with reservations about

the associate grower projects. SITRATERCO officials argued that the pro-

gramwould depress wages. In October 1957, a group of Bordeaux sprayers

and other workers from the El Higuerito farms joined SITRATERCO in

order to defend themselves against what the union’s newspaper termed

‘‘wide-spread and capricious firings.’’
47
Four months later, SITRATERCO

representative Pastor Zúniga Ramírez complained that the company was

unjustly dismissing workers in El Higuerito. Company management de-

nied the accusation, stating that those fired were employees of associate

growers. However, the El Higuerito growers contended that they only

hired harvesting and weeding crews. In 1958, SITRATERCO declared that

the company ‘‘directly contracted’’ the laborers who worked in irrigation,

Sigatoka control, and fertilizer application on the associate grower farms.

On paydays, the union asserted, ‘‘these workers present pay stubs created

in the offices of the company to the associate grower . . . often, this is the

only contact that the grower has with the workers.’’
48

Union opposition failed to deter the company from expanding its as-

sociate grower programs. In May 1958, four former mandadores signed
leases with the Tela Railroad Company for 120-hectare lots in SanManuel,

a municipality that lay to the south of the company’s La Lima headquar-
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ters.
49
The terms of the leases were very similar to those found in the El

Higuerito contracts: the company agreed to install plantation infrastruc-

ture in return for exclusive rights to purchase export-quality fruit grown

by the lessees. The San Manuel growers assumed responsibility for all as-

pects of production with the notable exception of Sigatoka control which

remained in the hands of the company. In 1960, the Tela Railroad Com-

pany initiated two additional associate grower projects involving eight

former high-level Honduran employees and more than 800 hectares of

land in the Sula valley.
50
That same year, Thomas Sunderland, the newly

installed president of United Fruit, told shareholders that their company’s

‘‘future’’ lay in associate producer programs.
51
In 1961, the company spent

approximately one million dollars on disease control, irrigation, and fer-

tilizer inputs on more than one hundred associate grower farms in Hon-

duras. That year, associate producers sold more than two million bunches

of bananas to the company.
52

Company managers did not publicly state their long-term objectives

for the associate growers program in Honduras, but in private conver-

sations held separately with Honduran and U.S. government officials in

1960, they confirmed that they were seeking to get out of banana farm-

ing. One U.S. official reported that Honduran President Villeda Morales

received the news like a ‘‘body blow.’’ At least one member of congress

called for the immediate nationalization of company properties and rail-

roads.
53
No expropriations took place, but pressure from organized labor

prompted Villeda Morales to order the extension of several clauses in

SITRATERCO’s contract, including those related to minimum wages,

holidays, medical benefits, and housing, to ‘‘all farms in the Tela RR Com-

pany’s zone and to future entities who may acquire lands of the com-

pany.’’
54
This measure notwithstanding, SITRATERCO’s leadership con-

tinued to criticize both the ‘‘poor prices’’ paid to associate growers for their

bananas, and a clause in associate grower contracts that prohibited pro-

ducers from selling fruit rejected by company inspectors to other buyers.

Such measures, the union claimed, tended to drive down the wages paid

to fieldworkers.
55

Camilo Rivera Girón became an associate grower in 1960 after work-

ing for many years for the Tela Railroad Company. Rivera Girón recalled

being at the company’s mercy: ‘‘The Tela’s fruit inspectors would arrive

and say ‘this bunch is not good, that one is no good’—but what were we

going to do? Therewasn’t anyother buyer.’’ He recalled that thewages paid

to workers on associate grower farms were ‘‘about half ’’ of those paid by

the company. In addition, associate growers did not provide workers with
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the housing and medical benefits enjoyed by the company’s unionized

workers.
56
For Rivera Girón, the Tela Railroad Company’s use of associate

growers was a clear response to the growing power of organized labor:

‘‘When they [company management] gave the workers better wages, they

had to reduce the personnel so that their profits would remain the same,

right? They had to lay off people so that the fixed costs—the costs of

administration and labor—would be lower and employee productivity

higher.’’
57

If in retrospect Rivera Girón viewed the fruit company’s cutbacks as

a logical business decision, he was less sanguine about the threat of layoffs

when he served as Governor of Cortés in the early 1960s. Following the

Tela Railroad Company’s announcement that it was suspending invest-

ments inHonduras in protest over proposed land reformmeasures, Rivera

Girón complained to a U.S. official that the company’s action was a crude

attempt at blackmail that undermined the spirit of President John Ken-

nedy’s Alliance for Progress. Girón was not the only one upset with United

Fruit; U.S. consul Robert Ashford received a ‘‘barrage of complaints’’ from

‘‘friendly sources,’’ who expressed ‘‘amazement’’ that the U.S. government

could not more effectively control the actions of the fruit company.
58
Ulti-

mately, both land reform legislation and the associate grower program

(which meshed nicely with Alliance for Progress approaches to poverty

reduction) proceeded ahead. Entering the 1970s, United Fruit’s associate

producers cultivated around 3,100 hectares of bananas in Honduras.
59

Standard Fruit began laying the groundwork for an ‘‘Independent

Planter Program’’ (IPP) in 1965. The move came one year after the San

Francisco-based Castle and Cook Corporation acquired a controlling in-

terest in the company.
60
Castle and Cook executives favored freeing up the

company’s capital by finding Honduran investors to grow bananas. The

IPP bore a strong resemblance to United Fruit’s associate producers pro-

gram: Standard Fruit planned to assist growers by securing bank loans,

providing technological inputs, and serving as the exclusive market out-

let. Company officials predicted that the initiative would double the com-

pany’s existing acreage and create 6,000 new jobs over a two-year period.

Not surprisingly, union officials opposed the IPP on the grounds that the

‘‘independent’’ planters would not be bound by the terms of collective bar-

gaining agreements between the union and the company. Standard Fruit

officials countered this criticism by asserting that growers would be able

to pay union wages and make a profit. However, U.S. State Department

officials doubted this claim, noting that existing non-company growers

tended to pay about one-half the minimum wages paid by the fruit com-
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panies.
61
In order to weaken union opposition, Standard Fruit included a

clause in the 1965 labor contract that established an incentive system for

employees based on the total number of bunches shipped from its Hon-

duran division regardless of whether the fruit came from a company-run

farm.This apparently swayedmany of Standard Fruit’s employees—ama-

jority of whom did not work in harvesting operations—who came to view

the union’s opposition to the IPP as preventing them from earning extra

pay.
62
After amodest beginning in 1966, the Independent Planter Program

grew swiftly: in 1971, IPP farms occupied approximately 3,800 hectares.
63

Contracting out banana production enabled the fruit companies to

cut labor costs, but it did not resolve the problems posed by Panama

disease. Running low on both disease-free soils and facing an uncertain

political climate following the 1954 strike, Standard Fruit’s management

abandoned efforts to undertake capital-intensive flood fallowing in favor

of renewing the search for a pathogen-resistant banana to replace Gros

Michel. At some point during the early 1940s, Standard imported Bout

Rond plants from Puerto Rico and Giant Cavendish from Santos, Brazil,

along with the IC 2, a hybrid created by British breeders at the Imperial

College of Tropical Agriculture that resisted both Panama and Sigatoka

pathogens.
64
In 1944, Standard began small commercial shipments of the

IC 2 hybrid variety. Exports peaked in 1950 (less than 0.5 million bunches)

but the company discontinued IC 2 production four years later due to the

variety’s relatively low yields and short-fingered fruit.
65
Standard’s first

planting of Giant Cavendish (a modest 40 hectares) took place in 1943.
66

Shortly thereafter, the company began intercropping Bout Rond bananas

among diseased Gros Michel plants so that as the latter went out of pro-

duction, the formerwould serve as a replacement. GeneralManagerChute

described both Bout Rond and Giant Cavendish as ‘‘fine, large bananas,

resistant to Panama disease.’’
67
However, the fruit bunches did not ripen

in the same manner as Gros Michel fruit. Bout Rond and Giant Caven-

dish required storage temperatures between 60 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit

and exposure to ethylene gas in order to ripen ‘‘properly.’’ Chute therefore

initially discouraged selling Bout Rond and Giant Cavendish bananas to

dealers who would not ripen them ‘‘in the proper manner.’’

By 1953, more than 3,200 hectares of Bout Rond were in bearing.
68

Three years later, Standard Fruit elected to convert all of its production to

Giant Cavendish because it out-yielded Bout Rond and possessed greater

resistance to wind damage (‘‘Giant Cavendish’’ was a misnomer; the plant

was shorter than either Gros Michel or Bout Rond). The company sold

its Cavendish fruit under the trade name ‘‘Golden Beauty.’’ As had been
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the case in the 1920s with Lacatan bananas, the new variety met with con-

siderable resistance from U.S. fruit distributors who complained that the

thin-skinned Cavendish was highly susceptible to bruising and scarring

while in transit from farm to retail market. As late as 1955, studies of

banana jobbers indicated that ‘‘the quality and appearance of the fruit’’

was a ‘‘major determinant’’ of the profitability of their businesses.
69
Gros

Michel remained the banana of choice for most fruit dealers, who tended

to refer to all other bananas simply as ‘‘varieties,’’ a lack of specificity that

reflected the extent to which jobbers considered Gros Michel to be with-

out peer.

As the 1950s came to a close, Standard’s non–GrosMichel exports suf-

fered a high rate of rejection and discounting.
70
In 1958, the company’s

public relations department published a statement in a Honduran news-

paper claiming that U.S. wholesalers complained about the appearance,

shape, and ripening characteristics of Giant Cavendish fruit. The com-

pany added, ‘‘It’s widely known that when there is an abundance of Gros

Michel fruit, as was the case in 1957, the price of the Giant Cavendish falls

dramatically.’’
71
Several months later, Standard Fruit published another

statement claiming that market prices for Giant Cavendish continued to

be low and that the company’s Honduran division was losing money.
72

Both statements appeared during a period of labor unrest and probably

were intended to convince theHonduran public that the claims of striking

workers were unreasonable. But they also reflected the continued resis-

tance of market structures to non-Gros Michel bananas.

In 1957, Standard Fruit erected an experimental banana packing plant

in Honduras. Workers de-stemmed, washed, and selected hands of ba-

nanas before packing the fruit in cardboard boxes. The idea of the experi-

ment was to cut down on the number of times that the delicate Cavendish

fruit had to be handled prior to reaching retail markets. After two years

of trial marketing in urban areas in the United States, company officials

announced in 1960 that they were on the verge of ‘‘the greatest innovation

in the history of the banana industry—precooled, plantation boxing.’’
73

In fact, the idea of packing bananas in boxes was far from revolutionary;

Standard Fruit had experimented with exporting boxed bananas in the

early 1930s. Driven in part by the growth of self-serve supermarkets, fruit

jobbers in the United States began to deliver bananas to retail outlets in

boxes before World War II. By the mid-1950s, jobbers cut, packed, and

weighed virtually all of the bananas that they handled.
74
Not surprisingly,

Standard Fruit officials reported that retailers were ‘‘unanimous’’ in their

approval of boxed bananas because they were well suited for self-service
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supermarkets that by 1960 accounted for about 75 percent of food sales

in the United States. That year, Standard Fruit introduced consumers to

boxed ‘‘Cabana’’ bananas.
75

United Fruit continued to grow and export GrosMichel fruit through

1960, but tensions were growing between the company’s research staff

and top-level management over how to resolve the Panama disease prob-

lem. In 1957 United Fruit’s top scientists gathered in Palo Alto, California

to develop a long-range research agenda. The company’s research direc-

tor, Dr. Jesse E. Hobson, opened the meetings by stating that ‘‘a major

problem’’ facing the company was the rising cost of production. He noted

that plant diseases were largely responsible for the trend: ‘‘Panama dis-

ease is costing millions of dollars per year. Sigatoka is costing millions

more per year to control.’’
76
In addition, the company was annually aban-

doning around 2,000 hectares of land throughout its far-flung tropical

operations. Flood fallowing accounted for about 50 percent of the com-

pany’s Honduran production, an indication of the shrinking amount of

disease-free soils in the Sula valley. The staff scientists and consultants as-

sembled in Palo Alto concluded that United Fruit was ‘‘running out of

land’’ and that the company would no longer be able ‘‘to avoid problems

by moving to new land.’’
77
Two years later, Dr. Robert Stover, writing in

the research department’s newsletter, called banana breeding ‘‘the only

hopeful long-term approach to the solution of the banana disease prob-

lem.’’
78
On a short-term basis, some company scientists believed that the

Lacatan banana, which the company was already producing in Jamaica for

European markets, should be planted on abandoned farms.
79

However, United Fruit’s top executives remained reluctant to replace

Gros Michel as late as 1959. Jesse Hobson believed that management’s

lack of interest in solving the Panama disease problem could be traced to

former company president Samuel Zemurray who considered the patho-

gen to be a ‘‘blessing’’ to the company that helped to limit competition.
80

However, there is little evidence to substantiate this claim and much cir-

cumstantial evidence—including the company’s long-term investments

in research on Panama disease—against it. The complacency of Zemurray

and other ‘‘banana men’’ was more likely rooted in their perceptions of

U.S. markets. Thomas McCann, who began working for the company in

1953, recalled that ‘‘the old-timers swore by all they held sacred that there

was just no way to replace it [Gros Michel], that anything else would be

thrown out of the markets, that nothing would grow on our plantations

except ‘Big Mike.’ ’’
81
But the banana trade familiar to the ‘‘old timers’’

had all but ceased to exist by the late 1950s. In 1952, Ecuador passed Hon-
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figure 6.4. Banana farm with Panama disease (1955). Note irregular
pattern of highly infected areas. In the foreground is a model United Fruit
banana labor camp. United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker
Library, Harvard Business School.

duras as the world’s leading banana exporter. By the end of the decade,

40 percent of U.S. banana imports came from Ecuador’s Panama disease–

free soils.
82
The result was a glut of inexpensively produced bananas at a

time when production costs were on the rise in Honduras and both per

capita consumption and the average retail price of bananas in the United

States were flat.
83
Between 1950 and 1960, United Fruit’s earnings fell pre-

cipitously from $66 million to $2 million; share prices plummeted from

$70 to $15 over the same period.

To make matters worse for United Fruit, the anti-trust investigation
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initiated by the U.S. Department of Justice in 1954 concluded in 1958 when

company officials signed a consent decree in which they agreed to sell

off the company’s Guatemalan assets.
84
That same year Samuel Zemur-

ray—the quintessential ‘‘banana man’’—resigned as Chairman of United

Fruit’s board of directors. Thomas Jefferson Coolidge (a direct descendant

of Thomas Jefferson) succeeded Zemurray for one year before being re-

placed by forty-year-old George Peabody Gardner.With profits and stock

values plummeting, Gardner began to ‘‘clean house,’’ forcing out long-

time executives including CEO Kenneth Redmond and Almyr Bump,

vice-president of agricultural operations.
85
In 1958, Gardner hired Thomas

Sunderland to be the company’s president. Sunderland, who had previ-

ously served as vice president and general counsel for StandardOil of Indi-

ana, was an industry outsider who hadmade his reputation handling anti-

trust litigation, not bananas. He quickly moved to reduce United Fruit’s

operating costs both in the U.S. and the tropics. Noting that the annual

cost ($18 million) of replacing Panama disease-infected farms throughout

LatinAmerica wasmore than four times greater than the estimated annual

costs ($4 million) of converting to pathogen-resistant varieties, Sunder-

land gave the go-ahead for a conversion to Cavendish bananas.
86

In 1959, United Fruit’s research division added a ‘‘Plant Breeding and

Genetics’’ department.
87
The company enlisted botanists Paul Allen and

J. J. Ochse to travel to Southeast Asia in order to expand the genetic re-

sources available for banana breeding.
88
Both the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture and the State Department provided logistical sup-

port for the expeditions, the first of their kind carried out by the company

since Otto Reinking’s work in the 1920s. Allen and Ochse sought out both

varieties of Musa whose fruits resembled Gros Michel (i.e., seedless trip-

loids) and those likely to possess disease resistance (including seeded dip-

loid varieties). In other words, the botanical missions sought to collect a

wider range of Musa specimens—including uncultivated varieties—than

had previously been assembled. United Fruit’s new-found interest in dip-

loid plants reflected important changes in approaches to banana breeding.

Observing that seed-bearing diploids tended to possess disease resistance

but seldomproduced fruits whose shape, size, and color resembled export

bananas, British breeders in the 1940s began to develop hybrid diploids

with ‘‘improved’’ fruit quality.These ‘‘elite’’ diploid lines were then crossed

withGrosMichel.
89
This strategy guided banana-breeding programs in the

Caribbean and Central America during the second half of the twentieth

century.
90
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With the Southeast Asia expeditions still in the field, researchers

in Honduras initiated trials of several cultivars maintained at Lance-

tilla, the company’s experimental garden near Tela.
91
In 1962, the research

staff reported that three members of the Cavendish group—Giant Caven-

dish, Valery, and Grand Nain—were giving ‘‘extremely high production.’’

United Fruit test-marketed boxed Valery bananas in the U.S. Midwest

and received a favorable consumer response. An independent taste panel

found both the flavor and aroma of the Valery to be ‘‘distinctly superior’’

to that of the Gros Michel.
92
By the end of 1963, United Fruit workers

had planted nearly 4,400 hectares of Valery bananas and built 29 boxing

plants inHonduras.
93
Twoyears later, virtually all of the company’s Central

American farms were planted with Panama disease-resistant, Cavendish

varieties.
94

Ironically, banana breeders considered both Giant Cavendish and

Valery varieties to be closely related to Lacatan—the cultivar that U.S.

mass markets had largely rejected in the 1920s. Yet, by the 1960s, new po-

litical and agroecological contexts inHonduras, and the expansion of self-

serve supermarkets in the United States enabled boxed Cavendish vari-

eties to become a viable solution to a problem that was more than half a

century old. The export banana industry’s conversion to Cavendish vari-

eties is noteworthy because in contrast to the history of other major food

crops, hybridization did not play a significant role in reshaping produc-

tion processes following World War II. The varieties that replaced Gros

Michel bananas were popular cultivars from South and Southeast Asia.

For example, United Fruit’s Valery plant stock had been collected by Otto

Reinking in the 1920s during his excursion through Saigon (Vietnam).

After dramatically reducing the biological diversity of lowland tropical

landscapes in Central America for seventy-five years, the export banana

industry tapped into the pan-tropical diversity ofMusa cultivars in order

to overcome Panama disease.

The Cavendish era also gave a second life to Miss Chiquita. Under

the direction of Thomas Sunderland and Executive Vice-President Jona-

than Fox (another industry outsider hired by Sunderland) United Fruit

launched newmarketing initiatives in conjunction with the conversion to

boxed bananas:

Boxing has cleared the way for developments in merchandising which

have never been possible before in the banana business. We are now

ready to consider changing our business from the sale of a commodity
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item to the sale of a branded, identifiable item, which, if adopted, will

enable us to advertise our bananas, instead of bananas generally.95

By turning an agricultural commodity into a retail product distinguish-

able by a brand name, United Fruit hoped to create demand for a ‘‘pre-

mium’’ export banana for which it could charge higher prices and recu-

perate some of the added expenses associated with boxing.
96
The company

created a new executive position, Director of Quality Control, that was

responsible for setting and maintaining quality standards. In 1963, United

Fruit launched a multi-million dollar advertising campaign in order to

promote its new product. Company officials chose ‘‘Chiquita’’ for the

brand name after marketing surveys revealed that consumer recognition

of ‘‘Miss Chiquita’’ remained extremely high (surpassed only by Elsie, the

Borden cow, according to one trade journal).
97
Workers in packing plants

began placing blue and gold stickers on retail units of bananas that fea-

tured a Mirandaesque figure wearing a fruit-laden hat and the word ‘‘Chi-

quita.’’ Supermarket displays featured oversized versions of the blue and

gold icon accompanied by the phrase ‘‘This seal outside means the best

inside.’’
98
Once a mere salesgirl, Miss Chiquita was now United Fruit’s top

banana.

Meanwhile, popular culture in the United States continued to appro-

priate the banana as an icon for sex and humor. In 1967, national media

outlets reported that ‘‘hippies’’ were smoking dried and shredded banana

peel fibers. The smoke, dubbed ‘‘mellow yellow,’’ reputedly produced hal-

lucinogenic effects similar to LSD. One U.S. congressperson proposed a

banana-labeling act in order to halt what he described, tongue-in-cheek,

as ‘‘an invasion of the fruit stand by a generation of thrill seekers.’’
99
In fact,

the recipe for smoking banana peels started as a satire in the Berkeley Barb
and was later picked up by other counter-culture periodicals, including

the Village Voice.100 Subsequently, the story gave new meanings to British

pop singer Donovan’s hit tune ‘‘Mellow Yellow.’’ However, the humor was

lost on straight-laced United Fruit Company officials who, along with the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration, conducted laboratory experiments

to discredit the notion that burning fruit peels could produce halluci-

nogenic effects. Counterculture movements of the 1960s also revived the

banana as a phallic symbol, most notably in the Andy Warhol–designed

jacket for the rock album classic, The Velvet Underground and Nico, re-
leased by Verve Records in 1967. The cover featured a yellow banana that

peeled off to reveal an orange-pink colored fruit that was highly sugges-

tive of a penis. Significantly, during a period when scholars, university
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figure 6.5. United Fruit’s ‘‘Miss Chiquita’’ (1956). New York: United Fruit
Company, 1956.

students, and liberal politicians in the United States increasingly criticized

their government’s foreign policies in Latin America and elsewhere, the

banana continued to be appropriated to tease, mock, and arouse in con-

texts far removed from the places where bananas grew.

United Fruit’s advertising campaigns during the 1960s appropriated

both turn-of-the-century images of the tropics and elements of contem-
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porary U.S. pop culture, including rock music and bikinis. In 1969, the

company sponsored a search in Latin America for two women to be

‘‘Señorita Chiquita USA’’ and ‘‘Señorita Chiquita Europe.’’ The winners,

Ximena Iragorri of Colombia and Ana María González of Guatemala,

were young, petite, and had prior experiences in television and fashion

modeling. United Fruit promotional material noted that the two women

would ‘‘attract lots of attention with their mod banana-looking outfits,’’

that included a ‘‘short, flippy little petal dress;’’ a ‘‘floating chiffon dress;’’

a ‘‘banana-kini;’’ and a ‘‘sleek jumpsuit.’’
101

Company publicity thus por-

trayed Iragorri and Gonzalez as sexy Latin singles. However, both the cos-

mopolitan backgrounds of the two women (the trilingual Iragorri had at-

tended a French school in The Hague while Gonzalez learned English in

a California high school) and the contest prizes—college scholarships—

suggested that both women possessed skills and aspirations that belied the

Miss Chiquita image.

Three years later, Miss Chiquita returned to the airwaves in a tele-

vision commercial featuring Barbara Carrera, a New York–based model

and performer who sang a ‘‘driving Latin Rock’’ arrangement of the Chi-

quita Banana Song:

I’m Chiquita Banana and I’m back to say

I am the top banana.

Chiquita’s top banana in the world today.

There’s only one—

You’ll know me when you see me.102

The revised lyrics reflected changes in marketing strategies since the

1940s: advice about storing (generic) bananas was replaced by a message

that not all bananas were the same: Chiquita fruit was superior to the com-

petition. An article in the companymagazine describedCarrera as a ‘‘viva-

cious new Miss Chiquita’’ whose roots were ‘‘definitely Latin.’’ Conjuring

up the ghost of Carmen Miranda, the company quoted the Nicaraguan-

born Carrera as saying ‘‘Eef they hadn’t chosen me, I would have lost faith

in the beezness. I was raised on bananas.’’
103

As late as the 1970s then, fruit

company advertising continued to get mileage out of worn stereotypes of

Latin American women. In fact, United Brands’ 1972 annual report stated

that new advertising campaigns would stress the ‘‘nostalgia’’ of the Chi-

quita Brand image during an era when anti-Vietnamwar protestors, femi-

nists, civil rights activists, and environmentalists appeared to threaten the

social order.
104
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But consumer longings for bygone days could not single-handedly

sell Chiquita bananas. At the heart of the campaign was an effort to in-

culcate consumers with the idea that not all bananas were the same. The

Chiquita andCabana brand names tried to re-definewhat consumers con-

sidered to be a quality banana by emphasizing features such as bunch

symmetry, the fullness of individual bananas, and blemish-free peels that

ripened uniformly. In order to bear the Chiquita label in 1970, a banana

had to be aminimumof eight inches long and free of a long list of ‘‘defects’’

primarily related to the visual appearance of the fruit.
105

Standard Fruit

also based its quality ratings on the number of ‘‘outward defects’’ and the

‘‘fresh appearance’’ of the peel.
106

Achieving and maintaining these new

quality standards required new production techniques and new forms of

labor. The most important innovation was the on-farm boxing of fruit.

The empacadora, or packing plant, became the key component of the

industry’s ‘‘post-harvest’’ operations designed to ensure greater quality

control. Former Standard Fruit employee Henry Muery noted that the

empacadoras virtually eliminated ‘‘in-farm defects,’’ and enabled the fruit

companies to export ‘‘essentially blemish-free’’ fruit.
107

Boxing bananas

was a multi-step process. At one end of the plant, workers armed with

sharp knives removed the hands of freshly harvested bananas from their

stems and placed them in tanks filled with water. The bath served the dual

purpose of cleaning the peels and cooling the temperature of the fruit

prior to boxing. A gentle current carried the fruit to the other end of the

long, rectangular tanks where another group of workers sorted the pre-

mium grade fruit (e.g., ‘‘Chiquitas’’) from both the second grade bananas

(known as ‘‘specials’’) and the rejects. Export grades were then treated

with chemicals to prevent fungal rots before being weighed, stickered, and

packed into boxes.

The empacadoras provided novel employment opportunities for Cen-

tral American women. Although women had found employment in the

offices, hospitals, and schools of the fruit companies, the work of growing

and shipping bananas remained a masculine domain in Central America

prior to the creation of packing plants. In Honduras, United Fruit began

using women in packing operations no later than 1962. Women entered

Standard Fruit’s empacadoras no later than 1967.
108

Both companies ini-

tially hire women for packing plants in small cohorts. These first hires

often had family connections that helped them to secure a position. For

example, Esperanza Rivera Nájera was offered a packing plant job by her

husband’s supervisor in 1968. She recalled that ‘‘if you weren’t related to

an employee, you were not able to get a job.’’ Other women secured posi-
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tions in packing plants through fathers and stepfathers.
109

This was noth-

ing new; male field hands historically landed jobs by exploiting personal

contacts. In fact, kin networks may have become even more important by

the late 1960s, when the companies were reducing the size of their union-

ized work forces.

Womenworked selecting, weighing, stickering, and packing bananas.

Thework pace in empacadoras followed a rhythm set by harvesting opera-

tions: the larger the cortes, the longer and more frenetic the shifts for

packers. Days could be particularly strenuous for women like Esperanza,

who had three children when she began working in the empacadora at the
age of twenty-three:

We got up at 4:00 in the morning and ate breakfast on the way to

work, because sometimes there wasn’t time to eat at work. The day was

stressful. We started at 6:30 and we didn’t finish working until 6:30 in

the evening. Twelve-hour shifts. We had one half-hour break at 11 in the

morning and that was it.

When a woman leaves her family to work it’s a struggle because

one has obligations to her children and also to her job. Sometimes I got

up at 3:00 in the morning to wash clothes.110

Other women who began working in packing plants in the mid-1960s re-

called a similar routine of rising early and working long days (up to 16

hours) with few breaks. Long shifts in the empacadorawere punctuated by

days when the plants operated at less than full capacity or shut down com-

pletely in the absence of harvesting activities. For women like Olivia Zal-

dívar, periodic lulls in packing activity provided an opportunity to catch

up on domesticwork: ‘‘The days that the empacadora did not operatewere
spent washing clothes.’’

111

Olivia worked for six months in a Tela Railroad Company packing

plant in 1964 during which time she met a man with whom she had a

child who died in infancy. Two years later, Olivia had a second child with

anotherman, but when the father refused to provide any financial or emo-

tional support, she returned to the empacadora, ‘‘motivated’’ by the need

to take care of her child. Olivia’s status as amadre soltera, or singlemother,

was a common one for women in the boxing plants. Indeed, somewomen

suggested that single mothers formed a majority of the female employees.

According to Olivia, the empacadoras not only attracted single mothers,

they also helped to create them: ‘‘There are women who are married when

they start working, but you know that when a woman works she frees her-
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self. When she is not working [outside the home] a woman is dependent

on her husband. But if she is working, how can the man say no?’’ Olivia

described herself as a ‘‘libertine’’ in her youth, a characterization that may

have been shaped by her conversion later in life to evangelicalism. In retro-

spect, sheviewed the breakup of couples with children as undesirable since

the kids ‘‘are the ones that suffer the most.’’
112

Juana Meléndez was another madre soltera—in this case a young

widow who worked long days in order to raise her children. Juana never

remarried. She described herself as a ‘‘Tom-boy’’ during her childhood, a

characterization confirmed by a long-time male friend who recalled that

Juana had dressed ‘‘like a boy,’’ played with boys, and tended to cattle.
113

Juana’s physical and mental strength served her well in the packing plant

where she simultaneously annoyed and won the respect of both her fel-

low workers and supervisors for her fast work pace and quick tongue.

She recalled an occasion when she led an impromptu work stoppage in

order to protest the supervisors’ failure to maintain sufficient water in the

washing tanks (a situation that increased the likelihood of bruising to the

fruit). She subsequently became a union steward, but she ‘‘complained so

much’’ about working conditions that she soon found herself back among

the rank-and-file. Juana’s strong will may have been exceptional, but her

memories resonated with those of other women packers whose stories

mingled images of maternal sacrifices and personal autonomy.
114

Regardless of their marital status, women who worked in the empa-
cadoras depended upon other women to assist with child-care. In Olivia

Zaldívar’s case, she relied upon her mother to watch her son on days that

she worked as a fruit packer. Other women, including ones with spouses

such as Esperanza, hired muchachas (girls or young women) to care for

their children and attend to household chores. Having to pay for child care

cut into women’s net earnings, but the ability to employ domestic help

also reflected the benefits of having a steady—and in some cases dual—in-

come. Esperanza relished the opportunity to earn wages so that she could

‘‘buy things for her house,’’ and pay for her children’s education. Olivia

Zaldívar described packing plant work asmuy sacrificado but added in the

same breath that ‘‘everyone’’ wanted to work for the company because it

was relatively steady employment.Women entering the packing plants in

the 1960s benefited from the existence of unions, labor law reforms, and

collective bargaining contracts that were the legacyof the 1954 strike.They

earned hourly wages and received medical and retirement benefits. How-

ever, ‘‘steady employment’’ did not mean a fixed work schedule since the

volume of fruit harvested fluctuated due to the vagaries of weather and
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mass markets. Furthermore, the number of women who managed to get

full-time jobs in the packing plants during the 1960swas small and initially

limited to individuals with a spouse or male family member employed by

one of the companies.

The opportunity to work in a packing plant exacted both physical

and emotional costs.Women uniformly described their days in the empa-
cadoras as exhausting. They performed repetitive tasks at a high rate of

speed for anywhere from ten to fourteen hours. Breaks were limited to a

half-hour lunch break around 11 and a second break in the late afternoon

on occasions when packing operations extended into the late evening.The

work environment could also be debilitating. Fruit selectors constantly

had to dip their hands into the water tanks in the process of grading the

bananas. Some women considered this to be the least desirable job in the

empacadora. Pepe Puerta, a former packing plant supervisor for Standard

Fruit, recalled that ‘‘they [the women] used to say that the dampness af-

fected them.’’
115

He also believed that some workers developed tumors as

a result of their exposure to the chemicals used in the empacadoras to pre-

vent crown rot (a fungus) fromdeveloping while the bananas were in tran-

sit. From the fruit companies’ perspective, severe cases of crown rot ren-

dered the bananas ‘‘commercially unacceptable.’’
116

United Fruit initially

used a Dithane dip to prevent crown rot. Around 1965, the companies

began adding chlorine to the water tanks in order to control the fungus.

Three years later, the industry switched to a systemic fungicide (Thia-

bendazole) following its approval for use on bananas by the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration.
117

Workers applied Thiabendazole with the aid of a

sprayer that showered the fruit just prior to boxing.

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, there is no evidence that either the

fruit companies or union officials provided packing plant workers with

safety instructions and/or protective apparel such as gloves or masks.

Esperanza recalled that she worked ten years in the empacadora ‘‘with-

out protecting myself, always wet, with my arms exposed to the sprays

[fungicides].’’
118

Other women confirmed the absence of protective cloth-

ing. An illustrated instructional manual for United Fruit’s packing plant

workers makes no mention of protective clothing and depicts a bare-

handed worker dipping fruit into a solution of ‘‘disinfectant’’ (presum-

ably dithane) strongly suggesting that the women and men who labored

in packing plants during the 1960s and early 1970s received frequent ex-

posure to more than just dampness.

Although some workers in the packing plants, including the ex-

supervisor Pepe Puerta, expressed concerns about chronic exposure to
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cancer-causing chemicals, long-time packing plant workers suffered from

other ailments including arthritis and skin problems. In addition, Esper-

anza recalled that when she began working in the late 1960s, bathroom

facilities were crude and inconveniently located, and the water available

for drinking tasted like ‘‘pure salt.’’ The 1974 collective bargaining agree-

ment signed by Standard Fruit and the workers union SUTRASFCO in-

cluded clauses requiring the company to install toilet facilities, drinking

water, electric fans, and wall clocks in all of its empacadoras. The com-

pany also agreed to provide places for workers to eat lunch and a room for

women to change their clothes.
119

The extent to which the company com-

plied with these clauses is unknown, but the terms of the contract suggest

both that a significant number of packing plants lacked basic amenities

as late as 1974, and that union officials and company executives sought to

address at least some women employees’ concerns.

Because onlymen filled supervisory roles in the empacadoras,women

were potentially vulnerable to sexual harassment. However, former work-

ers indicated that cases of blatant abuse were rare. On the other hand,

women’s memories point toward a more subtle tension created by the

tendency for women in the empacadoras to be viewed simultaneously

as possessing stereotypical feminine qualities (e.g., delicate hands) and

potentially threatening levels of autonomy—the madre soltera. The lim-

ited number of women’s testimonies presented here point to the existence

of a fine line between ‘‘liberated’’ and ‘‘libertine,’’ and ‘‘outspoken’’ and

‘‘troublemaker.’’ Finally, if women viewed their packing plant jobs as the

best way to ensure a secure future for their families, they also regretted

spending entire days away from their young children who would often be

fast asleep by the time they returned home.

By the mid-1960s, United Fruit officials declared the Chiquita mar-

keting campaign a success. The company enjoyed record sales’ volumes

and rising profit margins. Miss Chiquita had helped to save the day for the

company’s new management who watched profits rise from $1.7 million

to $25 million between 1963 and 1966. The successful financial turnaround

led to a dramatic takeover attempt byWall Street trader Eli M. Black that

culminated in themerger of United Fruit and Black’s AMK corporation in

1969.
120

The following year, the new company changed its name to United

Brands. After nearly seventy years, the tight relationship between United

Fruit and Gros Michel bananas was irrevocably severed.

The rebirth of Miss Chiquita, therefore, provided an aura of con-

tinuity to a period of political, economic, environmental, and social
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transformations in both Central America and the United States. Banana

workers in Honduras helped to bring about some of these changes by

forming labor unions and pressing for land reform. But organized labor

was not the only force that compelled the fruit companies to alter their

production processes; the inexorable spread of Panama disease drove up

production costs and rates of soil abandonment at a time when the fruit

companies’ extensive landholdings in the Caribbean and Latin America

were under severe public scrutiny and threats of expropriation.The indus-

try’s solution to the problem—boxed Cavendish bananas—created unex-

pected opportunities for women as wage laborers in packing plants. Ironi-

cally, the nostalgic return of Miss Chiquita coincided with changing roles

for women in the tropics.



Chapter 7

La Química

The direction of research in the labs follows the philosophy that the
banana, the soils, and the various enemies of the banana, are a
three-dimensional biological system in which factors affecting any
one variable can be expected to affect all other variables.

norwood c. thorton, 1959

I had to take a friend of mine who had been applying Nemagon to
the emergency room, and there were quite a few cases like that. If
you happened to be passing through the farm you immediately
noticed the smell in the air . . . there were dead fish in the rivers
and creeks, a lot of dead fish.

neche martínez, 1995

One day in the early 1950s, United Fruit Company research assistant Jorge

Romero was supervising a work crew applying an agrochemical through

the irrigation system.
1
As the sun climbed in the tropical sky, the smell

of the rapidly vaporizing chemical penetrated the protective masks worn

by the workers, forcing them to complete their tasks quickly in order to

avoid being overwhelmed by the fumes. When a crew member named

Benito removed his mask, Jorge pleaded with him to put it back on be-

fore approaching the irrigation equipment. But Benito refused, declaring

‘‘soy indio salvadoreño bruto (‘‘I’m a tough indio from El Salvador’’). Just

watch.’’ Romero described what happened next: ‘‘Benito didn’t take more

than five steps toward the sprinkler when plop! He fell to the ground with

blood running from his nose, ears, and eyes. We pulled him out of there

and rushed him to the hospital.’’ Jorge, who spent more than thirty years

in theTela RailroadCompany’s research department, used the anecdote to

illustrate what could happen when a worker adopted a ‘‘superman men-
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tality’’ and failed to play by ‘‘the rules of the game.’’ The story also helps

to convey how the ‘‘game’’ of growing export bananas was changing in

important ways for fieldworkers.

As late as the mid-1940s, the primary chemical input on export ba-

nana plantations was copper sulfate used to control Sigatoka. Follow-

ing World War II, both the spiraling costs of Bordeaux spraying and the

increasing availability of petroleum-derived pesticides prompted United

Fruit to strengthen its ties with chemical companies. In 1948, Dr. Norwood

Thorton left his position with Union Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Cor-

poration to becomeUnited Fruit’s head plant pathologist. Four years later,

United Fruit’s Director of Research Hartley Rowe encouraged his staff to

establish ‘‘close contact and cooperation with those chemical companies

working in the field of modern, scientific insecticides and fungicides.’’
2

That same year, Dr. Thorton presented a paper at the conference of the

American Phytopathological Society entitled ‘‘The Use of Fungicides in

Central and South America.’’ Noting that ‘‘the need for fungicides is evi-

dent on every hand,’’ he expressed confidence that the future of Central

American agriculture lay with chemical controls.
3
In Honduras, company

researchers set up dozens of test plots treated with fungicides supplied

by major U.S. chemical manufacturers including DuPont, Union Carbide,

Esso, and R. T. Vanderbilt. Both DuPont and Vanderbilt sent their top

agricultural scientists to Honduras to study the Sigatoka problem.
4

By the late 1940s, United Fruit was making use of organochlorinated

insecticides such asDDT,Methoxyclor, Chlordane, andToxaphene to con-

trol flies, ticks, mosquitoes, and leaf-cutting ants. The research depart-

ment’s annual report for 1949 displayed what at the timewas a typical lack

of concern about human exposure to insecticides:

Widespread application of high concentrations of DDT are effective,

but usually leaves a heavy residue deposit that may be unsightly in a

residence. To overcome this, we have, in the case of a few residences,

made applications of Chlordane and DDT at one percent concentra-

tions to the exterior of buildings only. The flooring, sills, uprights and

ground areas under the house, the thick bushes, flowering trees and in

special cases, even the lawns were sprayed. Application of the spray

mixture has always been light and in most cases no unsightly residue

was left.5

If unaware of the health hazards posed by exposure to DDT, company

scientists quickly realized its limitations. As early as 1951, the research de-
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partment reported that it had ‘‘conclusive evidence’’ that house fly popu-

lations acquired resistance to DDT. They urged rotating the use of vari-

ous insecticides in order to slow the build-up of resistance: ‘‘It is likely

that a new population of resistant flies will develop, but probably not to

bothersome proportions before six months to one year.’’
6
This curiously

shortsighted strategy for dealing with the problem of pesticide resistance

would dominate fruit company practices for the remainder of the twenti-

eth century.

By the early 1970s virtually every phase of production—from plant

propagation to boxing operations—involved chemical inputs. Daily plan-

tation work increasingly revolved around disease and pest control.Work-

ers sanitized banana rhizomes before planting them, disinfected their

pruning tools, walked the fields on the lookout for disease symptoms, and

applied fertilizers, fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, and nematicides.

The prominent role played by agrochemicals followingWorld War II was

captured by both the official and unofficial names given to the research

complex opened in La Lima by United Fruit in 1953. Formally christened

the ‘‘Vining C. Dunlap Laboratories’’ in honor of the former research di-

rector who developed the Bordeaux spray system, the labs were popularly

referred to as ‘‘La Química.’’
7
The banana industry’s rising use of agro-

chemicals can be attributed to several factors. Following World War II,

there was a dramatic increase in the number of pesticides that chemical

companies marketed to agribusinesses and farmers.
8
Also, the conversion

to boxed Cavendish bananas ushered in an era of heightened quality stan-

dards that could only be met through regular applications of fertilizers,

insecticides, and nematicides. Finally, following the 1954 strike, the fruit

companies in Honduras went to great lengths to cut payroll costs; new

fungicides and herbicides enabled the companies to control Sigatoka and

weeds with only a fraction of the labor inputs once required.

The impact of the 1954 strike on the fruit companies is visible in the

unpublished annual reports of United Fruit’s Department of Tropical Re-

search. During the 1940s and early 1950s, company researchers pursued

a wide range of projects, prompted in part by the exigencies of World

War II. A ‘‘New Crops Program’’ inaugurated in 1942 focused on culti-

vating ‘‘emergency crops’’ such as abacá (Musa textilis), rubber, and oil-

bearing plants. In 1950, plantings of African oil palm covered more than

1,300 hectares of former banana lands. Company workers also reforested

more than 4,000 hectares of land.
9
All told, by 1951 United Fruit’s non-

banana crops covered a remarkable 12,150 hectares of land in Honduras.
10

That same year, non-banana subject matter filled one half of the research
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figure 7.1. The Vining C. Dunlap laboratories in La Lima, Honduras
(1953). United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library,
Harvard Business School.

department’s annual report. But the company’s interest in new crops di-

minished rapidly following the 1954 strike. In 1955 the New Crops Pro-

gram all but ceased to exist following the transfer of its personnel to other

projects. The notable exceptions were African oil palm and cattle whose

production would continue to expand.
11

The research department’s annual reports for the remainder of the

decade focused almost entirely on banana production. In 1958, research

director Jesse Hobson declared that his staff was ‘‘properly directed at

helping to improve the company’s earnings through increased production

per acre and through reducing costs of production.’’
12
The statement re-

flected the pressures on Hobson and his colleagues to generate findings

that could help United Fruit overcome production problems that were

cutting sharply into company profits. In the face of dwindling earnings

and declining stock value, a new generation of executives boosted the re-

search budget from about $1.5 million in 1958 to $2.5 million in 1959. The

number of scientists swelled to 94 (including 45 with doctorate degrees) in

a range of disciplines including agronomy, entomology, genetics, micro-
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biology, plant pathology, and statistics.
13
The Standard Fruit Company

also invested in research during the 1950s, establishing a formal research

program for the first time in the company’s history. The banana industry

was placing its future largely in the hands of university trained research

scientists armed with a growing array of chemical weapons with which to

combat the ‘‘enemies’’ of the banana.
14

Following the 1954 strike, United Fruit’s research staff played a central

role in revamping production processes in order tomake themmore labor

efficient. The most dramatic changes took place in the area of Sigatoka

control. By the mid-1950s, United Fruit was annually spending around

20 million dollars (6–7 percent of its total operating costs) to protect

its Gros Michel plants from Sigatoka.
15
One company official estimated

that workers annually applied enough Bordeaux spray to fill a 2,000-

acre lake to a depth of one foot. With both labor and material costs on

the rise, the fruit companies sought out alternative chemical fungicides.

However, field trials of at least 55 different fungicidal compounds carried

out by United Fruit researchers between 1936 and 1952 failed to yield a

viable alternative to high-volume applications of copper sulfate.
16
In addi-

tion to its high fungicidal activity, Bordeaux spray’s ‘‘spreading and stick-

ing’’ qualities protected plant tissues for up to four weeks. The spray also

provided protection against various kinds of leaf-eating caterpillars and

locusts. Finally, the same blue residue that caused such consternation

for workers aided supervisors responsible for monitoring spray opera-

tions. The situation began to change in 1955, when French researchers in

Guadeloupe made the surprising discovery that low-volume applications

of orchard oils effectively held Sigatoka in check.
17
Two years later, United

Fruit scientists reported that small-scale testing indicated that various oil

compounds provided better Sigatoka control than Bordeaux spray. How-

ever, they refrained from endorsing a switch to oil-based sprays prior to

the completion of a more thorough study.
18

In November 1957, SITRATERCO decried the company’s efforts to

eliminate the Bordeaux spray system: ‘‘This time the company is trying to

eliminate an enormous amount of its workers (nearly 33 percent) in one

fell swoop.’’
19
The union reminded its members of past failures with aerial

applications of fungicides and pointed out the potential health prob-

lems associated with inhaling fungicidal dust. A return to aerial spraying,

SITRATERCO’s leaders warned, would exposeworkers to toxic chemicals

and condemn them to the list of ‘‘white plague’’ victims.
20
In a press release

issued one month later, SITRATERCO officials reiterated their concerns

about the risks that aerial fungicide applications posed to human health:
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‘‘upon being sprayed by planes, the caustic chemical ingredients will be

inhaled by workers and damage their lungs.’’
21

These published statements indicate that union leaders were envi-

sioning aerial dustings of fungicidal powders—a technique temporarily

used in Honduras during the first outbreak of Sigatoka in 1936–1937. Al-

though Dunlap’s reports from those years make no mention of adverse

health effects associated with aerial dusting, a 1940 study from Australia

described dusting as ‘‘extremely unpleasant in spite of the use of dust-

hoods and respirators, and with few exceptions, growers condemn this

method of control.’’
22
Union references to the ‘‘white plague’’ reflected the

widespread belief among workers that exposure to copper sulfate pro-

duced tuberculosis-like symptoms in some individuals. In light of these

antecedents, the union’s assumption that the proposed aerial applica-

tions would endanger worker health was hardly surprising. Interestingly,

SITRATERCO publications did not mention workers’ concerns about the

health affects of ground spray work, presumably because the fledgling

union was primarily concerned about the prospect that hundreds or even

thousands of jobs would be eliminated if the company switched to aerial

crop dusting.
23

In 1958, United Fruit’s Boston-based management, anticipating an-

nual savings of $15 million, ordered its banana-growing divisions to adopt

oil-based fungicides as rapidly as possible. The following year, aerial ap-

plications treated more than 12,100 hectares of bananas. But laboratory

studies conducted that same year indicated that the presence of spray oil

on banana leaves inhibited photosynthesis and resulted in fewer bunches

per hectare and lower fruit weights.
24
Oil sprays also failed to control cer-

tain insect pests whose populations had been (incidentally) held in check

by Bordeaux spray. In light of these findings, United Fruit’s director of

tropical research wrote to Dr. Hobson in August 1959, urging a return to

Bordeaux spraying. One month later, company officials in Boston hastily

ordered that Bordeaux spraying be restored on asmany farms as possible.
25

AU.S. embassyofficial inTegucigalpa, noting that oil spraying had enabled

the fruit companies to offset rising labor costs by reducing their work-

forces by ‘‘more than ten percent,’’ called the news ‘‘extremely serious.’’
26

Hoping to hold down labor costs, the Tela Railroad Company eliminated

the manguerero position, forcing individual workers to manage the hose

and spray nozzle.
27

This partial reprieve for Bordeaux applicators was short-lived. After

screening nearly 100 fungicides in 1960, United Fruit scientists reported

that a new product, Dithane M-22 (a dithiocarbamate), provided excel-
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lent Sigatoka control and ‘‘markedly’’ increased fruit weights over copper

fungicides.
28
That same year, company researchers detected extremely ele-

vated levels of copper in some banana farm soils in Honduras, a finding

that raised additional concerns about continued use of Bordeaux spray.
29

In 1961, aerial Dithane applications achieved ‘‘unquestionable success’’ in

controlling Sigatoka on more than 11,000 hectares of bananas in Hon-

duras. The new system led to a sharp decrease in Sigatoka control costs

($67 per acre/year in 1951 to $40 per acre/year in 1966).
30
Standard Fruit

also phased out Bordeaux spraying in the early 1960s in favor of orchard

spray oils applied by workers using knapsack sprayers. In 1968, Standard

began using aerial applications of Dithane.
31

The era of the veneneros was over. Under the new system, the fruit

companies employed a very small number of men as flaggers (bandoleros)
who helped to guide the pilots (hired by contract) in their runs over the

plantations. Víctor Reyes, whoworked five years as a venenero for the Tela
Railroad Company recalled that ‘‘thousands lost their jobs’’ as a result of

the switch to aerial fungicide applications.
32
Between 1957 and 1961, the

Tela Railroad Company cut its labor force from 13,000 to 8,800 employ-

ees.
33
How many of the 4,200 dismissed workers were veneneros is hard

to judge based on available evidence. Equally difficult to pin down is the

number of laid-off employees who were rehired by the company when its

payroll expanded in the early 1960s in conjuncture with the conversion

to Cavendish varieties. A considerable number of people must have been

exposed to Dithane, including the small number of workers who served

as bandoleros, and a much larger number of residents living in company

housing that lay adjacent to the farms. However, Dithane was not acutely

toxic and its potential carcinogenic effects were not common knowledge

in the 1960s. Consequently, SITRATERCO’s immediate reaction to the

company’s conversion to aerial applications of Dithane was to protest the

loss of jobs, not the creation of new occupational health hazards.

Aerial applications of Dithane-based fungicides proved to be more

effective in helping to eliminate human workers than fungal pathogens.

In 1973, a heavy outbreak of leaf spotting occurred on some 1,200 hectares

of banana farms in the Sula valley that could not be attributed to ‘‘typi-

cal Sigatoka.’’
34
The symptoms possessed characteristics of both Sigatoka

and black leaf streak, a malady first recorded on the island of Fiji in 1963.

Researchers in Honduras dubbed the new disease ‘‘Black Sigatoka’’ on ac-

count of the dark spots that appeared on infected leaves, and described the

pathogen as a ‘‘new, undescribed race’’ of Mycosphaerella musicola.35 Ob-

servers also reported that the new pathogen ‘‘mostly replaced Sigatoka’’
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on the farms in which it appeared.This raised the possibility that some en-

vironmental factor triggered amutation inMycosphaerella musicola Leach
giving rise to the newly dominant Black Sigatoka strain that proved to

be much more virulent than Sigatoka. Researchers subsequently classified

Black Sigatoka as Mycosphaerella musicola fijiensis, a fungus that United

Fruit pathologist Robert Stoverdetected on preserved plant tissue samples

collected in Fiji in the 1920s, indicating that the pathogen did not have

its genesis in the Sula valley. Nevertheless, the consistent pattern of Black

Sigatoka replacing Sigatoka leaves open the possibility that changing pro-

duction practices—including the use of Dithane—altered agroecological

conditions in such a way as to favor the proliferation of Black Sigatoka.
36

The company brought the initial outbreak of Black Sigatoka under

control throughmultiple applications of Benlate, a systemic fungicide that

company scientists first field-tested in 1967.
37
A second outbreak of Black

Sigatoka occurred in 1974 following Hurricane Fifi. When aerial spraying

resumed after the storm, about 4,800 hectares of infected farms received

Benlate treatments every other week. Benlate proved to be an effective

short-term control for Black Sigatoka but the rapidity with which popu-

lations of fungi developed resistance to the fungicide limited its poten-

tial as a long-term solution. In order to slow the buildup of Benlate-

resistant strains of the pathogen, United Brands’ scientists ordered that

applications of Dithane be made every third cycle. The company achieved

a tenuous control over the pathogen through high frequency applications

(35–45 times/year) of systemic fungicides. Not surprisingly, the cost of

Black Sigatoka control rose sharply following 1974 and within a decade

accounted for about 26 percent of all pre-harvest production costs inHon-

duras.
38
Standard Fruit began alternating cycles of Dithane and Benlate

in 1975. Within five years, the buildup of resistant pathogen populations

prompted the company to switch to another systemic fungicide called

Bravo. In 1982, following a heavy outbreak of Black Sigatoka in the Stan-

dard Fruit’s Aguán valley farms, the company began to rotate Bravo with

applications of a Dithane-oil-Benlate-water ‘‘cocktail.’’
39

For the remainder of the twentieth century, the export banana indus-

try would be ‘‘running to stand still’’ on a treadmill driven by expensive

agrochemical inputs and ever-evolving populations of fungi. The history

of Sigatoka and Black Sigatoka control on export banana farms calls into

question the widely held notion that post–World War II innovations in

chemical pesticides reduced economic losses from pests and pathogens in

commercial agriculture.
40
The switch to low volume applications of fun-

gicides helped the fruit companies to reduce labor costs in the early 1960s,



figure 7.2. United Fruit Company workers pruning young banana plants in
Honduras (1946). United Fruit Company Photograph Collection. Baker Library,
Harvard Business School.

but the appearance of Black Sigatoka in the 1970s reversed the trend in

control costs. Through the early twenty-first century, Black Sigatoka re-

mained the most costly and complex aspect of export banana production.

Black Sigatoka was not the only new pathogen that shaped banana

production in Honduras during the Cavendish era. Bacteria wilt (P. Sola-
nacearum) reached Honduras in the late 1950s, probably arriving via in-

fected Gros Michel planting stock imported from Costa Rica.
41
Disease

symptoms included the yellowing and wilting of plant foliage, deformed

roots, stunted growth, and fruit that ripened prematurely. Bacteria wilt

first gained notoriety in late-nineteenth-century Trinidad when it threat-

ened to wipe out a widely cultivated plantain variety called Moko from

which the disease acquired its popular name in the Caribbean and Central

America.
42
The disease did not draw the attention ofUnited Fruit research-

ers until the mid-1950s when it appeared on banana farms in Costa Rica.
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Prior to that time, growers and scientists assumed thatMoko transmission

took place primarily via plant roots.However, company studies found that

under plantation conditions Moko almost always infected banana plants

via the machetes and knives used by weeding and pruning crews. The

company responded bydevising a control programbased on tool disinfec-

tion, the prompt removal of infected plants, and re-planting with steril-

ized rhizomes.

Cases of Moko remained few and scattered in Honduras until 1961

when an outbreak occurred that could not be linked to tool infection.
43

United Fruit scientists discovered that a range of flying insects, including

bees (Trigona species) wasps (Polybia species) and fruit flies (Drosophilia
species) were transmitting a particularly virulent strain of the bacteria.

In just two years, bees and other flying disease vectors transported the

pathogen up to 150 kilometers.
44
Once established in the plantation envi-

ronment, Moko spread via the roots of the densely set Cavendish plants

and the tools of unwary workers. Outside of the plantations, the bacte-

ria infected the same plantain variety (known as ‘‘Chato’’ in Honduras)

that had been devastated inTrinidad. Concerned that the pathogen would

persist in scattered patches of plantains, United Fruit worked to eliminate

Chatos in the vicinity of its plantations.
45
Achieving this goal required a

certain degree of cooperation from area farmers who had to be convinced

to stop growing the popular crop. However, the effects of Moko may have

been sufficient to convince farmers to give up on the variety. In 1963, after

visiting one of the places where the ‘‘original build up’’ of Moko had oc-

curred, a fruit company scientist predicted that ‘‘people will continue to

destroy Chatos on their own when they see that they will remain unpro-

ductive.’’
46
He added that many Sula valley growers had already replaced

their plantains with corn and other crops. In 1965, the company reported

that it was providing the Honduran government and area cultivators with

rhizomes of a resistant ‘‘Chato-like’’ plantain for planting.
47

That same year, Standard Fruit reported to the U.S. embassy that

Moko was causing severe problems for thousands of small-scale cultiva-

tors who depended on Chatos to feed both their families and animals.

Some people traveled for two days to Standard Fruit’s Aguán valley farms

in order to obtain discarded green bananas as a substitute for plantains.
48

Company officials, emphasizing that they had never seen such levels of

hunger in the region, strongly urged theU.S. government to provide emer-

gency assistance. In the meantime, a Standard Fruit employee inspected

areas lying on the periphery of the company’s farms for signs of Moko in-

fection.Upon detecting patches of diseased Chato, the company inspector
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paid farmers one or two dollars to cut down their plantains, an offer that

Standard Fruit officials claimed most cultivators readily accepted because

their plantings had already ceased to be productive.

The fruit companies’ reports from this period tend to identify Chato

patches as sources of Moko infection that needed to be eliminated. Of

course, this view represented the perspective of export banana growers

and ignored the likelihood that the fruit companies bore primary respon-

sibility for introducing the pathogen to Honduras. It also failed to ac-

knowledge that disease vectors moved in multiple directions. There was

no reason to doubt that certain bee species, capable of carrying the bac-

teria for miles, traveled back and forth between plantain patches and ex-

port banana farms.Moreover, the large areas planted inMoko-susceptible

banana varieties enabled bacteria populations to grow much larger than

they would have in the absence of dense host populations. In other words,

export banana farms probably constituted greater reservoirs of bacte-

rial wilt than plantain farms. The history of Moko then, reveals a note-

worthy agroecological interaction between export and non-export agri-

culture that acutely affected the livelihoods of small-scale cultivators in

Honduras and elsewhere in Central America during the 1950s and 1960s.

Moko control also changed the work routines of field hands by both

creating new jobs and altering existing ones. The companies trained

workers to carry out Moko surveys and record the locations of diseased

plants so that other workers could swiftly eradicate them.
49
Ironically, the

resiliency of banana plants—easily damaged but hard to eradicate—im-

peded the fruit companies’ efforts to controlMoko.Themulti-step process

involved cutting down the infected plant and its neighbors and spraying

the area with herbicides. If the infected plant was bearing fruit, workers

also applied an insecticide to kill any potential disease-carrying insects.

Moko crews revisited the site in subsequent weeks and reapplied herbi-

cides to any sprouts that emerged from the cut banana stalks.
50

Since it was impractical to maintain constant supervision of Moko

inspectors, the companies relied on indirect forms of monitoring. One ex-

Standard Fruit employee recalled that inspectors were always assigned to

cover the same area so that if a Moko outbreak occurred, managers would

be able to identify whichworker had failed to bevigilant.
51
Another former

Standard Fruit worker held similar memories:

No one was watching to see if you were doing a thorough inspection.

I could have entered my area and laid down to rest and no one would

have been the wiser. But, if they found a diseased plant in my section,
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I was held responsible. And one time they found a [case of] Moko that

I had missed—they wanted to suspend me but the foremen never did

it—however, it put me on my toes.52

United Brand’s 1972 Banana Operations Manual instructed foremen to

maintain up-to-date lists of their Moko inspectors. All personnel changes

had to be cleared through a district supervisor (a degree of centralization

that did not exist prior to themid-1950s).Themanual also instructed fore-

men to assign inspectors to the same area so that ‘‘if an old Moko case is

found which was obviously missed on the previous cycle, it is then pos-

sible to pin point which man was lax in his work. If men know [that] their

work can be checked, they will be more efficient.’’
53

Highlighting the need for careful supervision of Moko inspectors,

United Brands’ researchers described a ‘‘classic example’’ of what could

happen when all controls were not ‘‘strictly enforced’’:

When the experiment was initiated, the farm overseer was very

interested in Moko control. . . . This overseer was transferred and

another took over [who] initially did not pay attention to Moko and as

a result there was a general relaxation of control measures, the most

serious being the surveys. The surveyors are to cover an area based on

an eight-hour day. In San Juan [farm] surveyors often left the field by

10:30 which means they worked 4–5 hours and only superficially

covered the assigned acreage. In addition, surveyors are sometimes

used for other work so there might be only five surveyors instead of

eight. Irregardless [sic], they still manage to leave at approximately

the same early hour.54

The hasty survey work resulted in a sharp rise in Moko some two months

after the new overseer took charge. From the scientists’ perspective, the

moral of the story was clear: effective Moko control required conscien-

tious workers and vigilant supervisors. But the research department’s re-

ports also revealed some of the underlying tensions in the company’s

attempts to minimize fruit losses and labor costs simultaneously. For

example, Moko inspectors worked under two-week contracts that paid

them on a per-acre basis—hardly terms of employment likely to promote

thorough inspections. In a 1971 report, company scientists acknowledged

that the only way to reduce the costs of Moko control would be to lower

the frequency of surveys, suggesting that wages could not be realistically

diminished.
55
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The fruit companies alsowent to great lengths to prevent the spread of

Moko via routine cultivation practices. During the 1950s United Fruit re-

quired its pruners to work with two machetes and a scabbard filled with a

ten percent formaldehyde solution. Company foremen instructedworkers

to rotate their machetes constantly so that the blades would be immersed

for at least ten seconds in the formaldehyde solution in between uses.
56

United Fruit devised various means to ensure that workers complied with

this seemingly simple measure. In 1957, the company issued a Spanish-

languagemanual that urged field hands to ‘‘[u]se disinfectant to clean your

machete regardless of whether the plant is diseased . . . add fresh formulina
[formaldehyde solution] often.’’

57
The manual concluded with two car-

toons. The first image featured a worker, shiny machete in hand, standing

between a drumof formulina and a healthy banana plant with a dollar sign
hanging from it. The second image depicted an unkempt worker with a

dirty machete next to a dead banana plant; neither formulina nor the dol-
lar sign were anywhere to be seen. By 1970, the company required pruners

to add a violet dye to the otherwise clear formaldehyde solution so that

foremen could inspect plants for telltale stains in order to monitor worker

compliance with tool disinfection procedures.
58

Fieldworkers generally disliked working with formulina because their

fingers came into frequent contact with the disinfectant due to the con-

stant rotation of pruning knives andmachetes. Former Standard Fruit em-

ployeeAbel Posas believed that constant exposure to formaldehyde caused

permanent damage to many workers’ fingers. He added that the disinfec-

tant also produced a burning sensation in one’s eyes.
59
Ramón Vallecillo,

another ex-Standard Fruit employee, recalled having ‘‘little drops’’ of for-

maldehyde solution fall into his eyes. In addition to causing an intense

burning sensation, he believed the chemical left his vision permanently

impaired.
60
Posas and Vallecillo were not alone in their dislike of formal-

dehyde. Standard Fruit researcher Henry Muery’s unpublished memoir

refers to ‘‘constant complaints by laborers’’ in the early 1970s that forced

the company to replace formaldehyde with a disinfectant called Beloran.
61

United Fruit began experimenting with Beloran in 1967. Although re-

search department reports made no reference toworker complaints about

formulina, they described Beloran as ‘‘effective but odorless and non-

irritating’’ suggesting that the same could not be said about formulina.
62

This description of routine Moko control work reveals the compli-

cated dynamic between fruit company researchers, field workers, banana

plants, and plant pathogens. Cultivation practices were primarily respon-

sible for the spread of Moko within the confines of fruit company farms,
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but banana plantations were not closed systems and itinerant bees carried

the infection back and forth across property lines. Also, the rapid and

large-scale movement of planting material in connection with the conver-

sion to Panama-disease resistant varieties greatly increased the probability

that workers introduced diseased plants to locations where the disease

had not been present. These conditions prompted the fruit companies to

adopt a two-pronged control strategy based on plant inspection and tool

disinfection. However, the Moko control program did not meet with im-

mediate success due largely to the difficulty of disciplining field workers

to perform tasks that were tedious, irritating, and potentially hazardous.

Dynamic pathogens and the companies’ desire to increase labor effi-

ciency were not the only forces shaping production processes during the

Cavendish era. Revised quality standards led to the increased use of insec-

ticides, nematicides, and fertilizers. United Fruit first experimented with

fertilizers in the late 1920s as a means of stimulating the growth of young

banana plants in marginal soils. These early studies demonstrated that

banana plants treated with nitrogenous fertilizers yielded more bunches

per acre (500) and higher average bunch weights (60 pounds) than plants

that did not receive fertilizer (357 bunches/acre and 53.5 pounds).
63
Fol-

lowing World War II, the fruit companies began importing millions of

pounds of sodium nitrate into Honduras from the United States.
64
The

effect of fertilizer use on yields was dramatic. In fact, when export vol-

umes aremeasured byweight and not bunch counts, the ‘‘decline’’ inHon-

duran banana exports from 1929 to 1950 is called into question. Although

United Fruit’s subsidiaries exported 3.5million fewer bunches in 1950 than

in 1929, theweight of the 1950 shipments exceeded those of 1929 by 75,000

tons due to large increases in average bunch weights.
65

The conversion to Cavendish varieties—planted at much higher den-

sities than Gros Michel—prompted a major increase in fertilizer use. For

example, between 1952 and 1962, Standard Fruit’s annual fertilizer use

increased from 50–80 pounds of urea per acre to 270 pounds per acre.

In the 1970s, the company applied around 300 pounds per acre. United

Fruit applied urea at the rate of 1,000 pounds/acre on its densely planted

Valery farms.
66
Each farm received four applications per year. Under this

fertilizer regime, average Valery bunch weights ranged from 80 to 100

pounds.
67
Yields on Standard Fruit farms followed a similar upward tra-

jectory during this period.
68

United Fruit workers applied fertilizer by

hand and through overhead irrigation systems. Frequently working with-

out gloves, daily contact with urea left many laborers with burns on their

hands and arms.
69
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The fruit companies also incorporated herbicides into their produc-

tion practices as part of their strategy to boost yields. In the early 1970s,

United Brands’s weed control included bothmanual weedingwithmache-

tes and herbicides. According to the company’s 1972 operations manual,

herbicides reduced weeding costs by 30–50 percent, lowered the risk of

spreadingMoko, andprovedmore effective in eradicating species of plants

that were potential pathogen hosts. Herbicides used on banana planta-

tions during the 1960s and 1970s includedDalapon,Diuron, and Paraquat.

Workers applied Dalapon-Diuronmixtures withmistblowers; themanual

advised that Diuron-Paraquat mixes be applied with knapsack sprayers

in order to minimize damage to banana plants from drifting herbicides.

The operations manual further instructed field supervisors to use knap-

sack sprayerswhen applying Paraquat because it is ‘‘toxic to human lungs,’’

but it added that workers had to wear masks when applying Paraquat

with mistblowers suggesting that the latter situation occurred at least on

occasion.
70
United Brands also instructed supervisors to providewater for

workers towash their hands and faces before eating, drinking, or smoking.

The intensive use of fertilizers and herbicides was largely a result of

the fruit companies’ interest in boosting yields, but hefty bunch weights

alone did not make a first-rate banana. Following the conversion to boxed

Cavendish varieties, research agendas increasingly focused on factors in-

fluencing the visual appearance of the peel. For example, in 1966 United

Fruit’s research department declared that ‘‘a major portion’’ of their dis-

ease control agenda focused on fruit spot diseases ‘‘in view of the impor-

tance of unblemished fruit in the Chiquita quality program.’’
71
The com-

pany’s fruit spot control program combined the removal of dry leaves

from banana plants, weekly fungicide (Maneb) treatments, and fruit bag-

ging (covering maturing bunches with polyethylene bags). Covering ba-

nana bunches with plastic bags provided protection against a number

of pests and increased bunch weights, but the bags created very humid

microenvironments in which populations of aphids grew rapidly. The

aphids themselves were not considered to be a problem, but a fungus

(sooty mold) that grew on the honeydew secreted by aphids ‘‘detracted’’

from the fruit’s appearance.

As earlyas 1959, Standard Fruit began adding insecticides to the plastic

bags in order to control aphid populations. United Fruit workers dusted

bags with Diazinon, an acutely toxic chemical.
72
Using both electric and

hand blowers, workers coated the insides of polyethylene bags with a 25

percent Diazinon powder. One pound of the powder treated about 200

bags. In Honduras, the bagging operation required 75 dusters and a ‘‘sub-
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stantial’’ labor force. Goggles, masks, and protective clothing were rec-

ommended for workers who handled Diazinon. In addition, bag-dusters

were to work only one week followed by three weeks doing other tasks

in order to limit exposure to Diazinon.
73
In 1971, United Brands research-

ers reported that the concentration of Diazinon could be reduced to 10

percent and remain effective. They also noted the development of a new

method to treat the bags ‘‘for greater worker safety.’’
74

The reference to worker safety was unusual; research department re-

ports generally were silent on issues related to occupational and environ-

mental health. On the occasions when worker health issues did surface in

the reports, they tended to be framed in terms of labor efficiency. For ex-

ample, in a section on fruit spot control, the 1969 annual report stated,

‘‘Thylate which continues to perform well in controlled field trials, did

not appear to do as well in the field, perhaps because its irritant action

on theworkers’ skin influenced the efficiency of application.’’
75
In general,

company guidelines for handling pesticides were ambiguous and placed

the burden of responsibility for limiting exposures to toxic chemicals on

workers by emphasizing the need for personal hygiene.
76
Furthermore,

United Fruit’s standard operating procedures ignored how the organiza-

tion of work gave rise to social practices, including eating and smoking

on the job, which made strict adherence to safety measures difficult. The

masks, gloves, and rubber boots sometimes provided to workers were ill

suited for use in the hot and humid climate in which banana plants thrive.

Of course, personal experience convinced workers like Neche Martínez

to take precautions: ‘‘With these asphyxiating poisons, if you tried to

eat, you immediately turned green and they hauled you off [for medical

treatment].’’
77

To argue that fruit company research staffs paid little attention to

occupational exposures to pesticides is not to suggest that agrochemical

use on banana plantations was indiscriminant. Fruit company scientists

quickly became aware that sustained use of certain classes of pesticides

could alter agroecological processes and give rise to new problems in the

form of pesticide-resistant pest populations, chemical residues, and/or

new pests. The multiple considerations that influenced decisions about

agrochemical use on banana plantations are illustrated by the histories of

two pesticides—Dieldrin and DBCP (Nemagon)—employed to kill para-

sitic organisms often found in the soils of banana plantations.

The root borer, or banana weevil (Cosmopolites sordidus), damages

the roots of banana plants by tunneling in and feeding on rhizome ma-

terial during the grub stage. Infected plants generally produce smaller
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than average fruit bunches and are very susceptible to uprooting dur-

ing windstorms.
78
In 1950, United Fruit experimented with controlling

root borers through an intensive trapping method designed to kill adult

weevils.
79
Three years later, a study concluded that trapping was ‘‘effec-

tive in reducing the populations [of root borers],’’ but was not as ‘‘effi-

cient’’ as the insecticide Dieldrin which reportedly could control root

borer populations for up to two years after application.
80

In 1954, the

company began applying Dieldrin spray at a recommended rate of once

per year except where root borer populations were ‘‘extremely high.’’
81

United Fruit later applied Dieldrin in the forms of granules and dusts that

provided longer-lasting control than spray formulations. As late as 1960,

United Fruit’s Norwood Thorton declared that ‘‘chemicals continue to be

the main weapon for root borer control,’’ and cited an example in which

a single application of Dieldrin had brought a major infestation of borers

under control within two months.
82

However, not everyone on United Fruit’s research staff was enthusi-

astic about the use of Dieldrin. In the mid-1950s the department’s news-

letter urged farmmanagers to control borer populations through cultural

practices such as planting insect-free rhizomes. A subsequent newsletter

stressed the need to practice farm sanitation in order to make condi-

tions ‘‘unfavorable’’ for pest populations. The letter concluded by exhort-

ing farm managers to ‘‘reduce your insect populations without the use of

sprays!’’
83
In 1956, a Cornell University toxicologist studied residue levels

of Dieldrin in soils and concluded that ‘‘frequent applications’’ could re-

sult in a potentially dangerous build-up of the insecticide.
84
That same

year, United Fruit entomologist Furber S. Roberts gave a paper at the 10th

International Congress of Entomology that provided several examples in

which Dieldrin applications eliminated ‘‘beneficial insects’’ such as ants

and lady bugs, provoking subsequent surges in populations of herbivor-

ous insects with no previous history as ‘‘pests.’’ By disrupting patterns of

predation and parasitism among insects, Dieldrin and other persistent in-

secticides helped give rise to new ‘‘enemies’’ of the banana plant. Roberts

concluded by stating that biological and cultural methods appeared to be

the most satisfactory means to control root-borer populations.
85
One year

later, after observing that an application of Dieldrin had destroyed ant

populations that played ‘‘an important role’’ in controlling other insects,

United Fruit’s research department warned farm personnel that ‘‘indis-

criminate use of insecticides may not be economically sound and could

lead to problems greater than those for which control was attempted.’’
86

A broad-spectrum killing power was only one of Dieldrin’s draw-
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backs. As early as 1961, United Fruit researchers declared that there was a

‘‘great need’’ to find a substitute for Dieldrin on account of root borer re-

sistance to the insecticide.
87
In 1965, the company stopped using Dieldrin

in favor of Kepone (another organochlorinated compound) following the

latter’s clearance for use on bananas by United States’ regulatory agen-

cies. Two years later, United Fruit received an extension on its Kepone

clearance because the insecticidewas ‘‘important in the banana borer con-

trol program.’’
88
However, by 1970, growing concerns about the long-term

environmental effects of organochlorinated pesticides prompted the U.S.

government to consider a ban on Kepone. United Fruit and Kepone’s

manufacturer, the Allied Chemical Corporation, subsequently entered

into negotiations with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration over use of

the insecticide on bananas. That same year, United Fruit scientists began

testing the ability of other insecticides, including an organophosphate

(Dursban) and a systemic carbamate (Furadan), to control root-borers

in banana plantations.
89
Then, in 1973, United Fruit’s Golfito division in

Costa Rica discontinued all insecticide use in favor of biological controls.

Within two years, populations of root borers and other insects fell to ac-

ceptable levels. By the late 1970s, all of the company’s Central American

operations had drastically lowered their use of insecticides to control root

borers.
90

Root borers were not the only organisms capable of weakening ba-

nana root systems. In fact, early studies of the effects of root borers on

banana production may have overlooked the extent to which parasitic

nematodes (Radopholus similis) also contributed to lowering yields. As

early as 1957, United Fruit scientists reported that populations of R. similis
were causing ‘‘considerable damage’’ to banana plants in Panama.

91
That

same year, the Shell Oil Company began marketing a nematicide called

Nemagon (dibromochloropropane or DBCP) that the company claimed

would boost yields of ‘‘exportable bananas.’’
92
In 1958, United Fruit re-

searchers noted that early reports on DBCP’s effectiveness were favorable,

but recommended controlling R. similis populations via fallowing and

planting nematode-free rhizomes. Two years later, research department

experiments confirmed earlier findings that nematicide treatments could

increase the amount of ‘‘marketable’’ fruit defined at the time as an ‘‘eight-

handed, American grade stem’’ that weighed more than 70 pounds.
93
In

1961, the U.S. Food andDrug Administration approved a temporary clear-

ance for the use of DBCP in banana ‘‘seed’’ beds. United Fruit scientists

subsequently recommended using DBCP in company nurseries, but they

refrained from endorsing its use on a large scale pending further trials.
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Instead, the company relied upon a combination of clean seed material

and fallowing to control populations of R. similis throughout the 1960s.94
Continued problems with plant uprooting and the rising costs of fal-

lowing—a process that involved leaving soils out of production for at least

two years and treating them with herbicides—prompted United Brand

scientists to reinitiate nematicide trials in the early 1970s. Experiments

conducted in Honduras revealed that applications of DBCP increased

bunchweights and reduced losses fromuprooting. Nevertheless, research-

ers concluded that the value of the increased output did not offset the costs

of the treatment. Instead, they recommended propping as a less expensive

alternative to DBCP on farms where uprooting was serious. However, in

Costa Rica and Panama, where rates of nematode infestation were much

higher than in Honduras, United Brands began applying DBCP in 1973.
95

Standard Fruit began using DBCP on a commercial scale in 1967, after

field tests conducted in Honduras indicated that its use increased yields.

Researcher Henry Muery wrote that average bunch weights on Stan-

dard Fruit’s Coyoles farms increased from 70 pounds to 90 pounds be-

tween 1967 and 1971.
96
The positive effect that DBCP had on fruit weights

prompted some former Standard Fruit fieldworkers to refer to the nemati-

cide as abono (fertilizer).97 In Honduras, the company first applied DBCP

through overhead irrigation systems. Working twelve-hour night shifts,

laborers applied the product at the rate of 4–6.7 gallons/acre.
98
Cantalisio

Andino, who worked part-time mixing DBCP, said that his skin regu-

larly came into contact with the chemical: ‘‘I didn’t take many precau-

tions because the man [supervisor] never told me, ‘Be careful, this stuff

is poison.’ ’’
99

Other laborers remembered being repeatedly exposed to

DBCP-laced irrigation waters.
100

In the words of one former applicator,

‘‘We didn’t take care of ourselves, we didn’t use any protective clothing

or gloves, nothing.’’
101

Neche Martínez recalled being issued safety equip-

ment, but maintained that it was not always foolproof: ‘‘they gave us

gloves and masks but in spite of these measures . . . people always became

ill, maybe two or three workers would vomit and have diarrhea.’’
102

Irrigation workers were not the only plantation residents potentially

exposed to DBCP.When pruning crews entered farms in the early morn-

ing, they invariably brushed up against wet banana leaves and walked

through puddles filled with the previous night’s DBCP-laced irrigation

water. DBCP, along with other pesticides and fertilizers, ran into drainage

canals where they killed a variety of fauna (including fish, shrimp, opos-

sum, and skunks) whose corpses could be seen floating in the ditches dur-

ing the early morning hours.
103

DBCP also drifted over company-owned
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worker housing units situated alongside the farms. One former camp resi-

dent recalled that drifting pesticides sometimes poisoned chickens and

other domestic animals.
104

Worker complaints apparently prodded Stan-

dard Fruit to install new sprinklers that reduced the amount of drift.

At some point in the 1970s, the company began applying DBCP in a

granular formulation that workers injected into the base of banana plants.

This method significantly reduced the contamination of plantation living

spaces but left applicators vulnerable to exposure.

Public concern about the effects of DBCP exposure on human health

did not surface until 1977 when a group of male workers in a California

chemical plant learned that they were sexually sterile. That same year, the

U.S. government greatly restrictedDBCP use. Standard Fruit continued to

use the product on its Central American banana farms for twomore years.

The consequences of the fruit companies’ use of DBCP are still being un-

raveled. In Costa Rica some ten thousand people may have suffered seri-

ous health effects (including cancers and sterility) from their exposure to

DBCP. In Honduras, the number of individuals affected by the nemati-

cide could be as high as 2,500, but a precise figure will never be known.

Lori Ann Thrupp found that economic considerations largely drove Stan-

dard Fruit’s decision to use DBCP in Costa Rica, which was less expensive

and equally effective (when applied at high frequencies) as less hazardous

alternatives.
105

This perceived financial incentive, combined with the sup-

pression of toxicological studies by the manufacturers of DBCP and fruit

company research agendas that prioritized keeping banana plants—not

banana workers—healthy, all explain the use of DBCP in Central America

and elsewhere for more than a decade. The broad outline of the DBCP

story is a distressingly familiar one for Latin American farmworkers who

have often lacked the resources and political power to ensure a safe work

environment.
106

But the story of DBCP cannot be fully explained in po-

litical and economic terms: changing agroecological conditions gave rise

to the nematode ‘‘problem’’ in the first place.

As is the case with fungal pathogens, parasitic nematodes have a dy-

namic relationship with their hosts and the surrounding agroecosystem.

In Central America, the emergence of a burrowing nematode problem

coincided with the industry-wide conversion to Cavendish cultivars.
107

Cavendish-type plants are highly susceptible to nematode infections. Fur-

thermore, the routine pruning and fertilizer applications intended to

boost yields tended to exacerbate the degree of damage caused by nema-

tode infestations. Pruning—an operation dating back to the nineteenth-
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century export trade—removed most of the young suckers from banana

plants so that nutrients would be concentrated in one or two stems. This

technique helped to produce full, long-fingered bananas, but it deprived

plants of the structural stability provided by the lateral shoots. Heavy fruit

bunches in turn placed great stress upon the stems and roots, leaving fruit-

bearing plants vulnerable to uprooting.
108

In other words, the impact of

R. similis on export bananas was not an entirely ‘‘natural’’ phenomenon;

a singular emphasis on high yields helped to create the problem.

Soil conditions and land-use histories also influenced the incidence

of nematodes. The comparatively low populations of R. similis on United

Fruit’s Sula valley farms resulted from both the company’s clean-seed pro-

gram and its earlier silting and flood-fallow projects that yielded the un-

anticipated benefit of lowering nematode populations.
109

Under the soil

conditions in the Sula valley, United Fruit scientists determined that the

most economicalmeans to reduce the incidence of uprootingwas by prop-

ping. Standard Fruit researchers, operating in a distinct agroecological

setting, concluded otherwise and urged wide-scale use of DBCP to boost

yields. This seemingly technical footnote in the history of banana cultiva-

tion is vital for understanding how United Fruit’s field workers in Hon-

duras largely avoided exposure to DBCP and the health problems that

have afflicted tens of thousands of banana workers elsewhere in Central

America.

The varying approaches to root borer and nematode control reflected

the complex economic calculus involved in defining agricultural ‘‘pests’’

in a world of changing markets and evolving agroecosystems. In both

cases, financial considerations—‘‘the bottom line’’—played a central role

in decision-making about agrochemical use, but forecasting the economic

risks and benefits associated with Dieldrin and DBCP was by no means

simple. The close relationship between the chemical industry and the

fruit companies shaped the direction of research in the tropics, but fruit

company scientists were wary of adopting new pesticides prior to exten-

sive field-testing. At the same time, there is little to suggest that agrono-

mists, entomologists, plant pathologists, and other scientists possessed

the knowledge and/or motivation to monitor the effects of agrochemi-

cals on field hands. Instead, they focused almost exclusively on how new

agrochemicals affected yields. In the case of Dieldrin, secondary pest

outbreaks and the rapid buildup of resistant root borer populations led

United Fruit researchers to favor biological and cultural controls that the

fruit companies eventually adopted. However, the lengthy delay between
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the initial warnings about long-time use of Dieldrin and the adoption

of non-chemical control measures suggests that fruit company executives

tended to pay less attention to their scientific staffs and field hands than to

their stockholders and U.S. government regulatory agencies. In the case

of DBCP, the product boosted yields and had no discernable negative

effects on banana plants, prompting the fruit companies to use the nemati-

cide under certain soil conditions. The companies continued to use DBCP

in Central America even after governmental regulatory agencies in the

United States acted to restrict its use due to occupational health concerns.

There can be little doubt that, as Jorge Romero’s anecdote about Be-

nito suggests, individual decisions and behaviors contributed to workers’

levels of exposure to pesticides. At the same time, changing production

practices created working environments that were permeated with agro-

chemicals. Bent on maximizing labor efficiency and fruit yields, the fruit

companies’ researchers tended to raise concerns about chemical inputs

only when they showed signs of being toxic to banana plants and/or suf-

ficiently irritating to workers to lower productivity. Consequently, the

fruit companies sometimes found ways to reduce exposures to acutely

toxic substances but displayed little concern for understanding the long-

term effects of agrochemicals on worker health and the surrounding

environment.

In the late 1960s, export banana production/consumption dynam-

ics began to be influenced by powerful environmental movements in the

United States and Europe that sought to regulate the use of pesticides. In-

spired largely by Rachel Carson’s widely read book Silent Spring, U.S. en-
vironmentalists succeeded in restricting and/or banning the use of some

persistent organochlorines (e.g., DDT) capable of causing long-termdam-

age to people and wildlife. Regulations restricting pesticide use tended

to be based on residue levels—thresholds that provided a degree of con-

sumer safety but did little to protect farmworkers.

In spite of the United Farmworkers’ early calls for a ban on DDT and

organized consumer boycotts of California table grapes, it was Carson,

not Cesar Chavez who became the most prominent symbol of the U.S. en-

vironmental movement.
110

In some instances, pesticide reforms actually

increased risks to farmworkers by encouraging greater use of chemicals

(including organophosphates) that broke down quickly in the environ-

ment but that were acutely toxic to humans. The environmental move-

ment in the United States largely failed to alter the banana companies’
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basic approach to controlling the ‘‘enemies’’ of the banana: trials of fungi-

cides, herbicides, and nematicides continued to dominate research agen-

das throughout the 1970s. Ultimately, the daily hazards faced by farm-

workers in Central America remained a largely unaccounted-for cost of

late-twentieth-century U.S. banana consumption.



Chapter 8

Banana Cultures in
Comparative Perspective

The worldwide expansion of capitalism and the creation of a global
market of commodities has been driven by the profit-seeking effort
to control not only cheap labor, technology, or markets, but also
nature.

fernando coronil, 1997

When Hondurans turned on their radios the morning of April 22, 1975,

they learned from the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces that Colonel

JuanMelgar Castrowas the newChief of State, replacing General Oswaldo

López Arellano, who two weeks earlier had been accused of accepting a

bribe from the United Brands Corporation.
1
When López Arellano pre-

vented a special Honduran investigating committee from examining his

foreign bank accounts, he was ousted in a bloodless coup. The bribe was

discovered during the U.S. Security and Exchange Commission’s (SEC’s)

‘‘routine’’ investigation into the death of United Brand’s former president

Eli Black, who had committed suicide by jumping out a window of his

office on the forty-fourth floor of the Pan-American building.
2
Following

aWall Street Journal report on the investigation, United Brands released a

public statement on April 8, revealing that a $1.25 million bribe had been

paid to a ‘‘high official’’ of the Honduran government.
3
Eli Black report-

edly authorized the bribe in order to obtain a reduction in the banana ex-

port tax. The SEC charged United Brands with fraud for failing to inform

stockholders of the bribe; after several months of litigation, the company

agreed to a federal court injunction that required it to correct its financial

reports ‘‘with respect to unlawful payments to officials and employees of

foreign governments and unlawful foreign political contributions.’’
4

From the days of Sam ‘‘Banana Man’’ Zemurray to the late twentieth

century, U.S. banana companies employed both legal and extralegal mea-
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sures to gain access to land, restrict competitors, evade taxes and duties,

hold downwages, and expandmarket shares. Only themost ardent apolo-

gists for the fruit companies can relegate such activities to a distant past

that has no bearing on the present. However, as this book has demon-

strated, the fruit companies’ political and economic power conditioned,

but did not determine, the historical trajectory of export banana pro-

duction in Honduras and elsewhere. Export banana farms were simulta-

neously linked to international commodity chains and a web of agroeco-

logical relationships that constrained, resisted, and confounded the power

of the fruit companies and their allies.

In tracing the transformation of a tropical plant into an everyday food

consumed in the United States, I have tried to uncover how cultural prac-

tices and biophysical processes have shaped economic institutions (in-

cluding corporations andmarkets) and vice-versa.This framework reveals

the limitations of explanatory models in which capital exercises power

‘‘globally’’ and subaltern actors respond ‘‘locally.’’ Clearly, vast asymme-

tries of power existed between U.S. banana companies and the worker-

cultivators who lived on the North Coast. Nevertheless, even the United

Fruit Company had to exercise its power through people situated in spe-

cific localities stretched along a transnational commodity chain.
5
More-

over, people were not the only dynamic element with which the fruit

companies had to contend. The plants and pathogens that the companies

needed to control in order to generate profits from the production, trans-

port, and distribution of bananas were neither passive nor predictable.

Viewed from the ground level, export banana production appeared more

like a series of improvisations (both creative and destructive in nature)

than a well-scripted global power play.

Acknowledging the role of contingency, the particularityof place, and

the entangled agency of people, plants, and pathogens does not preclude

efforts to draw comparisons with other regions and commodities in order

to formulate new explanatory models capable of informing policy debates

and political projects. In this final chapter, I draw upon scholarship on

other agricultural commodities in order to place export bananas in a com-

parative perspective. A comprehensive comparison would require writing

another book; my more modest endeavor selectively compares bananas

to two other important agricultural commodities in Latin American and

Caribbean histories: coffee and sugar. For a twist, I also examine commer-

cial fruit orchards (including oranges and pears) and vineyards in Cali-

fornia in order to recast models of ‘‘export’’ agriculture by juxtaposing
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commodities that travel great distances both within and across national

borders.

In keeping with the main themes of this book, my comparison con-

centrates on the dynamics of mass production and mass consumption,

and the connections between social and environmental change. The first

half of the chapter compares the emergence and evolution ofmassmarkets

for bananas, coffee, sugar, and California fruits in the United States during

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Simply put, I argue that consump-

tion was uniquely ‘‘super-sized’’ and selective. People in the United States

annually consumed billions of bananas, oranges, cups of coffee, and tea-

spoons of cane sugar. However, mass desire for individual commodities

was not insatiable, and as per capita consumption rates leveled off in the

twentieth century the increasingly consolidated industries went to great

lengths to limit competition, standardize their products, and sell ‘‘quality.’’

Advertising campaigns often incorporated images of production spaces

that stressed both the fecundity of the land and the contentedness of the

people who worked it. Miss Chiquita, Juan Valdez, and the Sun Maid not

only distracted consumers from injustices by romanticizing daily life in

places of production, but also played a significant role in shaping pro-

duction/consumption dynamics, less by ‘‘creating’’ demand per se than by

shaping the aesthetics of consumption.

The second half of the chapter compares production across commod-

ity sectors. As a number of scholars have demonstrated, export econo-

mies in Latin America and the Caribbean gave rise to a remarkable diver-

sity of experiences over time and space.William Roseberry suggested that

the explanation for the diversity lay in the different contexts or ‘‘fields of

power’’ intowhich commodity traders and capitalmoved.
6
Unfortunately,

few scholars have analyzed the literal fields from which investors, traders,

farmers, and workers struggled to create wealth and livelihoods. In the

final section, I focus my comparison on both human and non-human ele-

ments of agroecosystems—soils, plants, pathogens, and herbivores—in

order to account for both similarities and differences found within and

among different commodity sectors. Integrating non-human actors runs

the risk of filling history’s score card with an incomprehensible number

of players. However, my intention is to compare the dynamic relation-

ships among actors, not to expand the lineup of autonomous entities. I

conclude by identifying some common features and problems associated

with agricultural commodity webs as a first step toward fostering both

new research agendas and socially just and ecologically resilient farming

systems.
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big appetite: the emergence and

evolution of u.s. mass markets

The rise in U.S. consumption rates of tropical agricultural commodi-

ties in the late nineteenth century was unprecedented. Between 1870 and

1920, total sugar consumption grew by seven times while annual per capita

consumptionmore than doubled from 35.3 pounds to 85.5 pounds. During

this same time span, U.S. coffee imports rose from 231 million pounds to

approximately 1.5 billion pounds. Between 1883 and 1900, per capita coffee

consumption jumped from 9 pounds to 13 pounds. As late as the mid-

1880s, citrus was a luxury item; by 1914, people in the United States were

eating approximately 40 oranges per person each year. During this time

period, California emerged as the major source for many kinds of decidu-

ous fruits. For example, between 1882 and 1891, shipments of raisins from

Fresno County increased from 80,000 pounds to 45,000,000 pounds!
7

In 1909, the entire state produced 31.5 million bushels of fruit, including

three-quarters of all citrus consumed in theUnited States.
8
Of course, food

was not the only thing being consumed in greater quantities during this

period; a slew of manufactured goods ranging from sewing machines to

soap to cigarettes proliferated in both urban and rural areas in the United

States.
9

A number of explanations have been offered to account for this ex-

traordinary increase in consumption. Sidney Mintz and Michael Jiménez

have linked rising consumption of sugar and coffee to changes taking

place in industrial capitalism, including the formation of a large, urban-

dwelling working class. Environmental historian John McNeill includes

population growth and technological innovations as the ‘‘engines of

change’’ that powered twentieth-century resource consumption. Business

historian Alfred Chandler has identified a ‘‘managerial revolution’’ in late-

nineteenth-century business, which, along with a series of U.S. Supreme

Court decisions, gave rise to corporations possessing sufficient capital

(and limited liabilities) to achieve the economies of scale and vertical inte-

gration necessary to increase productivity, lower unit costs of production,

and enforce quality standards.
10

There is little doubt that increases in food consumption coincided

with a set of interrelated demographic, economic, legal, and technological

changes. Between the 1870s and the 1920s, the population of the United

States increased from approximately 38.5 million people to more than 100

million. During this period, domestic and international migrations (in-

cluding more than 23 million arrivals from Europe) swelled the popula-
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tions of industrial cities, creating large, dense markets. Improved public

health measures, ranging from vaccinations to sewage systems, lowered

mortality rates. Workers’ discretionary incomes also rose, enabling in-

creases in per capita consumption of foodstuffs and other goods. In min-

ing, milling, manufacturing, transportation, and other industries, cor-

porations capable of producing and selling commodities at previously

unattainable scales proliferated (United Fruit was hardly unique for its

time). In order to ‘‘scale up,’’ these corporations frequently invested in

processing and transportation technologies that enabled them to acceler-

ate the pace of production, distribution, and sale of commodities while

cutting labor costs. Increasingly, fossil fuels (mostly coal) powered the

machinery of mass production and mass transportation.

Consideration of the above processes is essential for understanding

what made possible mass consumption in general, but they are far less

helpful in accounting for the popularity of specific commodities. Explain-

ingmass desire for certain things and not for others requires consideration

of cultural contexts. For example, Sidney Mintz has demonstrated the

power of sweetness in driving sugar production/consumption dynamics.

Sweetness seems to havewide appeal across cultures, butMintz and others

locate the emergence of a preference for sucrose (refined white sugar) over

other sweeteners in parts of sixteenth-century Europe.
11
In the nineteenth-

century United States, the consumption of both sugar-based confections

and sugar-sweetened hot beverages connoted European cosmopolitan-

ism. The increasing availability of once ‘‘exotic’’ and expensive goods pro-

duced in the tropics became an everyday sign of rising U.S. hegemony in

tropical Asia and Latin America.

The widespread availability of refined sugar (sucrose) contributed to

the rising consumption of other commodities. Many U.S. coffee drink-

ers spooned sugar into their cups in order to sweeten their daily caf-

feine ‘‘fix.’’
12
At the same time, the psychoactive properties of coffee may

have simultaneously increased demand for refined sugar via a kind of

nineteenth-century ‘‘synergy.’’ Sugar and coca extracts were key ingredi-

ents in Coca-Cola, which, along with other sweetened carbonated bever-

ages like Hires Root Beer, would eventually supplant coffee as the most

widely consumed beverages in the United States. The popularity of coffee

probably contributed to a decline in hot cocoa drinking, but refined sugar

helped to give rise to novel forms of cocoa consumption in the form of

solid milk chocolate, a shift in taste that Milton Hershey both capitalized

upon and promoted via the mass production of five-cent chocolate bars

and Hershey’s Kiss candies. In order to ensure a steady supply of sweet-
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ener, Hershey purchased 65,000 acres of land and financed the building

of a large sugar refinery in Cuba.
13

Bitter-tasting tropical commoditieswere not the onlyoneswhose con-

sumption in theUnited States was closely associatedwith sugar: California

canneries used refined sugar as a preservative for peaches, pears, grapes,

and other fruits that were packed in a sugary syrup. In addition, citrus

growers favored varieties of oranges—one-fifth of which were destined

for juice production by the 1930s—with high sugar contents.
14
Finally, ba-

nanas entered U.S. diets as a mildly sweet ‘‘fresh fruit’’; their few popular

uses in cookery and baking were confined largely to sweet breads, pies,

and ice cream desserts. Starchy cooking bananas, or plantains, did not ac-

quire mass appeal in the twentieth century United States. Sweetness, then,

was a common denominator among this otherwise mixed set of food and

beverage commodities for which mass markets emerged in the late nine-

teenth and early twentieth centuries.

A second common denominator was mass advertising and product

branding. From a comparative perspective, the U.S. banana companies’

decision to brand Cavendish bananas in the late 1950s was rather de-

layed. As early as 1865, the Arbuckle brothers sold packaged coffee beans

throughout the United States under the brand name Ariosa. Califor-

nia fruit packers began shipping their delicate products in crates featur-

ing colorful labels in the 1880s. The California Fruit Growers’ Exchange

adopted the Sunkist name in 1908 and subsequently began wrapping indi-

vidual oranges in tissue paper stamped with the Sunkist label. In 1912,

the California Associated Raisin Company introduced Sun-Maid raisins.

By that time, grocery shoppers could find Domino sugar on the shelves

along with products such as Quaker Oats, Nabisco’s Uneeda Biscuits,

and Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flakes. According to historian Susan Strasser,

manufacturers used brand names in order to foster customer loyalty and

diminish the ability of wholesalers and retail grocers to steer shoppers

toward competitors’ products.
15

Brand names were only one form of advertising. Public exhibitions

(including World’s Fairs), pamphlets, recipe booklets, billboards, and

newspaper and magazine advertisements were other forms of mass media

used to promote products in the early twentieth century. Eventually,

radio and television would become key media for advertisers. The United

Fruit Company and its subsidiaries took advantage of all of these media,

printing text-heavy informational pamphlets in the 1910s, shifting to bill-

boards, recipe booklets, andmarketing studies in the 1920s, and launching

‘‘The Chiquita Banana Song’’ on the radio during the 1940s. California
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fruit growers, coffee roasters, and sugar refiners pursued similar market-

ing strategies.
16
However, the undeniable rise of mass marketing and ad-

vertising budgets in the early twentieth century should not be taken as

evidence that the masses were seduced (or duped) into their consuming

habits.
17
For the commodities examined here, the steepest climbs in per

capita consumption took place in the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, prior to the creation of national advertising campaigns directed at

end-consumers. In fact, national advertising campaigns for bananas, cof-

fee, and deciduous fruits from California did not begin in earnest until

consumption rates began to plateau during the early 1920s. As U.S. his-

torian Steven Stoll has observed for the case of California fruit-grower

cooperatives after World War I, marketing campaigns sought to redefine

a condition of ‘‘over-production’’ as one of ‘‘under-consumption.’’
18

If the emergence of professional advertising agencies cannot be cred-

ited with creating demand, they were quite adept at identifying—selec-

tively and with considerable distortion—the changing social and cultural

contexts of consumption. For example, as the twentieth century unfolded,

United Fruit’s advertisements shifted from rather detailed descriptions

of production and distribution processes to a changing set of images

that conveyed consumers’ desires—for health, for sex, for humor, and of

course, for good-tasting food. Advertising, according to U.S. cultural his-

torian Jackson Lears, created widely circulated ‘‘fables of abundance’’ in

which industrial efficiency—be it in a steel mill or in an orange grove

—guaranteed a cornucopia of pleasures. The fetishized images of com-

modities created by advertising agencies reflected their creators’ highly

selective visions: the connections between resources, workers, and mass

consumption were seldom discernable. In 1932, the editor of Printers’ Ink,
an important U.S. trade journal for advertisers, proposed replacing the

‘‘full dinner pail’’ (an image strongly associated with factory work) with

the ‘‘full cereal bowl’’ as the icon for an emerging generation of ‘‘full-

fledged consumers.’’ One cannot help but wonder if the editor imagined

a sliced banana topping off his symbol for ‘‘the future of America.’’
19

The editor’s optimism—even during the Great Depression—was not

entirely unfounded: themass production of foodstuffs enabled lower- and

middle-class people to eat and drink what was once restricted to the tables

of the elite. In fact, processed cereal with a banana was a quintessen-

tial urban-industrial meal that reflected larger changes in when and how

working people prepared and took meals.
20
Daily life in the United States

increasingly moved to the synchronized beats of standardized time. Time

zones, punch clocks, watches, school bells, and hourly wages reconfigured
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the activities of daily life. Eating became more harried, as evidenced by

both ritualized ‘‘snacking’’ (e.g., coffee breaks) and the rising consumption

of highly processed or ready-to-eat foods.

Advertisers also recognized that women bore primary responsibili-

ties for making meals in most households, and they frequently appro-

priated ideals of domesticity by defining consumers as ‘‘mothers’’ and

‘‘housewives.’’ However, to the extent that thesemarketing tactics worked,

they tapped into the anxieties of an expanding number of middle-class

women who juggled domestic responsibilities with work outside of the

home.Aswomen increasingly carved out new social spaces for themselves,

they also had to make time to occupy them (since most men were not

inclined to take on domestic meal preparation). Highly processed foods

helped to reduce the amount of time needed to prepare meals. In other

words, new social roles for women—which in many ways undermined

the ideals of domesticity—may have played a large part in shaping the

significance of buying and eating easy-to-prepare foods. Here the con-

nection between production and consumption is entangled: industrial

food processors often paid female workers to perform what was essen-

tially kitchen work—washing, peeling, cutting, and preparing foods—on

a massive scale. The same can of peaches bought by ‘‘office girls’’ in Chi-

cago signified factory jobs and opportunities for new kinds of social rela-

tionships (including union membership) for immigrant women in Cali-

fornia packing plants.
21

Food consumption in the twentieth centuryalso became tightly linked

to ideas about health and morality. For example, in order to counter the

perception that bananas were difficult to digest, some of the United Fruit

Company’s earliest informational pamphlets stressed both the nutritional

value of bananas and the importance of proper ripening. Coffee mar-

keters alsoworked towin the support of health care professionals in order

to dispel concerns about the physiological effects of their product. The

Joint Coffee Publicity Committee (a coffee industry lobby) turned toMas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology industrial microbiologist Samuel C.

Prescott—the same expert enlisted by United Fruit—to secure ‘‘scien-

tific’’ confirmation of the health benefits to be derived from coffee.
22
But

if some people viewed coffee consumption as an unhealthy habit, many

employers and social reformers saw it as an alternative to alcohol con-

sumption that they associated with worker absenteeism and immoral be-

haviors. This was no small consideration in an era when powerful tem-

perance movements campaigned successfully to ban the sale of alcoholic

beverages. Prohibition would not last, but the importance of the moral
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meanings of consumption is clearly reflected in the history of cocaine,

whose status shifted from that of a medicinal tonic to a ‘‘fiendish’’ illicit

drug by the early 1920s.
23

Continued economic expansion, population growth, and a mass cul-

ture of consumption that helped tie together an otherwise divided na-

tion ensured that the United States would remain the largest single mar-

ket for coffee, bananas, sugar, and fresh fruits throughout the twentieth

century. However, trends in per capita consumption varied considerably

by commodity.
24
The lifting of shipping restrictions following the end of

the SecondWorldWar enabled banana consumption to return to pre-war

levels by 1947. Per capita consumption of bananas subsequently declined

slightly and remained flat through the 1960s. In the late twentieth cen-

tury, banana consumption rose steadily, topping 27 pounds per person in

1997. California deciduous fruit trades followed a distinct trajectory: the

consumption of fresh citrus, including oranges and grapefruit, declined

from a peak of more than 60 pounds per capita during the mid-1940s to

less than 28 pounds in the early 1970s. Since that time, consumption of

fresh citrus has remained relatively flat. However, between 1970 and 1997,

individuals in the United States routinely consumed an additional 90 to

100 pounds of citrus per year in the form of processed juices. Consump-

tion of other fresh fruits widely cultivated in California, including grapes,

peaches, and pears, either declined or remained virtually unchanged in

the second half of the twentieth century; but as was the case with citrus,

consumption of these fruits in processed forms tended to rise.
25
Compar-

ing bananas to other fruits, then, underscores the uniquely narrow niche

occupied by bananas in U.S. cuisine: bananas have rarely been consumed

in dried, canned, jellied, jammed, or juiced forms.

Coffee consumption increased steadily between 1925 and 1945. Enter-

ing the 1960s, coffee was the most popular beverage consumed in the

United States. But coffee consumption fell by 26 percent between 1965 and

1987, a trend that continued through the late 1990s, when per capita con-

sumption of both sweetened soft drinks and alcoholic beverages surpassed

coffee.
26
The popularity of soft drinks notwithstanding, per capita con-

sumption of sucrose (from sugarcane and sugar beets) declined frommore

than 100 pounds in 1970 to about 66 pounds in 1997.This counter-intuitive

trend is explained by the rising popularity of sucrose substitutes, includ-

ing high-fructose corn syrup. However, there continue to be marketing

‘‘synergies’’ between coffee and cane sugar: the emergence of a rather large

market for ‘‘specialty coffees’’ in the late twentieth century was accom-

panied by the appearance of semi-refined cane sugars. Marketed under
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names such as ‘‘Sugar in the Raw,’’ the non-white sucrose sweetener is

pitched to consumers seeking ‘‘natural’’ or ‘‘artisanal’’ food products.
27

Unsurprisingly, this comparison of long-term trends in commodity

consumption confirms the centrality of various fruits, coffee, and sucrose

in twentieth-century U.S. diets. It further indicates that the biggest leaps

in per capita consumption occurred in the nineteenth century. Consump-

tion rates fluctuated considerably during the twentieth century, but they

generally leveled out in the 1950s. This is not to suggest that markets for

these commodities have remained static sincemidcentury; theyall became

increasingly integrated as shippers, processors, and distributors sought to

increase their market shares and lower costs. As industries consolidated,

commodities became increasingly standardized. Fables of abundance gave

way to discourses on quality.

selective tastes: the evolution

of quality standards

As late as the 1880s, none of the commodity sectors considered

here had undergone significant integration; farmers, shippers, processors,

wholesalers, and retailers tended to be distinct entities although by no

means independent. However, this changed dramatically over the course

of the twentieth century. By the 1910s, just three U.S. banana companies

had achieved a very high degree of vertical integration, controlling the

production, shipping, and marketing of their product. California fruit

growers also integrated production, packing, and marketing operations

in the early twentieth century, but they did not control rail transporta-

tion. Some sugar companies, including United Fruit, had operations that

integrated cultivation, milling, and refining processes. The coffee indus-

try remained fragmented during the first half of the twentieth century.

FollowingWorldWar II, coffee roasting in the United States began to con-

solidate, but even then, roasters seldom owned coffee farms or processing

mills (beneficios) in Latin America. Significantly, consolidation generally

occurred first in the middle nodes of commodity chains; shippers, pro-

cessors, and distributors integrated before producers and retailers.

Getting commodities to mass markets required mass transportation:

in the late nineteenth century, fossil fuel–powered railroads and steam-

ships (along with mules and canoes) carried unprecedented volumes of

cargo at record-breaking speeds. Bananas, coffee, and sugar, along with

deciduous fruits from California, all required processing and/or packing

prior to transport in order to ensure that the product arrived in saleable
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condition. The importance of shipping and processing is reflected in the

tendency across diverse commodity sectors for capital and power to con-

centrate precisely in the places that lay in between farms and kitchens.

For example, coffee mill owners, merchants, and roasters ‘‘directed and

profited from the coffee economy far more than did growers.’’
28
A similar

tendency prevailed in the twentieth-century sugar industry, where power

and wealth accumulated primarily in the hands of the families and cor-

porations who owned the centrales, railroads, and refineries. Legendary

‘‘banana men,’’ including Lorenzo Dow Baker, Minor Keith, the Vaccaro

brothers, and Samuel Zemurray, began their careers as shippers, railroad

builders, and wholesalers, not planters. In California, fruit packers be-

came key mediators between growers and wholesalers.

Throughout the Americas, the expansion of export commodity pro-

duction went hand in hand with railroad construction. For example, be-

tween 1834 and 1837, Cuban sugar planters financed the building of the

first railroad in Latin America (and the seventh built in the world).
29
In

Costa Rica and Guatemala, coffee interests financed the building of rail-

roads that in turn stimulated export banana production along the Carib-

bean coasts of those two nations. United Fruit’s two Honduran subsidi-

aries were tellingly named ‘‘railroad’’—not banana—companies. Finally,

the completion of a transcontinental railroad in the United States helped

to make possible the rapid overland transport of bulky commodities from

California to Midwest and Eastern markets.

For all of the commodities in question, post-harvest processing was

crucial for transforming plant materials into marketable products. How-

ever, therewere some important differences. In the case of coffee, the valu-

able part of the plant is the seed (i.e., the coffee ‘‘bean’’). The fruit pulp

is removed via washing or drying, processes that have historically taken

place in close proximity to coffee farms.Once depulped, ‘‘green’’ coffee can

be stored for extended periods prior to roasting; once roasted, vacuum-

sealed coffee has a relatively long shelf life. Also, roasters could, and often

did, blend coffees from different regions. In the case of sugarcane, rail-

roads served to transport cut cane to large mills where cane juice was ex-

tracted as quickly as possible in order to maximize sucrose content. The

semi-processed product was then shipped to the United States where it

was further refined into white, granular sugar. In sum, both coffee and

sugar historically are highly processed in ways that completely change

their appearance and flavor.

In contrast to coffee and sugar, bananas and oranges needed only

minimal processing prior to shipment. In fact, the less the fruits were
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handled on their journey from farm towholesale outlets the better. Trans-

portation therefore had to be fast, smooth, and climate-controlled in

order to be able to deliver ‘‘fresh’’ fruit throughout the calendar year in

temperate climates. Significantly, the Armour Packing Company, an early

innovator in shipping refrigerated meats, was among the first large-scale

enterprises to establish fruit packing plants in California in order to fill

refrigerated cars on their return journey east. But refrigeration and rail-

roads were insufficient to overcome the intrinsic perishability of fresh

fruit. HarrisWeinstock, a London-born merchant, and G. Harold Powell,

a New York–born horticulturalist, played leading roles in encouraging

early-twentieth-century growers in California to standardize their prod-

ucts and form what historian Steven Stoll has called ‘‘corporate coopera-

tives.’’
30
In a process that anticipated the future of the export banana trade,

Powell devised fruit packing techniques based on closely supervised fruit

harvesters and packers to ensure quality. In the 1940s, California coopera-

tives incorporated chemical baths into the packing process in order to

prevent the growth of mold on citrus during transit.
31
As was the case

with bananas, a desire to lower the chance of spoilage and standardize

quality played a key role in prompting a reorganization of the California

fruit trade.

In addition to transporting and physically transforming plant ma-

terials into desired commodities, shippers and processors also developed

discourses about ‘‘quality’’ as part of an effort to standardize production

processes. Standardization was central to achieving and maintaining the

economies of scale that enabled corporations to turn profits. For example,

historian César Ayala argues that the Havemeyer family dominated the

‘‘sugar trust’’ that formed in the United States in 1887 largely because its

refinery was able to produce both high-quality ‘‘cut loaf ’’ sugar and ‘‘low-

grade’’ sugars. The Havemeyers and other sugar refiners ensured accept-

able profitmargins byworking to control the pricemargins between ‘‘raw’’

and ‘‘refined’’ sugar. They successfully lobbied the U.S. federal govern-

ment for tariff schedules that favored the importation of unrefined sugars

known as muscovadoes.
32

The tariffs reflected the political power of the U.S. sugar industry and

also the power that the United States government exercised over Cuba

during the years of the Platt Amendment (1901–1934). They also reflected

the premium that U.S. mass markets placed on white sugar, a preference

in sweeteners apparently transplanted to North America from Europe.

At some point in the eighteenth century, sugar refiners began grading

raw sugar based on color and appearance in accordance with a system
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known as the ‘‘Dutch Standard.’’ This grading system remained in use

until the late nineteenth century, when refiners began using polariscopes,

instruments that measured the refraction of light through sugar crystals,

to grade sugars with a previously unattainable level of precision.

The diffusion of both polariscopes and centrifugal machines capable

of rapidly separating sucrose frommolasses led to changes in quality stan-

dards. By the 1890s, trade journals quoted prices for only two grades of

raw sugar based on polariscope measurements. Some refiners continued

to refer to the lower of the two grades as ‘‘muscovadoes’’ even though the

product was rather distinct from sugars bearing that name in the mid-

nineteenth century. Historian Alan Dye argues that the ability to deter-

mine grades with precision enabled refiners to purchase raw sugars with-

out making direct inspections. Trading centers subsequently shifted from

Havana toNewYorkCity, where buyers created a futuresmarket for sugar.

Dye also notes that the use of centrifugal machines reduced the moisture

content of raw sugars, thereby lowering both spoilage rates and shipping

costs.
33
However, muscovado sugars, which contain varying amounts of

molasses that affect the color, flavor, and texture of the sweetener, have

been, and continue to be, widely consumed by people in cane-growing

regions of Latin America, where they are known as rapadura (Brazil) and

panela (in much of Spanish-speaking Latin America).
34
The evolution of

quality standards for sugar then, reflected technological innovations, the

economic interests of shippers and refiners, and deeply rooted cultural

beliefs that associated whiteness with ‘‘purity.’’

Coffee importers also pushed for standardization of green coffee—

the semi-processed state in which beans were typically exported. In the

early 1880s, NewYork–based coffeemerchants founded a coffee exchange.

Shortly thereafter, similar entities appeared in major European coffee

trading cities. These organizations, which effectively created a futures

market for coffee, developed standards to evaluate the size and ‘‘roast-

ing potential’’ of imported beans, information that traveled across con-

tinents via telegraph lines. The development of a futures market for cof-

fee meant that buyers no longer inspected specific beans; indeed, they

often purchased ‘‘beans’’ that had yet to become a reality. But determining

both quality and origins of coffee bean shipments remained problems for

buyers and roasters. The passage of the 1907 U.S. Pure Food and Drug Act

created federal regulations for a wide range of ingestible commodities. In

response to reports that some coffee roasters adulterated their products

with heavy metal–laden dyes and fillers, the law included labeling regula-

tions for coffee.
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Shortly thereafter, coffee roasters in the United States formed a na-

tional organization to self-regulate coffee quality as part of an effort to

capture market share from neighborhood grocers who sold green beans

and/or roasted coffee to order for retail customers. In fact, the movement

for national standards for processed foods and drugs enjoyed the support

of many large food manufacturers who found it easier to comply with

regulations than their smaller competitors.
35
After several years marked

by tensions between New York–based importers and Midwest roasters, in

1928 the two groups established the National Coffee Association (NCA),

an organization dedicated primarily to marketing and lobbying activi-

ties. NCA members were important players in the negotiations among

the U.S. government and the governments of coffee-producing nations in

Latin America that led to the signing of the Inter-American Coffee Agree-

ment (1940–1948) and the International Coffee Agreement (1962–1989).

Driven in part by the geopolitical preoccupations of theUnited States dur-

ing World War II and the Cold War, the agreements sought to stabilize

prices and standardize quality through quota systems. By 1962, the NCA

was dominated by corporate roasters (including General Foods and Fol-

gers) who controlled a large portion of the U.S. market for ground coffees.

The integration of the coffee trade, then, was a complicated process that

occurred some three to four decades after the consolidation of the banana

and sugar industries.
36

In California, fruit growers faced a dilemma similar to that of banana

growers when dealing with buyers. This is not surprising considering that

deciduous fruits, like their tropical counterparts, were fleeting commodi-

ties that accrued and lost their market price in a matter of days. In order

to gain leverage over distant brokers and wholesalers, California growers

formed large cooperatives that, among other things, developed standards

and grades for their produce. In 1917, the California Fruit Growers’ Ex-

change successfully lobbied the California state legislature to pass the

Fresh Fruit, Nut, and Vegetable Standardization Act. Shortly thereafter,

the United States Department of Agriculture established standards for

fresh produce in order to resolve disputes between buyers and sellers. As

was the case with bananas, size and visual appearance tended to be key

characteristics for fresh fruits: Sunkist oranges werewashed, dried, waxed,

and polished prior to being sorted into categories such as ‘‘Extra-fancy,’’

‘‘Fancy,’’ and Choice.’’
37

Historians are just beginning to consider the significance of standard-

ization for the history of commodities. Nevertheless, a comparison of ba-

nanas, coffee, sugar, and California fruits permits the formulation of some
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preliminary propositions. Perhaps themost important point to emphasize

to readers living in an era when market institutions and discourses reign

supreme is that quality, as one scholar of coffee has observed, is a ‘‘curious

thing.’’
38
The evidence that I have reviewed for four important food com-

modities indicates that ‘‘quality’’ is a floating signifier subject to change:

there is no universally accepted ‘‘best’’ cup of coffee, banana, grape, or

sweetener. This is not to deny that social groups living in particular times

and places often possess similar tastes for goods. However, this tendency

has less to do with objective, measurable criteria than with the subjective

meanings that goods and their consumption acquire.

Moreover, there appears to be a link between quantity and quality:

as mass markets became saturated (i.e., as per capita consumption began

to level off), notions of quality tended to acquire a new sense of impor-

tance. Consequently, historians of agricultural commodities need to give

much more attention to how quality standards have shaped contractual

agreements (and disputes) between growers, buyers, laborers, and state

regulators.
39
Evidence indicates that marketplace intermediaries (roast-

ers, refiners, wholesalers, and shippers) have functioned as key arbiters

of taste and quality. Advertising campaigns, directed toward both busi-

nesses and individual consumers, may have had their greatest impact in

shaping quality discourses related to taste, appearance, and aroma.
40
This

is not to imply that the consuming masses did not exercise agency in

twentieth-century production/consumption dynamics: popular culture

must be taken into consideration in order to understandwhy, for example,

coffee and bananas were more widely consumed than tea and plantains in

the twentieth-century United States. Nevertheless, analyses of consump-

tion should avoid idealized notions of market economies in which indi-

vidual consumer preferences prevail and ‘‘superior’’ quality triumphs over

the ‘‘inferior.’’ Instead, much closer scrutiny should be given to the prac-

tical needs, economic interests, and aesthetic sensibilities of the ‘‘middle-

men’’ who worked in the nearly invisible spaces that lay between farms

and kitchens.
41

Finally, it is important not to view export markets as monolithic.

The commodities compared here generally entered segmented mass mar-

kets. Standardization paradoxically contributed to market segmentation

by enabling distant buyers to acquire knowledge about the origins and

other features of commodities deemed to be important. For example,

many European coffee buyers have historically paid premiums for ara-

bica coffee beans produced at high altitudes. In contrast, mass markets

for coffee in the United States became the primary destination for Brazil-
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ian arabicas cultivated at comparatively low altitudes. In the 1950s, mar-

kets emerged in the United States for instant coffee, a product that often

included blends of arabica and robusta coffee beans. Then, in the 1970s,

affluent U.S. coffee drinkers turned increasingly to ‘‘specialty coffees,’’

high-priced arabicas that until recently were sold primarily by local and

regional roaster/retailers.

European and U.S. banana markets have also differed significantly

from one another. In the Caribbean and Central America, workers har-

vested Gros Michel bananas bound for Europe at a slightly younger age

than bunches bound for the United States in order to compensate for

the longer sea journey to European ports. As a result, Europeans became

accustomed to eating bananas that on average were smaller than those

available in the United States. Also, European markets imported Caven-

dish bananas from the Canary Islands long before U.S. markets accepted

them. In Jamaica, growers reoriented their production toward Britain in

the 1930s after the British Empire Marketing Board began subsidizing ba-

nanas produced in colonial territories. In 1947, the British Ministry of

Food approved the importation of Lacatan bananas. Jamaican producers

responded by replacing Gros Michel with the Panama disease–resistant

Lacatan variety more than ten years before Cavendish varieties replaced

GrosMichel in theUnited States.
42
In the late twentieth century, additional

market segmentation occurred with the rising demand for ‘‘organic’’ and

‘‘fair trade’’ bananas, coffee, and other tropical commodities in Europe

and the United States.

My research also suggests that quality standards can function to seg-

ment mass markets by class and region. For example, in the early twenti-

eth century, U.S. fruit jobbers and retailers catering to affluent customers

bought and sold top-grade bananas, while those operating in working-

class communities carried lesser grades. In addition, at least some job-

bers distinguished markets by region (recall the perception of Atlanta as

a ‘‘dumping ground’’ for inferior bananas). However, in contrast to cof-

fee markets, banana markets within the United States were not consis-

tently segmented on the basis of varietyor place of origin. Instead, grading

tended to be based on the size and physical appearance of Gros Michel

fruit when it reachedU.S. ports. One suspects that a similar formofmarket

segmentation prevailed for fresh and canned fruits from California.

In many ways, the twentieth-century evolution of quality standards

for food commodities represented an effort to overcome, or at least con-

trol, variable biological processes. The environmental rootedness of agri-

culture ensured that product uniformity was more of an advertising claim
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than a reality: even export bananas, harvested from asexual plants with a

high degree of genetic uniformity, varied over time and space. Standard-

izing plant products was achieved through the use of disciplined laborers

and technological inputs. Ultimately, mass markets, no matter how large

and powerful, were entangled in a dynamic relationship with processes of

mass production.

fields of power: production and

environmental process

The most basic connection between mass markets and mass pro-

duction was a spatial one: an abundance of land in nineteenth-century

California, the Caribbean, and Latin America indirectly facilitated mass

consumption by enabling farmers to produce massive quantities of agri-

cultural products.
43
This abundance was not a fortuitous gift of nature

or what sometimes is referred to as a ‘‘commodity lottery.’’ The quan-

tity and quality of land available at the rise of the export boom resulted

primarily from historical ruptures and ecological jumblings initiated in

1492 that gave rise to what might be thought of as ‘‘modernity’s nature.’’

The voyages of Columbus and his companions marked the beginnings

of the Columbian Exchange, an intercontinental transfer and mixing of

biota (including plants, animals, bacteria, and viruses) whose scope and

scale were without historical precedent.
44

The introduction of human

pathogens from Europe and Africa resulted in waves of epidemics dur-

ing the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that, combined with war-

fare, enslavement, and political crises, precipitated a demographic col-

lapse throughout the Americas. The effects of the Columbian Exchange

were not uniformly distributed, but by the mid-eighteenth century few

places in the Americas remained unaltered. One outcome of the pre-

cipitous decline in human population was an overall expansion of for-

est cover.
45
These new, post-Columbian forests provided nineteenth- and

twentieth-century cultivators with ‘‘forest rents’’: wealth created by re-

moving forest cover in order to gain access to soils, water, and wood fuel

that provided high, short-term yields with minimal investments of labor

and capital. As the history of the export banana industry reveals, forest

rents generated wealth not only for ‘‘backward’’ campesinos, and ‘‘feudal’’

fazendeiros, but also for ‘‘modern’’ U.S. multinational corporations.

The abundance of land should not be understood exclusively in terms

of environmental process. As dependency theorists notedmany years ago,

Latin America’s export economies relied on an emerging class of national
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elites who saw foreign capital and markets as means by which to accu-

mulate wealth and modernize their societies. Government officials and

intellectuals frequently referred to regions where export agriculture ex-

panded as ‘‘frontiers,’’ ‘‘wastelands,’’ or ‘‘deserts,’’ terms that tell us much

more about the worldviews of the writers than about the actual places

where production occurred. Educated elites’ views of forests and grass-

lands were tightly bound to their perceptions of the people who inhab-

ited these landscapes: indigenous groups, escaped slaves, and poor mes-

tizo settlers were considered to be ‘‘backwards’’ at best and ‘‘savage’’ at

worst.
46
State legal codes and institutions seldom recognized—and often

sought to undermine—the territorial rights of social groups whose ideas

about livelihoods, family structures, and ownership were at odds with

urban-based elites whose gaze was fixed on London and Paris as models

of modernity. Latin Americans’ own fables of abundance or ‘‘vastness,’’

then, resulted from long-term environmental processes and the exercise of

power by states seeking to create ‘‘neo-European’’ societies. Throughout

much of the Americas, elite fantasies would outlive the forests.
47

More research is needed to qualify this rather sweeping statement

about the relationship between the Columbian Exchange, expanding for-

ests, and the rise of agroexport economies in the Caribbean and Latin

America. In some regions, including many Caribbean islands and parts of

Mexico and Peru, colonial-era agriculture, mining, and ranching opera-

tions consumed forests and altered preexisting environmental processes

long before the nineteenth-century agroexport boom. Elsewhere (e.g., the

pampas of Argentina and the Central Valley of California) arid climates

limited the formation of forest cover. As many historians of California

have noted, large-scale state-subsidized irrigation projects were crucial

to transforming the Central Valley into a center of export agriculture.

Finally, the forests themselves varied considerably in terms of soil condi-

tions, species composition, and degree of human modification, meaning

that not all forest soils were equal in their capacity to generate short-term

rents. The expansive forests and grasslands found in the Americas, then,

did not guarantee or predispose regions to export agriculture; rather, they

provided many farmers with a temporary comparative advantage.

Paradoxically, the universalizing tendencies of both mass markets

and liberal state institutions did not result in homogeneous production

systems. Scholars of Latin American coffee societies have argued that

single commodity production gave rise to ‘‘radically distinct experiences’’

across time and space.
48
Although the coffee industry’s very limited de-

gree of integration during the boom years was unique, recent research on
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other export commodities shows that coffee’s diverse production scales

and labor systems were not unusual. For example, while it is true that

large-scale plantations dominated export banana production in Central

America during most of the twentieth century, the leading role played

by small- and medium-scale growers during the late nineteenth century

when mass markets for bananas first emerged can no longer be denied.

Furthermore, small- and medium-scale banana cultivators drove Ecua-

dor’s export boom in the 1950s, and they formed the backbone of late-

twentieth-century production in the British and French Caribbean.
49
In

the case of sugar, the influx of U.S. capital in Cuba and Puerto Rico fol-

lowing 1898 created enormous centrales (mills) that in turn stimulated

a proliferation of colonos, small-scale cane growers who sold their har-

vests under contract to sugar mills. César Ayala argues that colonos were
a crucial element in a period of mass production characterized by sub-

contracting, flexible production, and ‘‘just-in-time’’ delivery.
50

Finally,

in pre-Depression California, tens of thousands of small-scale vineyards

and orchards existed alongside the state’s more familiar ‘‘factories in the

fields.’’
51
In sum, the only remarkable aspect of mixed production scales in

export agriculture seems to be scholars’ continued surprise at (re)discov-

ering their existence!
52

But if farm size varied considerably, the varieties of plants that farmers

cultivated for export markets were few. The banana trade’s reliance on a

single, globetrotting variety was not unusual. Themass production of cof-

fee, citrus, grapes, and cane sugar was derived from an extremely limited

number of varieties introduced to the Americas by European colonizers

and African slaves over the course of centuries.
53
These crop plants had

long histories before they became internationally traded commodities.

They comprised a wide range of plant types, including herbaceous plants

(bananas and sugar cane) from Southeast Asia, trees and vines (citrus and

grapes) from the Mediterranean, and trees (coffee) from Africa. Some of

the plants (bananas and sugar cane) originated in hot, humid lowlands

while others (citrus and grapes) came from sea-level climates with ex-

tended dry seasons.Onlyone (coffee) thrived inmountainous regions. Re-

gardless of origin, all of these plant types co-evolvedwith otherorganisms,

including bacteria, fungi, insects, and viruses.The intentional exchange of

plant materials often facilitated the accidental movement of other organ-

isms, including pathogens and herbivores, that created problems of vary-

ing severity for farmers.

For example, sugar cane cultivation in the Americas, which began

in the sixteenth century, was based on a single variety that did not ac-
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quire a name other than ‘‘sugar cane’’ until the eighteenth century, when

the introduction of higher-yielding varieties from the Pacific known as

Bourbon or Otaheiti canes (S. officinarum) prompted growers to refer

to the older variety as ‘‘Creole cane.’’
54
By the early nineteenth century,

the fast-maturing and high-yielding Otaheite canes became the principal

variety grown in the Americas. Otaheite canes also provided planters with

a woody bagasse that served as a fuel for the mills. As forests in Carib-

bean cane-growing regions receded and firewood became more difficult

to procure, cane bagasse acquired a new importance.
55

The spread of plant diseases in the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury prompted Caribbean cane growers to shift to varieties introduced

from Java. As was the case with bananas, the movement of cane varieties

inadvertently spread pathogens because disease-tolerant plants seldom

displayed symptoms when infected by pathogens, making it difficult to

establish effective quarantines. Initial efforts to breed cane varieties were

stymied by the failure of popular canevarieties to produce seed under field

conditions (a characteristic shared with Gros Michel bananas). However,

cane growers began establishing breeding stations in the late nineteenth

century following the realization that some varieties could be induced to

set seed. One scholar credits the subsequent development of cane hybrids

as a factor that enabledCaribbean cane growers to competewith European

beet sugar growers in the early twentieth century.
56
However, new vari-

eties sometimes encountered opposition from planters and field workers.

In the 1910s, mosaic disease invaded cane fields in Cuba where a majority

of planters favored Crystalina (a Javanese cane) and other varieties that

were highly susceptible to the pathogen. Colonos and owners of ingenios
balked at the idea of planting disease-resistant hybrids because the su-

crose content of the new cane varieties differed from that of Crystalina. In

order to overcome this problem, colonos andmill owners devised newcon-

tracts based on Crystalina’s sucrose yields. Subsequently, trained chem-

ists were enlisted to determine the sucrose content of colono cane ship-

ments. Opposition to new cane varieties also surfaced among Jamaican

andHaitian cane cutters who disliked harvesting the new hybrids because

the canes’ spiny surfaces shredded their hands. More research is needed

to understand the roles played by mill owners, colonos, and field workers

in influencing decisions about cane varieties in Cuba and elsewhere, but

the example illustrates the ways in which agroecological change affected

rural people’s livelihoods.
57

Latin American coffee production has been based on varieties of just

two species:Coffea arabica andCoffea canephora (commonly referred to as
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‘‘Robusta’’). Varieties of C. arabica reached the Americas in the early eigh-

teenth century and formed the basis for production in the French colonies

of San Domingue (Haiti) and Martinique. The collapse of exports from

San Domingue following the Haitian Revolution contributed to an in-

crease in Brazilian coffee exports in the early nineteenth century. Brazil’s

dominant position in the world market also resulted from outbreaks of

coffee leaf rust (Hemileia vastatrix) on arabica coffee farms in India and

Ceylon in the 1860s. Some growers in Asia abandoned coffee production

in response to the disease; others converted to rust-resistant Robusta vari-

eties cultivated in various parts of Africa.

However, the New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange banned the im-

portation of Robusta beans as part of its drive to standardize coffee qual-

ity. The ban effectively impeded the cultivation of rust-resistant species

in Latin America.
58
Consequently, most coffee growers in the Americas

planted rust-susceptible varieties of arabica through the first half of the

twentieth century. For example, just two arabica varieties dominated cof-

fee production in Costa Rica from the 1850s to the 1930s.
59
However, for

reasons that remain unclear, leaf rust did not raise alarms in Latin America

until the 1970s. Even then, outbreaks in Brazil (1970) andNicaragua (1976)

did not create problems on the same scale and intensity as they had else-

where in the world.
60
Nevertheless, the threat of leaf rust, along with the

lifting of the ban on Robusta imports in 1960, prompted coffee growers

in many parts of Latin America to adopt new varieties in the late twenti-

eth century.
61
A rising number of agrochemical inputs often accompanied

the conversion to new varieties. However, Arabica coffees still constitute

75–80 percent of world production.
62
Coffee growers in Latin America,

then, shared a tendency with banana and sugarcane producers to culti-

vate a limited number of varieties for mass markets. However, disease epi-

demics do not appear to have played a direct role in altering coffee pro-

duction/consumption dynamics.

In California, the drive toward standardization also prompted fruit

growers to stake their fortunes on a handful of varieties. For example, by

the 1920s, 80 to 90 percent of California’s pear crop consisted of Bart-

letts, a favored variety due to its appearance, shipping qualities, and early

harvest. Just two varieties of oranges (Washington Navel and Valencia)

dominated the orchards of the growers belonging to the California Fruit

Growers Exchange.
63
The aridity of the Central Valley reduced the dangers

posed by fungal pathogens, but herbivorous insects proved to be another

story. Between 1860 and 1920, planters introduced hundreds of trees and

vines to California in the hope that they would ‘‘acclimatize’’ to their new
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surroundings.
64
An unknown number of herbivorous insects and para-

sites ‘‘hitch-hiked’’ aboard the introduced plants. By the 1880s, farmers

regularly reported losses due to pests, including Phylloxera vastatrix, a
tiny insect that damaged the roots of grape vines. In 1886, a University of

California researcher succeeded in grafting susceptible European vines to

the roots of resistant grape varieties found in the eastern United States.

This technique controlled the economic damages caused by Phylloxera but
compelled growers to incur considerable replanting costs. Subsequently,

the state of California assumed an increasingly active role in controlling

the introduction of plants to California and funding research focused on

crop pests.
65

Although multiple pest control methods, including the introduction

of both resistant plants and ‘‘beneficial’’ insects, achieved some spectacu-

lar successes in California, most orchardists turned to chemical sprays for

pest control in the early twentieth century. Steven Stoll suggests that a

preference for chemical controlswas linked to their rapid andbroad killing

power: ladybugs might be effective in controlling only one or two kinds

of insect herbivores, but early chemical controls tended to eliminate—

temporarily—a wide range of insects. Assisted by both researchers at the

UniversityofCalifornia andprivate chemicalmanufacturers, fruit growers

turned to lead arsenate and other chemical compounds for pest control

nearly thirty years before United Fruit started applying copper sulfate to

control Sigatoka. A handful of studies in the 1910s raised concerns about

the accumulation of soluble arsenic in orchard soils, but the economic

growth that the fruit industry enjoyed at that time muted such criticisms

in much the same way that United Fruit’s profits during the same time

period drowned out criticism of its production practices.
66

The rapid and massive expansion of single-variety production, com-

bined with an increase in the circulation of plant material, resulted in

epidemics of plant pathogens and outbreaks of herbivores and parasites

in many of the export sectors examined here, including bananas, citrus,

grapes, and sugar.
67

Diseases and pests appear to have played a minor

role in Latin American coffee production, whose history cautions against

adopting explanatory models that assume a direct relationship between

expanding monovarietal production and crop plant disease epidemics.

Governments, growers’ associations, and corporations responded to the

threats posed by pathogens and pests in a broadly similar fashion that

included sponsoring scientific research focused on reducing economic

losses. Although much attention has been given to the development and

use of synthetic pesticides, the breeding and distribution of crop plant
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varieties has played an equally important role in the history of the com-

modities examined here.

Given the contemporary debates over bioprospecting in the tropics,

understanding how different actors valued crop plant germplasm (e.g.,

seeds) in the past is an important, if largely unexamined question. War-

ren Dean’s environmental history of rubber demonstrates the tremendous

strategic value that both Brazilians and Britains placed on controlling

Hevea brasiliense, but the intrigue-filled historyof rubbermay bemore the

exception than the rule. Brazilian nationalists apparently did not protest

the removal of mutant navel orange and Cavendish banana cultivars that

subsequently generated profits for U.S. agribusinesses in California and

Central America. Also, Stuart McCook found that nineteenth-century

Asian and Caribbean growers freely exchanged sugar cane varieties. My

research on bananas is somewhat less conclusive: varieties seem to have

circulated freely in the early twentieth century when both British and

United Fruit–sponsored collectors in Asia and the Pacific acquired Musa
specimens via purchase, barter, and as gifts. However, by the 1960s, ex-

changes between British breeders and their United Fruit counterparts

seem to have diminished. Interestingly, the dynamism of the plants them-

selves have complicated attempts to establish propietary rights: in all

of the industries considered here, important commercial varieties have

arisen from field mutations. The role played by Latin American states,

growers’ associations, and scientific institutions in promoting and/or

regulating the movement of plant material is another important topic in

need of additional study.
68

Monovarietal production systems created problems for farmers be-

yond pathogens and herbivores. Because continuous cropping depleted

soil of nutrients, farmers had to invest additional capital, labor, or both

over time in order to maintain or increase yields. Banana and sugar pro-

ducers inCentral America andCuba responded to this problemby shifting

production in order to capture rents from forested soils. In some parts

of nineteenth-century Brazil, coffee growers remedied falling yields by

ordering their laborers (slave and otherwise) to clear forested hillsides.

However, in coffee zones dominated by smallholders, abandoning lands

was not always a viable option. Furthermore, the lengthydelay—up to five

years—between planting coffee and reaping large harvests may have dis-

couraged shifting production. Similarly, the large investments required to

establish orchards and vineyards in California, along with a dependency

on irrigation, discouraged the shifting of production locations. However,

generalizations about yields and the productive life spans of farms are ex-
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tremelydifficult tomake precisely because ecological conditions and culti-

vation practices tend to vary greatly and are seldom recorded in the census

data and probate records frequently consulted by historians.
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In the second half of the twentieth century, small- and large-scale

farmers turned increasingly to synthetic fertilizers to boost yields. Al-

though ‘‘Green Revolution’’ technologies are popularly associated with

basic grain production, plant breeding and synthetic fertilizers came to

play a dominant role in all of the export sectors examined here dur-

ing the 1950s and 1960s. Although banana plant breeders failed to de-

velop marketable plants with resistance to plant pathogens, they suc-

ceeded in significantly reducing the physical size of Cavendish plants.This

enabled unprecedented planting densities, which, along with large in-

puts of fertilizers and fewer wind-related losses, resulted in record-setting

yields. Dwarf varieties of arabica coffee began to gain favor among Latin

American growers in the 1960s; by the 1980s, they dominated production

in Costa Rica, where coffee growers further boosted yields by applying

government-subsidized fertilizers and reducing shade trees.
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The use of fertilizers and high-yielding plant varieties lowered unit

production costs, but sharply rising yields coincided with a period of

slow-growing or even declining rates of per capita consumption of ba-

nanas, coffee, and sugar in the United States. Cultivators possessing suffi-

cient capital often responded to declining commodity prices by trying to

‘‘rationalize’’ production through increasing yields, further exacerbating

problems of overproduction. In someplaces, the use of synthetic fertilizers

strengthened the dominant position of comparatively well off farmers.
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The singular focus on boosting yields represents an overlooked (or at best

narrowly interpreted) agroecological context in which late-twentieth-

century conflicts over access to markets—including the so-called banana

wars between the United States and the European Union, and the latest

coffee price crisis—have taken place. Finally, if intensification reduced the

amount of land dedicated to export crop production, it heightened rates

of agrochemical use (particularly herbicides) and created new occupa-

tional health hazards for farmworkers and people living in close proximity

to the fields.
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Fertilizers and pesticides are leading sources of water pol-

lution in the world’s agricultural regions. Intensification is often equated

with ‘‘modernization,’’ but there is mounting evidence that production

processes oriented toward boosting yields extract enormous environmen-

tal, economic, and social costs.
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The dynamics of mass production and mass consumption, then, ex-

erted pressures that drastically restricted the varietal diversity of cash
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crops. However, they did not necessarily produce homogeneous agrarian

landscapes at local levels. For example, some export crops, notably coffee,

have historically been intercropped with shade trees (in parts of Central

America, Colombia, andVenezuela) and/or food crops for local consump-

tion (in parts of Brazil and Colombia). Intercropping came about in part

because of the opportunities and constraints posed by coffee plants. A for-

est ‘‘understory’’ species, many coffee varieties thrive in heavy shade—a

sharp contrast to sugarcane, most bananas, and deciduous fruits. Small-

scale growers and contract laborers often planted species of trees and/or

bananas and plantains that simultaneously created a favorable environ-

ment for coffee while producing food and firewood. Intercropping also

offered advantages to coffee planters and investors who could compen-

sate workers with land for cultivation, rather than wages, during periods

when coffee prices fell and also during the years between planting and

first harvest, when coffee farms did not generate revenues.
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Intercrop-

ping was much less common on sugar, banana, and deciduous fruit farms,

but soils judged to be less than ideal for these cash crops were often dedi-

cated to other uses, including pasture, food crops, and firewood collection.

In addition, squatters quickly moved onto lands abandoned by export

banana growers in Costa Rica and Honduras during the first half of the

twentieth century; one suspects that similar dynamics existed elsewhere,

including the coffee regions outside of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo.
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A commodity chain therefore might be more accurately envisioned as a

‘‘commodity web’’ in order to account for the existence of ‘‘horizontal’’

agroecological and social linkages.

Comparing the environmental contexts in which commodity produc-

tion occurs brings new actors to the foreground and provides novel ways

to appreciate the complexities of older ones. The different shapes, sizes,

and life cycles of crop plants gave rise to different cultivation practices and

work rhythms: cane cutting meant swinging a machete for an entire day;

harvesting bananas involved shouldering 50–100 pound bunches of fruit;

citrus was plucked by harvesters perched on ladders; picking tiny coffee

berries required fast yet light fingers. The common element in all of these

labor processes is, of course, the human worker; during the past century,

mechanization had only minimal impacts on harvesting operations for

the crops in question. This has required farmers to mobilize labor forces

on a seasonal basis. For example, in early-twentieth-century Californian

orchards, harvesting operations could require ten times the amount of

labor needed during the rest of the season.Twentieth-century coffee farms

had similar spikes in labor demand during harvests. In Caribbean cane-
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growing regions, the extreme variation in labor needs was captured by the

use of the phrase tiempo muerto, or ‘‘dead season,’’ to refer to the months

between harvests. Even bananas, harvested throughout the calendar year,

displayed variation in labor demand as a result of grower efforts to time

their biggest harvests in conjunction with periods of peak market prices.
76

One historical outcome of seasonal variations in labor demand has

been a widespread and enduring dependency on migrant field workers.

Post-emancipation sugar and coffee production in Brazil and the Carib-

bean; export banana farms in Central America; and fruit growers in Cali-

fornia relied on regional and transnational flows of migrant laborers

throughout much of the twentieth century. In the second half of the twen-

tieth century, even smallholder coffee production relied increasingly on

migrant labor for harvesting operations. The preponderance of migrant

labor is all themore striking in light of the xenophobia and racism thatmi-

grants frequently confronted.The economic and social status of most field

hands improved significantly during the twentieth century when workers’

movements succeeded in unionizing some commodity sectors. Working

people also gained voting rights and greater access to government ser-

vices. However, by the late twentieth century, both union membership

and the political power of farmworkers were in decline in many parts of

the Americas. Harvesting operations continued to rely uponmigrant field

workers who often lacked the rights of full citizens and therefore seldom

enjoyed equal access to educational, medical, and financial institutions.

The politicalmarginalization of farmworkers cannot be explained—much

less justified—by the harvesting cycles of crop plants. Instead, an aware-

ness of production processes sheds light on the particular ways that indi-

vidual farmers and agribusinesses have historically overcome obstacles to

capital accumulation by shifting the risks resulting from environmental

processes onto the backs of field workers. Additional research is needed

to understand how workers understood and responded to these risks.

A heightened sensitivity to environmental contexts also helps histo-

rians to lend content to the lives of people categorized by census takers as

‘‘jornaleros,’’ ‘‘colonatos,’’ and ‘‘esposas.’’ By following the movements of

actors through space we might discover that they spent a few months har-

vesting sugarcane or coffeewhile intermittently tending to a home garden,

in addition to hunting, fishing, and collecting plants, water, or firewood

from nearby forests, rivers, and wetlands. Acknowledging the importance

of the interstitial times and spaces inhabited by farmworkers also opens

up new possibilities for understanding political projects.
77
For example,

my research in local archives along the North Coast turned up examples
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of rural working people forging ‘‘place-based’’ identities. These local af-

finities are somewhat paradoxical given the near constant flowofmigrants

through the region, but the very tenuousness of their livelihoodsmay help

to explain working peoples’ desires to identify with and make claims to

local and regional places. I found little evidence that conservation of re-

sources per se was a primary concern of working people. This is not to

imply that the North Coast’s inhabitants were ‘‘too poor’’ to be concerned

about the fates of forests, wetlands, and rivers, but rather that they derived

their understandings of changes in the land largely through work, not

leisure. Environmental historians of Latin America (and beyond), there-

fore, should pay close attention to workplaces not only because they are

often crucial sites of environmental change but also because production

ultimately cannot be isolated from consumption, nor can work be sepa-

rated from leisure.
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During his distinguished careerWilliam Roseberry called for studies

of working people that went beyond typologies. Environmental histori-

ans of Latin America should similarly aim towrite histories of commodity

production that convey the heterogeneity and historical dynamism of

organisms and processes that tend to get lumped together as ‘‘resources,’’

‘‘land,’’ or simply ‘‘space.’’ By breathing life into these and other categories,

we can avoid falling into the trap of environmental determinism while

demonstrating the dynamic interplay between economies and ecologies,

landscapes and livelihoods, and cultural and biological diversity. How-

ever, I would caution against analyses that stress diverse outcomes at the

expense of comparing similar dynamics. Despite the profoundly differ-

ent experiences of Chinese cane cutters in mid-nineteenth-century Cuba,

Jamaican banana farmers in early-twentieth-century Costa Rica, and late-

twentieth-century Mayan coffee pickers in Guatemala, their lives were

similarly caught up in commodity webs spun by agroecological, cultural,

economic, political, and social processes that in turn gave rise to a com-

mon set of production/consumption dynamics.

The export banana trade was unique in a number of important ways

including the degree of vertical integration achieved by the U.S. fruit com-

panies in the early twentieth century, the long-term importance of fungal

pathogens, and the enduring yet narrow place that the fruit occupied in

U.S. foodways. At the same time, banana production/consumption dy-

namics were rather similar to those of coffee, citrus, grapes, and sugar—

crops that at first glance appear to be very different from one another. Pro-

duction processes for the commodities compared evolved in response to

tensions between the standardizing tendencies of mass markets and the
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diversifying tendencies of environmental processes. These tensions ma-

terialized in the forms of the crop plants themselves and the work of culti-

vation. Investors, corporate managers, and planters went to great lengths

to manage both human and non-human components of agroecosystems.

Over the course of the twentieth century, all of these industries turned

to university-trained scientists and other experts for help with classify-

ing, controlling, andmanipulating environmental processes. ‘‘Fresh’’ fruit

trades, which were structured around highly perishable commodities sold

in markets that placed a high value on visual aesthetics, tended to use

greater quantities of insecticides, fungicides, and nematicides than the

coffee and sugar industries, whose products were highly processed prior

to reaching retail markets. Significantly, all of these industries turned to

fertilizers and plant breeding in the twentieth century in order to boost

yields and/or reduce losses caused by environmental forces.

Finally, although the export booms of the mid- and late-nineteenth

centuries provided opportunities for small-scale farmers throughout

much of Latin America to forge respectable livelihoods, capital consoli-

dations and environmental transformations during the twentieth century

imposed constraints that have made the lives of smallholders and farm-

workers increasingly tenuous. Indeed, the historical record provides little

reason to believe that increasing the volume of agroexports will dimin-

ish poverty. This can be explained in part by the tendency of power and

capital to consolidate in the places that lay in between production and

consumption and where much value was added: processors, distributors,

and marketers were key players in shaping prices and creating quality

standards that became increasingly important as per capita consumption

rates leveled off and markets began to segment. Determining the extent

to which prices and quality standards were imposed on consumers by

middlemen requires more research, but the key point is that ideas about

quality emerge and change in specific historical contexts conditioned by

culture, politics, and social power.

Agricultural production tended to becomemore geographically stable

over the course of the twentieth century, but the people, plants, and patho-

gens that inhabited the fields continued to circulate. Indeed, determining

just who or what was ‘‘local’’ or ‘‘national’’ in export zones has been, and

continues to be, far from straightforward. The significance of all of this

motion in the system is not limited to understanding how ‘‘global’’ forces

shape ‘‘local’’ places; the movements themselves have conditioned pro-

duction/consumption dynamics. This is a compelling argument for not

limiting studies of commodities to nationalist frameworks.
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There is also a need to experiment with new periodizations. Histori-

cal studies of Caribbean and Latin American commodities often span

the ‘‘boom’’ years between 1870 and 1930, a periodization largely derived

from theoretical frameworks that matter-of-factly privilege capital, ex-

change, and labor as the engines of history while using the nation-state

as their primary unit of analysis.
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While I do not deny the importance

of economic and state institutions, evidence strongly suggests that both

short- and long-term environmental processes have played an equally or

more important role in changing rural landscapes and livelihoods in Latin

America.However, because environmental processes seldommove in sync

with economic cycles or political movements, historians would be wise to

reconsider accepted chronologies and timescales.

The motivations behind researching and writing this book have not

been limited tomy scholarly interests. Understanding the export banana’s

past is important for plotting its future role in tropical agroecosystems

throughout the world. The relationship between people, plants, and path-

ogens continues to evolve: Black Sigatoka has spread to most of the major

banana- and plantain-growing areas in the world. Although Panama dis-

ease is not presently a factor in Caribbean and Latin American export

banana production centers, strains of fusaria capable of infecting Caven-

dish varieties are spreading in other parts of the world. The historical

record strongly suggests that the pathogen will likely reach the Ameri-

cas in the foreseeable future. Unfortunately, many scholarly and popular

scientific sources fail to account for the historical (human) dimensions

of interactions between bananas and fungal pathogens. Popular media

sources have recently reported that bananas are on the brink of ‘‘extinc-

tion’’ due to diseases implicitly constructed as forces of nature.
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Such stories are problematic because they fail to situate crop plant

pathogens in a historical context and unwittingly set the stage for future

‘‘development vs. conservation’’ dilemmas that pit wealthy, often urban-

based conservationists against the interests of rural working people. How-

ever, by viewing crop plant disease epidemics as the outcomes of produc-

tion/consumption dynamics, we can envision a less gloomy, albeit more

complex, future based on the possibilities of refashioning both agriculture

and commodity markets to value the agro-biodiversity and human labor

upon which agricultural production has depended.

Entering the twenty-first century, there are some reasons for opti-

mism. In many industrial and postindustrial societies, new social move-

ments have called attention to the relationship between food production,
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eating, environmental sustainability, and human health. The push to lib-

eralize trade has been accompanied by varied and sometimes creative cri-

tiques of ‘‘globalization’’ that have exposed the limitations and injustices

of U.S. agribusiness production systems that rely on heavy inputs of agro-

chemicals, irrigation, and government subsidies. In Latin America, new

rural-based resistance movements have emerged to challenge the power

of nation-states and elites to control access to resources. In short, oppor-

tunities for debate, confrontation, and experimentation exist on local and

international levels. The challenge is to ensure that alternative models of

agricultural production acknowledge the dynamic connections between

places of production and consumption, and between social and environ-

mental transformations.
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sugar-producing regions, see Carr, ‘‘ ‘Omnipotent and Omnipresent’?.’’ For a classic
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on new meanings. On environmental transformations in Porfirian Mexico, see Tor-

tolero Villaseñor, ‘‘Transforming the Central Mexican Waterscape.’’ On the impor-

tance of ‘‘marginal’’ environments in sugarcane growing regions, see Gould, To Lead
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White, ‘‘Are You an Environmentalist or DoYouWork for a Living?’’; and Taylor, ‘‘Un-

natural Inequalities.’’

79. Fernando Coronil has criticized both liberal and Marxist social theories for
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and biota. See Coronil, The Magical State, 21–66.
80. For a recent example of a widely circulated science story on banana pathogens

as ‘‘natural disasters,’’ see ‘‘Last Days of the Banana.’’ For a scholarly account by promi-

nent ecologists that falls into a similar trap, see Gilbert and Hubbell, ‘‘Plant Diseases
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